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i PLANT OPERATION

DV
500 GENERAL

The objective of normal operation of the Yankee plant is to generate
base load electricity safely and at the lowest cost. To some extent, research
information will be originated where nuclear plant safety is concerned; but
extensive academic knowledge will not be produced. In order to generate e]ec-
tricity, maintain the equipment, and analyze for the safety of the fission
process the full time plant organization includes 13 administrative people,
38 operating and maintenance people, and 14 scientists, engineers, and highly
skilled technicians. The plant organization will be under the general direc-
tion of the Company management-at Boston and will receive technical support
from Boston. In addition, consulting services for special areas will be ar-
ranged as required. The technical consultants presently on call are as
follows:

Dr. Theos J. Thompson, M.I.T. - Nuclear Physics

. Professor James M. Austin, M.I.T. - Meteorology

Mr. Samuel Levin, M.I.T. - Industrial %giene

, Combustion Engineering Co. - Radiation Monitoring

Nuclear Development Corp. of America - Nuclear Engineering. , .

- James I. Roberts, M.D., New England Electric System .. Industrial
Medicine

Shields Warren, M.D., New England Deaconess Hospital - Radiological
.

Medicine

William C. Maloney,' M.D. - Thorndike Laboratory - Hematology.

David G. Cogan, M.D., Mass. Eye and Ear Infirmary - Ophthalmology

During startup and initial. testing, the plant organization will be
augmented by personnel of the major contractors, Westinghouse and Stone &-

' ' Webster. Westinghouse Engineering and Services representatives will tech-
_

nically supervise' the installation and startup of all nuclear steam generator
equipment and other Westinghouse supplied steam plant equipment. Westinghouse:

Atomic-Power Department physicists will plan, technically supervise, and
analyze initial . core loading.and testing. Stone & Webster power plant engini
eering and construction personnel vill technically supervise and, in some
cases, perform other equipment, electrical and hydrostatic tests. Tankee

,

plant personnel vil1~ operate the equipment and sign off for acceptance of"
,

_

-

the equipment.
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Startup and nomal operation of the plant with the nuclear core

(V, 't in place vill be perfomed only after appropriate licensing of contractor
personnel and plant personnel by the Atomic Energy Commission under Part 55
of AEC Regulations. The plant operating personnel are operating engineers,
already appropriately licensed by the Massachusetts Department of Public
Safety. Several of the plant operating personnel have had previous nuclear
reactor operating experience.

Since the plant is primarily for base load generation of electric-
ity, the operation of the plant can be detailed almost as soon as design is
final. Therefore, this section of the report contains intemediate detail
step-by-step instructions for startQ, noma'. operation, shutdown, mainte-
nance, and emergency operation of the plant. In all cases, operator action
vill be guided by these instructions, and these instructions cover all
presently conceived conditions. If the instructions are found to be inap-
propriate in any respect, they will be reviewed and revised by the local Plant
Operations Review Comittee. The Comittee is made up of the Plant Super-
intendent, the Chief Engineer, the Technical Manager, and the Reactor Engineer.

The broad principles of plant operation are as follows:

The plant is divided into two general areas, one to be considered
potentially contaminated and the other clean. Access and opera-
tion in the potentially contaminated area are subject to restric-
tions as detailed in subsequent instructions.

(~1 Limited access is provided into the vapor container when the nu-
V clear plant is at operating pressure and temperature and is sub-

critical. Access into the vapor container vill not be allowed
with the reactor critical, except for special test reasons.

Operation of the nuclear plant vill be accomplished primarily
from the centralized control room. The control room vill be
manned by two operators at all times, except during reactor re-
fueling or during periods of cold shutdown.

Some nuclear plant operation vill be performed at local panels
under the direction of the centralized control room.

The vaste disposal system is designed to be operated locally from
the Waste Disposal Building panel.

All operations will be surveyed automatically and by patrol for
hazard or release of radioactivity, and exposure records on all
personnel vill be maintained.

Maintenance work on the steam electric plant and on portions of
nuclear plant outside the vapor container vill be perfomed
with the plant in operation if the work can be carried out in I

a safe manner. |

|
|

G 1
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Althou6h all nuclear plant operation is by written procedure,
(] the des 16n of the plant recognizes that an operator error might
U be possible; therefore, nuclear plant design is such that no

single operator or equipment failure can cause an accident of
. serious consequence.

The plant vill be operated in compliance with the rules and

rc6ulations of the Cormnonwealth of Massachusetts and of the
Federal Government and in a manner consistent with best in-
dustrial practices ."cr large electric generatin6 stations.

The plant will be open to properly authorized inspectors from
insurance companies and the State and Federal Governments.

(3
V
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501 PIANT ORGANIZATION
O,

The full timo plant organization consists of 65 omployoos. In cddi-
tion, the plant orCanization has available technical advico arvi servicea from
consultants in medicine, motoorology, industrial hygiono, arvi nuclonr engi-
neering. The plant organization chart is shown on page 501:2. Operation of
the entire plant is under the general supervision of the Plant Superinterdent.
Administrativo functions, nuclear fuel control and accounting, and plant
security are the responsibility of the Administrative Assistant. Operations
and maintenanco are under the supervision and control of the Chief Engineer.
Technical services are under the supervision and control of the Technical
Managor. Many jobs on the chart are explanatory by the job name alone;
others require explanation to indicato responsibility and function.

The Shift Supervisors are operating ongineers, appropriately licensed
by the Department of Public Safety of the State of Massachusetts. They are in
charge of oporation of the plant on their respectivo shifts and report directly
to the Chief Engineer. They will cause the plant to be operated at the direc-
tion of the Chief Engineer according to the normal and emergency instructions
for operation. They must acquire an appropriate license as required by
Part 55, AEC Regulations. During the preliminary nuclear plant operation,
they will not make an approach to criticality nor a startup of the nuclear
plant except at the direction of the Reactor Engineer, the Technical Manager,
the Chief Engineer, or the Plant Superintendent. The Shift Supervisors may
change reactor and plant power lovel above 10% power as required by demand.
They must alvsys be on the alert to analyzo plant conditions and direct plant

p - securemont if an unsafo operating condition exists. For plant emergencies
V which do not involve the nuclear care or a radioactivity hazard, tho Shift

Supervisor must immediatoly contact the Chief Engineer. For omorgencies
which involvo the nuclear core or a radioact,1vity hazard, the Shift Super-
visor must immediately notify members of the Plant Operations Review Committee.

The Reactor Engineer is in charge of all nuclear physics and nuclear
test programs associated with the core and the nuclear plant and reports
directly to the Technical Manager. Ho vill share responsibility with the
Westinghouse physics complement for the supervision and performance of the
initial core loading and the initial nuclear core tests. He vill be respon-
sible thereafter for safe thermal and nuclear flux operation of the coro.
Ho vill be responsible for the continuing tests necessary to verify safety
of the nuclear core with time. He can at any tino take charge of the con-
tral room and direct nuclear plant operations, if he determines the situa-
tion varrants such action. The Reactor Engineer is assisted by two Technical
Assistants. In his absence one of the Technical Assistants will assumo his
duties and responsibilities.

The Maintonance Supervisor is responsible for all mechanical and
cloctrical maintenance associated with both the nuclear and tho steam plant
and reports directly to the Chief Engineer. Certain portions of the eloc-
trical maintenance work will be performed under his supervision by either
Now England Power Servico Company or New England Power Company crews. This
work includes the 115 kv switchyard maintenanco, protectivo relaying, and
cort,ain electrical motor calibrations. Other electrical maintenanco within

(S) the plant will bo performed by the plant repairmen. Mechanical maintenance
f-
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q throughout the nuclear and steam portions plant vill be done with plant repair-
V men, except where a coincident heavy maintenance work load exists on nuclear

and steam portions. If this occasion arises, plant repaimen will normally
concentrate on the nuclear portion of the plant while the steam portion will
be subcontracted. During the maintenance period, the plant operating crews
will do reactor refueling under the direction of the Chief Engineer and the
technical supervision of the Reactor Engineer, the Technical Manager, or the
Plant Superintendent.

The Health and Safety Supervisor is responsible for the normal good
safety practices of a large electric generating facility, for care of accident
cases and health matters within the scope of a Registered Nurse, and for
radiation exposure safety. He reports directly to the Technical Manager and
indirectly to the local doctor and the New Englani Electric System Medical
Director. As a part of radiation exposure safety, he will arrange for, and
cause to be used, all such safety devices and special clothing as may be re-
quired for exposure control according to Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY. He vill have charge of and be responsible for the processing of
all monitoring devices attached to people. He will use and cause to be used
all portable direct radiation monitoring equipment to establish ani maintain
a record for personnel safety from direct radiation. He will establish that
personnel obey the rules for health and safety protection according to the
instructions in Section 507 and the detailed Iniustrial Hygiene Manual. He
will keep appropriate radiation exposure records as directed by the Techrdcal
Manager and the medical consultants and vill assist in the required medical
tests. He vill receive direct radiation monitoring assistance from the

O. Huc1eer iux111 err Overeters end seurce tren8th infermatien on centeminetien
of solids', gases and liquids from the Chemical Engineer.

The Chemical Engineer is responsible for all plant water treatment
and water conditioning and for all liquid, solid and gaseous waste processing.
He reports directly to the Technical Manager. He will cause both the steam
and nuclear portions of the plant to be operated with proper water condition-
ing. He vill cause the necessary analytical work to be done to ascertain the
radioactivity levels in liquids and gases in storage and direct their process-
ing for plant control or disposal. He vill be responsible for determining the
source strengths of all radioactivity and contamination where indirect and
precise techniques are required. He will be in charge of the counting room
and make or request arrangements for radioisotopic identifications required
for control and safety.

The Control Engineer is responsible for all instrumentation and con-
trol equipment of the nuclear and steam portions'of the plant and reports
directly to the Technical Manager. He vill maintain and cause plant process
instruments and. control equipment to be in proper calibration and operating
condition. He will be responsible for the maintenance and calibration of all

~

plant and site direct radiation monitoring equipment. He will maintain and
direct the repair of all control circuitry associated with the nuclear and
steam plant, exclusive of electrical metering and relaying.

.
It is anticipated that the Plant Superintendent, the Chief Engineer,

D 'the Technical Mana r, the Shift Supervisors, the Reactor Engineer, the Technical
d Assistant-(Physics and~ one half of the Control Room Operators will obtain lEC
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Part 55 licenses before normal regular full time operation of the nuclear plant
O with core in place is allowed. Massachusetts Department of Public Safety

licenses have been made a job requirement by Yankee Atomic Electric Company for
the Chief Engineer, the Shift Supervisors, and one half of the Control Room
Operators.

j The hiring and transferring of technical, supervisory and top operating
; personnel for the plant have been completed in a most successful manner. Most

of these people were acquired from sponsor companies of Yankee, and some have
had years of experience in the nuclear field by way of loaned assignments. A
brief resume of their qualifications is as follows:

]
Job Category Trainine and Licenses

.

Flant Superintendent BS in Mechanical Engineering 1947
Registered Professional Engineer
Since June 1951 employed in research, design,4

operation or testing of several reactors,
including STR, EER-I ard II, Borax I and III,
EB'4R, APDA-PRDC and YAEC.

2nd Class Massachusetts Operating Engineer's
License

' Chief Engineer BS in Chemistry 1939 '

Since 1956 c. ployed in research and design
of APDA-PRDC ard YAID reactors.

Shippingport School Feb. - July 1959
1st Class Massachusetts Operating Engineer's

j License

i Technical Manager BS in Mechanical Engineering 1942
Registered Professional Engineer

,

Since 1953 employed in research and design
of AFDA-PRDC and YAEC reactors.

Shippingport School Feb. - July 1959

Maintenance Supervisor Graduate Lowell Institute 1939
Since 1925 employed as machinist and master
mechanic in New England Electric System
steam plante.

Shift Supervisors All five have at least _two years of formal
technical schooling beyond high school.

: One has a degree in Marine Engineering.
i One has five years experience in operation

and testing of Seawolf and Triton sub-
marines and prototypes. Four have 1st
Class Massachusetts Operating Engineer's
Licenses.,

.

4.

. . - . . . .. . . - _ -- -. .. .
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Job Category Training and Licenses
f'\

Reactor Engineer BS in Engineering Physics 1955
Since 1955 employed at Savannah River on
operation and since 1957 on performance
of YAEC critical experiments.

Shippingport school Feb. - July 1959

Health and Safety Registered Male Nurse 1941
Supeivisar R.A. Taft St.nitary Engineering Center

School July 1959

Chemical Engi.'eer BS in Chemical Engineering 1955
Since 1955 employed at Savannah River,
APPR and YAEC in design, operation and
testing

Control Engineer BS in Electrical Engineering 1951
Since June 1958 employed in instrumentation

,

work for YAEC.
WTR Training and Work Experience April -
July 1959 -

Control Room Operators All ten control room operators have academic
high school course or equivalent diplomas.
One has degree in Marine Engineering. One

(T has 11 years of reactor operation at Hanford.
:d Two have 1st Class Massachusetts Operating

Engineer's Licenses. Four have 2nd Clacs
Massachusetts Operating Engineer's Licenses.
Two have 3rd Class Massachusetts Operating
Engineer's Licenses.

Technical Assistant BS in Physics 1957
(Physics) Since August 1959 employed in training

program at YAEC plant

Technical Assistant BS in Mechanical Engineering 1958
(Mechanical) Since June 1958 employed with construction

forces on YAEC plant.

Chemists. Both chemists have BS - Chemistry degrees.
-One has s,everal years experience in steam
plant water chemistry and attended the
R.A. Taft School in July 1959 The other
took Master's degree credits in radio-
chemistry plus Shippingport School July -
October 1959

;

v

-.

I
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O) .
Job Categor7 Training and Licenses

%

Ioaned Sponsor Company At least six technical employees of the
Bnployees sponsor companies are scheduled for assign-

ments at the plant during startup. One
Sponsor Company Ehployee has seven years
steam plant I and C plus one year on EB'A
and two years on YAEC design.
Other sponsor company employees will have
served at least a two months indoctrina-

.

'

tion period on YAEC design before being
given plant assignments during operation.

The remainder of the technical and operating persor el for the plant
' vill be hired in early 1960 They will be hired with appropriate technical
' raining and Massachusetts Operating Engineer's Licenses.

. ,- .
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502 PERSONNEL TRAINING
.

q) Personnel training has been divided into four phases depending
upon the job requirements and the time required for preparation of the in-
dividuals participating. These training phases are as follows:

Phase I - Long Rance Technicci and Supervisorv Training

Yankee sponsor company employees were placed on loan to AEC con-
tractors and other reactor designers starting in 1951. A number of these
men are included in the plant supervisory staff. By this method of loaning
personnel and by additional hiring of a small number of experienced super-
visory personnel, Section 501, PLANT ORGANIZATION, Yankee has in the Rowe
plant organization a total of approximately 35 man years of nuclear reactor
experience as of September 1, 1959. More than 12 man years of nuclear re-
actor experience are represented by the Boston Office supervisory technical
group who generally direct and technically support plant operations.

Ehase II - AEC and Designers Schools for Technical and Supervisorv
Trainirc

Several Yankee plant technical and supervisory personnel have at-
tended as students and have acted as instructors in various training schools
which include the ARCO and the KAPL Navy Submarine Training Schools, the
Argonne School of Nuclear Science and Engineering, and the Shippingport
School. The total accumulated classroom hours for these personnel in AEC
and designers schools is approximately 3,000 as of September 1, 1959.

I !
V _Phasa III - Rove Plant Operations and Technical Training School

The plant operations and technical training school will begin on
September 8,1959, about one year before nuclear plant operation is planned.
The instructors for the school will be Yankee supervisory personnel already
trained by loan assignments or in outside training schools, Westinghouse
engineers and scientists, Stone & Webster engineers, and Dr. Theos J.
Thompson of M.I.T. Those attending the school will be the key operating
and technical services personnel, about 30 people.

The specific personnel attending or acting as instructors in the
school are the Plant Superintendent, the Chief Engineer, the Technical
Manager, the Maintenance Supervisor, five Shift Supervisors, ten Control
Room Operators, the Reactor Engineer, four Technical Assistants, the Health
and Safety Supervisor, the Chemical Engineer, two Chemists, the Control
Engineer, and one Control Technician. Approximately cix sponsor company
engineers will also participate in the school.

The objectives of the school are to prepare the key operating
group for a complete understanding of plant operation and to prepare the
technical services group for their functions necessary to the support and
safety of plant operation. The training school will cover the following
programs:

Theoretical Training Procram - Basic theoretical science train-

) ing will be given to the operators to prepare them for better
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understanding of the complexities of the nuclear plant. The i

f') approximate schedule of classroom hours to be devoted to each
'

v of these basic courses is as follows:

Subject Hours

Mathematics 70
Chemistry 10
Ihiclear Physics 30
Electricity and Ma6netism 25

Engineering Training Program - Engineering associated with the Yankee
plant vill be tau 6ht concurrently with basic science subjects. The
subjects and approximate hours are as follows:

Subject Hours

Plant Cold Chemistry 15
Radiochemistry and Waste Disposal 25
Thermodynamics and Hydrodynamics 30
Reactor Theory 30
Reactor Operation 20
Plant Instntmentation and Control 25
Plant Systems, Flow Diagrams and
Layouts 70

Plant Systems, Components 50
'~

Integrated Plant Operation 50; ;

<.;

On-The-Job Training Program - As the key operating personnel progress
in the two classroom programs outlined above and as the constniction
contractors proceed with installation of certain equipment in the

. plant, assignments vill be made for the operators to perform, witness,
and check off the acceptance tests of equipment and systems being made
under the technical direction of the contractors. The Chief Engineer
vill make theJe assignments in such a manner as to give the operators
a working familiarity with the specific equipment which they vill
later be assigned to operate. Even though no hazard exists, other
than the possibility of damaged equipment, no operator vill be as-
signed to acceptance testing unless and before he has become satis-
factorily oriented with respect to the equipment or system.

The key technical services personnel vill in the same manner do on-
the-job work after suitable classroom training. Their work vill be
carried ot t primarily in their respective laboratories such as the
instrum(.. . tion and control laboratory, the radiochemistry laboratory,
the plant chemistry laboratories, etc. Assignments for practice test
-vork for this group vill be made by the Technical Manager. l' hey vill

perform acceptance testing on such systems as the water treutment
system and the radiation monitoring system. The instntmentation and
control group vill do instrument calibration work at the request of
the contractors throughout the extent of equipment installations.

_

J
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'

Maintenance personnel vill te trained primarily by on-the-job
training. It is anticipa t.ed that some of the mechanics now

O engaged in plant construction work with the construction ecm-:
pany will be hired for the plant maintenance force. Other
skilled maintenance personnel will be accuired primarily from
sponsor conpanies.

4

The final aspects of on-the-job training for operators, tech-
nical services personnel and maintenance personnel will to
startup operational work in line with Section 503C FREOPERA-
TIONAL FROCEDURES, SECONDARY PLANT; 503E, PREOPFD'.?IONAL PRO-
CEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT; and 503E, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND
NUCLEAR CORE TESTS. On-the-job training in these startup
areas will be closely associatal with manufacturer's startup
representatives and experienced nuclear plant technical ad-
visory personnel.

Trainina by Frenaration of Detailed Instructions. Check-Off

Lists and Technical Manuals - Even though the Final Hazards
Sunt.ary Report contains extensive sections on normal operat-
ing, maintenance and emergency instructions, they may not be
in adequate detail for operator action. The instructors will
study Em students' response to the Hazards Report instruc-
tions to ascertain whether or not further detail is necessary
in order to.aseure correct operator action. Where it is found
that the instructions cro not adequate for operating require-
ments, they are to be rewritten by the student eperators to

p) include necessary added details as, for example, relating'

L. operations to specific valve numbers. Check-off lists for
each instruction, Sections 503 ard 504, will be prepared by
the operators as a part of school training. Similarly, test-
ing procedure write-ups and manuals will be prepared by' the
technical services personnel.

Phase IV - General Emlovee Training
,

The preceding phases of training are concerned primarily with pre-
paring the key plant personnel. About 3 months before startup of the com.-
plete main coolant system for pre-core loading tests, the remainder of the

,

plant staff will be hired. They will be prepared for their job assignments:
.

by the personnel already trained. Concurrently, two general classroom
- training programs for all plant personnel will be initiated. Ore program
concerns Radiological Health and Safety, Section 507, and will be conducted
under the general direction of Dr. James I. Roberts of the New England
Electric System, consultant to Yankee. Classroom lecturers include the
Health and Safety Supervisor, the Technical Manager, ard Yankee consultants,
Mr.. Samuel Levin of M.I.T. and Dr. David Cogan' of The Massachusetts Eye
and Fer . infirmary. .The subjects for Radiolegical Health and Safety Training

- (n .
.
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and approximate classroom hours are listed below. Recurring lectures vill |
take place as part of continuing safety education in those subjects marked

O below with an asterisk (*).

Subject Hourg

Industrial Medicine 2
Radiological Medicine 3
Dosimetry 3
Radiation Counters 2

* Radiological Safety Procedures 3
Protective dquipment and Clothing 2
Environmental Monitoring 1

The other general classroom training program concerns plant personnel safe
working action and action during emergencies, and will cover the following
subjects with the following approximate classroom hourn:

Subject Hours

* Fire Protection 2
" Industrial Cafety 3
Sabotage and Security 1

* Nuclear Plant Accidents 5

The training of personnel for operation of the plant has been and
will continue to be quite extensive. The ultimate goals are to develop com-

() plate conpetence at the plant to safeguard the plant and the public and to
prepare the plant operators to qualify for licenses under AEC Regulations,
Part 55. At the cime the nuclear core is loaded, the plant personnel will
have completed approximately 15,C00 man-hours of classroom work, acquired
about 75 man-years of nuclear plant experience and familiarity, and have
more than a century of Massachusetts licensed steam plant operating experience.
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5 03 INITIAL PLANT INSPECTION AND START-UP TFST PROGRAM
Id

503A EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS AND MANUFACTURES' TESTS

Soecification

All equipment is procured from specifications. The specification
is a formal document with necessary attachments in the case of important
equipment or materials. In less important instances, a memorandum or a
requisition for a catalog item of standard equipment suffices, but, in every
instance, a definite requirement is specified, # th sufficient identifying
detail to be certain the item will perform its intended function.

The specification covers the conditions under which the item will
operate, stressing those factors which must be understood by the supplier.
Required performance characteristics, such as flow, pressure, temperature,
and speed are statec . Where considered mandatory for the service, speciala

materials are specified. Where there is a choice of available materials,
the supplier is invited to recommend such, based on his experience. Where
necessary, material specifications are included or reference is made to
standard ASTM specifications. Requirements for all necessary auxiliary
component parts are included.

Specifications require that the supplier include performance and
quality guarantees.

Proposals are carefully reviewed for conformity to the specifica-
tions, and the quality of the offering and the prestige of the supplier are
taken into' account, as well as price, when procuring equipment.

After placing an order, the specification is revised to include
any approved alterations, to record performance and material data, and to
incorporate performance curve sheets.

A complete file of all specifications and orders is maintained in
the offices of the operating company and of the design engineers, as well
as at the job site, the latter of which is the Official File.

Manufacturers' drawings are reviewed for conformity with the speci-
fication. Manufacturers' shop procedures, such as velding, are reviewed and
approved and, where necessary, specimens of their shop work are obtained and
subautted to laboratory tests under the supervision of the design engineers.

Piping

Shop fabrication of piping is covered by'" Specification for Piping
'(YS-497)* (not included) or accepted current issue. Shop fabrication of main
coolant piping is covered by Vestinghouse E-Specification 569006 (not included)
or accepted current issue. Suppliers' shop welding specifications for second-
ary plant carbon steel pipe are reviewed and approved, but the design engin-

. eers'- specificaticus for primary plant piping, as referenced in the above
p' specifications, are followed.
O

t
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Cleanlineas

Specifications for components for the nuclear steam generator for
the primary auxiliary systems and for primary plant piping contain special
requirements for cleanliness. These specifications require the highest
grade commercial cleanliness, but only such as is compatible with the neces-
sary reopening of the equipment in the field for erection ani making piping
connections. The requirements for cleaning on manufacturers' prcaises spec-
ify reasonable cleanliness of the premises and the removal of all visible dirt,
grit, scale, weld spatter, gresse, and oil, with certain readily obtainable
commercial cleaning fluids, prohibit certain fluids as damaging to stainless ,

'steel, require inspection of crevices and, after drying, specify that all
openings in the iten shall be covered and protected in a cocnercial manner.
These requirements for cleaning of equipment , piping, and valves on manufac-
turers' premises are covered in " Requirements for Cleaning Material and
Equipment for Main Coolant and Primary Auxiliary Systems" (not included).

Shon irsnection
The design engineers keep posted at all times as to the manufac-

turing status of each item by means of reports, periodic visits, and, where
required, a prolonged time in residence at a manufacturer's shop, all in
conformity with the importance of the equipment and previous experience with
the qualifications of a supplier.

All major equipment and special materials are inspected by represen-
tatives of the design engineers. This includes the turbine generator unit,

V(~'
condenser, condenser tubes, pressure vessels, exchangers, pumps, fans, fabri-,

cated piping, high pressure valves, and special alloy material. The inspec-
tion procedure to be followed for each purchase order is outlined to an
inspector.

This inspection includes the following, in varying degrees, as
required:

All special material is checked to make certain it conforms
to specification requirements.

Chemical analyses and physical tests are checked.

. Hydrostatic and pressure tests =re witnessed.

Running and performance tests of rotary equipment are
witnessed.

A couplete dimensional check is made to make certain that
equipment conforms to drawing requirements.

Equipment is checked for flaws and imperfections.

Equipment and material are checkel for cleanliness,
readiness for shipment, and packaging.
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503B DELIVERED EQUIPMENT INSPECTIONS AND INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

Receipt of Equipment at the Job Site

Equipment and material are delivered by truck or by railroad.

Equipment and material, as received, are checked for completeness
or damage. If the latter is found, an immediate request is made for
replacement.

Equipment and material after the receiving check are placed in
storage, if erection can not immediately proceed. Small items susceptible4

to damage from exposure, such as motors and valves, are stored in a perma-
I nent warehouse. Large items are protected with a temporary shelter. The

very largest items, such as the steam generators, are stored outside on
wooden platforms and surrounded by a combination wooden and tarpaulin en-3

! closure. All openings are left closed, as per Section 5031, EQUIPMENT
SPECIFICATIONS AND MANUFACTURERS' TESTS.

Cleanliness

No " clean room" as such is employed in which near-surgical clean-
liness is achieved. The requirements for the highest grade commercial
cleanliness which can be obtained practically are observed. While a special
ffort over and above that used on a conventional plant is made to ensuree

cleanliness, it is recognised that components must be handled, opened, in-
h_.s spected, set in place, heated, and welded under field conditions. Cleanli-

ness specifications have, therefore, been prepared with full awareness of
the constraints imposed by field conditions and the necessity of eliminating
all foreign material which may cause difficulties during operation.

E

Gross dirt and debris are continuously removed during the erection
procedure, but final cleaning is reserved until the last, when a complete
visual inspection is made and removal of all visible dirt and contaminants
is undertaken, followed by a closed system flushing.

This manual cleaning prior to flushing is specified under
" Requirements for Cleaning-Material and Equipment for Main Coolant and
Primary Auxiliary Systems" as follows:

" Stringent service requirements for equipment and piping
containing fluid that enters the main coolant loops

'

make it imperative to maintain an unusual degree of
cleanliness on all surfaces in contact with that fluid.
Dirt is harmful in these circuits since it can become
irradiated. Inspectors and foremen shall take all
necessary precautions to insure the cleanliness of
these circuits."

,3,
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"The area in which the final assembly, connecting to and
making up of pipe joints are undertaken shall be kept as'

clean as practicable. Floors and benches should be given
the equivalent of a vacuum cleaning at least once a day
and no dirt-producing operations shall be undertaken in
the vicinity. If assembling or connecting up operations
are interrupted, any exposed interior surfaces or openings
shall be covered with plastic sheets taped in place, or
the equivalent. Fabric covers shall not be used."

" Compressed air shall be used for cleaning to a minimum
extent, and only if oil and moisture-free."

"All visible dirt, dust, chips and scale shall be removed
by suction or lint-free wiping cloths. Finally, all
accessible surfaces shall be washed with alcohol and
dried, using lint-free cloths."

The cleaning requirenents for primary plant piping during the
process of erection, as specified in " Welding Procedure Specification
No. W65-NPP, Part III Field Erection Welding," are as follows:

"All shop fabricated parts received at the job site for
field erection welding shall have been previously
cleaned in accordance with the shop fabrication pro-

q cedure.- The field erection forces shall thoroughly
b clean each end inside and outside. A circumferential

band at least 3 in. wide at the end of the pipe shall
be cleaned with a solution of warm water and Tide, or
equivalent, and thoroughly rinsed with clean water and
dried with a lint-free cloth.- Immediately after cleaning,
the ends of the-piping shall be fitted together and the
root bead welding performed."

Erection

Piping is erected in the field under the design engineers'
" Specification for Piping Covering Field Erection" (YS-497A), which is a
supplement to the general " Specification for Piping" (YS-497).

The referenced design engineers' specifications for velding
. (not included) are

-W40 - Procedure Specification for Manual Metallic Arc
Welding for Carbon Steel Material

W65-NPP, Part III, Welding Procedure Specification for
Nuclear Power Piping for Austenitic Stainless Steel
Piping - Type 304

,s

-k
.
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V65-NPP, Part IV, Welding Procedure Specification for
Nuclear Power Piping for Austenitic Stainless Steel
Piping - Types 304 and 316 for Speedline Fittings

No. 9699, Welding Procedure Specification for Main
Coolant kop - 20 In. and 24 In., 4 In. Pressurizer
Surge Line and 5 In. kop Equalizing Lines for
Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping - Types 304 and 316

A step by step procedure for erecting the components of the
nuclear steam generator is covered in " Procedure for Erecting Main Coolant
System Components and Piping."

, In summary, this procedure describes unloading, insulating and
placing the reactor vessel in the lower part of the neutron shield tank.
The vessel supports are levelled and pinned.

The steam generators are arected on their supports, the main
coolant pumps are hung, and the main coolant piping and valves are erected,
working radially either inward to er outward from the reactor, depending on
the sequence of receipt of components, to the piping field pieces between
the steam generator and main coolant pumps.

The pressurizer is piped up, and all small branch connections to
the main coolant loops and instruments are made, at least to the first high,

pressure closure valve. Piping and equipment are insulated, leaving field
[], velded joints exposed for the final hydrostatic test.i

: After installation of the preoperational filters in the steam
| generator outlet nozzles and the seal welding of the control rod drive
| mechanisms located on the reactor vessel head, a complete final hydrostatic
j test of the entire system is made, as per Section 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL

PROCEDURES, NUCIZAR PLANT - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE IDADING TESTS.'

.

The upper portion of the reactor body and those portions of the
main coolant piping surrounded by the shield tank are insulated. The upper
portion of the shield tank is completed, shield tank piping connections made
up, and the whole tank assembly is then tested.

Pipe and vessel insulation is completed as far as possible. All
closures in the main coolant system are opened, including valve bonnets
wherever possible, and a complete visual check and cleaning of the entire

j main coolant system is made preparatory to the flushing operationn.

.All primary piping field welds are given visual, radiographic
and dye check inspection by the construction organization, as required
under the velding specifications. All welds in the main coolant lines,
the pressuriser. surge line, the main coolant by-pass lines, and all high

-pressure branch lines attached to the main coolant loops as far as the
first shutoff valve are given a second inspection by an independent agency.

n
,b)

e
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O Construction procedures and practices which have been mutually
agreed upon are listed in " Field Inspections and Procodr res Requested by
Westinghouse in Connection with Westinghouse Equipment."

All ernftsmen are skilled in their respective trades. Welders
are given the necessary qualification tests on the job, as required in the
Boiler, Unfired Pressure Vessel, and Piping Codes.

.
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503C PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURFL SECONDARY PLANT

As construction work reaches a conclusion and before operation can
be started, testing and tryouts of equipment proceed. All piping and equip-
ment will be inspected, and that which requires cleaning will be blown out
with steam, flushed with water or cleaned by some other acceptable method.
The flushing and blowing procedure for secondary plant piping is described
in the latest revision of " Cleaning Procedures for Piping Systems, Secondary
Plant, January 26, 1959' or accepted current issue. This detailed procedure
is not included in this document.

If rapid gsneration of steam is employed for blowing out the main
steam lines, this vill be obtained from the steam generator utilizing pump
heat from the main coolant circuit, prior to the installation of the core,
thereby eliminating any possible nuclear hazard.

All rotating equipment will be inspected to ascertain that it has
been correctly assembled, properly installed, adequately lubricated and is
ready for operation in all other respacts. Included in this inspection are
all essential instrumentation, controls, piping and viring.

The initial trial of any equipment will be attended by personnel
from the operating company who actually handle valves, switches, and other
controls under the supervision of a Starting Engineer or Power Engineer
specially detailed by the construction orgcnizaticn for this service. Crafts-
men to make adjustments and a service representative of the equipment manu-

f facturer to furnish supplementary supezvision will be utilized, as required.\aJ
During these trials, the equipment will be operated to the fullest

extent possible under the circumstances, safety devices will be tested, and 1

special attention will be paid to conditions which might indicate incipient
weakness or failure during subsequent operation.

At the conclusion of an adequate trial period, the equipment vill
be formally released in writing to the operating company. This release in
effect establishes the responsibility for operational jurisdiction, as well
ss for its lubrication, mainter.ance and the requisite routine attention.
The purpose of the formal release procedure is exactly as herein defined.
It is conditional and should latent defects be found in either the equipment
or in the manner of installation, the construction organization is obligated
to assume responsibility for prompt correction of the defects.

The Power Engineer is a specialist in this start-up work. He is
qualified by long experience in operation, maintenance, and testing. He is
supported by the entire design and construction organization. An important
aspect of his work is coordination of effort on the part of many irdividuals
of diverse skills and viewpoints. He ascertains that the service represen-
tatives of equipment manufacturers are qualified for their particular assign-
ments. He renders valuable service in instructing and guiding the operators,

so that they become conversant with the new equipment.

(.-
w,-
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503D1

O
PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES. NUCIZAR PLANT
FILLING, CLEANING AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF AUXILIARY SYSTEFS

General

The methods listed for testing the various auxiliary systems in
this procedure are not in a suggested sequence. The startup staff vill
determine the actual sequence according to convenience with the actual
field schedule and revisions.

In all filling and cleaning procedures, the applicable portions
of 0.I. No. 504K2, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPL1NG SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SYSTEMS, should
be employed to estabh f.: when required water purity has been obtained. As
a nominal purity standard, specific resistance of any system water should be
greater than 500,000 ohm-cm at 77 F, chloride content should not exceed
0.2 ppm, and total solids should not exceed 2 to 3 ppm. This standard
applies to all systems which tie in to the main coolant system at the time
when they are considered to be cleaned. Feed and bleed or complete drain
followed by repeat fill and cleaning may be required of systems if the water
is sub-standard.

All cleaning o
(n't original _ equipment)perations calling for the use of temporary strainerso will have these pieces installed before filling is

' initiated. In all cleaning operations, circulate at as high a rate as possi-O b1e with a11 vents and drains ePen and centinue unti1 the drain water is
about as pure as flush water being charged.

Hydrostatic tests will nominally be performed on each auxiliary
system as soon as it is ready for testing, and are not described in this
procedure. Details for these tests will be verked out by the field staff.
In all tests, domineralized water should be used.

Since filling and cleaning operations are common to all systems,
the purpose given for each system is to describe the design conditions which

.are to be satisfied and the method is intended.to provide these data. This
section may not logically follow the filling or cleaning steps, and should

' be performed when proper conditions exist to check the performance of the "

particular system. Use domineralized water for all filling and cleaning
operations.

4 -
Charging and Volume Control System

Purpose - The purpose of this system is to determine that water
can be charged at rated flow against normal system pressure; to check bleed
flow against design rate for each pressure reduction station; to determine
the response'of the system to changes in pressurizer level'and to check,

maximum and mini == flow of the variable speed charging pumps against design
rated flows.

-.
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Filling - Perform filling operations as detailed in 0.I. No. 504F,
CHARGING AND VOLUME CCtiTROL SYST.5M, except that hydrogen overpressure need,

! not be established.,!
!

,| Cleaning - With normal low pressure surge tank !.evel controls by-
~

passed and one make-up pump on manual control, raise the low pressure avrge
tank level until vater reaches the prosaurizer safety valve. Pump the level

}. down to normal level via the drai pump to vaste disposal. When the system
is to be gas pressurized, use ir rt gas from the hydrogen manifold until
vaste disposal is ready to receive hydrogen.

Method

(1) With the main coolant system at 2,000 poi gage and temperature
greater than 110 F (refer to S.P. No. 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES, NUC 2 AR PLANT - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE
LOADING TESTS), put the two variable speed charging pumps on
msnual control. Individually start and observe each charging
pump at full flow. Run all three pumps together and observe t

indicated flow. (Refer to Section 203, CHARGING AND VOLUME '

CONTROL SYSTEM). ,

CAUTION: If system pressure starts to rise, stop the
charging pumps immediately and start bleed,

' flow. Do not start any main coolant pump
until pressurizer temperature is in the
range of 385 F to 400 F.

(2) With the main coolant system at 2,000 psi gage and 514 F and
the charging pumps on automatic control, open the stop valves
in each pressure reduction station separately. Observe bleed
flow, pressurizer level, feed flow, low pressure surge tank
cooler performance, and feed and bleed heat exchsnger
performance.

'(3) Determine minimum flow for each variable speed charging pump.

Pressure Control and Relief System

Purpose - The purpose of this system is to determine that the
system will protect the main coolant system and control pressure,

i Filling - With the pressurizer vent open, allow the pressurizer to
fill' at the same time the main coolant system is filled (Refer to S.P.
No. 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM

-PRE-CORE LOADING TESTS).

Cleaning - With the pressurizer vent open, operate the surge spray
with one. charging pump and concurrently drain the pressurizer. Flush until
clean. .-

,V) :f|
m."
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.
- Method

.-O (1) During initial heatup of the main coolant system (refer toi

S.P. _No. 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT -
MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE LOADING TESTS and 0.I. No. 504E,
PRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM), check regulation of
main coolant system pressure against pressurizer steam
pressure and temperature.

(2) With the main coolant system at 2,000 psi gage and 514 F,
switch off the main coolant pumps and allow the pressurizer
to maintain 2,000 psi gage. Determine pressuri::er insulation
heat loss by measuring heater cycles.

(3) With the main coolant system at 2,000 psi gage (all heaters
in operation), and 514 F and all main coolant pumps operating,
hold Tavg constant with steam by-pass and determine cir-
culation spray flow by measuring heater cycles. Raise pres-
sure to 2,300 psi gage with the charging and volume control
system and check that the. surge spray operates at 2,300 pai
gage to reduce pressure to 2,250 psi gage.

(4) Turn off all sprays if the main coolant pumps are on, then
place the pressurizer heaters on manual control and heat
the pressurizer until the steam temperature reaches 661 F
(2,400-psi gage). Check that the solenoid operated relief

p' ~
' valve operates =to: reduce pressure to 2,350 psi gage and that

'.;V ithe, valve closes' properly.(pressure does not continue to'-

drop). Note safety valve discharge pipe temperature.

- (5). Close the-gate, valve in the solenoid relief line, heat the
pressuriser up'to 2,500 psi gage, and note.the'first safety

. valve blowdown pressure on the pressure indicator recorder.
.

_
Gag the' valve.; Heat up to 2,575 psi gage, blow the second

' safety valve, and note the blowdown pressure. Lower the
pressure.and remove the gag from the first valve. -Reseat
the-valve'and prepare both valves for. normal operation. In

.

each. case, note relief-pipe temperatures as an indication
'of proper valve reseating.-

(6)? Using the charging and' volume control system (with bleed
~

-greater than^ feed)'re'uce prescurizer level to 50 in.d
-

"
- -Check that the heaters automatically deenergize.,

[ ~

i Vent andiDrain System -

N Purpose -? The purpose of. this. system:is to demonstrate satisfactory
M ' operation of the system'and1 check performance of individual components.,

. , .
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Method - Operate the system in conjunction with S.P. No. 503D2,
p PRE 0PERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE

LOADING TESTS, in order to determine the overall performance and satisfactoryv

operation of the components, as described in Section 211, VENT AND DRAIN
SYSTEM, PRIMARY PLANT. Verify

(1) The discharge of hot and cold main coolant
(2) The venting of main coolant system gases

Sampling System

Purpose - The purpose of this system is to demonstrate satisfactorily
that each main coolant sample point provides for the safe removal and collec-

I tion of a specified quantity of representative fluid.

Cleaninn - When design conditions are obtained at each sample point,
blow down that sample line (with the appropriate coolers in service), to the
primary drain collecting tank. Blow down each sample line until about 15 gal
of fluid are discharged.

Method

(1) Perform sampling operations according to 0.I. No. 504K1,
PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM. Check
that the procedures are adequate for personnel safety and
obtaining the desired sample,

n() (2) High pressure sampling for dissolved hydrogen has been provided
as a check on the normal hydrogen sampling method. Procedures
for the use of this high pressure connection vill be developed
in the field, if the check becomes desirable.

Shutdown Coolinc System

Purpose - The purpose of this system is to evaluate the ability of
the system to dissipate residual heat and fission product decay heat following
main coolant system cooldown to 330 F and pressure reduction corresponding to
410 F pressurizer steam temperature.

Filling - Open the valves on both the shutdown cooling pump vent,
the low pressure surge tank cooling pump vent, and the heat exchanger vents.

! Unlock and open the four key-locked motor-operated isolation valves in the
inlet and outlet lines of the shutdown cooling system. Open all crossover
valves botveen the shutdown cooling and low pressure surge tank cooling pumps
and heat exchangers. Unlock and open the globe valve in the fuel pit emergency
cooling line. Temporarily plug the suction cell in the fuel transfer pit pump
and flood the pump with demineralized water from the priming line. Close the
fuel transfer pit pump discharge valve and open the normally closed valve in
the suction line tie to the emergency cooling line. Start one icv pressure
surge tank make-up pump-on manual, and check that the shutdown cooling system

j is filling. :As water discharges from each vent line, close the valve. When
the system is filled to the key-locked isolation valves, isolate the system;

(~ and stop the make-Up pump.
.

e
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Cleaning - Install a temporary strainer in the flanged connection
(] at each pump suction. When the main coolant system has been filled, open the
U four key-locked valves and circulate main coolant through the shutdown cooling

pump and heat exchanger. Repeat for the low pressure surge tank pump and
cooler. Refer to 0.I. No. 504M, SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM, for instructions to
operate the system.

Method - With the main coolant system at 330 F and 410 F pressurizer
steam temperature, put all fcur main coolant pumps on line. If cooldown is in
progress following performance of S.P. No. 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES,
NUCLEAR PLANT - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE LOADING TESTS, terminate steam
by-pass. Put the shutdown cooling system in operation per 0.I. No. 504M,
SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM, and determine that the system will lower main coolant
temperature. Shutdown cooling flow may be slightly reduced, due to main
coolant pump' head and pressure drop across the reactor. Compare heat input
calculated from the main coolant pump ammeter readings (corrected for heat
removal by component cooling), with decay heat curves and determine minim _m
time at which shutdown cooling could be put in service.

Safety Injection System

,, . Purpose - The purpose of this system is to determine the time re-
quired to bring-the system up to full flow operation and to check that the
motor-operated valves and the pumps are properly synchronized.

JFilling - Hose down the safety injection and shield tank cavity
'wate'r tank and drain through the 1 in. line to the sewer. Add about

h_ 100,000 gal of demineralized water to the tank, using the low pressure surge
tank make-up pumps.

Cleaning - Install a temporary strainer in the 10 in. safety in-
1jection pump suction line. Open the motor-operated gate valve in the 3 in.
recirculation line. Intermittently operate each safety injection pump manually
during the filling time.-

.

Method . As a part of the initial fill of the main coolant system
.(referito S.P. No. 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT - MAIN
COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE LOADING TESTS), automatically initiate E.I. No. 505B10,
PRIMARY PLANT - TOTAL IDSS OF MAIN COOLANT. Check that the pumps do not run
at shutoff, check that all valves and pumps are properly sequenced and timed,
and record the time 'to obtain full' flow, as indicated by pump AP and also by

~

drop in tank volume. Stop the pumps as soon as full flow is obtained.

Purification System.

Purpose - The purpose of this system _is to establish that full
design flow can be obtained and to vary flow between the design limits; to
= alternate flow paths so- that each ion exchanger is shown to give satisfactory
hydraulic performance.

4-
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Filling - Before the purification and chemical shutdown ion ex-
/N changers are installed, flood the purification, cooling and drain pumps withC, vater from the low pressure surge tank (pump discharge valves closed, vent

| open). With the surge tank cooler by-pass valve closed and one ion exchanger
inlet valve open, start one pump and open the pump discharge valve. When
water discharges from the ion exchanger inlet liue, close the inlet valve and

| open the inlet valve in the next ion exchanger. Repeat for all four ion ex-
'

changers, and stop the pump. Install the ion exchangers, close the globe
valve in the purified make-up return to the charging pump suction header,
open the crossover to the high surge tank level discharge line to vaste dis-
posal, and manually open the level control valve. Open one ion exchanger
outlet valve, and pump demineralized water through the ion exchanger from

I the flush line until water discharges into the vaste disposal tank. Isolate
the ion exchanger and repeat for the other three ion exchangers.

Cleaning - Using the low pressure surge tank make-up pumps to
maintain level in the surge tank, pump water through the purification system
to vaste disposal until the effluent sample meets purity standards.

Method - Start up the system per 0.I. No. 504H, FURIFICATION SYSTEM.
With both purification ion exchangers on line, vary the flow controller set-
ting from 10 to 100 gpm, and observe indicated flov. Check that pump dis-
charge pressure does not indicate unstable operation. Repeat the test, using
the chemical shutdown ion exchangers. Operate and check all controls in the

'
purification system.

Component Cooling System
I (7 i

| Purpose - The purpose of this system is to determine that the"

| component cooling system vill circulate cooling water at the design rate
j and pressure; to determine that the various components are being adequately

cooled.

Filling - With the component cooling pump, surge tank, and heat
exchanger vents open, fill the system with demineralized water from the con-
densate supply line. With the exception of the surge tank vent, close each
vent valve as water di.scharges from the vent line. Add potassium chromatei .

| solution from the corrosion control pot feeder to raise the level of chromate
} in the system to 500 ppm.

Cleaning - Install a temporary strainer in each component cooling
- pump suction line. Start up the system and circulate water to all components,

1

as outlined in 0.I. No. 504I,. COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM. Continue flushing
until the_ drain taps run clean.

Method

; (1) Circulate component cooling water with one pump. Place the
L various co=ponents on line, according to 0.I. No. 504I,'

COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM, and observe pump discharge pressure
' and system flow. Repeat for the other pump.- Determine that

_

design flow and pressure requirements are met by each pump.
h

-;
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(2) Using the temperature instrumentation for each component whica
O can be tested under these conditions, determine that the
\J component cooling system limits the temperature for each

component to the design limit.

(3) Deenergize the operating pump and establish that the other
pump automatically starts.

Chemical Shutdown System

Purpose - The purpose of this system is to check out the components,
the batching procedure, and transfer features of the system.

Filling - Fill the 3,000 gal boric acid mixing and storage tank
with about 1,000 gal of demineralized water from the low pressure surge tank
make-up pumps.r

Cleaning - With the boric acid fill and transfer lines isolated and

recirculation loop open, start the boric acid solution transfer pump and
. agitator (high speed). After about one-half hour, during which the agitator
and pump should be checked for performance, raise the water level in the
mixing and storage tank.' Stop the pump and agitator, and drain the tank via
the drain-flush line.

Method

(1) Perform 0.I. No. 504G1, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORICfs() . ACID PREPARATION, to determine that boric acid batching
procedures are correct.

(2) Pump the boric acid solution to the 125,000 gal safety
injection and shield tank cavity water tank (refer to M.I.

. No. 506E3 REACTOR REFUELING, SHIELD TANK CAVITY - FILL-

AND DRAIN .

(3) When the main coolant system is to be initially boiated,
perform 0.I. No. 504G2, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC
ACID ADDITION.-

NOTE: Rely on frequent sampling to establish the volume
of boric acid solution required to attain shutdown
boron concentration in the main coolant.

Corrosion Control System

Purpose - The purpose of this system is to obtain satisfactory
. evidence _of the ability.of the system to add the appropriate quantities of
chemieals to the' main coolant system.

n.
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Cleaning - Fill the hydrazine feed tank with demineralized water
O from the condensate supply line. Starting with any one of the three charging

pump suction lines, take the cap off the strainer line and open the valve in,

the strainer line. Open the valvos in the 1/2 in. feed line to charging pump'

suction and start the hydrazina feed pump. Collect about 8 gal of flush water
in a receiver from each charging pump suction strainer.

Method

(1) Time the discharge of flush water and note volume change in
feed tank and estimate the hydrazine injection rate at
maximum flow adjustment.

(2) With the low pressure surge tank properly blanketed by nitrogen
to 15 pai gage, open the remote operated isolation valve in
the nitrogen gas header. Vent the low pressure surge tank to
vaste disposal, and determine maximum nitrogen flow to the
surge tank by rate of change of cylinder pressure with time.

.
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503D2

oi
.

| PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT
j MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE TESTS

I. Objective To fill, flush, hydrostacic test, and check heat-up and cool-
down procedures for the main coolant system prior to instal-
ling the core.

II. Conditions ,

1. A minim = of 24,000 gal of primary grade demineralized water to fill
the main coolant system is available.

2. The control rod mechanisms have been installed and seal welded or
the control rod mechanism ports have been plugged. The eight re-
maining ports are also plugged.

NOTE: To assure access to a leaky seal weld, the control rod drive
mechanisms may be installed in three separate groups and
leak tested after each installation. The control rod mech-
anisms would be installed as follows:

a. Group I and II (center 4)
b. Group III, IV, and V (intermediate 12),

c. Group VI'(outer 8)

O- 3. All equipment in the main coolant system is in condition for filling
and venting and for the flushing operation and is in condition to
-be hydrostatically tested.

s

NOTE: The four:preoperational filters and the steam generator manway
covers, with gaskets,.have been installed in each of the
steam generator outlet nozzles.

For visual inspection during the hydrostatic tests, velds and
connections in the main coolant system are not insulated.

.,

4. The secondary side of each steam generator is empty.-
,.

5. . A hydrostatic test pump is connected to the charging pump discharge
header and at least two hydrostatic pressure gages are installed.

6.- All cleaning, exclusive of.the recirculation flushing operation of
pipes, valves'and fittings, and associated equipment, is complete
as well as certain installation and checkout tests.

. . Installation and checkout of the main' coolant system' instrumentation7.
:(pressure, temperature and flow indicators) is complete.

A

, 8.. The thermal' shield has been installed in the reactor vessel.-

||) . _
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III. Precautions
'

. /D
I O 1. While performing the operations covered in this document, the in-

'

struction manuals for the individual components in the main coolant,

system shall be followed. If there is a conflict between the in-
j; *struction manuals and the instructions contained in this document,
j the instruction manual shall govern.

l'
2. The pressure in the rotor-stator gap of the main coolant pumps must

never be below atmospheric pressure,

j 3. Do not operate the main coolant pumps continuously until the system
; has been vented. Initially the pumps shall be jogged and the

system shall be vented until the effluent from the vent is free of;

j- entrapped gas.

M] 4. If a water solid isolated loop is above ambient temperature, pre-
' cautions must be taken to prevent a vacuum from being formed by the

contraction of the water as it cools.

5. Venting of the main coolant system should be performed when the
coolant temperature is below 200 F.

6. The main coolant system pressure must not exceed 500 psi gage unless
the reactor vessel metal tempc:.ture is above 90 F.

7. Before being hydrostatically tested, the main coolant system should.

i be as free as possible of all gas pockets.

8. The main coolant system heating and cooling rate must not exceed
50 F per hr.

i
'

9.. During plant heatup, the main coolant system must be held at 250 F
for a sufficient length of time (approximately 2 hr) in order to
obtain an isothermal condition in the reactor vessel.

IV. Check-off List
'

Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

1. Fill the main coolant system with demineralized water per 0.I.
No. 504D1, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - FILLING AND VENTING OF COMPLETE

. SYSTEM with the following exceptions
,

a. The filling of the main coolant system will be accomplished by
use of the safety injection pump (s), pump suction being de-
mineralized water taken from the safety injection shield cavity
storage tank.

.
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I!OIE: The safety injection system, using de ineralized water,
p. should be tested in conjunction with the initial phase
V of the filling operatic,. Refer to S.P. No. 503D1,

PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, I;UCLEAR FIAIiT - FITITUG,
CLEANING A'iD FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.

b. Step No. lla of 0.I. No. 50kDl, FAIN C00IAST SYSIH4 - FILLING
AND VESTING OF COMPLETE SYSTEM, the venting procedure is not
done in conjunction with startup of the complete main coolant
systen but is done in conjunction with the flushing operation,
Step No. 11-Note. During the initial filling operation stag-
nant water does not need to be recoved from the control rod
techanisms but all nechanisms must be filled with water.

The rain coolant system is caintained solid with demineralizedc.
suter during the initial venting operation.

d. During the initial simultaneous operation of all four main
coolant pumps, flow readings shall be taken on each loop.
These flow readings shall be compared with the indicated
flow during the subsequent flushing operation. In the event
that a large reduction in the flow occurs (minium pu=p flow
is 2,500 gpm) the preoperational filter in the affected loop
should be removed and cleaned.

If the pressure in the =ain coolant system approaches 500 psie.
gage before the coolant temperature is 90 F, the pressure ray,

('') be reduced by venting, by opening the 25 spa letdown valve in
-

the bleed line, or by operation of the manually controlled
flow valve in the drain header by-pass line to the low pressure
surge tank.

. 2. After the main coor.nt system has been filled and vented, proceed
with the initial hydrostatic test.

Initial hydrostatic test precautions and data are as follows:

a. Main coolant temperature - 100 to 110 F. (Obtained by pump heat)

NOTE: The reactor vessel metal tenperature must not be belov
90 F if the pressure is above 500 psi gage.

At the start of the test the main coolant temperature
should be about 110 -F.

i b. Metal-vater temperature equilibrium cust be obtained in the
rain coolant system. The temperature of the outer sull of the
reactor vessel and of the secondary side of the steam generator
tube plates shall be determined and must neet the minirm
values before the hydrostatic test is performed.

m
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"

c. Pressurizer safety, loop relief valves, and relief valves on
j charging line at the feed and bleed heat exchanger - gagged.

.; d. Pressurizer solenoid relief valve is on manual control. Motor
operated gate valve in inlet line to the pressurizer solenoid,

| relief valve is open.

! e. Hydrostatic test pressure - 3,435 psi gage (1 1/2 times the
! piping design pressure of 2,285 psi gage).

NOTE: Hydrostatic test pressure should be established in
incremental steps as follows: (1) 500 psi gage,

! (2) 1,000 psi gage (3) 1,500 psi gage (4) 2,000 psi gage
(5) 2,500 psi gage (6) 3,000 psi gage (7) 3,435 psi gage,

j f. Test duration - two hours minimm.
t
; g. With the main coolant system at 3,435 pai gage, observe the
l pressure stability. If drop in system pressure is excessive,

the source of leakage should be determined and repairs should
be made as required.

3. After maintaining hydrostatic test pressure of 3,435 pai gage for
'

two hours, gradually reduce the system pressure to about 50 psi
j PP.
4

| PRECAUTIONS:. To prevent the main coolant pump stator can from
j collapsing, a positive pressure must be maintained
' on the main coolant system at all times. To meet

this requirement, operation of the safety injection
pumps, intermittent operation of the charging pumps
(flow through the loop fill and chemical injection
lines), or preferably a temporary head tank may be
connected to the main coolant pump vent.

4. After the main coolant system has been hydrostaticalJy tested and
depressurized, remove gags from pressurizer safety, loop relief
valves, relief valves on charging line at the feed and bleed heat
exchanger and proceed with the main coolant system initial heat-
up as follows:

a. Fill the secondary side of the steam generators to the startup
level and close the main steam line nonreturn valves.

b. Start the pressure control and relief system. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM.

c. When the main coolant conditions are permissible, start the
main coolant pumps. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D4, MAIN COOLANT
SYSTEM - STARTUP OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

o
,.

I-
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d. During the main coolant heat-up, maintain the normal pressurizer
0, water level by intermittent operation of the bleed letdown

valve (s).

e. Main coolant heat-up shall not exceed 50 F per hr. The system
must be held at 250 F for a sufficient length of time (approxi-
mately 2 hr) in order to obtain an isothermal condition in the
reactor vessel.

f. During plant heat-up, obtain information for determination of
heating rate.

5. When the main coolant temperature has reached 514 F, terminate the
initial plant heat-up by stopping the main coolant pumps.

NOTE: At this time the following tests should be performed

a. Check set pressures for the pressurizer solenoid and
self-actuated relief valves and for the pressurizer
spray valve. Refer to S.P. No. 503Dl, PREOPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES, NUCIEAR PLANT - FILLING, CLEANING AND
FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.

NOTE: In order to prevent undue wear, subsequent testa
performed on these valves should be kept to a
minimum.

O d. not 1eek teet - Refer te o.1. No. 504D3, Mi1* cootiNT
SYSTEM, HOT LEAK TEST.

c. Feed and bleed performance tests. Refer to S.P.
No. 503Dl, PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLAhT -

*

FILLING, CLEANING AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF AUIILIARY
SYSTEMS.

6. When required, the initial cooldown of the main coolant system shall
be performed as follows:

a. Start one main coolant pump and alternate pump operation |
occasionally in order to keep main coolant temperature

|reasonably uniform. ;
i

NOTE: For safe operation of the main coolant pumps, the |

pressurizer steam conditions specified in 0.I.
No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM, must
be maintained.

b. Start steam flow through the secondary plant steam by-pass
system. The rate of steam flow must be regulated so that the
cooling rate of the main coolant system does not exceed 50 F

,

per hr.
J,

(.
U >
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7. When main coolant conditions are permissible, start the shutdown
O cooling system. Refer to 0.I. No. 504M, SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.
sv

8. When the main coolant has been reduced in temperature to approximately
140 F and depressurized to about 50 pai gage, isolate and drain the
loops. Refer to 0.I. No. 50/.D2, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - FILLING,
VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED LOOP.

| 9. After the loops have been drained, remove the preoperational filters
'

from the steam generators, inspect the interior of the steam gener-
;

- ator head for cleanliness, and replace manway covers. Refer to

[- M.I. No. 506B1, PRIMARY PLANT - OPENING AND CLOSING ISOLATED MAIN
COOLANT LOOP.

!.

NOTE: Strict cleanliness shall be observed during this operation.

I 10. For a complete visual inspection of the reactor vessel, remove re-
actor vessel head and remove water from reactor vessel with a

' portable sump pump. Refer to M.I. No. 506E2, REACTOR REFUELING -
PREPARATION OF REACTOR SYSTEMS FOR REFUELING.

NOTE: The recirculation flushing shall be repeated, if required,
until the quality of the water drained from the system is

*
satisfactory and inspection indicates that all surface
contamination has been removed.

11. ' Fill'and vent the complete main coolant system with borated'j (N (1,600 ppm) vster. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Dl, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM -
-

o )
FILLING AND VENTING OF GCEPLETE SYSTEM.

NOTE: Final venting shall be performed after the core is installed
and after the main coolant gate valves are opened.

VI.. Final Conditions

The reactor vessel head is removed, the vessel is filled with
borated (1,600 ppm) water'and is in condition for installation of the
core. -The isolated loops are filled and vented with borated water of
the same concentration as the reactor vessel.

c.,
) 4

1 -
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i STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503El
A
V

INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
INITIAL CORE LOADING

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of initially
installing the reactor vessel internals, the reactor
core, the neutron sources, and the reactor vessel head
preparatory to the initiation of the nuclear startup
program and tests.

II. Conditions

! 1. The reactor vessel has been installed in its final position and
the thermal shield segments bolted and welded together within
it.

r 2. The following assemblies have been made up by welding or by the
use of bolts and crimp type locking devices and are outside of
the reactor vessel. ready for use:

Reactor vessel head assembly consisting of the reactor
vessel head, control rod drive mechanisms, and thermal
sleeves.,

g - Lower core support assembly consisting of the lower core
t,'')

~ pins, core barrel, core baffle, lower core support plate,
support barrel, head' alignment pins, internals alignment

core plate guide blocks, control rod shrouds, and shroud
tie plate.

Upper core support assembly consisting of the upper core
support barrel, lifting lugs, upper core support plate,
core plate guide blocks, and shock abscrber. stops.

Guide tube support assembly consisting of the guide tube
support plate, lifting lugs, and guide buttons.

; Guide tube hold-down assembly consisting of the guide tube
j_ hold-down plate, lifting lugs, and core hold-down ring.
1

|' 3. The primary plant component and systems test program has been
-I ' completed.

- 4. The 'following preoperational startup procedures have been
completed:

I -- S.P. No. 503Dl,- PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCIEAR PLANT -
j FILLING, CLEANING AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING

OF AUXILIARY SYSTEMS I
I

f"i ~S.P. No. 503D2, PREOPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, NUCLEAR PLANT - ;
,,

F
'

> MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM PRE-CORE LOADING TESTS 1

:

[
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5. The normal plant nuclear instrumentation has been checked out
A; for operation (except for the source check with the reactor
D startup neutron sources).

6. Licensed personnel are present as well as personnel adequat-ly.

! trained in the following fuel handling operations:

M.I. No. 506El, REACTOR REFUELING - SITE HANDLING AND STORAGE
OF NE'4 FUEL AND CONTROL RODS

M.I. No. 506E2, REACTOR REFUELING - PREPARATION OF REACTOR
SYSTEMS FOR REFUELING

7. The main coolant system is completely isolated. Refer to
0.I. No. 504D7, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF COMPLETE-

SYSTEM.

8. -The domineralized vatr storage tank is isolated.

9. The fuel handling equipment has been completely checked out with
dummy fuel assembly and control rod.

10. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:
,

System Status

Charging and Volume Control System Ready standby on manual control;

( '') (Refer-to 0.I. No. 504F) lined up for suction from the
,

). 12% boric acid mixing and~

j storage tank

Chemical Shutdown System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G)

Purification System
.

System isolated
(Refer to 0.I..No. 504H)

~ Component Cooling System In operation as required

- (Refer.to 0.I. No. 504I)

- Primary Plant Corrosion Control' Ready standby
System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)

{
Primary Plant Sampling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I.'No. 504K)

Shutdown Cooling System In operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M)-

'

.

_

N

pa
v
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I- System Status

O
\> Reactor Control System Rod position indication system

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504N) disconnected; rod drive dis-
control

connected;TavheakersBK-1&secured; rod b
2 are open and locked out;
BK-3 are open

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504P)

Vapor Container Atmosphere Normal operation at 15,000 cfm;
{- Control Systems personnel access hatch (both

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q) doors) open; radioactive
filtration system secured

! . Safety Injection System Isolated; charging pumps are
(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10) lines up on 12% boric acid

for this function; an amount
of borated water of the
chosen initial loading con-
centration sufficient to

n complete filling and venting

() of main coolant system should
be in the safety injection
shield tank cavity storage
tank

. III. Precautions

1. The reactor vessel interior must be thoroughly clean after the
thermal shield segments are bolted and welded together within
it.

2. All of the internals must be thoroughly clean and all of the
locking devices must be crimped before insertion into the
reactor vessel.

3. All of the. fuel assemblies, control rods, shim rods, neutron
sources, nuclear detectors, and handling tools must be thoroughly
clean before insertion ~into the reactor vessel.

,

4. Foreign material must be prevented from falling into the reactor ,

'

vessel during the loading operation.

5. The. internals must be installed in strict accordance with the
orientation marking on each part. |

X j
.c >
'.,e ,

o
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j 6. Once the addition of fuel to the core has begun, no operation
("N can be performed which will reduce the boron concentration in
(-) the main coolant system.

;

'

7. No addition of fuel to the core can be made until the experimen-
tal results of the previous loading steps have been analyzed.

.

8. If during any loading step the count rate on any BF3 channel
goes up by a factor of as much as 2, the loading operation must,

! be immediately stopped and the operation suspended until a
satisfactory evaluation of the situation has been made.

9. If at any time the experimentally extrapolated value for the
critical size of the reactor core is less than twice the number
of fuel assemblies then in the core, the loading operation must
be suspended until a satisfactory evaluation of the situation
has been made.

10. No more than one nuclear detector should be relocated at any one
time. In addition, at least three sets of data involving fuel
additions must be taken with a given detector arrangenent before
that arrangement is changed.

NOTE: This does not apply to Step No. 17 of Section V-D.
1

11. If one of the special BF3 channels in the reactor vessel mal-
functions, the loading operation must be suspended until the

bs) difficulty has been corrected. In addition, if more than one''
of these detector channels malfunctions, after the difficulties
have been corrected, the three most previous fuel' addition
steps will be reversed and then repeated.

12. Should the loading operation be interrupted for a period of more
[ than two hours, a new set of data must be taken before a new
t. loading adjustment is made. If the new data deviates by more

than 20% from the corresponding previous data, the last loading
i step involving the addition of fuel must be repeated and tha
> . extrapolation to criticality checked.

l. 13. All'of the fuel assemblies and internals must be properly seated
'~ before the reactor vessel head is installed.-
i:
'

IV. Check-off List'

~ Prior to initiation.of this S.P., the check-off list'must
be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

. . .

[ \'
', ?

-
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} V. Instructions

'A. Procedural Method - The reactor vessel and pertinent portions of-

the primary coolant system vill contain proper borated water,

i from previous operations. The lower core support assembly will
( first be installed in the reactor vessel. Then the core compo-
'

nents will be installed in a safe eid systematic manner. One
!- startup neutron source vill be insta.'. led; and beginning in an

area adjacent to that source, the control rods, shim rods, and
i fuel assemblies vill be individually mounted on the lower core

support plate. The loading vill be accompanied by and regulated
by inverse multiplication plots based on data obtained from
special BF3 detectors located inside the reactor vessel. The

~'
core vill be maintained substantially suberitical throughout
the loading operation. The last steps in the loading process
vill involve the installation of the remainder of the startup
neutron sources and the checking of the corresponding response
of the normal plant nuclear instrumentation. Upon the completion
of the loading operation the remaining internals will be installed
and the reactor vessel head vill be bolted to the reactor vessel.

B. Data Reauired - The following data are required during the core
loading operation and must be recorded as indicated:

1. . Nuclear Instrumentation

a. Count rate meter readings and scaler data from the

(x .) special BF3 channels as indicated below in Section V-D.
'

b. When-indicated below in Section V-D, normal plant BF3
detector count rates and intermediate range ion

.
chamber readings.:

..

.2. Immediately after it has been installed, the number and
position of each core component in the core.

3. - At least' once every 8 hr' during loading operations, the
following:

a. Temperature of the main coolant in the reactor vessel
and in the remainder of the system.

'

[
' Boron concentration of the main coolant in the reactorb.

~

vessel and~in the remainder of the system.

4. Log of' events.
c

{
p

I
p

f
;
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C. Special Instrumentation Requirements - Not included as original
(7 equipment.
~.)

1. Three BF3 detectors for installation within the reactor vessel,
together with associated equipment including three pre-
amplifiers, three amplifiers, three scalers, one count rate
meter, and a system to provide an audible count rate indication

j at the charging floor in the vapor container.

| 2. At least two high sensitivity, (10-12 amp full scale or batter)
amplifiers for the intermediate range ion chambers.

D. Procedures

1. Check to be sure that the reactor vessel and the mair; coolant

system is filled with borated (1,600 ppm), primary grade
water to a level of approximately 2 ft below the top of the
reactor vessel flange. Refer to M.I. No. 506E2, REACTOR
REFUELING - PREPARATION OF REACTOR SYSTEMS FOR REFUELING.

2. Place the lower core support assembly into the reacter vessel
by the use of a crane sling and removable lifting eyes.

3. Line up the charging pumps to take suction from the 12% boric
I acid storage tank,.and place the pumps on " jury-rig" auto

start. " Jury-rig" auto start can be provided by having a

fm scram button at the operations area on the charging floor() with temporary circuitry tied into the pressurizer low level
charging pump start at the DP cell in the vapor container,
or by direct circuitry to the charging pump breakers.

4. Establish and maintain circulation with the shutdown cooling
pumps. Refer to the appropriate instructions in 0.I.
No. 504D7, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

5 Obtain and record boron concentration in the main coolant.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504K, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM.
Repeat this operation at least once every 8 hr.

6. Install the special B?3 detectors within the reactor vessel
'at mid-fuel-assembly elevation as shown on page 503El:7,
that is,

Channel B-1, (a' fixed. detector) in fuel assembly
,

a.
position H-2. I

b. Channel B-2, (a movable detector) in fuel assembly
position C-2. )

c._ Channel B-3, (a movable detector) in fuel assembly
position D-1.

,

k ^

|

|
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[ 7. Check out the special BF3 channels with the detectors in
place. After successful check out, record the nuclear

A)(_ instrumentation data indicated above in Section V-B; these
data represent the background level.

8. Install one plant startup neutron source in position EF-1
by slipping the stainless steel vane to which it is attached
into the appropriate slot in the core baffle.

] 9. Record nuclear instrumentation data indicated in Section V-B.
] These will be Baseline data. The special BF3 channel count

rates should show an increase of 10 counts per second over
the corresponding data obtained in Step No. 7; if such is
not the case, determine why not and, if necessary, make re-
quired adjustments before proceeding.

10. Establish at the charging floor in the vapor container a
q

- clearly audible signal which indicates the count rate of

one of the special BF3 channels.

11. Observing the appropriate instructions in the series M.I.
No. 506E, REACTOR REFUELING, proceed to load the core in
the sequence given in the attached Table I, Initial Core
Loading Sequence for Yankee Reactor. Carefully observe
the precautions listed in Section III, above. The loading
conditions have been so chosen that there is no reasonable
expectation but that the reactor vill remain substantially_

(") suberitical throughout the loading. However, each time
i

- that a fuel assembly is added to the core the operation

}j - if the reactor were expected to go critical with the
should be performed with the same care and attention as

j addition of that assembly,

h 12. After each loading increment and while preparations are being
[ made for the next addition to the core, obtain and record
f the count rates from each of the special BF3 channels.j

1
13. Beginning after the addition of the first fuel assembly divide'

L the observed count rate 3.ito the corresponding Baseline count
7 rate (Step No. 9 above) and into the corresponding count rate
|j from the most previous addition. Plot as ordinates both of

: these ratios as a function of the number of fuel assemblies
installed in the core. Join the two most recent points of

7 each set of data with a straight line which is extrapolated

| to intersect, if possible, the abscissa. This intersection
will give the extrapolated value for the number of fuel'

| assemblies required to make the core criti::al.

14. Repeat Steps Nos.-11, 12, and 13 above until the core is
completely loaded except for fuel assemblies H-2, A-7, and
J-8.

,

-
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|

15 Record all the nuclear instrumentation data listed in
Section V-B.

J
16. Install a plant startup neutron source in cach of the positions

A-56, K-56, and EF-10. Record all of the nuclear instrumenta-
tion data indicated above in Section V-B after each source is
installed.

17. Complete the core loading (Steps Nos. 117 through 122 of Table I).
After each detector is moved or a fuel assembly is added record
data listed above in Section V-B. After each fuel assembly is
added make an inverse multiplication plot (see Step No. 13 of
Section V-D) .

18. Remove the special BF3 detectors from the reactor vessel. A
suitable reading must be obtained on the normal plant nuclear
instrumentation before this step.

19. Install the remaining internals and the reactor vessel head.
Refer to M.I. No. 506E2, REACTOR REFUELING - PREPARATION OF
REACTOR SYSTEMS FOR REFUELING.

20. Fill and vent the main coolant system, maintaining the boron
concentration at (1,600 ppm). Refer to 0.I. No. 504Dl, MAIN
COOLANT SYSTEM - FILLING AND VENTING OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

I

NOTE: Constant observation of the nuclear instrumentationp is required during this operation. If the output
l -V of the nuclear instrumentation increases by a factor

of 2, immediately stop the filling operation and
initiate injection of the 12% boron solution. Refer
to Step No. 3 of Section V-D and/or E.I. No. 505B10,
PRIMARY PLANT - TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN COOLANT.

Proceed with the filling and venting operation only
[ after a satisfactory evaluation of the situation

[ has been made.

21. Perform a cold leak test of the primary. plant. Refer to M.I.
No. 506B3, PRIMARY PLANT - COLD LEAK TEST.

VI. Final Conditions

The reactor vessel internals, the reactor core, the neutron
-sources, and the reactor vessel head have-been assembled and the reactor
is ready for the nuclear startup program and tests.

. .s
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TABLE I

INITIAL CORE LOADING SEQUENCE
FOR YANKEE REACTOR

Loading Number of Fuel
Seauence Identification Type of Assembly Elements Loaded

1 Source EF-1 Source in SS Vane -

2 Shim DE-12 Shhn Rod --

3 Rod FG-12 Control Rod -

4 Assembly E-1 B 1
5 Assembly F-1 A 2
6 Assembly G-1 B 3
7 Rod CD-23' Control Rod -

8 Rod EF-23 Control Rod --

9 Shim GH-23 Shim Rod -

10 Assembly D-2 B 4
11 ~ Assembly E-2 A 5
12 Assembly F-2 B 6
13 Assembly G-2 A 7
14 Shim BC-34 Shim Rod -

15 Rod DE-34 Control Rod -

16 Rod FG-34 Control Rod -
,

i '17 Rod HJ-34 Control Rod --

! -18 Assembly C-3- B 8g\ 19 Assembly D-3 A 9j <
'

[ 20 Assembly E-3 B 10
; -21 Assembly F-3 A 11
j' - -22 Assembly - G-3 B 12

23 Assembly H-3' A 13
24 Rod AB-45 Control Rod -

25 Rod CD 45 Control Rod --

26 Rod EF-45 Control Rod -

27 . Rod GH-45 Control Rod -

28 Shim JK-45 Shim Rod -

29 Assembly B-4- B 14
'

30 Assembly C-4 A 15

31 Move detector B-2 from C-2 to position B-3

;- 32 ' Assembly C-2 A 16

| '33 Assembly D-4
~ A 18
B 17

34 " Assembly E-4
35 Assembly F-4 B 19
36 Assembly G-4 A_ 20
-37 _~ Assembly H-4 B 21
38- Assembly J-4 A 22

L ;, q
v s

j.-
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Loading Number of Fuel
Seauence Identification Type of Assembly Elements Ioaded

39 Move detector.B-3 from D-1 to position J-3
t

40 Assembly D-1 A 23
41 Rod BC-56 Control Rod -

42 Rod DE-56 Control Rod --

43 Rod FG-56 Control Rod --

44 Rod HJ-56 Control Rod -

45 Assembly A-5 B 24
46 Assembly B-5 A 25

1

47 Move detector B-2 from B-3 to position A-4

48 Assembly B-3 A 26
49 Assembly C-5 B 27
50 Assembly D-5 A 28
51 Assembly E-5 B 29
52 Assembly F-5 A 30
53 Assembly G-5 B 31
54 Assembly H-5 A 32
55 Assembly J-5 B 33
56 Assembly K-5 A 34

57 Move detector B-3 from J-3 to position K-4

N 58 Assembly J-3 B 35k '' 59 Shim AB-67 Shim Rod -

60 Rod CD-67 Control Rod -

61- Rod EF-67 Control Rod -

62 Rod GH-67 Control Rod -

63 . Rod JK-67 _ Control Rod -

64' Assembly A-6 A 36
[ 65 Assembly B-6 B 37
| 66 Assembly C-6' A 38
L 67 Assembly D-6. B 39
. 68 Assembly E-6 A 40g

69 _ Assembly F-6 B -41,

|- -70 Assembly G-6 A 42
r - .71 Assembly H-6- B 43

|72 Assembly J-6- A 44
73 Assembly K-6 B .45
74 Rod BC-78 Control Rod -

<

75- Rod DE-78- -Control' Rod -

, 76 Rod FG-78 Control Rod -

| 77 Shim HJ-78 Shim Rod -

78 Assembly B-7 A 46
i

.

.r
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Loading Number of Fuel
-

Sequence Identification Tyne of Assembly Elements Loaded

j 79 Move detector B-2 from A-4 to position A-7

1-

! 80 Assembly A-4 A 47
j 81 Assembly C-7 B 48

j. 82 Assembly D-7 A 49
j 83 Assembly E-7 b 50
: 84 Assembly F-7 A 51
j 85 Assembly G-7 B 52

86 Assembly H-7 A 53
87 Assembly J-7 B 54
88 Shim CD-89 Shim Rod --

89 Rod EF-89 Control Rod -

90 Rod GH-89 Control Rod -

91 Move detector B-3 from K-4 to position K-7

92 Assembly K-4 B 55
93 Assembly B-8 B 56
94 Assembly C-8 A 57

'
95 Assembly D-8 B 58
% Assembly E-8 A 59
97 Assembly F-8 B 60
98 Assembly G-8 A 61
99 . Assembly H-8 B 62

)
''' 100 Move detector B-3 from K-7 to position J-8

101 . Assembly K-7 A 63
102 Rod DE-910 Control Rod -

103 Shim FG-910 Shim Rod -

104' Assembly C-9 B 64
105 Assembly D-9 A 65
106 Assembly E-9 B 66
107 Assembly F-9 A 67
108 Assembly G-9 B 68
109 Assembly H-9 A 69
110 Assembly D-10 B 70
111 ' Assembly E-10 A 71
'112 Assembly F-10 ,B 72

t. -113 Assembly G-lO A 73
'114 Source A-56. Source in SS Vane -

115 -Source K-56 Source in SS Vane -

116 Source EF-10 Source in SS Vane -

I

p.
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~Ioading. Number of Fuel
:- Seouence Identification Type of Assembly Elements Loaded
:

117 Remove detector B-3 from position J-8 and place it horizontally across
the top of Assemblies H-8 and H-9

118 Assembly J-8 A 74

119 Remove detector B-2 from position A-7 and place it horizontally across-

the top of Assemblies B-7 and B-8

120 Assembly A-7 B 75

:121' Remove' detector B-1 from position H-2 and place it horizontally across
the top _ of Assemblies H-3 and J-3

122 Assembly H-2 B 76

9
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E2

INITIAL C(RE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
CONTROL ROD DRIVE AUD PLANT SCRAM TESTS

I. Objective To establish the full operability of the control rod
drive mechanisms, the integrity of the rod control
and rod position indication circuits, and measure
control rod scram and turbine throttle valves trip
times.

II. Conditions

1. The main coolant system is in one of the following three conditions:

a. Static and cold with a boron concentration of 1,600 ppm.

b. At operating pressure and temperature with two adjacent main
coolant pumps running and a boron concentration of 950 ppm.

c. At operating pressure and temperature with four main coolant
pumps running and a boron concentration of 950 ppm.

2. S.P. No. 503El, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS -
INITIAL CORE I4ADING, has been completed.

pd ~

3 '1he following cheeks have been made:

a. Scram breakers closed
b. Rod disconnect switches closed.
c. Circuits feeding main control board are energized.
d. All control rod operating switches are in nonactive positions.

4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation

(Referto0.I.No.5040)
~ Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No. 505Blo)

III. Precautions

1. No rod group is to be withdrawn more thaa 9 in. unless the
remaining groups are fully inserted.

2. Observe nuclear' instrumentation during rod withdrawals. _During
control rod withdrawal, do not exceed a source count rate of
two times the count rate observed with all control rods fully

(O) inserted.

_ _ . _ . _ .
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IV. Tests and Data (not necessarily in this order) - Record data as required.
'

1. Circuit Checks

a. Manual - Rods Out
b. Manual - Rods In
c. Manual - All Rods In
d. Automatic - Rods Out
e. Automatic - Rods In
f. Manual Scrams
g. Autcnatic Scrams

2. Mechanism Checks and Scram Time Measurements

a. Individual Rod Position Indication

, - b. Rod Group Position Indiastion
.c. . Rod Group Withdrawal,B v e

' d. Current Traces for the Operating Coils of Each Mechanism
e. Control- Rod Scram Time for Each Mechanism

| f. Turoine Throttle Valve Trip Time
g.- Circuit' Scram Time for Automatic Trip Circuits

i 1. . High Flux Level
2. . Low Main Coolant Pressure
3 .High Start-up Rate

.!' 4. Low Main Coolant Flow
.. H 5. ' Generator Differential Relay

; Ls 6. . Generator Grcund Relay
.7. _ Unit Differential Relay

n '8. Geneistor Overcurrent Relay-

.i -
'

9. Generator. Loss of Field Relay
=10. No.1 Station Service Transfomer Overcurrent Relay,

J12. :No. 4. Station Service' Transfomer Differential ~ Relay
'

:11. -No. 1
Ststion Service Transfomer Overcurrent Relay

,

- -- V. - Test' Procedures
,

- NOI'E:; All t'ests outlinedbelow can be perfomed provided the
[ .cond$tions-of.Section II are observed.

1. Nacual Group Motion
n

.a.-~ Select group 6 rods

, 'b. -Initiate manual " rods out" motion until rod group -indicator
~

*

Itaas,9 in. fNote corresponding. indications of the rod.
'

positioit indicators. Record the time required for the
roi.' group to travel 9 in.-

'
'

Jc. Initiate manual " rods in". motion until rod group indicator, ,

" , . ~

reads 3 in.- Note corresponding indications'of the rod

4' g._,
-

position indicators.:

'~ ,1 ; ,
+

/:s

"
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- Repeat Steps a, b and c under Section IV-1 above for the
,

remaining five rod groups in the following sequence -
-

Groups 5, 4, 3, 2,1. .

Initiate camtal "all rods in" motion until all rod group
e.

indicators read O in.
2.- Autocatic Group Motion

a. Select Group 5 rods.

b..
Initiate automatic " rods out" motion until rod groupindicator reads 6 in. *

Initiate automatic " rods in" motien until rod group
c.

indicator reads 0 in. '

.
3 Scram and Mechanis= Tests t

a.
Manun11y withdrav four rods of Group 6 to a height of90 in.
of each mechaniss during withdrawal.Obtain current traces for the operating coils

Ccepare rod group
position indication and individual rod position indication

.

'o . Manually scran the rods.
Measu m the total scra= time for

each individual ~ rod and the total turbine throttle valve
scram time for.each1 valve. Also measure the time frce' nitiation of the scraa signal to the time the rod scram
iG

b bmakers trip and the' time frce initiation of scram to
the .ti=e the turbine throttle valves trip.-

.

c.
Repeat stepe.a and b,above, using the following rod gmups:

.

,

b

1.
The - re=aining four mds in Group 6. -

^

2. Group 5 rods.1
i

3 Group 4 rods.

4.- Group 3 rods,,

|

5. Group 2 rods. .

f
.

6. Group 1 was~. . -(\.
e

.

. Marmally withdrav all rous of Group 5 to a height of
.d. ,

app cxi=ately 6'in. ' I
.

i-
.

e.'

Scram the' rods using one of the remaining untested manual .

scram buttons. - j;
. to the' time both rod scram breakers trip and to the timeMeasure the time frce initiation of scram .

'

!i

both turbine throttle valves trip.'

' Observe that the con- 1; ,trol rods. drop.,
ky '! '

i

l'

.

*

y
-

q.

Q.
-

.- p
,% . .

,_ _ .

;
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,

f. Repeat Steps d and e usin6 the rertaining untested manual ,

O_ scram buttons. ,

t
g. Espeat Steps d and e, using each of the following automatic

. scram signals as the means of initiating scram:*

High Flux Level:
;

Low Main Coolant Pressure!

R1 h Start-up' Rate6
!~ Low Main Coolant Flow

Generator Differential Relay
'

b ' Generator Ground Relay
'

Unit Differential Relay _
.

Generator Overcurrent Relay
Generator Ioss of Field Relay
No.1 Station Service Transfomer Overcurrent Relay*

No.1 Station Service Transfomer Differential Relay
No. 4 Station Service Transfomer. Overcurrent Relay

;_

VI. General Method for Detemining Total Rod Scran Time

11. When ful rod withdrawal is.cocipleted, apply the desired scram^

signal. ;

2. If necessary, the scram signal should simaltaneously initiate
,

.the appropriate timing instrumentation which has been provided.
| .

. 3 For determining wh'en a rod is fully inserted, utilize the
i voltage across the lowest. light of the rod positioner indicator.

.

s

4

,
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O STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E3b
INITIAL TORE LCADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
INITIAL CRITICALITY INSTRUCTION

I. Objective To establish initial criticality and minimum operational
level.

II. Conditions

1. The following startup procedures have been completed:

a. S.P. No. 503El, INITIAL CORE LCAD2iG AND NUCLEAR CCRE TESTS -
INITIAL CORE LOADING (including source check of instrumentation).

b. S.P. No. 503E2, INITIAL CCRE LCADING AND NUCLEAR CCP.E TESTS -
CONTROL RCD DRIVE AND PLA'iT SCRAM TESTS (at a=bient te=perature).

2. Analytical prediction of control rod configuration for criticality
has been completed and is available. .

3. Special nuclear instru=entation. Section V-C, below, installed and
checked out.

4. The main coolant system is filled with primary plant grade water

c) containir.g 1,600 pp: boron. Venting of the system has been accom-ts" plished. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Dl, MAIN COOLkNT SYSTEM - FILLING
AND VENTING OF CCMPLETE SYSTEM.

5. The boron concentration in the r.ain coolant system has been checked
using 0.I. No. 5C4K1, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN C00Larr
SYSTEM.

6. Main coolant pressure and te=perature are essentially at ambient.

7. The pri=ary water storage tank is filled and isolated by temporarily
locked valves and administrative control.

8 The main coolant system is ready for startup. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504D4, MAIN * COOLANT SYSTEM - STARTUP GF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

9. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

! Systen Status

Pressure Control and Relief System Ready for startup; filled

-(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E) with water to startup level

Charging and Volu=s Control System Ready for startup; system

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F) en manual control
s

'
t

=

-
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System Status

. Chemical Shutdown System Normal standby; boric acid
'

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G). =ixing and storage t.rk >

hot and filled
>

Purification System System isolated
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)

Compcnent Coollng System In operation as required
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I)

Primary Plant Corrosion Control Ready standby
-System-
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)

; Primary Plant Sampling System Ready standby
j~ (Refer to 0.I. No. 504K)
i

~I
Shutdown Cooling System Ready standby "

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M)
$
- Reactor Control System Ready standby on marraal
; (Refer to 0.I. No. 504N) control

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation-
(Refer to 0.I. 'No. 5040)

1

Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation.

~(Refer to 0.I. No. 504P),

;
- ,

; -Vapor Conta3mer Atmosphere Control - Normal operation
Systems-

-

-(Refer to 0.I. No. 5044);-

;

b Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No. 505Blo)- !

*

III. Precautions-

j' l.- Criticality should be anticipated at any time when control rods
; are being withdrawn.-

2. Neutron sensitive detectors must be properly indicating at all
times.

3.. Any step resulting in a count rate increase by a factor of two or
"

more must be followed by an inverse multiplication plot to redefine
the, control rod ccnfiguration'for criticality. This vill be done
independently of the requirements stated in Section V-D, belev.

- .

-

.

.
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.

4. After withdrawing control rod Group 6 to (40)* in., for use as
~ n the safety g"oup, follow the sequence of Group 5 through Group 1,v

and restrict the witMrawal so that at no time is any one group
more than 3 in. from the banked level of the remaining groups.;

5. Startup rates greater than 1 decade per minute should be avoided.

|- IV. Check-off List
!

Prior.to the initiation of the S.P., the check-off list must
*~ be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.;

,

j V.' Instructfons

!

. A. Experimental Method - Initial criticality will be established
; using a prescribed withdrawal of control rods accompanied by and
; regulated oy an inverse multiplication plot. After initial

criticality is attained, a minimm operational level will be
established and the linearity of the nuclear instrumentation,

'

checked.
,

;

. B. _ Data Reauired - The following data are required and must be recorder
I as indicated in Section V-D, Experimental Procedure:

1. Nuclear Instrumentation

[~]
^

Count rate meter readings and scaler data from the BFa.
3channels,

, r
*

and/or

b. Outputs of the three intermediate range ion chamber
channels.

c. Stable startup rates.
J

2. Control rod positions.
I

3. Readings of temperature detectors in primary loops being used.
'

4. System pressure readings.
.

5. Boron concentration.

6. Time at which data are taken.

7. k g of events.
,

h 'To_be confirmed.
K.)

.

i.

, ,. 2 .-
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- ; C. Special Instrumentation Requirements - Not included as original
>

- equ$pment.
t

i 1. Scalers for BF3 channels.
2. At least two extra-sensitive (better than 10-12 amp full scale)

amplifiers for the compensated ion chamber channels. Strip
recorders connected to the amplifier outputs.

f D. Experimental Procedure

4 - 1. Notify all personnel that reactor startup is imminent and
restrict all nonessential personnel to prescribed areas.

,

2. Record nuclear instrumentation data listed in Section V-B.

3. Check to see that the reactor shutdown amplifier has been
reset.

4. Check that all control rods are at zero (fully inserted) posi-
tion; then withdraw Group 6 control rods and put them in
condition for ready insertion for safety protection. Refer to
0.I. No.-504N, REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM.

c

.

NOTE: Do not exceed a factor of 2 increase in count rate
ifhile withdrawing the safety rod group. *

'

d 5. Start both of the shutdown cooling pumps, refer to 0.I.
'No. 504M, ShTTTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.. -Adjust the shutdown cooling
system to maintain the rain coolant at ambient. temperature i 5 F.

6.- Record-data. listed in Section V-B. These data vill be used as
j. base points for inverse multiplication plots.

7. Withdraw control rods 3 in, in the following sequence: Group 5,<.

Group 4, Group 3, Group 2,. Group 1. If during the withdrawal ,

of. Groups 5.through 1,'the. position of the safety rod Group 6
is attained, continue rod group withdrawal on a sequence of
Group 6 through Group 1.

/ 8.. Record data listed in Section.V-B. Plot ratio of data from *

L Step No. 6 to data from this step.versus_ banked ' control rod
L- . position for each BF3 detector channel and extrapolate linearly

.

..to intersect the abscissa. The control rod position indicated,

i by.the intersection predict's the just critical rod bank con-
j -figuration.

1

9. Repeat. Steps Nos. 7 and 8 until the control rod positions are.
[ 12 in.-below the. extrapolated value for criticality.
I

5~ .

p Q.
y
L

$

!.
'
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O 10. Repeat Steps Nos. 7 and 8 using 2 in. increments of rod
V; motion until criticality is achieved.

11. Using an incremental movement of the control rod bank, est-i
; ablish a startup rate of approximately 0.2 decades per
! minute. Record data listed in Section V-B.
<-

j 12. Repeat Step No, 11 for startu; rates of 0.4, 0.6, and
O.8 decades per minute. Limis the reactor flux level so'

that it does not exceed 6 decades above source level, Step
No. 6 above. When a level of 6 decades above source level3

j is reached, reduce the level by inserting control rods be-
j fore continuing startup rate measurements.

13. During the measurements in Steps Nos.11 and 12, record the
; nuclear channel instrument readings at decade intervals.

14.. Leave the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and the plant
in the condition specified by person in charge of the
experimental program.

E. Data Analysis

1. Using appropriate analytical curves, convert the startup
rates observed in Steps Nos. 11 and 12 of Section V-D

f3 ' int 9 reactivities.

2. . Divide the reactivity increments by the appropriate banked
control rod position increments to obtain the incremental
banked control rod worth.

3. . Extrapolate the banked control' rod positions from Steps
Nos.11 ard 12 of Section VJ back,to the just critical
position by obtaining the corresponding reactivity from
Step No.1 of Section V-E, dividing it by the incremental
rod worth from Step'No. 2 of Section V-E and then, sub-

| tracting the resultant distance from the appropriate hanked
'

control rod position.
;

t

!

:
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E4
n
V

INITIAL CORE IDADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
CONTROL R0D AND BORON WORTH DEIERMINATIONS -
AT LOW TEMPERATURE

I. Otiective To determ01e, at lov temperature, the worth of banked
control rods and the worth of boron in the reactor
coolant.

II. Conditions

1. Satisfactory completion of S.P. No. 503E3, INITIAL CORE IDADING
AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - INITIAL CRITICALITY INSTRUCTION,

2. Special nuclear instrumentation, Section V-C below, installed
and checked out.

3 The main coolant system is filled with primary plant grade water
containing 1,600 ppm boron. Venting of the system has been
accomplished. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Dl, MAIN C00IANT SYSTD4 -
FILLING AND VENTING OF CQ4PLETE SYSTDi.

The boron concentration in the main coolant system has been
checked using 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY PIANT SAMPLING SYSTEM-
MAIN COOIANT SYSTDI.p

'V
4. Main coolant pressure and temperature are essentially at ambient.

5 The primary water storage tank is filled (approximately 135,000
gal).

6. The main coolant system is ready for startup. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504F4, MAIN C00IANT SYSTai - STARTUP OF COMPLETE SYSIDi.

7 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Pressure Control and Ready for startup; filled with
Relief System water to startup level

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)

Charging and Volume Ready for startup; system on
Control System manual control ,

(Ref:r to 0.I. No. 504F)

Chemical Ehutdown System Normal standby; boric acid

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G2) mixing and storage tank hot
and filled

f') Purification System System isolated
v (Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)
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System Status

Component Cooling System Adequate coolant to equipment,
(Refer to 0.I. No. So4I) as required

Primary Plant Corrosion Control Ready standby
System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)

Primary Phnt Sa=pling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504KI)

Shutdown Cooling System In operation, as required

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M)

Reactor Control System Ready standby on manual control
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kN) with all rods inserted

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504P)

Vapor Container Atmosphere Normal operation
Control Systens ,,

(Refer to 0.I. No. 5044)
%)

Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No._ 505B10)

- Radioactive Waste Disposal ' Capacity available to receive
System. borated bleed.

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L)

III. Precautions

1. Criticality should be anticipated at any time when control rods are..

being withdrawn.

2. Any plant changes which would produce a sudden lowering of the re-
actor coolant temperature (of the order of 10 F) must be avoided
while- the reactor is approaching criticality or is critical.

3 Startup rates greater than 1- decade per min should be avoided.

k. Available shutdown reactivity must not be reduced belov 5/, Ak/k as
determined by previous analysis and experiment. That is, the
boron concentration in the system must not be reduced below the
value requirea to give a k,gf of 0 95 for the core when all control
rods are fully inserted.

3 5 Do not allow neutron flux levels to exceed 6 decades above source
> level .

t

-

.. . ..

-
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IV. Check-off List

n
Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list must jv

be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Insttuctions

A. Exterimental Method - Centrol rod wortha vill be measured by re-

moving boron and inserting control rods. Incremental control
rod worths vill be determined from startup rate changes caused
by incremental control rod motions. Incremental boron vorths
vill be determined by changes in startup rate corresponding to
changes in boren concentration.

B. Data Reauired - The following data are required and must be
recorded as indimted in Section D, Experimental Procedure,
below:

1. Nuclear Instru=entation

a. Count rate zeter readings and scaler data from the

BF-3 channels
and[or

b. Outputs of the three intermediate range ion chamber
channels,

c. Stable startup rates,

2. Control rod positions.

3 Readings of te=perature detector; in primary leops being used. -

4. System pressure readings.

5 Berna concentration.

6. Ti=e at which data are taken.

7 Iog of events.

C. goecial Instru.entation Reauirements - Not included as original
equipment.

1. Scalers for BF3 channels.

2. At least t ro extra-sensitive (better than 10-12 amp full
scale) anplifiers for the compensated ion chamber channels.
Strip recorders connected to the amplifier outputs.

3 Recording resistance bridge for at least one main coolant
system temperature detector.

(p).,
.
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D. Erneri-ental Procedura
3

(V ' l. Notify all personnel ,that reactor startup is iz=inent and
restrict all nonessential personnel to prescribed areas.

2. Record nuclear istrunentation data as listed in Section V-E,
above.

3 Check to see f_ hat the reactor sautdown a=rlifier has been
reset.

4. Check that all control rods e.te at zero (fully inserted)
'

pusition; then withdrav Group 6 control rods and put them
in condition for ready insertion for safety protection.

lRefer to 0.I. No. 50iN - REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM.

NOTE: Do not eueed a factor of 2 increase in count
rata in withdraving the safety rod group.

5 Start two of the cain coolant system pu=ps Nos. 2 and 4
(refer to 0.I. No. 504D4, MAIN C00IANT SYSIEM - SIARIUP
0F CCEPLETE SYSIDI). Open 'he other two loops stop; .

valves, but do not start their pumps. Adjust systems
pressure to (250 t 50) psi gage. Use both neat exchangers

1of the shutdown cooling system, 0.I. No. 50 41, SHUIDOWN
COOLING SYSTEM, to balance out pu=p heating and establish
the lovest possible equilibrium te=perature (about 110 5 F).,

%J
6. Record data listed in Section V-B.

7 Perform reactor startup according to S.P. No. 503E6, INITIAL
CORE IDADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - REACTOR SIARTUP.
Level reactor power after attaining criticality. Record
data listed in Section V-B.

8. Reduce the boron concentration (see O.I. No. 50kG3, CHEMICAL
CHUIDOWN SYSTai - BORIO ACID RDiOVAL) until the startup
rate' approaches 0.8 decade per cin.

.

9 Observe the startup rate, using stop-vate: measure:aents of
the level increase of the linear ion chasber channels,
until it reaches steady value. Limit le rel increase %
6 decades above source-level. If steady startup rate has
not been achieved when the limiting level is reached,
insert control rods, drop level 3 decades, and then, return

'

the control rods to their previous position. Record data
. listed'in Section V-B.

10. Insert control rods, maintaining them all at the sa=e posi-
tions, until the startup rate drops to 0 7 decade per min.
Record data listed in Section V-B.

~h'(V
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,
11 Repeat Step No. 10 lowering the startup rate to 0.4 and

!! () 0.1 decade per min.

12. Repeat Steps Nos. 8 through 11 until the amilable shut-
*

down reactivity approaches the min 4== value, 5% ak/k, as
; indicated by analytical calculations supported by the data
d obtained in this experiment.

13, Leave the reactor, the auxiliary equipment and the plant in
the condition specifief by the person in-charge of the

j experimental program.
|} *

j. Data Analysis

l

![ - 1. Convert startup rate measurements in Steps Nos. 8 through 12
! under Section V-D into reactivities.

; 2. Using banked rod position changes and corresponding re-
activity changes from Step No. 1 under Section V-E, plot
incremental rod worth as a function of banked rod position.

3. Using boron concentration changes and corresponding reactivity
changes from Step No. 1 under Section V-E, determine the

4 boron worth.
!

.i
:i -4. From the' observed boron concentrations, calculate the banked

-control rod worth, and plot as a function of banked control,

rod position. Compare the results with Step No. 2 under~

Section V-E.
I

|

A
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E5

INITIAL CORE LOADING AND h"JCLEAR CORE TESTS
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND FLOW COEFFICIENT DETERMINATIONS -
WITH INCREASING TEMPERATURE

I. Objective To measure the temperature and pressure coefficients of
reactivity under conditions of increasing moderator
temperature, and to determine at near ambient temperature
the reactivity 6ffects of signifiesnt flow changes.

II. Conditions
_

1. The S.P. No. 503E4, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS -
CONTROL ROD AND BORON WORTH DETERMINATIONS - AT LOW TEMPERATURE
has been completed satisfactorily.

2. The main coolant system conditions are being maintained as follows

a. Temperature - about 110 1 5 F

b. Pressure - 250 1 50 psi gage '

Boron concentration - same as at the conclusion of S.P. No. 503E4,c.
INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - CONTROL ROD ANDO, BORON WORTH DETERMINATIONS - AT LOW TEMPERATURE.s

3. The special instrumentation, Section V-C below, has been $nstalled.

and checked out.

4. The pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Main Coolant System All four Icaps open, but
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504D) only pumps Nos. 2 and 4

in operation

Pressure Control and Relief System Normal operation
i (Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)
| Charging and Volume Control System Ready for startup; system-

(Re.fer to 0.I. No. 504F) on manual control

Chemical Shutdown Systam Normal standby; boric acid
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G) mixing and storage tank

hot and filled
.

Purification S.Tstem System isolated

(Refer to 0.I. 25. 504H)' O
V

,

a
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System Status

Component Cooling System Adequate coolant to.

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I) equipment as required
,

Primary Plant Corrosion Control Ready standby'

System
,

j (Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)
'

E

Primary Plant Sarpling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504K)

i
'

Radioactive Waste Disposal System Capac.ity avaik ale to i

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L) - receive borated bleed

i Shutdown Cooling System In operation as required

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M),

Reactor Control System Ready standby on manual
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504N) control

Nuclear Instrumer_tation System Normal operation '

(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation
. (Refer to 0.I. No. 504P)

Vapor ContxLner Atmosphere Control Normal operation
Systems

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)

. Safety Injection System Ready standby-
*(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10)

|
'

III. Precautions

l. driticality should be anticipated at any time when control rods
are being withdrawn. |

2. Any plant changes which would produce a sudden lowering of the
; ' reactor ~ coolant temperature (of the order of 10 F) must be
'

avoided while the reactor is approaching criticality or is
critical.

1

3. Startup rates greater than 1 decade per minute should be evoided.

4. Available shutdown reactivity must not'be reduced below 3% ak/k.
~

ac. determined by analysis and experiment, including experimental
' data obtained during the performance of this procedure, j

/N
L) '

- - _ .
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5. Use no more than three decades of pover increase during
km,) startup rate measurement.s.

,

IV. Check-off List
d

Prior to tnc initiation of this S.P., the check-off list
must be completed by the operatcr(s) and signed off.

V. Jpnetructions

A. Experiraental Method - The temperature coefficient and the pressure
coefficient will be mera" ed at various temperatures by changing
the temperature or the p essure and observing the resultant
changes in startup rates which can then be converted into changes
in core reactivity. In addition, the reactivity effects of main
coolant system flow changes will be measured by observing the
effects of such changes on the startup rate.

B. Data Required - The following data are required and must be
recorded as indicated in Section V-D, Experimental Procedure,
below:

1. Nuclear Instrumentation

a. Count rate meter readings and scaler data from the
BF3 channels

( )
\>

and/or

b. Outputs of the three intermediate range ion cha ber
channels,

c. Stable startup rates.

2. Control rod positions.

'

3. Readings of temperature detectors in the main coolant system
loops and at representative locations in the core.

4. System pressure read ngs.

5. Boron concentration (take samples at intarvals of
approximately 20 min).

! 6. Time at which data are taken.

7. Log of events.

(
U
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A. C. Special Instrumentation Requirenents - Not included as original
v equipment.

1. Scalers for BF3 channels.

2. 'At least two extra aensitive (better than 10-12 amn full scale)
amplifiers for the cepensated ion chamber chsnnels with strip
chart recorders connected to the amplifier outputs.

3. Recording resistance bridge for at least one main coolant
system temperature detector.

D. Experimental Procedure

1. Notify all personnel that reactor startup is i*minent.

2. Verify that the conditions listed in Section II are satisfied.

3. Perform reactor startup with programed rod withdrawal. Level
the reactor to approximately 3 decades above source level.
Record the data listed in Section V-B.

4. Adjust control rod positions to obtain a startup rate of about
'O.5 decade per minute. Record data listed in Section V-B.

5 Shut dava the reactor by running in the controlling rod group.

-(')
s

6. Start up the main coolant system pumps Nos. 1 and 3.

NOTE: In the measurements through Step No. 10, minimize
the tima during which all four pumps are operating.
This is required to avoid'an excessive increase ir

-rain coolsnt temperature. Should the temperature
reach 150 F,. reduce it back to about 110 F by
operating with only t a pumps.

7. Return the controlling rod group to positions identical with
those in Step No. 4; however, if in performing tnis operation,
it~should appear that the startup rate vill exceed 1 decade
per minute, proceed to Step No. Sc below. Record data listed
in Section V-B.

8. a. If the startup rate observed.in Step No. ? is between!

0.05 and 1 decade per minute, shut off the main coolant
pumps Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed in Section V-B.

b. 'If the startup rate observed in Step No. 7 is less than-
0.05 decade per minute, adjust the control rod positions
to give a startup rate of 0,05 decade per minute;. record
data listed in Section-V-B and then shut off the main

.

coolant pumps Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed in

f(] -Section V-B.-
v

,

.-
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l' N c. If the startup rate observed in Step No. 7 is greaterb than 1 decade per minute, adjust the control rod positions
to give a startup rate of 1 decade per minute; record data
listed in Section V-B, and then shut off main coolant
pumps Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed in Section V-B.

9. a. If the final startup rate observed in Step No. 8 is between
0.05 and 1 decade per minute, again startup main coolant
pug s Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed in Section V-B.
Compare the results with those obtained in Step No. 8. If
they disagree by more than 10%, repeat Steps Nos. 8 and 9
until they do agree within 10%.

b. If it appears that the startup rates can not be maintained
tietween 0.05 and 1 decade per minute for the four-pumps-on
to two-pumps-on change, go to a banked control rod con-
figuration and obtain the banked positions for a startup
rate of about 0.5 decade per minute with the two punps on.
Record the data listed in Section V-B. Turn on pumps
Nos.1 and 3, obtain the barked rod positions for a start-
up rate of about 0.5 decade per minute. Record data
listed in Section V-B. Adjust control rods back to the
program configuration used in Step No. 3. Record the data
listed in Section V-B.

p 10. Repeat Steps Nos. 4 through 9 with pumps Nos. 1 and 3 on and
() pug s Nos. 2 and 4 alternately on and off.

11. With all four main coolant pumps in operation, close de m the
shutdown cooling system and begin the warm-up of the main
coolant system.

NOTE: During the re:nainder of this procedure, record the
temperature measurements at least once every 5 min
unless otherwise specified.

12. Adjust the control rod positions to give a startup rate of
about 0.5 decade per minute. Record dat- listed in
Section V-B.

13.
'

When level approaches 6 decades above source level, drop back
to approximately 3 decades above source level by running in
control rods, and then return those control rods to positions
identical with those in Step No. 12. Record data listed in
Section V-B.

14. Repeat Steps Nos.12 and 13 until the startup rate drops to
0.95 decade per minute. Then readjust the control rod
positions to give a startup rate of U.5 decade per minute.
T ecord data Lated in Section V-B.

,,

v

i
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{} 15. Repeat Steps Nos. 12, 13, and 14 until the temperature
V reaches 250 F.

16. Lower the temperature to 200 F and repeat Steps Nos. 12, 13,
and 14 in temperatt.re range 200 - 250 F vith c banked control
rod configuration.

17. Change control rods to the progra_m configuration used in
Step No. 3. Record data listed in Section V-B.

18. Maintain the main coolant system temperatures at 25013 F
vith the aid of the steam by-pass to condenser system until
the core vessel and components reach temperature equilibrium
(approximately 2 hr). Then, maintaining the main coolant
system temperature at 250 1 3 F, increase the main coolant
system pressure to 2,000 psi gage in 200 psi steps. Record
data listed in Section V-B after each step. Then maintain
the pressure at 2,000 1 50 psi gage.

19. When the equilibrium temperature has been reached, shut off
the steam by-pass system and repeat Steps Nos.12,13, and
14 until the main coolant system temperature reaches 539 F. <

20. Start up the steam by-pass system and adjust it to stabilize
the-temperature at 539 1 1 F.

im( ) 21. Adjust the control rods to give a startup rate of about
" 0.1 decade per minute. Record data listed in Section V-B.

22. Increase steam by-pass flow to lower the temperature .to 534 F
and adjust it to hold at this temperature i 1 F. Record
data listed in Section V-B.

23. Repeat Step No. 22, successively dropping the temperature in
5 F steps to'489 F. If startup rate approaches'l decade
per minute during this sequence of measurements, hold te=per-e

ature at the nearest of those listed and adjust the control
rods to lower the startul rate to 0.1 decade per minute.
Record the data listed in Section V-B and then proceed witht

the other measurements.
,

24. Change control rods to banked 'configur- tion and repeat Steps
Nos.12,13, and 14 until te: perature reaches 539 F.

25. Repeat Steps Nos. 21, 22, and 23.

26. Change to control rod configuration used in Step No. 3.

--n
! ?,
%.J
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p 27. Decrease the steam by-pass flow and repeat Steps Nos. 12,
d 13, and 14 until the temperature reaches 514 F.

;

28. Adjust steam by-pass and hold the temperature at 51413 F
j during the remainder of the procedure.
!
i 29. Using analytical information together with the value of the

{ temperature coefficient obtained from a preliminary analysis
of the datr. obtained in Steps Nos. 20 through 25, determine

j the expected value for the pressure coefficient. If this
value is such that it appears feasible to do so, select a
startup rate such that when the pressure is lowered from
2,000 psi gage to 1,200 psi gage, the startup rate will
remain positive. Otherwise, select a startup rate of about
1 decade per riuute and, during the course of the pressure
decrease, reat.just the startup rate whenever it drops to
0.05 decade per minute.

30. Adjust control reds to obtain the startt. rate selected in
the previous step. Record data listed in Section V-B.

31. As rapidly as is practical, decrease the main coolant
system pressure (refer to 0.I. .,,, 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL
AND RELIEF SYSTEM) from 2,000 psi gage to 1,200 psi gage.
Record data listed in Section V-B at least once every

. . 2 min.

'
32. Adjust control rod positions to obtain c startup rate of

about 0.1 decade per minute. Then ine.<.aee the main coolant
system pressure to 2,400 psi gage in 200 psi steps. Record
data listed in Section V-B after each step. Should the
startup rate approach 1 decade per minute, hold the pressure
at.the nearest of the values in the sequence and adjust the
control rods to redace the startup rate of 0.1 decade per
minute. Record the data listed in Section V-B and then
proceed with the remaining measurements.

33. Holding the pressure at 2,400 1 50 psi gage, adjust the control
rods to obtain a startup~ rate of about 1 decade per minute.

* Record the data listed in Section V-B. Decrease main coolant
system pressure as rapidly as practical to 2,000 psi gage.
Record the data listed in Section V B at least once every
2 min.

34. Leave.the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and the plant
-in the condition specified by the person in charge of the
experimenta1' program.

.

_
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O E. Data Aaalysis
,

! O
l 1. Con"ert all startup rate measurements into reactivities.

2. From the t mperature measurements, obtain the average
temperature (6) of the reactor core and plot it as a
function cf time for the entire period covered by this
procedure.

3. For-each set of measurements with a given control rod con-
figuration during Steps Nos. 11 through 16, 19 through 24,
and 27 of Section V-D and using the corresponding re-
activities from Step No. 1 under Section V-E, obtain the ,

change in reactivity ( AP) as a function of time.

4. Combining Steps Nos. 2 and 3 of Section V-E and using time
as the common variable, obtain the temperature coefficient
(op /t 9) as a function of temperature for each of the
control rod configurations used.

5. From data obtained during Steps Nos. 21, 22, 23, and 25 under
Section (-D, determine the change in reactivity (ap ) for
each change in temperature (A9) and plot the temperature
coefficient (oP/A6) as a function of temperature. Compare
the results obtained here with the appropriate portion of
those obtained in Step No. 4 of Section V-E.

Pb 6. -Select from the reactivities obtained in Step No. 1 of
Section V-E,the reactivity changes ( A9) corresponding tc
the pressure changes (6p) in Steps Nos. 18 and 30 through
33 of Section V-D.

7. From the temperature recorder charts and/or readings, obtain
the temperatures and temperature changes during the pressure
changes. Using these- data together with the temperature
coefficients obtained in Step No. 4 of Section V-E, correct
tne reactivity changes in Step No. 6 of Section.V-E for.any
temperature variations during the measurement of those re-
activity changes.

8 Combine these corrected values of op with the corresponding
pressure changes ( SP) to obtain the pressure coefficient .

.( AP/oP) as a function of pressure at the two temperatures
used.

9.~ From Step No. 1 of Section V-E select the reactivities and
changes in reactivity corresponding to the data obtained
during Steps Nos. 4 through 10 of Section V-D. These changes
in reactivity give the reactivity effects of the corresponding
changes in main coolant flow.

V(s :

,

v
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O.-
STARIUP PROCEDURE No. 503E6

.

INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
; REACTOR STARTUP

I. Objective -To provide a safe and efficient method for starting up
the reactor during the plant startup tests when the
normal plant startup procedure, O.I. No. 50hAl, PLANT
STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FROM COLD C0hTITION, is not

; applicable.

II. Conditions
3

1. The startup procedure, S.P. No. 503E3, INITIAL CORE LOADING
| AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - INITIAL CRITICALITY INSTRUCTION, has

been co=pleted and the results obtained are available.

2. If additional startup procedures have been completed or.are in
; progress, the most recent applicable data are available on the

following:
;

a. Boron concentration in the main coolant system.

'

b. Main coolant system te=perature, pressure and number of
I~ loops in operation.

O c. Corresponding control rod positions for criticality.

3 A prediction of the control rod positions expected for criti-
cality has been made using the best available experimental
and analytical data.

.

h. Other conditions are the same as those opecified in the start-
up procedure in connection with which this procedure is being
perfomed.

NOTE: If at the time criticality is.to be achieved, the "

reactor conditions (i.e., temperature, pressure [
and/orborenconcentration)aretodifferfrom
those for which previous criticality data are avail-1-

able and the differences are such as to causu .in in-
crease of 0 5% ok/k or more in core reactivity, then,
.the approach-to criticality must be guided by a plot

,

. -- ' of = inverse multiplication versus control rod position.
I

!, ' III. , Preewtions

4; - 1. Criticality should be anticipated at any.ti=e when the' control
rods are being withdrawn,~or the boron concentration in the
main coolant system 'is being reduced, or the te=perature of .
|the main coolant system is being'lovered.

v'.'

-
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2. During each phase of the control rod withdrawal, the outer-

p most control rods must be noved first and the innermost
V moved last.

3 Startup rates greater than one decade per minute should be
avoided.

h. Observe the precautions listed in the startup procedure in
connection with which this procedure is being perfon=ed.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this S.P. , the check-off list
:rast be ec=pleted by the operator (s) and signed off. If this S.P.
is being perfonned in connection with another S.P., the two check-
off lists may be co=bined.

V. Instructions

1. Notify all personnel that startup of the reactor is i= min?nt.

2. Record the source and range count rates. Do not exceed a factor

of two increase in the source range count rate during the with-
drawal of the safety protection control rod group.

3 Check that all control rods are at zero (fully inserted) posi-
tion; then wiitdrav the Group o control rods half vay and putf,T then in condition for ready insertion for safety reasons.'' Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN, REACTOR COYIROL SYSTD!. Record the
source range count rates.

; 4. Check the main coolant system for the following:

a. Te perature and pressure. Refer to apprcpriate console in-
stntments,

b. Boron concentration. Refer to 0.I. No. 50kK1, PRIMARY PLAYf '

SAMPLING SYSTEM - FAIN COOLAITT SYSTD!.

c. Flow rates through each primary loop. Refer to the appro-
priate console instruments.

5 If necessary, adju.,t; the =ain coolant system te=perature, pres-
sure and number of loops in operation and/or boron concentra-
tion until either they are the sa=e as those for which previous
criticality data are available (see Secticn II Step No. 1 or
No. 2) or they agree with those required by the pertinent
startup procedure.

a. For adjustment.of tenperature, pressure or number of
loops in operation refer to the startup procedure in
conaection with which this procedure is being performed.

/^x
f

%_:1
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3 b. For adjustment of the boron concentration, refer to the '

appropriate portion of 0.I..No. 504G, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN,

. SYSTEM..

.>

6. Continuously check and, if necessary, readjust the core condi-'*

} tions. Refer to Steps Nos. E and 5 of Section V.
.

7 If it.is. desired to go critical vite all rods in banked posi-
!. tion, proceed with Steps Nos. 8 through 13 below. If it isi

desired to go critical with rods in nomal programmed sequence,
omit Steps Nos. 8 throu6h 13 and proceed to Step No. 14.

:: 8. While observing nuclear instrumentation, withdrav each of the
;'

other control rod groups 3 in. at a time in the following order:
;; Crour85, 4, 3, 2 and 1 and repeat in same order. Do not allov'

any rods except Group 6 to deviate more than 3 in, from the posi-
;; tion of the rod bank.
!!
i: 9 W. hen the bank height reaches the position of the Groap 6 rods,

continue withdrawing rods as required in the following sequence:
Groups 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 and repeat in the same order.

.

-NOTE: Maintain a plot of inverse multiplication versus banked,,.

rod position in Steps Nos. 8 and 9 if required by the
note under Section II, Step No. 4.-

,

5
Continue intermittent rod withdrawal and inverse multiplication10.r

plots, if required, until the reactor is critical.

'll. ~ Establish a startup rate of approximately 0 5 decade per minute -.

and raise the power level to approximately 3 decades above
' nitial source level.i

12. Insert reds to maintain reactor power level constant. Adjust
H. rods until--all are at approximately the same level and record
i: control rod positions,.Tavg and system pressure for just

. critical conditions.
|

y,
13 Proceed with the startup procedure for which this reactor start--

up was performed.

i- 14. While observing nuclear instmmentatiori, withdrav ~each control
] rod' group in normal program sequence.-
o

|: NOTE: ~ Maintain a plot of inverse multiplication versus; tot'al
rod withdrawal if. required by the note under Section II,yj' ~ Step!No. 4.

-I'
p - 15 Continue intemittent rod withdras ; and inverse multiplication-

| plots, if required, until the~ reactor'is critical.
3

<

t

,-
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16. Establish a startup rate of approximately 0 5 decade per minute
.

- _ and raise power level to approximately 3 decades above source
; level.
.

'.
'17 Insert rods to maintain reactor power level constant. Record

; control rod positions, Tavg and system pressure for just j
j- critical conditions.
<

,

18. Proceed vith the startup procedure.for which chis reactor start-
| up vas performed.

i

| VI. Final Condition
,

;. The reactor is critical at approximately 3 decades above
; source level and ready for the performance of the pertinent startup

procedure.'

-
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arAMUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E7
'

n

INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
CONTROL ROD AND BORON WORTH DEERMINATIONS -
AT OPERATING TD&ERATURE

I. Ob.iective To determine, at operating temperature, the worth of banked
and programed control rod.; and the vorth of boron in the
reactor coolant

II.' Conditions

1. S.P. No. 503E5, INITIAL CORE ICADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS -
TE GERATURE, PRESSURE AND FLOW COEFFICIENT DETERMINATIONS -
WITH INCREASING TEMPERATURE, has been satisfactorily completed.

2. Main coolant system conditions are being maintained as follows:

Temperature - 514 * 3 F maintained by steam by-pass; a.
to condenser.

b. Pressure - 2,000 t 50 psi gage.

c. Boron concentration - Same as at the conclusion of
S.P. No. 503E5, TMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND FLOW
COEFFICIENTS DUIERMINATION - WITH IN7RFASING^
TEMPERATURE

.

3 Special instru=entation, Section V-C belov, installed and checked
out.

4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:
System Status

Main Coolan' System Normal operation
(Refer to G.I. No. 504D)

Fressure Control and Relief System Normal operation
(Rafer to 0.I. No. 504E)

Charging and Volu=e Control System Ready for startup;
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F) system on manual

control

Chemical Shutdown System Normal standby; boric
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G)

,
acid mixing and
storage tank hot and
filled

Purification System System isolated
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)

~

O
. .
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Systen Status

Component Cooling System Adequate coolant to equip-~'

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I) ment as required

Primary Plant Corrosion Control Ready standby
System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)

Primary Plant Sampling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504K)

Radioactive Waste Disposal System Capacity available to
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L) receive borated bleed

Shutdown Cooling System In operation as reqaired(Refer to 0.I. F- 504M)

Reactor Control System Ready standby on nnual
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5CLN) control

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation
(Refer to O.I. No. 504P)

( 'T Vapor Container Atmosphere Normal operation
~

U Control Systems
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)

Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10)

III. Precautions

1. Criticality should be anticipated at any time when control rods
are being withdrawn.

2. Any plant changes which would produce a sudden lowering of the
reactor coolant temperature (of the order of 10 F) must be,
avoided while the reactor is approaching criticality or is
critical.

3 Startup rates greater than 1 decade per minute should be-
avoided.

4 Available shutdovn reactivity must not be reduced below 3% ok/k
as determined by analysis and experiment, including experimental
data obtained during the performance of this procedure.

5 Use no more than 3 decades of power increase during startup
7-- rate measurements.
\
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IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of the S.P. , the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Experimental Method - Control rad worths will be measured by
removing boric acid and inserting control rods. Incremental
control rod worths vill be deterrined 1 Yam startup rate
changes caused by incremental control rod motions. Incre-
mental boron worths will be determined by changes in startup
rate corresponding to changes in boron concentration.

B. Data Recuired - The following data are required and taust be
recorded as indicated in Section V-D, Experimental Procedure,

i below:

1. Nuclear Instrumentation
,

a. Count rate meter readings and scaler data from

the BF3 channels

and/or

b. Outputs of the three intermediate range ion chamber
channels.

.

N - c. Stable startup rates.
*

2. Control rod positions. .

3 Readings of temperature detectors in main coolant loops
- being used.

4. System pressure readings.

5 Boron concentration (take sample after each chan6e in-

boronconcentrationand/oraboutonceevery20 min).

-6. Time at which data are taken.

'7 Log of events.

C. Snecial Instrumentation Reauirements - Not included as ciiginal
; equipment.

1.- Scalers for ~.sF3 channels
or

-Two extra sensitive (better than 10-12 amp full scale)
amplifiers for_ the compensated ion chamber channels with
' strip chart recorders connected to the amplifier outputs.

p
gj 2. Recording resistance. bridge for at least one main coolant

system temperature detector.

~

.,- -. - -
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. D. Errerimental Procedure

1. Notify all personnel that reactor startup is imminent.
;

2.- Verify that the canditions listed in Section II have been
satisfied.

3 Perfom reactor startup according to S.P. No. 503E6,
e INITIAL CORE iDADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - REACTOR

STARrUP. icvel reactor power approxinately 3 decades
above source level. Record data as listed in Sectica V-B.

4. Ad@st boric acid concentration until all control rods are
removed and the reactor is en a measurable startup rate.
Reeved data as listed in Section V-B.

d

NOTE: In performing the startup rate measurements in this
procedure, do not exceed a power level of approx-

i.
imately 6 decades above source level. '

5 j. Following the procedures outlined below, reduce the boron
*

concentration and observe the_ control rod positions and
boron concentration required to maintain criticality for-

various rod configurations including all rods banked sud
rods in programed sequences. Rod configurations to be
studied vill be detemined by the person-in charge of the

+
. experimental program.-

O ,~

\/ NOTE: Experimental.results must be checked frequently to
detemine that the reactor vill be at leaut 3% Ak/ke shutdown with all control rods fully inserted. Do
not reduce boron concentration below this limit.

6. Determine incremental control rod worths for various rod con--

figurations including all rods banked and rods in| programed
'

'
- st.quences .. Follow Steps Nos. 7 through 15,-to measure
incremental-vorths of all rods banled. Follov Steps Nos.16

' through 23, to measure incremental; worths of programed rods.

All Rods Banked '

L7. ' Adjust all: control' rods to banked position, 'i.e. , all rods--

of the same vertical position in the core.. Record data as,

listed in Section V-B.
i ' d. ) Reduce- boron concentiation (refer to- O.I. No. 50403, CHE"4ICAL

SRUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID REMOVAL) until the startup.
rate approaches 0.8 decades per nin. Record data as listed
in Section V-B.~

9. | Repeat this startup rate measurement until boron concentra-
' tions are unifom in the main coolant 'as indicated by- -

:
.

. consistent startup rate masurements.
;(s, - -

'

,

t

u

-
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10. Insert Group 1 rods to establish 0 5 decade per min startup
f"3 rate and record data as listed in Section V-B.
V

11. Insert Group 1 rods to establish 0 3 decade par min startup
rate and record data as listed in Section V-B.

12. Insert Group 1 rods to establish approximately O startup
rate and record data as listed in Section V-B.

13 Repeat Steps Nos. 8 through 12 using rod groups 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 in that order. However, it is necessary that all
rods end up banked at the same vertical position. Thus,
in successive Steps 12, for each of the rod groups,it may
be necessary to adjust the boron concentration if the rod
group involved is still above the position of Group 1; or
it nay be necessary to proceed to the next group in the
sequence before a O startup rate ic reached if the reactor
still has a positive startup rate when the rod group in-
volved reaches the position of Group 1.

14. Remove Group 1 to the position it had during Step No. 7 and
record the data listed in Section V-B. Then return the
Group 1 rods to the position they had during Step No. 12.

15 Repeat Step No.14 using rod groups 2, 3, 4, and 5 in that *

order.

(o) Rods in Procraned Secuence:
\_/

16. Adjust the contrcri rods into a programed configuration.
Maintain criticality by adjusting the position of the
controlling group. Record data as listed in Section V-B.

17 Reduce boron concentration (refer to 0.I. No. 504G3,
CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID REMOVAL),until
the startup rate approaches 0.8 decade per min. Record
data as listed in Section V-B.

18. Repeat this startup rate teasurement until the boron con-
centration is uniform in the main coolant as indicated
by consistent startup rate measurements.

19 Insert the controlling rod group to establish a 0 5 decade
per min startup rate. Record data as listed in Section V-B.

20. Insert he controlling rod group to establish a O. 3 decade
per udn startup rate. Record data as listed in Section V-B.

21. Insert the controlling rod group to establish upproximately~
O startup rate. Record data as listed in Section V-B.

22. Repeat Steps Nos.17 through 21 again.

~ /

,
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23 Continue incremental rod worth determinations and rod
position vs. boron concentration measurement until the

O boron concentration is reduced to the minimum practical
value or until only 3% ak/k shutdown is left in the
control rods.

24. Imave the reactor, the auxiliary equipnent and the plant
in the condition specified by the person in charge of
the experimental program.

E. Data Aulvsis

1. Convert the startup rate measurements into reactivities.

2. Using control rod position changes and corresponding
reactivity changes from Step E-1, plot incremental rod
worth as a function of control rod position.

3 Using boron concentration changes and corresponding
reactivity changes from Step E-1, plot incremental boron
worth as a function of boron concentration.

4 From tha observed baron concentrations, calculate the
banked control rod worths and plot them as a function of
control rod position. Compare the corresponding results
with Step E-2.

O 5 From the observed boron concentrations, calculate the
worths of the various rod configurations studied.

:

t
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E8

i |

INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS i
TEVfERATURE, PRESSURE AND FLOW COETFICIEhT DETERMINATIONS - i

W7~.H DECREASING TEMPERATURE I
!

I. Objective To measure the temperature and pressure coefficients of I

reactivity under conditions of decreasing moderator
temperature, and to determine at operating temperature
the reactivity effects of significant flow changes. -t

II. Conditions f

1. The startup procedure, S.P. No. 503E7, INITIAL CCRE LOADING AND '

NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - CONTROL ROD AND BORON WORTH DETEPylNATIONS
AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE, has been completed satisfactorily.

2. The main coolant system conditions are being maintained as follows:

: a. Temperature - 514 1 3 F - Adjust turbine steam
! by-pass to condenser to hold this

valve.
w,

,

b. Pressure - 2,000 1 50 psi gage.,

O.- determined in the field).
c. Boron Concentration - At minimum practicci value (to be

\ ,

3. Special instrumentation, Section V-C, installed and checked out. [
'

! 4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status
;

Syste__m Status

|' Main Coolant System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504D)

,

: Pressure Control and Relief System Normal operation
! .(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)

Charging and Volume Control System Ready for startup; system
l' (Refer to 0.I. No. 504F) on manual cor. trol

,

Chemical Shutdown System Normal standby; boric acid
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G) mixing and storage tank

hot ard filled

| Purification System System isolated
; (Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)
!

10
:

,--_ . . _ . _ , . -. . , . .__ , - . . _ _ . . - - . . -
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(O
'N System Status

Component Cooling System Adequate coolant to equip-
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I) ment as required

Primary Plant Corrosion Control Ready standby
System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)

Primary Plant Sa=pling stem Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504K 1

Radioactive Wasts Disposal System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L)

i

Shutdown Cooling System In operation, as required
(Refer ta 0.I. No. 504M) I

Reactor Control System Ready standby on manual
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504N) control

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation
p (Refer to 0.I. No. 504P) .O

Vapor Container Atmosphere Control Normal operation
Systems

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)

Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10)

III. Precautions

1. Criticality should be anticipated at any time when control rods
are teing withdrawn.

2. Any plant changes which would produce a sudden lowering of the
reactor coolant temperature (of the order of 10 F) must be
avoided while the reactor is approaching criticality or is
just critical.

3. Startup rates greater than 1 decade per minute should be avoided.

4. Available shutdown reactivity must not be reduced below 3% a k/k
hot or 5% ak/k cold as determined by analysis and experiment,
including experimental data obtained during the performance af
this procedure.

f'i 5. Use no more than 3 decades of power increase during startup rateU measurements.,

-

- - -

_ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _
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(''; IV. Check-off List
v

Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Experimental Method - The temperature coefficient and the pressure
coefficient will be measured at various temperatures by changing
the temperature or the pressure and observing the resultant
changes in startup rates which can then be converted into changes
in core reactivity. In addition, the reactivity effects of main
coolant system flow changes will be measured by observing the
effects of such changes on the startup rate.

B. Data Reauired - The following data are required and must be recorded
as indicated in Section V-D:

,

1, Nuclear Instrumentation

a. Count rate meter readings and scalor data from the BF
3channels.

b. Outputs of the three intermediate-rarge ion chamber
channels.

,.

(j c. Stable startup rates.

2. Control rod positions.

3. Readings of temperature detectors in the main coolant system
loops and at representative locations in the core.

4. System pressure readings.

5. Boron concentration (take samples at intervals of approximately
20 min).

6. Time at which data are taken.

7. Log of events.

C. Special Instrumentation Reauirements - Not included as original
equipment.

1. Scalers for BF3 channels.

2. At least two extra sensitive (better than 10-12 amp full scale)
amplifiers for the compensated ion chamber channels with strip
chart recorders connected to the amplifier outputs.

<~i 3. Recording resistance bridge for at least one main coolant
V system temperature detector.
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D. Experimental Procedure

1. Notify all personnel that reactor startup is imminent.

2. Verify that the conditions listed in Section II are satisfied.

3. Perform reactor startup using progranened rods according to
S.P. No. 503E6, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS -
REACTOR STARTUP. Level reactor at approximately 3 decades
above source level. Record the data listed in Section V-B.

4. Adjust control rod positions to obtain a startup rate of about
0 5 dacades per minute. Record data listed in Section V-B.

5. Shut down the reactor by inserting the controllin; rod group.

6. Shut off main coolant pumps Nos. 1 and 3 and adjust the steam
by-pass system to maintain the main coolant at 514 1 3 F.

7. Return the controlling rod grcup to positions identical with
those in Step No. 4; however, if in performing this operation,
it should appear that the startup rate vill exceed 1 decade
per minute, proceed to Step No. 8c, below. Record data
listed in Section V-B.

8 a. If the startup rate observed in Step No. 7 is between
V) 0.05 and 1 decade per minute, start up the main coolant

pumps Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed in Section V-B.

b. If the startup rate observed in Step No. 7 is less than
0.05 decades per minute, adjust the control rod positions
to give a startup rate of 0.05 decades per minute; record
data listed in Section V-B, and then start up the main
coolant pumps Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed Jn
Section V B.

c. If the startup rate observed in Step No. 7 is greater than
1 decade per minute, adjust the control rod positions to
give a startup rate of 1 decade per minute; record data
listed in Section V-B, and then start up the main coolant
pumps Nos. 1 and 3. Record data listed in Section V-B.

9. a. If the final startup rate observed in Step No. 8 is be-
. tween 0.05 and 1 decade per minute, again 3 hut off main
coolant pumps.Nos. 1 and 3. Record data liated in

- Section V-B. Compare the results with those obtained
in Step No. 8, if they disagree by more than 10%, repeat
Steps Nos. 8 and 9 until they do agree within 10%.

ry

~s

V - . ._ ._ . -. . - __
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,

b. If it appears that the startup rates can not be =aintained4

between 0.05 and 1 decade per minute for the four-pu=ps-on
to two-pu=ps-on change, go to a banked control rod con-
figuration and obtain the banked positions for a startup,

rate of about 0.05 decades per minute with two pu=ps on.
Record the data listed in Secticn V-B. Turn on pumps;

Nos. 1 and 3, obtain the banksd rod positions for a,

startup rate of about 0.5 decades per minute. Record,
i data listed in Section V-B. Adjust control reds back to

the program configuration used in Step No. 3. Record the
data listed in Section V-B.

10 Repeat Steps Nos. 4 through 9 with pu=ps Nos.1 and 3 on and
pumps Nos. 2 and 4 alternately on and off.

11. With all four main coolant pumps in operatun and the tempera-i

ture at 514 f 3 F, adjust the control rods to establish a'

startup rate of 0 5 decades per minute. Record data listed
in Section V-B and then close down the steas ty-pass system
to allow the main coolant to heat up.

NOTER During the re=ainder of this procedure, record the
temperature measurements at least once every 5 min
unless otherwise specified.

12. Adjust the control rod positions to give a startup rate of
! about 0.5 decades per minute. Record data listed in
: Section V-B.

13. When level approaches .6 de:ades above soure.e level, drop back .I
to 3 decades above source level by running in control rods'

and then return those centrol rods to positiene identical
with those in Step No. 12. Record data listed in Section V-B.

14. Repeat Steps Nos.12 and 13.until' the startup rate drops to
0.05 decades per minute. Then readjust the control red
positions to give a startup rate of 0.5 decades per minute.
Record data listed in Section V-B.

,

15. Repeat Steps Nos. 12, 13, and 14 until cain coolant te=pera-
ture reaches 539 i 1 F.,

1

' NOTE: In performing Steps Nos. 16, 17, and 18, below, stop- !
if the available shutdown reactivity approaches 3% !
a k/k and proceed directly to Step No. 19. I

16. Adjust the' control rods to give a startup rate of abcut'
,

j 0.1. decade per minute. Record data listed in Section V-B. |
'

'17. Increase steam by-pass flow to lower the temperature to 534 F,

_and adjust it to hold at this temperature f 1 F.- Record-

O data listed in Section V-B.
V

+.

l
i

)

-,
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18 Repeat Step No.17 successively dropping the temperature i

in 5 F steps to 489 F. If startup rate approaches 1 decade
per minute during this sequence of measurements, hold temper-
ature at the nearest of those listed and adjust control rods
to lower the startup rate to 0.1 decade per minute. Record
the data listed in Section V-B and then proceed with the
other measurements.>

19. Decrease the steam by-pass flow and repeat Steps Nos. 12, 13,
ano 14 until the temperature reaches 514 F.

20. Adjust the steam by-pass system to hold the main coolant
temperature at 514 1 3 F.

21. Adjust, the control rods in'o a uniformly banked configuration
and repeat Steps Nos. 11 t tough 20

22. Return the control rods to the programmed configuration. Using
analytical information together with the value of the torpera-
ture coefficient obtained from a preliminary analysis of the
data obtained in Steps Nos.12 through 19, determine the ex-
pected value for the pressure coefficient. If this value is
such that it appears feasible to do so, select a startup rate j
such that when the pressure is. lowered from 2,000 psi gage to |1,200 psi gage, the startup rate vill remain positive. Other- '

p vise, select a startup rate of about 1 decade per minute and j

_d during the course of the pressure decreace, readjust the
'

startup rate whenever it drops to 0.05 decades por minute.
.

23. Adjust control rods to obtain the startup rate selected in the
previous step. Record data listed in Section V-B.

24.
As rapidly (as is practical, decrease the main coolant systempressure refer to 0.I. No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL Al@ RELIEF
SYSTEM) from 2,000 psi gage to 1,2CO psi gage. Record data
listed in Section V-B at least once every 2 min.

25. Adjust control rod positions to obtain a startup rate of about
0.1 decade per minute. Close pressurizer 1,olenoid relief
isolation valve. Then increase the main coolant system
pressure to 2,400 psi gage in 200 psi steps. Record data
listed in Section V-B after each step. Should the startup
rate approach 1 decade per minute, hold the pressure at the

; nearest of the values in the sequence and adjust the control
rods to reduce the startup rate of 0.1 decade per minute.
Record the data listed in Section V-B and then proceed with
the remaining measurements.

/N
-

. . . . . -
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O 26- no1ai== the vr "re at 2,400 1 50 psi gase, ad3ust the
control rods to obtain a startup rate of akut 1 decade,

per minute. Record the data listed in Section V-B. Decrease
main coolant system pressure as rapidly as practical to
2,000 psi gage. Open pressurizer solenoid relief isolation
valve. Record the data listed in Section V-B at least once
every 2 min.

27. Holding pressure at 2,000 + 50 psi gage begin reactor cooldown
according to 0.I. No. 504C2, PL*NT SHUTDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN,
with the following deviations:

Maintain reactor critical as specified in subsequent stepsa.
of the procedure,

b. D'elay the start of the boric acid injection until the
available shutdown reactivity is reduced to 3% Ak/k

,

(refer to Section III, Step No. 4).
.

28. Adjust the control rods to establish a startup rate of about
0.05 decades per minute. Record the data listed in
Section V-B.

29. When leml approaches 6 decades above source level, drop back
to 3 decades above source level by running in control rodsp and then return t.'o p control rods to positions identicalV with those in Step No. 28. Record data as listed in-

Section V-B.
.

30. Repeat Steps Nos. 28 and 29 until the startup rate approaches
0.5' decades per minute. Then readjust the control rods to
establish a startup rate of about 0.05 decade.' per minute.

31. Repeat Steps Nos. 28, 29, and 30 until the main coolant tempera-.

ture drops low enough so that there is only M shutdown avail-
able in control rods.

32. Hold main coolant temperature at the value reached in Step
i No. 31 and borate system to nominal shutdown boron

concentration.

- 33. Allow boron to' mix in the main coolant system. Sample to<

determine boron concentration.

34. Repeat Steps Nos.. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23,
24, 25, and 26.

35. Rew at Steps Nos. 27 (with nominal boron concentration), 28, 29,
: a nd 30 until main coolant temperature reaches cold shutdown

value.

Q 36. Leave the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and the plant in the
- condition specified by the person in charge of the experimental

program.

I-
|

>

~~
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1. Convert all -artup rate measurements into reactivities.

2. From the t mperature measurements, obtain the average temper-
ature (9 ) of che reactor core and plot it as a function of
time for the entire period covered by this procedure.

'

3. For ~ch set of measurements with a given control rod config-
uration during Steps Nos.11 through 15, 19, 21, 28 through
31, 34,and 35 under Section V-D, and using the corresponding
reactivities from Stop No.1 under Section V-E, obtain thei

change in reactivity (ap) as a function of time.

4. Combining Steps Nos. 2 and 3 of Section V-E and using time as
the common variable, obtain the temperature coefficient
(ef/AS) as a function of temperature for each control rod
configuration used. The measure =ents made during the in-'-

terval when boric acid was being added to the main coolant
system must be corrected for the reactivity effects of the
boron. This correction can be determined from the correspond-
ing' boron concentrations together with the data on boron worth
obtained during the performance of S.P. No. 503E4, INITIAL
CORE LOADING AND NUCIEAR CORE TESTS - CONTROL RCD AND BCRON
WORTH DETERMINATIONS - AT LOW TEMPERATURE and S.P. No. 503E7,

/"' INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - CONTROL ROD AND
BORON WORTH DETERMINATIONS - AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE.

'

,

5. From data obtained during Steps Nos. 16, 17, 18, 21, and 34
under Section V-D, determine the change in reactivity (6p)
for each change in temperature (60) and plot the temperature-
coefficient (AP /o 6) as a function of temperature. Compare
the results obtained here with the appropriate portion of
those obtained in Step No. 4 of Section V-E.

6. Select from the reactivities obtained in Sted No. 1 of
Section V-E, the reactivity changes ( Ap) corresponding to
the pressure changes (SP) in Steps Nos. 23 through 26 and
34 of Section V-D.

7. From the temperature recorder charts and/or readings, obtain
the temperatures and temperature changes during the pressure

-changes. Using these data toGether with the temperature co-
.

efficients obtained in Step No. 4 o'! Section V-E, correct the
reactivity chan'ges in Step No. 6 of Section V-E for any temper-
ature variations during the measurement of those reactivity
changis.

8 Combine 6.hese corrected valves of (6p) with the correspondir.g
- pressure thanges ( Ap) to obtain the pressure coefficient

g (A P/ap) e A function of pressure.
O ;

-

.w ,, - ---a -- , , .-- - - -
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Q 9. Fro:2 Step No. 1 cf Section V-E, select the reactivities and,

changes in reactivity corresponding to the data obtained
during Steps Nos. 4 through 10 under Section 7-D. These
changes in reactivities give the reactiv$ty effects of the
corresponding changes in r.ain coolant fic,w.

:

i

h

;

O
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A STARTUP PROCED"RE No. 503E9U
INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
MAIN COOLANT SYSTE". HEATING RATE DETEPEINATION

I. Objective To determine the cain coolant system heating rate, heat
losses at operating temperature and to chack out nuclear
instrumentation at a low power level. (This is a low
priority test for useful information not c^nnected vith
nuclear safety of the plant.)

II. Conditions

1. The following startup procedures have been completedt

a. S.P. No. 503El, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE
TESTS - INITIAL CORE LOADING.

b. S.P. No. 503E2, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCIZAR CORE
TESTS - CONTROL RCD DRIVE AND PLAhT SCRAM TESTS.

c. S.P. No. 503E3, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE
TESTS - INITIAL CRITICALITY INSTRUCTION.

2. The secondary side of the steam generator is filled to approxi-
() mately 280 in.

3. The main coolant temperature is at approximately 100 F.

j 4. The main coolant pressure is at 250 1 50 psi gage and the
; pressurizer is at approximately 385 F.
i

5. Expar,sion water is being drained through the bleed line via the
low r,'ressure surge tank to v ste disposal.

6. The a in coolant system is bolated to a concentration correspond-
ing ti a minus 5 per cent & K shutdown throughout the performance
of thi procedure.

7. The pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following statues

;| System Status

,; Main Coolant System All :four loops open;
- | (Refer to 0.I. No. 504D) four main coolant pumps
.! ree.dy for startup
~l

Pressure Control and Relief System Operating
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)

;

p),,
|. L
,

.
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; System Status

Charging and Volume Control System Normal operation
| (Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)
i

Chemical Shutdown System Normal standby; borici

(Rufer to 0.I. No. 504G) acid mixing and st, rage
- ; tank hot a:ad filled

f Purification System Isolated
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)

Component Cooling System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I)

.

Radioactive Waste Disposal System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L)

,

Shutdown Cooling System Isolated
. '

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M)
:

Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No. 505Blo)

_f
'

III. Precautions
:s

Same as 0.I. No. 504Al, PLANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP
FRCH COLD CONDITION.

IV. Check-off List4

'
Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list

must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.
. !.
'

V. Instructions

- ; A. Experimental Method - Four main coolant pumps will be used to
.! heat up the main coolant system to operating temperature.

Plant heat-up rate will be observed and heat losses near oper-
ating temperature will be calculated from pump electrical
input and component cooling losses. Nuclear instrumentation
will be calibrated against pump heat-up rates.

B. Data Reauired - The following data are required and should be
recorded at the recommended frequency:

!, '

- ! 1.- The main coolant system temperature and nuclear instrumen-
tation from 100 to 480 F every 30 min.

jOV
t

b

[
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o 2. The main ecolant system temperature and nuclear instrumen-Q tation every 5 min while in the temperature rango of 480 to
525 F.

3. Component coo ing water inlet and outlet temperature of the
main coolant pump every 30 min during main coolant increase
fro, D0 to 525 F.

4. The main coolant pump current every 30 min from 100 to 525 F.

5. Main coolant system flow every 30 min from 100 to 525 F.

6. Log of events.

C. Special Instrumentation Requirements Not included as original
equipment.

1. Two extra sensitive (better than 10-12 amp full scale)
- amplifiers for the compensated ion chamber channels with

strip chart recorders connected to amplifier outputs.e .-

'

D. Experimental Procedure

1 Using four main coolant pumps, raise the main coolant system
temperature from 100 to 500 F. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D4,
MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - STARTUP G' COMPLETE SYSTEM.

NOTE: At 250 F, four pumps should be stopped for 2 hr to
establish an isothermal condition between main
coolant and reactor vessel.

2. Using u o main coolant pumps, raise the main coolant system
temperature from 500 to 514 F.

3. At 514 F and using two main coolant pumps, establish the rate
of temperature increase or decrease ( F/hr) to determine the
heat losses of the main coolant system.

NOTE: It may be desirable to check the determined heat
losses against heat removed by the vapor container
ventilation system.

4. At an initiation temperature of 514 F and with one main coolant
pump in operation, go critical at low power with rods in pro-
grammed sequence. Refer to S.P. No. 503E6, INITIAL CORE
LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - REACTOR STARTUP. Adjust the
reactor power to approximate the rate of increase or decrease
(CF/hr) to Step No. 3 above. Continue heatup in this manner
to 525 F.

o
#

s

\__/
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. ('s 5. Record all nuclear instrumentation readings, control rod
d positions, etc. The nuclear inatrumentation readings are

now recorded as being the neutron level indicative of a
reactor power level of approximately 1,0t0 kw or less.
The reactor will henceforth be considered at a zero power.

critical condicion when nuclear instrumentation is at the
above values.

NOTE: These values may change slightly with core 'Afe and
instrumentation aging. Reasons for cha- should
be evaluated.

E. Data Analysis

1. Plot main coolant system temperature from 100 to 525 F as
a function of time.

.,

2. Plot component cooling water A T from the main coolant pump
while main coolant system increases from 100 to 525 F as a
function of time.

3. Plot main coolant pump amperes from 100 to 525 F as a
lunction of time.

'

/. . Determine power sensitivity of nuclear instrumentation.

() 5. calculate main coolant system heat losses at approximately
operating temperature.

!

~!

|'

1

,

2

,

i

i a
.
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503E10>

i O
INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TO ASYhyffRIC CONTROL ROD POSITIONING

}~
I. Objective To determine the ability of the nuclear instrumentation-

to detect flux tilts or flux asymmetry in the retetor
core. And to determine the sensitivity of the nuclear
detectors to rod motic'n in various sections of the
Core.y

II. Conditions
;

1. The following startup procedures :tave been completed:

a. S.P. No. 503E3, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS -
! INITIAL CRITICALITY INSTRUCTION.

b. S.P. No. 503E7, INITIAL CORP. LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS -
CONTROL ROD AND BORON WORTH D2?ERMINATIONS - AT OPERATING

j TEMPERATURE.

! 2. The conditions are satisfied for nomal plant startup as given .n
O.I. No. 504A1, PLANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FROM COLD
CONDITION, except Steps Noe .1 and 6 undu Section II.-

! O 3 S ecie1 nue1eer instmtmentetien, see Sectien v-C, has beee in-P
stalled and checked out.

4. Provision nas been made for switching detector cables so that
j the outputs of all nuclear detectors can be measured.

i III. Precautions
4

1. Observe the precautions listed in 0.I. No. 504Al, PLANT STARTUP -
REACTOR STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION.,

2. Limit operating power levels to below six decades above source
; level,

a IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of the S.P. , the check-off list
i must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

; V. Instructions

A. ' Eroerimental Method - Flux tilts and flux asymmetry will be
deliberately introduced in the reactor core by nonuniform or
asymmetric positioning of. control rods. The interrelation
between the nuclear instrument readings will be compared with

O in-core instrument readings and with analytically determined
flux distributions in order to determine the capability of the
nuclear instrumentation for detecting flux tilts and the sensi-4

tivity of the nuclear detectors to control rod motion in various
sections of the core.

.
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B. Data Required - The following data are required and cast be
recordeu as indicated in Section V-D:

1. All startup, intermediate and power range nuclear
detector readings.

2. All in-core instn:=entation readings, if available.

3 now, cold-leg and hot-leg te=perature censure =ents for
each main coolant loop.

4. Readings of Tavg and pressure in main coolant system.

5 Control rod positions.

6. Heutron shield tank temperature.

7 Time at which data are taken.

8. Log of events.

C. Special Instrument Requirements - Not inciuded as original
equipment.

1. At least two extra sensitive (better than 20-12 ampere full
scale) linear amplifiers for use with intemediate and/or
power range detectors.

2. Strip recorders for the a=plifiers described just above.

D. Errerimental Procedure

1. Perform normal reactor startup according to 0.I. No. 504Al,4

PLANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION. Use
the rod program planned for initial normal operation.
Level Off reactor power at five decades above source level.
Adjust T and pressure of main coolant system to no malavoperationakvaluesi3Fand 50 psi gage. Maintain T!

avg
and pressure within these limits throughout the procedure.

2. Record data listed in Section V-B and initiate a.alysis
(see Section V-E) so that the results can be used later,

| in this procedure.
|

! 3 Maintain reactor power level constant; adjust control rod
positions until they are all at the same elevation. This
vill introduce an axial flux asyc:cetry. Record the data
listed in Section V-B.

i
< v.

_
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4. Introduce various radial flux tilts by fully inserting

ggg various combinations of Group 6 (peripheral) control
rods. Fhintain reactor power level constant by with-
drawing the control rods in the remaining groups in
such a manner that those rods end up all at the same
elevation. When reactor has reached an eglilibrium
condition, record the data listed in Section V-B.

5 Introduce radial flux tilts by fully inserting various
combinations of Group 6 rods, while maintaining reactor
power level constant by fully inserting Groups 1, 2, 3 and
4 rods and withdrawing Grcup 5 rods. Record and analyze
data listed in Section V-B.

6. Steps Nos. 1 through 5 may be repeated with the reactor at
power level up to 5% vith the heat dissipated by the tur-
bine steam by-pass connection. This may be done if it
vill provide improved data from the in-core instrumentati n,
if provided.

7 Leave the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and the plant in
the condition specified by the person in charge of the
experimental program.

E. Data Analysis

1. Compare the flux distributions obtained with the following-~

data:n,

a. Analytictlly determined flux distributions, if
availab'..e ,

b. Interrelation of all nuclear detector outputs.

c. Datt from in-core instrumentation, if available.

2. Compare observed nuclear detector readings against control
rod position changes obtained in Section V-D'to determine
detector sensitivity to rod motion in various sections
of the core.

(
,
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO., 503F1 |

INITIAL NUCLEAR PLMiT POWER OFERATIONAL TESTS
POWER COEFFICIENT M;D LOSS OF IfAD TRANSIENT TEST.3

I. Objective To determine the power coefficient of the reactor and also
to determine the capcbility of the plant to handle a loss
of locd without accerpanf rg reactor scram.i

II. Condit '.m

1. Startup Precedure No. 503E, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR CORE
TESTS have been cozpleted.

2. All norcal plant operation ccnditions have been satisfied as re-
quired in 0,I. No. J0!.B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR
LCAD: Section II-E, Increasire Reactor Lead (no boron present
in tain ecolant systen): with the turtine Eenerator set in opera-
tien with pg Ictd.

3. The main turh.:e lead limit has been set for 11CT reactor power.

/. . The network dispatcher has been notified of impending operation
of the plant.

III. Precautions7,

i )
y

1. The pcuer levels used shall be limited to within the normal
operating range of the reactor plant.

2. The experinental procedure will be performed in a sequence which
involvec increasirely higher power levels. Before proceeding
frc= one power level to the next higher one, the performance data
vill te evaluated in order to ascertain that the succeeding phase
vill not cause damage to the reactor or the plant. The remainder
of the procedure vill be suspended fer further operational eval-
uation if it appears that during the next phase arrf of the follow-
ing limitatiens vill be exceedei either in the performance of the
experiment er in the event of a cenpleta loss cf load:

a. Pressurizer level in excess ct (355)* in.

b. T in excess of (573)* F.avg

c. T in excesc of (579)' F.

'Tc be ecnfined .

u
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3. The procedure will be suspen(ed for further operational evaluation
if the pressurizer spray or the solenoid relief valves fail to

O ever te or 1r the ro11o 1=e terei e 8e er ter et 9 e=t ====ci-1

ators are activated:

a. Condensate storage tank level, high or low.
b. Condensate hotwell level, high or low.

;
' c. Any one of the four steam generator levels, high or low.

4. The reactor control rods shall be maintained on marn2al operation
throughout the procedure.

5. The pressurizer pressure and level shall not be allowed to drop
below the lower operational limits.

6. A proper plant water balance should be established in the water
storage and waste collection tanks to ensure that adequate make-

,

up water is available and to receive water rejected from the
primary plant.

7. The r.stwork dispatcher should be notified before any scheduled
load change.

IV . Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list

must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. JgLtg31ctions

A. Exnerimental Method - The reactivity effects of stepwise power
level changes will be measured in terms of moderator temperature

! changes and control rod position changes which can be converted
into reactivity changes to obtain the power coefficient. In
addition, the respot.se of.the reactor and plant to loss of load
transients will be determined by measuring the corresponding
effects on the operational parameters.

B. Data Recuired - The following data vill be recorded as indicated:'

J

1. Data to be recorded at frequent intervals (as indicated in
,

Section V-D below) or to be transcribed from strip recorder
charts

a. Intermediateand/orpowerrangenuclearinstrument
'

outputs.

b. Cold-leg ar.d hot-leg-temperatures for each main-
coolant loop and T, readings.

4

c. Main coolant system pressure, pressurizer pressure and
temperature, and pressurizer 1.evel.-

t )

_ _ _ _ -,, _. ,
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d. Gross electrical output of the turbine generator.

e. Steam flow and pressere in secondary system.,

f. Feed water flow.#

g. Hotwell level and condensate storage tank level.

h. Level in each steam generator.
4

2. Data to be recorded at less frequent intervals:

a. steam by-pass to condenser volume.

b. Neutron shield tarJe te=perature.

<
- c. Main coolant flow measurements for each of the main

coolant loops.
.

d. In-core temperatures. if available.

3. Control rod positions each time they are changed.

/. . Time at which any of the above data are taken.

5. Log of events.

O c- s ei 1 ' tr= * tio eee=1re#:e=* - ne* 1=c1uaea cr1 1= 18
equipment.-

1._ Strip chart recorders for recording the most significant
data during transients including the followings

a. At least one set of cold-leg and hot-leg temperatures. |

b .- T,yg

c. Main coolant pressure.

d. Gross electrical output.
|

~ . Eroerimental ProceduresD
.

' - 1. Prior to the initiation of these procedures, the reactor will.
have been brcught up to the minimum level required to operate j'

the turbine generator set under no lead conditions. Refer !

to 0.I. . No. 504B1, . PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD, _l
Section B. |

i

2.. Record all data listed in Section V-B. |
l

O.:

|
|

1

4

. ,- ,. ._ , ,,.n... , - . , - .
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3. Start the required strip chart recorders (See Section V-C,
Step No.1 above) ttst am not already in operation. Index
all recorder charts with a fine nrking to help correlate
chart readings.

4. Determine initial xenon conditiins at zero pcver level by ob-
serving reactivity changes as a function of time. Withdraw
the controlling rod group to establish a startup rate of
approximately 0.8 decades per minute. Record the actual
startup rate and the control rod positions. Repeat this
measurement and observe the change in startup rate as a
function of time.

5. RecoM all data listed in Section V-B.

6. Increase thft load on the turbine generator set (Refer to 0.I.
No. 504B1, PLANT CPERATION - CHANGING PIACTCR LOAD, and 0.I.
No. 504B2, PLANT OPERCION - INCREASING TURBINE GENERATOR
LOAD), to 30 mv gross electrical output at 4 mv per min.
Maintain Tavg at nominal value 12 F by control rod motian.
Maintain pressure at 2,000 130 psi gage. During this load
increase and until equilibriun conditions are reached, re-
cord once every 15 see the data listed in Section V-B, Step
No. I which is not being recoM ed on the strip chart
recorders.

7. When the power level reaches a stable value, record all data
s

listed in Section V-B.

8. Deter =ine final xenen conditions by observing changes in Tavg
and control red positions as a function of time. Allow Tavg
to deviate i 2 F about the necinal value and observe the tine
of change of temperature. When the temperature reaches the
li=it of the control band, initiate appropriate control rod
motion to return Tavg to the other end of the control bard
and record the amount of control rod motion required and the
change in Tavg induced by the rod motion.

9. RecoM all data listed in Section V-B.

10. Notify all necessary personnel of the intended action and then
remove the load from the turbina generator by manually tripping
the two 115 kv oil circuit b eakers. Do not 1nitiate control
rod motion unless it is required to correct an emergency con-
dition. Once every 15 see record the data listed in Section V-B,
Step No.1 that is not being recorded on strip chart recoders.
Continue recording data until equilibrium conditions are reached.

11. After equilibrium conditions are reached, record all dz.ta in
Section V-B.
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to the noninal value by adjusting the positiers of
ReturnTav!111ngrodgroup. During this adjustment caintain

12.:
the contr|

O the = 1= cee1 = F *e= rre =re 2.ooo .3o 9 1 Eeee- oe=e
. every 15 see record the data listed in Section V-B, Step No.1

that is not being recorded on strip chart recorders.
i

j 13. After equilibrium conditions are reached, record all data in
i Section V-B.
!

14. Repeat Step No. 8 under Section V-D.
|

15 Analyze data to determine if any hazari to plant equipment,

" exists due to transient conditions associated with the ramp
load-increase or instantaneous load drop. to not proceed
with the following load changes utess careful evaluation of
previous data indicates that a complete loss of load from any

,

of the levels used can be safely handlec by the reactor end
- the plant.

!

16. hepeat the above for the following power level chanEes which'

are given in gross electrical outputs
i i.

#

a. Ramp load increase from No load to 30 mv. Repeat Steps'

.

_Nos. 4 through 9.
\

b. Ramp load increase from 30 mv to 60 mv. Repeat Steps,

Nos. 6 through 9.'

'

c. Instantaneous loss of load from 60 mv to Lov load.
j Repeat Steps Nos. 10 through 15.
t

; d. Ramp load increase from No load to 60 mv. Repeat Steps
Nos. 4 throu6h 9.!

'

e. . Ramp load increase'from 60 mv to 90 mv.--. Repeat Steps
Noa. 6 through 9.

fe Ramp load increase from 90 mv to Full load. Repeat-
i Steps Nos. 6 throuEh 9.

g. Instantaneous loss of Icad from Full load to Lov load.'

Repeat Steps Nos. 10 through 15.'

17. _Lehve the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and the plant in
,

the conditions specified by the person in . charge of the ex-i

perimental program.
1

4

i

.
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E. Data Analysig

1. The following data analysis vill be performed concurrently with
the experimental programs

a. Obtain the moderator tenperature coefficient values found
during the zero power experiments. Obtain the total
changes in Tavg between equilibrium conditions at the
start and at the end of each power level change in Sec-
tion V-D above, by summing the incremental changes r.ade
in Step No. 6 of Section V-D. Using the moderator tem-
perature coefficient convert these a Tavg into reactivity
changes. Divide these changes in reactivity by the cor-
respondir4 changes in power level to obtain the power
coeffiefent.

b. Obtain the control rod worth values found during the
zero power experiments. Obtain the total change in con-
trol rod position between equilibrium conditions of the
start and at the end of each power level change in Sec-
tion V-D, by summing the incremental control rod charges
made in Step No. 6 of Section V-D. Convert the control
rod position changes into reactivity changes and calcu-
late the power coefficient.

Obtain the total change in Tavg associated with the in-c.
stantaneous loss of load and compare with Step a

f> above.
b

d. Obtain the total control rod position change associated
with the instantaneous loss of load and compare with
Step b above.

e. Eetermine if the plant load can safely be increased to
the next scheduled power level.

2. The following data analysis need not be performed concurrently
with the experimental program:

a. Plot control rod position, gress electrical output, Tavg,
and main coolant pressure versus time for all load in-
creases. Perform detailed analysis as outlined in Steps
Nes, la and lb of Section V-E, including corre aiens
for fission product effects.

b. Plot control rod position, gross electrical o2tput, Tavg,
pressure, and pressurizer level for all loss of lead
measurements. Perform detailed analysis as indicated
in Steps Nos. le and ld of Section V-E, including cor-
rections for fission product effects.

p
'm_|
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c. Evaluate data from S.P. No. 503F6, INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT
FOWER OPmRATIONAL TESTS - VARIATION OF REACTIVITY DUE TO

O cuinot tu r1ss1on raooucT ttvEt rottor1No REicTOR suuT-
LOWN, to determine total changes in pressurizer level,
Tavg, and control rod position and compare with Step 2b
of Section V-E. Evaluate the data from S.P. No. 50376 to
determine the time after shutdown required for the con-
trol rods to return to the position they occupied at
power.

d. Evaluate the data obtained above and select a method to
be used at intervals throughout core life to determine
the effects of the power coefficient on plant operation.

.

g
v
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503F2
'

O
INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT POWER OPERATIONAL TESTS
POWER CALIBRATION OF NUCLEAR INSTRUIC TATION
PCW

I. Objective To calibrate the power range nuclear instrumentation
against the heat output of the nuc'. ear steam generator
as measured by the station electried load.

II. Conditiera

1. The following startup procedure has been completed:

a. S.P. No. SC3F1, INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT POWER OPERATIONAL
TESTS - POWER COEFFICIENT AND LOSS OF LOAD TRANSIENT
TESTS.

2. The turbine 6enerator electrical lead is being held constant at
the normal full power rating.

3 All required instrumentation has been calibrated and adjusted.

4. Plant conditions are stable and can be so maintained for the
duration of the test.

i

5 The steam generator blevdown valves are closed for the duration
of the test.

,

6. The feed and bleed system is shutdown for the duration of the
test.

III. Precautions

Observe the normal plant operation precautions as aat
forth in O.I. No. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR JAD.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this S.P. , the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Experimental Method - The heat output of the nuclear steam gen-
erator will be compared to the calculated heat output. The
gross electrical output is related to the heat output as shown
on drawings Nos. 9699-FM-45A through 9699-FN 45E vhich are in-
cluded in Section 200. This relation, the 6ross electrical
output to the corrected heat output, vill remain the same as
shown by turbine, condenser and feed-vater heater testing
done in accordance with standard procedures at regular inter-

A vals.
U

.
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B. Data Required - Record the foll;ving readings at periodic
gm, intervals:

O
1. Per cent power on all channels

2. Grcst electrical output

3 Steam pressure

k. Condenser pressure

5 Stea: =cisture

6. Plant heat balance (See drawings Nos. 9699-7M k5A
through 9699-IN-k5E vhich are included in Section 200)

7 Pain coolanc flov, Te and TE of all operating loops

B, Fafn coolant pressure

9 Final feed water tenperature

C. Datt Analysis

1. Determine the heat output of the nuclear steam generator
using the theoretical relationship between heat output
and gross electrical cutput. Correct this theoretical,._s

(") relationship using experimental data, to take into
acce mt actual field conditions.

2. Convert the calculated nuclear steam generator output to
per cent reactor pcver and conpare with observed nuclear
channel readings.

3 Tf observed nuclear channel readings differ by more than
54 frc= the per cent reactor power calculated in Step'
No. 2 of Section V-C, adjust the nuclear instruments
to read correctly.

,,

* |

m
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STARTUP PROCEDURE No. 503F3
OV

INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT F0WER OPERATIONAL TESTS
VARIATION OF REACTIVITY DUE TO CH2 IGE IN FISSION PRODUCT
LEVEL FOL10 WING REACTOR POWER INCREASE

I. Objective To detemine the variation of the core reactivity due to
change in the fission product level following a reactor
power increase te approximately the design full power.

II. Conditions

1. The startup procedure, S.P. No. 503F1, INITIAL NUOLEAR PLANT
POWER OPERATIONAL TESTS - POWER COEFFICIENT AND LOSS OF IDAD
TRANSIENT T., SIS, has been comploted and the resulting data
have been analyzed sufficiently to detemine the reactor charac-
teristics for increasing and decreasing loads.

'

2. The reactor should be relatively free from fission product build-
up; that is, the previous operation at high power should be mini-

smized; or the reactor should he.ve not been in operation for a
period of approximately 48 hr prior to the start of this proce-
dure in order to allow for adequate fission product decay.

3. All the nomal plant operating conditions have been satisfied as
a required in 0.I. No. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR
V IDAD, Section II-B, Increasing Reactor Load (No Boron Present

in Main Coolant System).

4. The main turbine load limit has been set at the maximum gross
electrical output corresponding to the themal rating of the
installed core (see precaution, Section III, Step No.1).

5. The interconnected electrical system is prepared to receive,

i continuously for the next 36 hr, the maximum gross electrical
output corresponding to the themal rating of the installed core.

| III. Precautions
!

l. The maximum power used during this procedure vill be limited to an'

| operationally safe level as detemined from the results of S.P. No.
'

503F1, INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT POWER OPERATIONAL TESTS - POWER
C0FJFICIENT AND LOSS OF LOAD TRANSIENT TESTS.

2 Observe the nomal plant operation precautions as set forth in
, 0 I. No. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD,
' Section III.
| IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list
f3 must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.
U

-- . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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V. Instructions
-

A. Experimental Method - The reactivity effects of fission product
level change after a reactor power increase will be measured in
terms of moderator temperature changes and calibrated control rods.
These measurements will be made as a function of tise until equi-
librium conditions have been established.

B. Data Recuired - The following data are required and must be recorded
as indicated in Section V-D:

1. Intermediate and power range nuclear instrument readings.

2 In-core, cold-leg, het--leg (for each main coolant loop) and
T temperature readings.avg

3. Flow measurements for each main coolant loop.

4. Pressure of the main coolant system; and level, temperature,
and pressure of the pressurizer.

5. Gross electrical output of the turbine generator set.

6 Control rod positions.

7. Neutron shield tank temperature.

h 8. Time at which data are taken.

9. Icg of events.

C. Special Instrumentation Recuirements - Not included as original
equipment.

' 1. One cold leg temperature recorded-on recording temperature
resistance bridge.

:

D. Experimental Procedure

1. Observing the normal plant operation procedures, start up the
plant and raise the power to 90% (see Step No. 1 under

_

Section III) of the design maximum output of the core. Refer
,

| to 0.I. No. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR IDAD,
'_ Section V-B. However, maintain reactor on manual control.l

| Recon 1 the ' data listed in Section V-B. -

2. Adjust the control' red positions, observing rod programming-
. requirements until-T E is|3 F above nominal; reconi data
listedinSectionV$(

;

sm-
^

.
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3. When T has dropped to 3 F below nominal, record data listedavg
O in seotie v-S.

4. Repeat Steps Nos. 2 and 3 until fission product equilibrium
conditions have been reached (approximately 36 hr after the
initial establishment of the power level).

. 5. Throughout the experiment, maintain the main coolant system
f pressure at nominal 150 psi gage and maintain the plant power

output constant to 12%. If the interconnected electrical
system load can not be held constant enough to meet the latter
requirement, then provision must be made to handle reasonable
load changes with the steam by-pass to condenser.

6 Leave the reactor, the auxiliary, equipment, and the plant in
the condition specified by the person in charge of the ex-i

perimental program.

E. Data Analysis

1. From the temperature measurements obtained during Steps Nos. 2
and 3 for each control rod position, obtain the changes in
Tayg*

2. Using the moderator temperature coefficient data obtained dur-
ing the perfomance of S.P. No. 503E8, INITIAL CORE IDADING

)
4

^

AND NUCLEAR CORE TESTS - TDIPERATURE, PRESSUPI AND FLOW CO-
EFFICIENT DETERMINATIONS - WITH DECREASING TDGERATURE, con-

: vert the Tavg changes obtained in Step No.1 under Section V-D
into reactivity changes.3

.

3. Sum up the reactivity changes from Step No. 2 under Section V-D
and plot the sum as a function of time.

4. Using the control rod worth measurements obtained during the
perfomance of S.P. No. 503E7, . INITIAL CORE LOADING AND NUCLEAR
CORE TESTS - CONTROL ROD AND BORON WORTH DETERMINATIONS - AT
CPERATING TDIPERATURE, together with appropriate analytical.

corrections, convert into reactivity the control rod position
data for each successive Step No. 2 of Section V-D. Plot
reactivity as a function of time.

5. . Compare the results of Steps Nos. 3 and 4 of Section V-D.

bu
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503F4

INITIAL NUCLEAR PLAKT POWER OPERATIONAL *FSTS
BIOLOGICAL SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS TEST

4

I. Objective To determine that radiation levels external to the vapor
container durirg power operation are not hazardous to
personnel.

II. Conditions

1. The plant is being readied for startup. S.P. 503F1, INITIAL
NUCLEAR PLANT POWER OPERATION TESTS - POWER COFJFICIENT AND LOSS
OF LOAD TRANSIENT TESTS.

2. Portable garma and neutron sensitive detectors are available for
use during the measurement of radiation levels.

3. A survey team is available to perform the necessary operation for
carrying out this startup procedure.

III. Precautions

The vapor container must not be entered durirg the biological
-shield effectiveness test.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Data Reauired - Gamra and neutron radiation levels at the follovir4
locatiore:

1. Personnel hatch at equator of vapor container.
2. Below vapor container.
3. Access walkway to top of vapor container.
4. Control room and p'_s ry auxiliary building.
5. General area survey of the plant.

B. Special Instrumentation Recuirenents - Not included as original
equipment.

1. Portable gamma detectors (0--50 mr per br).
2. Portable thermal and fast neutron detector.

;

- - - --
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C. Procedure

O 1. v*en S.r. Soar 1, 1n 11it nuctria rtinT rowEa orzaAT1onit TsSTS -.

POWER COEFFICIENT AND LOSS OF IDAD TRANSIENT TESTS, is initiated,
the survey team equipped with portable survey instruments should
be prepared to survey the following locatione:

a. Directly below the vapor container and in the vicinity
,

.' of the equipment hatch.

b. In the vicinity of the personnel hatch.

c. At the top of the vapor container.

d. In control room and Primary Auxiliar; Building.

2. Gamma survey instrument readings should be recorded at power
levels of one-half power and full power. (Reference S.P. 503F1,
POWER COEFFICIENT AND IDSS OF. LOAD TRANSIENT TESTS).

j

NOTE: The survey team should be advised when the reactor
power is at the prescribed power level.

.

3. If high radiation areas are found, take necessary steps to
caution personnel against possible hazard and isolate high
dosage areas as required by Section 507, RADI0IDGICAL. HEALTH
AND SAFETY.

.-

D. Data Analysis-

1. -Tabulate radiation level data according to location, including
;

gamma and neutron' levels.

}

2

~
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503F5,

v

INITIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PCVER OPERATIONAL TESTS
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL RESPCNSE DETERMINATION

I. Objective To deterrdne the actual operating characteristics of the
primary plant instru=entation and control when integrated
with secondary plant as the station is subjected to load
changes and to deternine the centrolling ability of the
Tavg control syste when used to regulate the primary
plant.

II. Ccnditions

1. The following startup procedures have been completed:

a. S.P. No. 503F1, INITIAL NUCLEAR PLA?C POWER OPERATIONAL
TESTS - PCWER COEFFICIE'C AND LOSS OF LOAD TRANSIENT TESTS.

b. S.P. No. 503F2, INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT PCER OPERATIONAL
TESTS - POWER CALIBRATION OF NUCLEAR INSTRDENTATION.

2 All normal plant operating conditions have been satisfied as in
Section II-B and C of 0.I. No. 504B1, PLA'iT OPERATION - CHANGING
REACTOR IDAD.

bq 3 The turbine load limit shall be set for 120 cve' gross with the
392 nut core.

4. The network is prepared to accept 120 mve.

5. The turbine generator is at 15 =we gross output.

6. The rods operations selector switch on the nuclear section of the
=ain control board should be in the cannal position.

|

III . Precautions

If it appears that any of the following limitations .till be
exceeded in sc=e test phase, then that test phase must be delayal for
further operational evaluation.

1. Actuation of pressurizer solenoid operated relief valve at 2,400 pai
gege.

2. Actuation of Icv pressure scra se", at 1,800 psi gage.

'For the purposes of this test procedure,120 mv gross is assuced to be
the naxiru: continuous load for the reactor plant using Core I and will

,

be subject to charge prior to the execution of this test on the basis,,

(v) of the latest analytical data,

|
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3. Pressurizer level in excess of 160 in.

4. Pressurizer level below 80 in.

5. Primary system average temperature in excess of 524 F.

6. Primary system average tamperature is less than 504 F.

7. Excessive rod motion.

8. All phases of the test should attempt to have the controlling rod
group not closer than 12 in. of top or bottom of full travel.

9. Steam generator water level 5 in, below normal

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the ini',lation of this S.P., the check-off list
must be con:pleted by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Excerimental Method

1. The turbine generator load will be increased ard decreased
at approximately 4 mwe per min at various power levels and
primary system parameters will be " logged or recorded".

a

B. ' Data to be Loned or Racorded

1. Four rain coolant cold leg and hot leg temperatures. (*)

2 Intermediate range ara power range nuclear instruments.

3. Four main coolant flows.

4. Turbine generator gross generated twe. (*)

5. 'contrcl rod positions en prira~y_ u well as secordary position
indicating systems.

! 6. Main coolant pressure.

7. Pressurizer pressure.-(*)

8. Pressurizer level-(narrow and wide rarge).

9. Pressurizer temperature.

avg (*)'10. T

11. Steam pressure.

(~.s) 12. Steam temperature.

w
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p 13. Steam flow.
AJ

14 Level in each of tk four steam generators.

15. Feed water flow.

~16. Level of condenser hot well.

17. Level in condensate storage tank.

C. Instrumentation Reauirements

4 1. No additional instrumentation required.

; D. Experimental Procedure
,

1. Manually adjust the plant to operate at 15 mv gross electric,
four loops, 514 F, 2,000 psi gage.

2. Switch rods operation selector switch to automatic and increase
the load to 30 mwe at the approximate rate of 4 mwe per min.
Record items ma-ked (*) in Section IV-B at 15 see intervals and2

remaining items at 1 min intervals.

-3 Manually adjust the plant to 30 mue, four loops, 514 F,'

2,000 psi gage.
.

[
4. Switch rods operation selector switch to automatic and increase' ''

the load to 60 mwe at the approximate rate of-4 mwe per min.
Record items marked (*) in Section IV-B at 15 see intervals and
remaining ite=s at 1 min intervals.

,

5. Manually adjust the plant to. 60 mwe, four loops, 514 F, .
2,000 pai gage.

.

'

6. Switch rods operation selector switch to automatic and increase
the load to 120 mwe at the approximate rate of 4 mwe per min.,

' Record items marked (*) in Section IV-B at 15 see intervals and
remaining items at 1 min intervals.

7. ManmUy adjust the plant to 120 mwe, four loops, 514 F,
~2,000 psi gage.

8. Switch rods operation selector switch to automatic and decrease
the load to 60 mwe at the approximate rate of 4 mwe per min.
Record items marked (*) in Section IV-B at 15 see intervals and
remaining items at 1 min intervals.

9. Manually adjust the plant:to 60 mwe, four loops, 514 F,
2,000 psi gage.

- O)L.
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: ^ 10. Switch rods operation selector switch to automatic and decrease c

- the load to 30 nye at the approximate rate of 4 nwe per =in.
.

Record items marked (*) in Section IV-B at 15 see intervals and
recainirg items at 1 nin intervals.,

2 ,

11. Manually. adjust the plant to 30 mwe, four loops, 514 F,.

2,000 psi gage.
,

12. Switch rods operation selector switch to automat $ c and decrease
the load to 15 mwe at the approxirate rate of 4 mve per min.
Reconi items marked (*) in Section IV-B at 15 see intervals and,

- remaining items at 1 min intervals.

"13. Famally adjust the plant to 15 mwe, four loops, 514 F,
p . 2,000 psi gage. .

,

f

P

O'
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{ STARTUP PROCEDURE No. 503F6

INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT POWER OPERATIONAL TESTS
VARIATION OF RUCTIVITY DUE TO CHANGE IN FISSION
PRODUCT LEVEL FOLLOWING REACTOR SHUIDOWN

I. Obiective To detemine the variation of the core reactivity due to
change in the fission product level following a reactor
shatdown from approximately the design full power. |

1

II. Conditions

1. The startup procedure, S.P. No. 503F1, INITIAL NUCLEAR PLANT
POWER OPERATIONAL TESTS - POWSR COEFFICIENT AND LOSS vl LOAD
TRANSIENT TESIS, has been completed and the resulting data have
been analyzed sufficiently to determine the reactor charac-
teristics for increasing and decreasing loads.

2. Prior to the initiation of this procedure, the reactor must have
been operated 90 + 10% of design full power of the core for a
sufficient time, about 36 hr, to allow fission product build-up
to have reached equilibrium conditions.

3. All the normal plant operating conditions for decreasing the
reactor load have been satisfied as specified in 0.I. No. 504B1,

/3 PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD, Section II-C, DecreasingU Reactor Load.

4. The interconnected electrical system is prepared to accept the
conditions imposed by shutting down the reactor.

III. Precautions

| Observe the normal plant operaticnal precautions as given in
'

O.I. No. -504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR IDAD.

IV. Check-off List

| Prior to the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list must
| be completed by the c7erator(s) and signed off.

V. Instructions
|
| A. Experimental Method - After fission product build-up equilibrium

has been established, the reactor will be rapidly shutdown to a
low power level and maintained near criticality at that level,
by adjusting control md positions, until the fission products

! .have decayed to r= low level. The reactivity effects of changes
~ in fission product level will be' obtained from previous control
rod calibrations and from incremental control rod worth measure-
ments.

f):

[
a.,s

|-
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q B. Data Recuire1 - The following data are rey 2 ired and must be recorded
(,j as indicated in Section V-D:

3 Intermediate range nuclear instrument readings and stable
startup rates.

2. In-core temperatures, T and, (for each main coolant loop)avg
the cold-leg and hot-leg temperature readinga.

3. Flow measurements for each main coolant loop.

4. Pressure of the main coolant system and level, temperature,
and pressure of the pressurizer.

5. Control-rod positions.

'

6 Time at which data are taken.

7. Log of events.

8. Tho time after tho lead decrease when the control rods return
to the same position that they were in, prior to the load de-
creaos.

C. Special Instrumentation Recuirements - Not included as original
equipment.'

-V 1 One cold leg loop temperature recorded on a recording
resistance bridge.

D. Experimental Procedure

,

1. ' After the reactor has been operated at 90 + 10% of core
'

design full power for sufficient time, about 36 hr, to
_

allow fission product er;2ilibrium to be established, record-

data listed in Section V..B with the addition of power range
nuclear instrume'nt readings.

2. Decrease the reactor power output as rapidly as practical to
below 0.01% of design full power. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Bl.
PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR -LOAD, Section V-C, Decreasing
Reactor Load. During this operation, maintain nomal rod
program sequence and maintain nominal temperature + 3 F,
nominal pressure + 50 psi gage. Reactor will be on manual
control throughout the ' performance of. this S.P. ' Control
rods will be moved in nomal programming sequence.

- (3
i ./

.
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3. Level reactor below 0.001% of design full power, but at a

O power level high enough that the intermediate range nuclear
instrumentation still responds promptly to control rod
motion. Record the data listed in Section 7-B when the re-

;, actor goes suberitical as indicated by recorder flux traces
reaching a peak and then s creasing,i-

i'
4. Withdraw the controlling rod grotp to establish a startup

rate of approximately 0.3 decrae per minute. Record data- '

listed in Section V-B.
,

5. When the reactor power level has increased approximately
1 decade, withdraw the controlling rod group to establish
a startup rate of approximately 0.7 decade per minute.
Record data listed in Section 7-B.

6 When the reactor power level has increased approximately
1 decade, insert the controlling rod group and reduce
reactor power level to the same level as was used in
Step No. 3 abcva.

7. Maintain a constant power level by withdrawing the con-
trolling rod group _ Whan the rods reach the same position
as used when meacaring the 0.3 decade per minute startup
rate above, stop rod motion and record the data listed in
Section V-B when the reactor goes suberitical.

0)g 8 Withdraw the con +. muir.g rod group to the position used when. i

measuring the O. ' docade per minute startup rate above,
j Record data list d in Section V-B. (This should now be

approximately O. decade per minute startup rate.)

9. When the reactor 1.ower level has increased approximately
I decade, .rithdraw the controlling rod group +4 establish'

a startup rate of approximately 0.7 decade per minute.
Record data listed in Section V-B.

10 knen the reactor power level har increased approximately
1 decade, insert the controlling rod group and reduce
power to the same value used in Step No. 3 and Stop No. 6
above.

11. Repeat Steps Nos. '7, 8, 9, and 10, each time withdrawing the
t- rods one step further than used previously for measurements

of.similar startup rates. Continue these measurements until
- peak xenon is reached. Record the time when peak xenon
poisoning is reached. .

.. .

a

,

1

,-. <. -m - y n -s . . , - , , ,b - r
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12 After peak xenon poisoning is reached and core excess re-/], activity begins to increase with time, continue the above
startup rate measurements of 0, 0.3 and 0.7 decade per
minute, enly now the control rods will be inserted one step
further into the core than was used previously for measure-
ments of similar startup rates. For measurements of 0 start-
up rate, the time and position of rods for criticality will
be noted rather than the position of rods and time of sub-
criticality as in Step No. 7.

13. Continue these measurements for approximately 48 hr after
shutdown from pcwer. Record the time when the control rods
return to the same position that they were in just prior to
the decrease in power level.

14. Leave the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and the plant in
the condition specified cy the person in charge of the ex-
perimental program.

E. Data Analysis

1. Convert the measured staltup rates to reactivity values.

2 Divide the changes in reactivity by the corresponding incre-
monts in control rod position to obtain incremental control
rod verths.

( h
kJ 3. Plot the measured reactivity values versus time after shut-

down ani draw a series of best fit straight lines through
the points which correspond to reactivity values measured
at constant rod positions. Er.trapolate each straight line
to intersect the tie axis and draw a peipendicular to the
time axis at this intersection. Note the reactivity valte
corresponding to the intersection cf the perpendicular and
the best fit straight line for the next rod position. Add
up the reactivity increments obtained in this manner for
each rod position and plot a curve of the change in core
excess reactivity due to fission product poisoning versus
time after shu+,down.

p
nj
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STARTUP PROCEDURE NO. 503F7

; INITIAL NUCLEAR PIANT POWER OPERATIONAL TESTS
EMERGENCY COOLING BY HATURAL CIRCUIATION

I. Objective To demonstrate the ability of the main coolant system to
provide adequate heat transfer from the reactor by

,

i natural circulation during a total loss-of-coolant-flow
accident.

,

.II. Conditions
,

"

1. S.P. No. 503E, INITIAL CORE LOADING AND INCLEAR CORE TESTS,
vill have been ecopleted before -initiating this S.P.

2. At the time of initiation of this procedure, the reactor is stable
and operating at one-half load. For purposes of obtaining ade-
quate decay heat, the reactor core must have a history equivalent:

i to 100 hr uninterrupted operation at half load. All system oper-
ating conditions are as listed in 0.I. No. 50hD6, MAIN COOLANT
SYSTEM - RUNNING OPERATION, Section II-A, Operation During Power,

Generation.
1

3 The set point of the pressure controller for the turbine steam by--

I pass valve is at 760 psi gage.

'4. The boric acid mixing tank is filled and ready for boric acid
addition to the main coolant system. Refer to 0.I. No. 504G,

; CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM.

|
5 Waste holdup tank cavity for 1,000 gal is available in the radio-

,

.

active vaste disposal system.

|
'6. . Referring to 0.I. No. 504G2, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACIDh

ADDITION; the first two steps of Section V-A, Boric Acid Addition
to the ' Main Coolant System, have been completed so that boric' acid
may be injected on short notice.

III. Precaution

1. Precautions for normal operation of the Pressure Control and Relief
System,' listed in O.I. 'No. 30hE, apply to this startup procedure.
There vill be no. spray in the pressurizer, however, after main
coolant pumps are shut down.

:
2.- The component cooling vater flow to all main' coolant pumps shculd'

be continued throughout the test.

,

O
.

- m. ., -. 4-y[,i 3 evs .
- - ,, - - .
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,

- 3.* The average core coolant te=perature must not be allowed to drop
. below 4'D F durits the test to assure that an unexpected condi-
tion of low temperature criticality will not occur.

i-
4.* Throughout the test, personnel should be stationed so as to start

boric. acid injection to all u:ain coolant loops im=ediately on a
signal that cold leg temperature is belov 475 F.

4
5 Since it will be necessary to stop all main coolant pumps during

.a period when there is decay ~~t generation in the con., it is
*

important to exercise extreme care to assure that no core an ce'

occurs. The following data are to be plotted versus tima i=me-.

| diately after each reading is taken. Where possible, instru:rnt
'~

- - alarm settings should be. set to agree with the damr points
listed below.

Measured Variable Danger Point Corrective Action

Core outlet tem- 636 F maximum limit Start min coolaat
- perature (no alarm) pumps

Pressurizer level 250 in. maximum Start main coolant
li=1t above bottom pu=ps
of pressurizer
vessel ,

;

i Pressurizer pres . 2,300 psi gage Start main coolant
sure mavi mn pumps

.2,000 psi gage

. minimum

', Cold leg temperature - h75 F mini =um* Inject boric acid

'(no alarm). into main coolanti

|- system as rapidly as
possible according

to 0.I. No. 50hG2.
All control' rods are
to re=ain fully in-, <

'
serted during this '

i procedure-however.

IV. Check-off List
,

PriorSto the initiation of this S.P., the check-off list vill~

-

- be completed by the operator (s) and signed' off.
-

s

*The temperature indicated in this precaution is~ subject to verification :
~

iby tests conducted under S.P. 503E, INITIAL Cm3 LOADING AND DUCLEAR
. . CORE TESTS.

!. - ;

.

g i N
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V. Instructions
.

-

A. Experimental Method

It is desired to demonstrate that natural circulation
flow in the main coolant system can remove heat adequately from,

; the reactor core during an emergency in which power is lost to
all uain coolant pumps.1

Should such an unlikely emergency occur, the sequence of
events in the plant would be as follows:

1. Both power lines outside the plant are lost. This results in a
s".dden loss of turbine generator load and im=ediate loss of
power to two of the main coolant pu=ps.

1

2. Scram of the reactor vill be initiate.d by a low flow signal as I

flow decays past approximately 80% of nor=al, and the turbine
generator throttle vill trip within 2 see after start of scram.

3 The turbine generator vill coast down supplying energy from its>

inertia to the two operating main coolant pumps. This power
supply vill continue.until the generator field breaker is
tripped manually one minute after throttle trip. |4

4. The remaining two main coolant pumps will then coast down
. rapidly, and natural circulation vill be established in the

(j main coolant. system. ;

During the process of the. accident described above, main,

coolant system temperatures .are expected to change as follows:

1. Core outlet temperatu- is axpected toL rise sharply'after loss I

of power to two main ecolant pumps reach a mavimm in a few
seconds and begin- to decline. 'Another increase cay occur
following shutdown of the remaining two pumps one minute after. i

start of the proce.ss. Core outlet temperature should~again !
' - decline and stabilize as natural circulation flow of coolant

is established.
I

2. Reactor. cold leg temperature is expceted to drop and then rise
to a value slightly greater than 514 F following start of the
accident. 'The drop would be caused by the full power withdrawal |

of steam fram the steam generator during the short interval-of
main coolant flow decay ( 4. 2 see) before the turbine throttle -
is tripped.1

: 3 Hot leg, cold leg, and reactor core outlet temperatures are ex-
pected to stabili:.3 a few minutes after start of the process

i- as steady. natural circulation of coolant is established in the ;

. main coolant system. '

!.

.v .

.

.. . , _.
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After having operated at power for a length of time to provide
O adequate decay heat, the test will consist of a series of
V runs simulating the loss-of-coolant flow accident described

above. To assure core safety, the first run vill be initiated,

|' with the reactor operating at one-half of full power. Sub-
sequent runs vill be initiated from successively higher reactor,

power levels to establish that the accident can be performed'

safely with the reactor operating at full tower. Instruments

: vill be observed to indicate the magnitude of the coolant tem- -

perature rise at core outlet, the coolant temperature drop in
the cold legs, and to determine whether a natural circulation
flow will be maintained in the main coolant system.

The procedure of the half-power run vill duplicate the sequence
of events expected to occur in the total-loss-of-coolant flov
accident. The run will be initiated only by trip of breakers
interrupting power to the two main coolant pumps supplied by
the outside system interconnections (Harriman & Cabot). Reactor
scram will begin automatically within one second after pump
shutdown on receipt of a low-flow signal. Turbine throttle
-trip will occur within 2 sec following reactor scram. Manual,

tripping of the two pumps taking power from the coasting down
turbine generator will occurione minute after turbine throttle
trip gr. removal of the generator exciter.

' - Subsequent runs will be made at successively higher reactor
power levels. The test will be concluded with the performancep)( - of a run simulating the ace'd.ent with the reactor initially
operating at full powe-

,

B. Data Required

1. ' Frequency'of Recording Data
^

Data required-must be recorded with sufficient frequency.to
. provide information for analysis. Preparation should be made

|- to record data * at 15 sec _ intervals after reactor scram. Time-
. intervals between readings may be increased at the discretion

of the operator (s) when changes in the measured variable occur "

at reduced rates. Rapid changes are e.nticipated for only a few
minutes after main coolant pumps arc shut down.

2. Data to be Taken
*

The following data are to be recorded:

a,~ * Selected core outlet'. temperatures (if available)
4

b. * Main. coolant hot and cold leg temperatures

c. * Pressurizer pressure
.

-

*Only starred items need be recorded initially-at.15 sec. intervals.-'
.

' See Section~ III .concerning precautions to be observed in the
recording of these~ data.

,

- . . _- - - .. . . -. --
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d. * Pressurizer level
p
\j e. Main steam flow

f. Feed water inlet temperature

g. * Main steam pressure

h. Water level in steam generators

1. * Record time of pump shutdown and reactor scram. Time
is also to be recorded with each reading of the above
variables.

C. Special Instrument Requirements

1. Strip chart recorders, speed approximately 2 in. per min,
are required for recording the following main coolant system
temperatures during transients occurring following main
coolant pump shut-off and reactor scram:

a. Coolant Temperature at Core Outlet

The outputs of two thermocouples, if available, shown
to be located at the outlet of the core hot channels
during the steady state run, are to be recorded for
this test. Instrument range should be 500 F to 650 F.

_I ?

b. Hot Leg Temperature'~'

The outputs of the resistance elements for a minimum of
two loops are to be recorded. Elements chosen are to
be located in loops where main coolant pumps are to
maintain flow for 1 min following reactor scr'xn.
Instrument range should be 500 F to 650 F.

D. Procedure

1. With the reactor operating steadily at one-half of full load,
shut down the two main coolant pumps driven by power from the
system interconnections. (Pumps driven from the turbine-
generator output will remain in operation.) On decay of flow
to approximately % of its normal operating value, the reactor
is automatically scrammed. Within 2 see following reactor
scram the turbine throttle is automatically tripped. Refer to
E.I. No. 505C, SECOUDARY PLANT - EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN AND TURBIIE
THROTTLE TRIP, for subsequent action required in the secondary
system.

*0nly starred items need be recorded initially at 15 see intervals.
See Section III concerning precautions to ' be observed in the

e recording of these data.
(

_.

_m _ __ __ _
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2. Carefully observe the core outlet te=peratures recorded b-/ the

(V special instrumentation i==ediately fol'oving the start of3
this procedure.

Core outlet te=peratures can be expected to rise after shutdown
of the first =ain coolant pu=ps because of the short delay

before reactor scra= is started at 00% of normal flow. Core
outlet te=peratures vill then dccrease because of the decaying
coolant flov and the continued stea= de=and during the short
interval before the turbine tnrottle trips. During this test,
if the main coolant cold leg te=perature drops belov 475 F,
initiate boric acid injection.

3 One minute after the turbine throttle is tripped, open the
breaker supplying generator field current. The two main
coolant pu=ps driven by turbine generator output will coast
down rapidly. .With the resultant flov decay in the core, a
rising te=perature at core outlet can be expected until
natural circulation of coolant is established. Should any one
of the core outlet temperatures reach 636 F, the =ain coolant
pu=ps are to be i= ediately restarted. Should any cold leg
te=perature drop belov 475 F, boric acid injection should be
started 4-adiately. For this procedure, all control rods
are to remain fully inserted.

4. Observe both the special recorders recording core outlet te=-
perature and =ain coolant syste= hot leg te=peratures. The(g) indication that natural circulation has been established v111
be the achievement of stabilized te=peratures at the core
outlet; and in the hot and cold legs of the main coolant
systen. Temperatures may continue to change for several
minutes after all =ain coolant pu=ps are shut down. Continue
to take data for 1 hr after main coolant te=peratures are
stabllized.

5 Start the =ain coolant pu=ps. When the syste= returns to
equilibriu=, the =ain coolant syste= is in the hot standby
condition. Centrol rods are to be fully inserted when the
main coolant pu=ps are started.

6. A mini =u= of one subsequent run lo iceired to demonstrate
that no core da= age vill result from the te=perature traw ient
occurring after total loss of =ain coolant pu=p power while
the reactor is at full power.

For safety, it may be desirable to provide a series of test
runs initiated fro =. successively higher reactor power levels
between the 50% of full power and the full power cordition
required for fulfillment of the objective of this S.P.
Responsible personnel vill determine the reactor power level
from which each succeeding run is to - be initiated and the

n) .(
_
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number of runs required for safety. Choice of power level

|
~

vill be made based upon the margin by which the maximum.

. -

- core outlet temperature in previous runs falls below the

maximum safe limit of 636 F. Repeat Steps Nos. 1 through 5,
under Section V-D, for all subsequent runs.

t

This startup procedure vill be concluded with the demonstra-,

tion of emergency coeling by natural circulation with the
: test initiated from che ful] power condition.

I '

E. Data Analysis

l. From knowledge of the power-time history of the core, com-
pute the relation between decay heat generation and time

'

following reactor shutdown.

2. From stesm flo.r, feed water temperature, and saturation
temperature' data for the steam generator, calculate the,

heat removal from the primary system after natural circu-,

lation has been' established.*,

3 Compare Steps Nos.1 and 2 above and use the best informa-2
'

tion available for estimating decay heat removal-rate. Use
the decay heat removal rate so calculated in conjunction
with the hot and cold leg temneratures of the main coolant
system to calculate flow rat , after natural circulation

. G has reached equilibrium.

NJ
.

,

:

$
t

4

9

i
,

I

|

4

i

!

*It -is _ possible that accurate steam flev data cannot' be 'provided,
since the steam' generation. rate due to decay heat is approximately2

. 1% of the full power' steam generation.-*

-

1
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OPEATI!D INSTRUCTION NO. 50kAl

PLANT STARTUP
PRIMARY PLANT STARTUP FROM COID CONDITION

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient nothod of brirgirg the
primary phnt from the cold shutdown condition to the hot
standby condition.

II. Conditions

1. The main coolant system is filled with primary grade borated water
and venting is beirg accomplished. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hD1, MAIN
COOLANT ~ SYSTEM - FILLDD AND VENTHD OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

2. The low pm asure surge tank is filled to the normal operatirg level
with prirsy grade borated water and is covered with a hydrogen gas
blanket to a pressure of 15 peig. The feed and bleed lines have
been filled and vented.

p 3. The pressurizer is filled with primary grade bor.ted water, and t5
N# pressurizer vent valve is open.

h. The shell side of the steam generators are fil19d to normal startup
level. The steam line non-returns are open, the drain and traps are
closed and the steam generator vents an open.

_5. The pressurizer wide range and narrow range water level indicator
is set for minimum pressure compensation.

i

'

6. Electrical power is available for all pressure control and relief
system electrical equipment.

|
| 7. All pressurizer heaters are de-energized and the surge spray and

relief system valves are closed.'

8. The pressurizer circulation spray control valve had been positioned
such that the required circulation spray flow rate will be estab-
lished with occurrence cf main coolant flow.

9. The following valves are opent

f a'. Charging pump suction and discharge valves
I

b. Meter operated valve between the charging pump suction header! 1

-

and the low pressure surge tank.

c. Pressurizer low level control. valve in the bleed line.

;

L
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OLJ
d. All valves in the feed line

10. A proper water balance is established to insure that adequate water for
makeup and storage volume for waste water is available,

11. The critical control Itxi position has been determined, as firmly as
possible, based on all available information and calculations.

12. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Shutdown Cooling System In operation, if required

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hM)

Component Cooling System In service, as required

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kI)

Primary Plant Corrosion 15 psig hydrogen gas blanket
Control System ma'.ntained on la's pressure
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hJ) s age tank

Chemical Shutdown Normal standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hG)

OV Purification System Ion exchangers isolated and
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hH) operating as required

Reactor Control System Ready standby on Manual
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN)

Nuclear Instrumentation Normal operation
System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5050)

-

Pdiation Monitoring System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hP)

Safety Injection System Ready standby
.(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10).

LPST Cooling Systsa Ready standby

III. Precautions

1. When there is a substantial amount of decay heat in the reactor fuel, main-
tain at least two main coolant loops tied into the reactor vessel (main
coolant pumps may be off), or the ~ shutdown cooling system in operation at
all times. For purpcses of cold lea': tcstirg eng, hewever, isolation of,

the reactor vessel may be established per MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO.506B3-~

fm()' PlG4ARY PLANT-COLD LEAK TEST.

2 The shutdown cooling system must be valved off and locked, completely

i
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r. isolating the system before the main coolant system pressure ex-
ceeds 300 psig.

3. The main coolant system pressure must not exceed 500 psig until
the temperature of the nain coolant is at least 900F. Pressures !

in excess of this at low temperatures may be injurious to the
reactor vessel.

h.. The main coolant systs heatup rate must not exceed 50 F/hr. As
'

the nonnal operating temperature is approached in the system, the
charging and bleed rate should be adjusted so as tc normally main-
tain a temperature of the main coolant bleed downstrean of the
regenerative heat exchanger to less than an indicated tenperature

0of 2h0 F.

5. In order to protect the min coolant pump stator cans from damage
due to negative pressure loadings while shut down, the pressures
-acting on the pump must be contro11eii as follows:

a. When the loops are isolated from the . reactor. vessel, the pressure
in those loops must te maintaired.in the minimum range of 50 to ~
'200 psi gage by periodic manual operation of the chargirg pumps.. . .

' NOTE: This d_oes not apply to loops which are vented or open
to. atmosphere.

b. During startup of the plant, the pressure in the reactor vessel'
L and non-isolated loops is initially maintained by the pressurizer
water level and atmospheric pressure acting,through the'open
pressurizer vent. When the | water in-the pressurizer' attains
a taperature of 2200F, the system pressure is maintained and
controlled .by +.he pressurizer steam conditions. .

c. . The pressurizer temperature and pressure must be controlled
.so that proper overpressure is maintained on-the main coolant

, ,
pumps.

I-

6. The pressurizer should not be : heated at a rate exceeding 200 Fh. . l0
.

7. If the pressurizer la low level alarm sounds, check to see that
pressurizer heaters have been shut off automatically.

L . 8 If ~ main coolant pump lower bearing temperatures exceed 2000F, ,the
~

I = affected pump should. be -shut' 'down and the malfunction investigated. .
_

e 9.x No steam withdrawal from the ' secondary system is allowed until the
main coolant system has attained:a temperature leve1~of h85 F.

b(,M ' 10. - The suction and ' discharge; valves of the " ready atandby". charging
..

pumps be open|during. normal, plant ~cperation.-
-

<
_. , ,

-

t. #
' ^ '
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11. Criticality should be anticipated any time when control rods are
being withdrawn or when boron is b%ng removed from the main
coolant system.

12. During a reactor startup in which core reactivity or control rod
worths are not reasonably firm, a plot of inverse multiplication
rate- (or count rate) versus rod position should be made.

13. Any plant changes which might produce a sudden lowering of reactor
water temperature (of the order of 100F) must be avoided while the
reactor is critical or approaching criticality.

Ih. During normal approach to criticality, a flux multiplication rate
of 1 decade / minute or less is acceptable. Flux multiplication
rates greater than 1 decade / minute should be avoided.

15. During normal approach to criticality, control rod' withdrawal should
be interrupted for approximately 1 minute whenever the count rate
is doubled.

IV. Check Off Lists

' -m
Ti) Prior to initiation of this 0.I. pre-startup check off lists P1,
" 50hE-A and 50hF-C must be completed.

V.. Instructions

1. Start _ component cooling water flovirg to the main coolant pumps,
primary system sample cooler, and neutron shield tank. Refer to
0.I. No. 50hI, COMPONENT COOLING. SYSTEM.

~2._ Place the low pressure surge tank high water level control, h3gh
; pressure and high temperature alarms in service.

3. Check tnat the purification system is prepared to receive borated
water from the low pressure surge tank. All ion exchargers are
isolated.

h. .Line up and' operate the purification cooling and drain pump,s as
required for LPST cooling.

NOTE: For abnormally high _ heat removal requirements, use the low
pressure surge tank cooling pump.

' 5.. Open the motor operated valve in the bleed line between the main
coolant: piping and the regenerative heat exchanger.

6. Turn on all pessurizer heater grours.p
.a

7. At a pressurizer temperature of 180 F, close the pressurizer vent

.= ,
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|

valve, open the hot leg nain coolant locp 20" gate valve in loops
which are to be placed in service. Open all of the loop bypass
valves which are closed in loops which are to be placed in service.

8 Maintain nain coolant pressure between 50 and 200 psig by inter =it+ ant
bleed or feed as required. ,

|

9. When pressurizer te=perature reaches 250 F, open the isolation and
bleed orifice valves in the bleed line to the 2cw pressure surge
tank in ord's to drain the pressurizer, thereby flashing hot water
to fore e steam bubble. Close the bleed orifice valves when the
water level drains to 120 inches above the botton of the pressurizer.

NC'IE: Pressure control of the pri=ary systen is now accomplished
by em-lly cycling of th's pressurizer heaters after the
steam bubble has been forped.

10 Check open the motor operated pressure relief isolation valve at a
pressurizer temperature of 2500?. Switch the solenoid relief valve
control to " Auto" position.

11. If the rod breakers are closed for the heatup, check that group 6
p- control rods are in the safety group position and that all other

V centrol rod groups are withdrawn 3 inches to provide for differential
expansion.

12. Start main-coolant punps when the indicated pressurizer steam
temperature is 3900F by closing the switches en the nain control
board. Run pumps for 2 minutes with cold leg valve closed and
bypass valve open,- then open cold leg and close bypass valve. P.:=p
operation will result in heatirg up the main coolant system. Refer
to curve P-MC-2'for anticipated heatup rate..

NOTE: Observe the indicated nain coolant flow in the individual
loops. Vent the main coolant pu=ps. Refer to 0.I. No.
50hD1 - MAIN COOLAIC - FILLIlO ED VENTI!G CCMPLETE SYSTEM.

13. Maintain pressurizer water level between 100 and 120 inchts above ,

the bottom of the p:essurizer by manual intermittent operation of |
the bleed valves or at 120 + 5 inches by automatic level control,

Olh. Prior to attaining an ' indicated steam te=perature of blO F in the
. pressurizer (300 psig in the main coolant system), stop the shutdcwn
cooling 's;,3 tem if operating, and isolate _it from the main coolant ~
system.

15. After approemately 5 minutes of coolant circulation with all' main
coolant pumps operating, sanple the coolant to determine 02 and H BO.3

yp
t- 16. Add _Hydrazine to the -An coolant systen as required. Refer to 0.I., .

l

.I

.
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No. $0ltJ2 - PREY PLANT CO?RCSION CONTROL SYSTD(.

17. Prior to obtainirg a main coolant temperature of 200 F, perform final0

venting operation on the main coolant pu=ps, control rod mechanisms,
instrumentation, etc. Refer to r . I. No. 50hD1 - MAIN COOLANT SYSTD4 -
FILLTJG AND VENTDU OF COMPLETE oYSTEM.

18. When the main coolant temperature reaches 2500F, shut down the main i
coolant pumps and maintain an essentially constant coolant temper-
ature condition for a period of 2 hours. This will permit estab-
lishing water-metal equilibrium temperature conditions in main
coolant system components. During isothermal wait, the reactor may
be taken critical at low power level, to aid in plant heat up or
for special physics tests. Operate main coolant pumps as required
to maintain the essentially constant main coolant temperature. Refer
to 0.I. 50hD8 - MAIN COOLANT SYSE - Shutdown of Individual Loop,
Section V, for the main coolant pump shutdown procedure.

19. Observe that appropriate rod position lights go on as the control
rods are being withdrawn.

20. During each control rod group withdrawal, observe neutron level
instruments. Continue intermittent rod withdrawal until ciriticality
is achieved.

v
21. Sample the pressurizer water and, as required,. operate the pressurizer

surge spray to increase. water circulation and decrease t,he pressurizer
water boron content.

22. Start one low pressure surge tank make up pump, after associated
valves from the primary water storage tank or demineralized water
storage tank have been opened.

23. Open associated valves from the low pressure' surge tank make up
pumps to the charging pump suction header.

NOTE: Since one LPST pump is a spare its discharge valve should be
in the open position.

2h. Immcdiately close the motor operated valve between the LPST and
the charging pump suction-header.

NOTE The feed and bleed operation should continue as outlined above.

'25. When 0 concentration is less than .1 ppm, and system has been at
'2500F kor at least two hours, start up the main coolant pumps and
continue with the system heat up to 51h0F. Use reactor heat as
well as pump heat if desired.

'im
I hv
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26. Operate the pressurizer heater groups as r; quired to comply with
the operatirg conditions indicated on curve P-MC-1 in the data
reference book for safe operation af the main cbolant pumps.*

Pressurizer temperature should not exceed main coolant system
temperature by more than 200 F, unless necessary for main coolant
pump operation when the surge spray is operating.

27. When the plant has reached the 500 F range and the integrity of the
Primary Plant has been checked, initiate boric acid removal. Refer
to 0.I. No. 50h03 - CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID REMOVAL.

28. For completion of the borated water removal through the purification,

system, open the motor oper ced valve between the LPST and the
charging pump suction header.

29. Close the valve in the individual loop demineralized water fill
line at the charging pump suction header and stop LPST make up pump.

30. When the boron ertcentration reaches 80 ppm, start chemical shut-
down system operation by putting the chemical shutdown ion ex-
changers in line, Refer to 0.I. No. 50h03, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN
SYSTEM - BORIC ACID REMO7AL.

31. Place the purification ion exchangers into operation when boron
i h- concentration reaches 5 ppm or less. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hH,

PURIFICATION SYSTEM.
,

NOTE: Additional main coolant purification may be accomplished by
increasing the flow to the ion exchangers and through the
feed and bleed system.

32. When tK main coolant pressure reaches 2000 psig, switch one pressur-
izer herter group to cycling control and the other groups to low*

pressure backup control.

33. Change die pressurizer wide range and NR water level channels pressure
compensstion to 2000 psig.

3h.. Operate surge spray intermittently until the pressurizer water boron
concentration corresponds to that of the main coolant water,

35. Switch the solenoid operated surge spray valve controls from "off"
to " Automatic".

VI. Final Condition

The main coolant system is at temperature of 5E F, am a pressure
of 2000 sig.

W The reactor is critical for low power tests, er is suberitical with(,) the Primary Plant in the hot standby conditicn.

--

D
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 50hA2

PIANT STARTUF AND SHUIDOWN
STARTUP FROM HM STANDBY CONDITION, SHUTDOWN TO THE HOT STANDBY CONDITION,
AND CHANGING RFACTOR IDAD.

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of:

Starting up the reactor from the hot standby conditiona.

b. Increasing reactor load
;-

c. Decreasing reactor load and shutting down the plant to
the hot standby condition

II. Conditions

1. The Main Coolant System is at E000 psig and $1h07, and the reactor
is in power. generation or hot standby operation.

2. The normal feed and bleed rate has been established.

3. The charging pump suction is from the low pressure surge tank.
,

h. One group of pressurizer herters is on cycling control, the rimaining
- groups are on backup.

-5 Pressurizer surge spray and relief valve controls are set for auto-
matic operation.

6. A critical control rod position has been determined as firm 3y as
possible based on all available information and calculations.

7. Boron conditions fulfill the requirements of the Technical
Specifications.

8. The turbine generator is being prepared for operation according to
0.I. No. 50hA5 TURBINE GENERATOR STARTUP FROM HOT CONDITION, or

is operating at some reduced load.

()m
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9. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following condition:

System Statas

Chemical Shutdown System Normal Standby or
(Refer to 0.I. No. Soko) Normal Operation

Purification System Normal Operation or
(Refer to O'I. No. 50kN) Hot Standby

.

Component Cooling System Normal Operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kI)

Primary Plant Corrosion Control System Normal Standby -

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kJ)

Primary Plant Sampling System Normal Standby

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK)

Reactor Control System Normal Operation or
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN) Manual Control

G Nuclear Instrumentation System Normal Operation
'

V (Refer to 0.I. No. 50h0)
\

Radiatica Monitoring System Normal Operation

(Refer to 0.I.'No. 50hP)

Vapor Container Atmosphere Control Systems Normal Operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hQ)
I

Electrical System Normal Operation

|
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hR)

Safety Injection System Ready Standby

(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10)

III. Precautions

1. Criticality should be anticipated when control rods are being with-
drawn or when boron is being removed from the main coolant system.

|
2. During a reactor startup in idlich core reactivity or control rod

worths are not reasonably firm, a plot of inverse multiplication
rate (or counting rate) versus rod position should be made.

3. Any plant changes which produce a sudden lowering of reactor water
temperature (of the order of loof) must be avoided while the reactor

(]
is critical or approaching criticality.

t
?.

'

t
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O h. During a normal approach to power level, a flux multiplication rate
of 1 decade / minute or less is acceptable. Flux multiplication rates

,

greaterthan1 decade /minuteshouldbeavoided. Refer to 0.I. No.
50hN - REACTGt CONTROL SYSTEM.

5. During a normal approach to criticality, rod withdrawal should stop
whenever the count rate is doubled.

6. A proper plant water balance should be established in the water
storage and waste collection tanks to ensure that adequate make up
water is available and to receive water rejected from the primar;r
plant.

7. Power level changes in excess of 10% of full power per minute must
be avoided.

8. Whenever there is a sustained outage of one of the 115 KV lines
because of maintenance or fault condition, the three 2,h00 V buses
will be tied together through the normally open circuit breakers to
provide electrical power supply to both safety injection pumps.,

9. The pressurizer spray line shall not be isolated when the reactor
power level is greater than 5 W thernal.

IV. Instructions
'g\.s'

A. Taking the Reactor Critical and Phasing the Turbine

1. Prestartup check off list P-2 Reactor and Turbine Startup from
a Hot Condition has been completed.

L 2. Est,ablish a firm critical rod position or start an inverse

multiplication plot.

3. Commence an intermittent programmed rod withdrawal.

NOTE: . Cease rod motion for at least one minute for successive
count rate doubling increments.

h'. Anticipate criticality Wienever control rods are beirg with-
drawn.

5. Continue programmed rod withdrawal followirg the steps out-
lined in the-operational check off list P-2.

6. When reactor:is critical, establish vacuum and prepare to roll
and phase the turbine following the detailed steps outlined in

- the operational check off list F-2.

B. Increasing Reactor Load
x

.

v 1. As the load demand on the plant increased, increase the reactor
power level .using control rods if required. The reactor control

,

-- - - _ - - - ---_____,_____.-______m________m_.__,__. ,_____,.,___u,,,__,_ ,_,,____,., ___,__,__ , , _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ , _ , _ _ , , , _ , _ , _ _ _ , _ _ , ,
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may be placed on "AUT0" if the plant power level is equal to or
i greater than 10% of full power. For power levels less than

10% "MANUf / control must be used. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN,
REACTOR CONTROL SYSTDi.

2. Observe the neutron flux level instruments as the station load
increases. Refer to Check off List No. 50h0-Als Section III,
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM.

3. After establishing the required reactor load, the reactor control
may be placed on automatic T control; continue to observe
nuclear panel instrumentation.g

ay

NOTE: After attaining the required reactor power level, the
reactor control system, when in "AUT0" control, will
automatically compensate for r activity changes due to
fuel depletion and/or Xenon level changes, and station
load will be automatically maintained.

C. Decreasing Reactor Load

1. As the' load on the plant decreases, decrease the reactor power
level using control rods as required. The reactor control may

h, be placed on "AUT0" if the plant power level is equal to or
greater than 10% of full power. For power levels less than
10%, " MANUAL" control must be used. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN,
REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM. ,

2. Observe the neutron flux level instruments as the station
load decreases. Refer to Check off List No. 50h0-Al, Section
III, NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM.

3. Check that the turbine permissive relay tripout interlock
indicating light goes out when the turbine generator load is
reduced to approximately 15,000 KW.

h. When it is required to reduce the reactor power level to a
critical-sero power level or equivalent condition, shut down the
turbine, refer to 0.I. No. 50hC3, SCHEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR
SHUTDOWN. Maintain T at Sihv with turbine steam bypass
controller to bypass $ Nam to condenser.

5. To place reactor in the hot standby condition, insert rods to
the all in position, with the exception of the safety group
which will be left in the safety position.'

D. Charging and' Volume Control' Operation Durirk Above Operating Conditions

1. During normal feed and bleed operation, the following operatingp
O

c
.
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limits and conditions should be naintained and periodically
checkedt

Low pressure surge tank temperature and pressure -a.
Between 120 and 130 F and 15 psi gage (pressure re-0

quired to maintain desired hydrogen concentration in
the main coolant) respectively,

b. Feed and bleed flows - 25 gpm.

2. If the flow from the purification cooling and drain pumps is
insufficient to maintain the water temperature in the. low
pressure drain tank at 120 F, the low pressure surge tank
cooling pump should be put into operation.

NOTE: This hi6h temperature condition may be due to the
followin6 conditions:

Increased feed and bleed flow

Higher bleed than feed flow

O~ Pressuri er re11er er eafet7 v 1ve erf1eent inte the 1ow
pressure surge tank.

gessurizer and Relief System During Above Operating ConditionsE.

1. When pressurizer automatic level control is shut down, maintain
pressurizer water level between 115 and 125 in. (above the
bottom of the vessel) by manual control of the charging and
volume control system.

2. Maintain heater cycling duty on one specific heater bundle in
order to fully expend all heaters in that heater bundle and to
reduce the possibility of more than one bundle failing during
any operating period. If one heater element burns out, switch
the cycling duty to the other heater group in the same heater
bundle.

3 Check pressurizer safety and relief valve discharge pipe temper-
atures periodically to determine if the valves are leaking. Refer
to E.I. No. 505B1h, PRIMARY PLANT - MALFUNCTION OF PRESSURE RELIEF
AND SAFETY VALVES.

h. Check pressurizer heater-cycling and compare the heat load with
the measurad insulation heat losses, or check pressurizer surge
pipe temperatum periodically to determine if the circulation
spray is operating satisfactorily. If the surge pipe temperatureQ

b' drops below 530 F, operate the surge spray periodically as

s

I
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required to induce a flow in the surgegipe and :.aintain the
strge pipe temperature at er above 530 c. Clean er repair

the circulation spray valve during the next shutdown period.

5. If automatic pressure control of pressuriser heaters is not
operating, manually control one presseri::: Mater group to
maintain main coolant system pressure at 2,000 psi gage.

6. Sample the pressurizer water periodically to determine the
degree of impurity buildup. If necessary, operate the
pressuriser surge spray and heaters intermittently to ireresse
the water flow through the pressuriset. Refer to 0.I. No. 50LK2,
PRDERT PLANT SAMPLIN3 SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SYSTDG.

V. Firal Conditions

1. The reactor is critical at sero power.

2 The nuclear steam generators are in operation at the required power
level.

3. The reactor is in the hot standby condition.

f

:
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OPERATI'lG INSTRUCTION NO. 504A4

PLANT STARTUP
TURBINE GENERATOR STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of starting up the
turbine 6enerator from a cold condition.

II. Conditions

1. The nuclear reactor has been started up in accordance with 0.I.
No. 504A1, PLANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION
and has achieved a condition of criticality.

2. The main condenser circulating water system is in operation, in-
cluding circulating water pumps, circulating water air removal
system, traveling water screens, and screen wash, if required.

'

3 During reactor startup, the steam line nonreturn valves are open
and the steam traps and drains are closed.

4. The turbine generator manufacturer's reccamendation for turning
gear operation has been fulfilled.

.' 5 The generator seal and bearing _cil systems are in operation and
the generator is filled with hydrogen.

6. The extraction steam lines to the feed-water heaters are oren
and the feed-water heater drain system is in operation.

NOTE: At very lov turbine loads the second point extraction
heater vill be partially flooded.

1

7 The auxiliary systems of the secondary plant are in the following'

status:

System Status

1. Condensate and Feed Water In operation as required
: System

(Befer to Section 220)i-

!
'

Service ^ Water -System In nozmal operation
' (Refer to Section 222)

Compressed Air ~ Systems In normal operation>

L (aefer to Section 224)

Lubricating Oil System In operation as regaired
'

(Fefer to Section 225)
O
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III. Precautions

The turbine generator manufacturer's startup instructions shall be
carefully adhered to, particularly concerning mechanical clearances and
eccentricity.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be com-
pleted by the operator (s) and signed off.

,

V. Instructions

1. Vent steam lines between steam generator and turbine stop valves
and the auxiliary steam liner by opening the trap by-pass valves
when the main coolant system temperature has reached a value at

which control rods can hold the reactor 3% suberitical with no
boron present. Refer to 504D4.

CAUTION: Steam demand should not be of such a magnitude as to
reduce niin coolant system temperature.

2. Start one main condensate pump and establish minimum required
flow of condensate through air ejector condensers and gland
steam condenser back to the main condenser and maintain hot
well level.

t
3 Admit steam to turbine steam seals.

NOTE: Gland steam controller ut.es turbine control oil pressure
but may be manually controlled.

; 4. Place condenser auxiliary priming jet in operation and open the
connecting air off-take line from the condenser shell.,

NOTE: Steam flow from the steam generators is nov estimated at
15,000 lb per hr.

The priming jet is estimated to decrease condenser pres-
sure to less than 14 in. Eg abs.

5 Start boiler feed pump auxiliary oil pumps.

NCf1'E: During this and subsequent phases of starting procedure,
one bo ler feed pump only is operated intermittently as
required to feed water to the steam generators under

'
manual control to maintain proper water levels therein.

6. The main condenser steam Jet air ejectors may be put in opera-
tion after steam pressure has increased to 300 pai gage or
higher.

(m
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7. Open all turbine drains and ensure that all pockets are drained
- of water.

8. Check level in turbine cil tank and start turbine tain auxiliary
oil pump.

NorE: After control and tearing oil pressuros are established,
shut down turning gear oil pump.

9. Make all other prestart checks required by turbine generator
manufacturer's starting procedure.

10. Admit cooling water to turbine oil coolers and hydrogen coolers,
when required, as determined by te=perature indications.,

NOTE: Water flow to the oil coolers should be controlled to
naintain an oil temperature of 110 to 120 F leaving
the oil coolers.

11. Start tho turbine generator rolling with stean in accordance
with the turbine generator manufacturer'c instructions.

NOTE: Turbine throttle valves should be opened slowly and
alternately. After unit is rolling at a speed of
about 100 rpm, the overspeed trip cechanisn should

g be tripped by hand to close the throttle valves and
ig then listen for rubs or unusual sounds. Reset the

overspeed trip ::achanism and'seo that governor valves
open freely, then open throttle valves a small amount
to keep the turbine rolling. Refer to turbine gen-
erstor nanufacturer's instructions for further in-
formation.

12. Stop turnirg gear notor.

13. Close tho trap by-passae in the main and auxiliary steam lines
leaving the trapped drains in service.

14. G adually bring the turbine generator unit up to raLed speed in
accordance with turbine generator manufacturer's instructions.

15. Place.one boiler feed pump in continuous operation.

16 When the unit reaches the governing speed range of about
1,700 rpm, the turbine control valves will automatically
close, except the primary which will remain partially
open. Speed control is now urder the turbine speed
governor and throttle valves can be opened wide.

,

17. Control of the turbino cenerator now passes from the operating
floor to the control reon.

v
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18 Synchronize the turbine generator with the system and rapidly IO apply =inirm load of 7,250 kw equivalent to about 150,000 lb |
per hr stean flow. Refer to 0.I. Iio. 50LR3, Station Powe. 3

System. |
;

19. Place the turbine =ain auxiliary oil punp on standby ani check i

that it stops. !

20. Change station service over. Refer to 0.I. fio. 504R3, Station ,

Power Syste=

21. Close turbine starting drains. {

22 Place feed water control to steam generators on ' automatic".
t

VI. Final Conditions i

The plant is operating at =inirm load condition and ready to in-
crease load in accordance with 0.I. No. 50432, PLANT OFE?lTIC?i - I:C?2ASDIG
TUF3ETE GENEPATCR LOAD.

i

O
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504A5'

PLANT SPARPCP
TURBINE GE'i3RATOR STARfUP FICM HOT CONDITION

I. Objective To provido a safe and efficient method of starting up the turs-
bine generator from a nuclear plant hot standby condition.

II. Conditione

1 The reactor is at nomal opemting prwssure and temperature, operat-
ing at critical ::eru power level. Excess heat is being dissipated
by operation of the turbine steam by-pass line.

2. The turbine generator is on tuming gear.

3. The turbine main auxiliary oil pump and turbine steam seals are in
operation.

4. One condensate pump and one boiler feed pump are in operation.

5. Condensor vacuum is boing maintained by the air ejector unit.

6. The steam line nonreturn valves are open and all the main steam line
drains, the turbine inlet and shell drains and auxiliary steam line

O drains are open or partially open discharging to the main condenser.

7. The condensate is being recirculated through the air ejector and
gland steam condensers back to the main condenser,

8 Extraction steam line valves are open.

9. The auxiliary systemcf the secondary plant are in the following
status:

System Status

Service water systoa In normal operation
Instrunent air system In normal operation
Circulating water system In nornal operation

Feed water system Under manual control

III. Precautions

The turbine generator manufacturer's startup instruct' ions shall be
carefully adhered to, particularly concerning mechanical clearances and
eccentricity.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be com--

pleted by the operator (s) and signed off.
4
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:

7. Instructions

! 1. Make all prestart checks required by turbine genezutor manufacturer's '

f starting procedure.

2. If the turbine steam try-pass line has been operated in a manner to
; drop main steam pressure, gradually close the turbine steam by-pass '

valve from the central contzel panel until main steam pressure is
75S psi gage, normal pressure corresponding to zero power. "

NOTE: Under these conditions, the turbine steam by-pass line
will be passing between 0 and 100,000 lb per br, depend-,

j' ing upon reactor heat developed.

3. Admit ecoling water to turbine oil coolers and hydrogen coolers, when )
'

required, as deternined by temperature indications in accordance'

'

with turbins generator manufacturer 8 s instructions.,

4. Start the turbine generator rolling with steam in accordance with turs-
bine generator manufacturer's instructions.

;

5. Stop turning gear motor. - '

6 Gradually bring the' turbine generator unit up to rated speed in accortl-
i ance with turbine generator manufacturer's instructions.

' O 7. . ie eteem fiev te the tezeine increeses end turbine steem f1ov exceeds
turbine steam by-pass flow, the tarbine steam by-pass valve can be
closed..

.
;

8 When the unit reaches governing speed range of about 1,700 rpm, the
turbine centrol' valves;will close autonatically, except the primary
which wil1 reaain partially open. Speed control is now under the .
turbine speed governor and throttle valves can be opened vide.

9. . Control of the turbine generator unit 'now passes from the. floor to the
contzul room.

.

10 Synchronize the turbine generator with the system and rapidly apply
minimum load of 7,250 kw equivalent to about 150,000 lbf per hr steam

i flow. Refer to 0.I. No. 50410, STATION POWER SYSTEM. .

11. Place .the turbine main auxiliary oil pump on standby ~ and check that
'

Lit stops.
.

12. Change station service over. Refer to 0 I. No. 504R3, SIATION POWER
SYSTIN.-

13. Close. turbine starting drains.

.

Place feed water control to steam generator on " automatic".14.

.

, , N,, , a + w w - wg - - - . , , - - ,-r, .,--c ,, 1
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VI. Final Conditions

The turbine generator i;. operating at minimu:n load condition ard
ready to increase load in acconiance with 0.I. No. 504B2, PLANT OPERATION -
INCIEASDIG TURBDE GEERATOR LOAD.

O

lt

|
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:

cesairrno 1xsriect on no. 5o481 !O
PLANT CPERATION
CHANGING REACTOR IDAD

,

; I. Obtective To pmvide safe and efficient means of changing the reactor
' lead between critical-zero power level and the required q

!power level.

II. Conditions

i A. Increasing Reactor load (with bomn present in main coolant system)

This 0.I. is initiated subaquent to 0.I. No. 504A1, PLANT STARTUP -
REACTOR STA16UP FRCH COLD CONDITION. i

1. The zwactor is critical with main coolant system in operation. <

| Refer to ',,I. No. 5LJ4, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - STARTUP OF
COMPLETE SYSTEM.

2 The turbine-generator set is being prepared for operation..

Refer to 0.I. No. 504A4, PLANT STARIUP - TUR3INE GENERATOR,

STARTUP ImCM COLD CONDITION.

-3. Pertinent auxiliary systems azu in the following status:

System Status

Pressure Contml and Normal operation2

! Relief System
(Refer to 0 I. No. 504E)

4

Charging and Volume Contml Normal operation
System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)
! Chemical Shutdown System Noza._al standby

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G)

Purification System Both the chemical
(Refer to 0.I. No. 534H) . shutdown and purifi-

! . cation iron exchangers
are isolated

'

~

. Component Cooling System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I)

Primary Plent. Corrosion - Normal operationi

Control System
i (Refer to 0.I.- No. 504J)

.

-

.we ,-- r.-~ r 6 e m., w- -
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System Status. ~

i
; Primary Plant Sampling Normal ope mtion
: System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504%)

Reactor Contal System System on mmlal '

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504N) contml '

Nuclear Instrumentation Nomal operation
System '

(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

Vapor Container Atmosphers Nomal opemtion
Contml Systems -

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)-

Safety Injection System Ready standby
-(Refer to E.I. No. ' 505B10)

B .' Increasing Reactor Load (no bomn present in main coolant system)

1. The reactor is critical with the ain coolant system in opern-.

tion. ' Refer to 0.I. No. 504D6, MAIN COOLANT SISTEM - RUNNING
OPERATION.

K

2 The turbine 'generstor set is in operation at some reduced load
- taking steam fmm the main steam header as required. Refer to

0.I. No. 50432, PLANT CPERATION.- INCREASING TURBINE GENERATOR
LOAD.

3. With the exception of the following, all pertinent auxiliary
system status is the same as that under Section II-A, Step No.3,

. System Status

Purification 3ystem Normal operation
.(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H) .

C. Deemasing Reactor Lead

1. The reactor is critical with the m in coolant system in opera-
tion. t Refer to 0.I. No. 504D6,: M/lN COOLANT SYSTEM - RUNNING

.

OPERATION.
4

: 2. The turbine generator set is in operation. Refer T,o 0.I. No. .
. 504B3, PLANT OPERATION DECREASING TURBINE GENERATOR LOAD.

fS
U >

,

sb
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O 3- "1** the exce>*1 = or **e r 1o 1=8 1 re=*1= =* "xiti rr
system status is the sa:e as that under Section II-A, Step No. 3

System Status '

Purification System Nor=al operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)

III. Precautions

I1. Power level changes in excess of 10% of full power per minute
must be avoided.

,

2. Whenever there is a sustained outage of one of the 115 kv lines
because of maintenance or fault conditions, the three 2,400 v
buses will be tied together through the normally open circuit
breakers to provide electrical power supply to both safety in-
jection pumpe.

3 A proper plant vater balance should be established in the water

storage and vaste collection tanks to ensure that adequate make-
.p water is available and to receive water rejected from the
primary plant.

,

IV. . Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list
must be co=pleted by the operator (s) and signed off.

h V. Instructions
|f'

:| A. Increasing Reactor Icad (vith boron present in the main coclant
system)

-1. Check that a critical-zero power level has been attained.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504A1, PIANI STARTUP - REACTOR STA1UUP

'

JRCN COID CONDITION.

2. Increase Tavg of main coolant system to normal operating
temperature using pu=p and nuclear heat, if required.

cat 7fION: Do not exceed the maxirx2 main coolant heat up
rate of (50 F)* per hour.*

:i

* Subject to confirmation

("O
u

. ... _ - - - , . .
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NOTE: By withdrawing steam fmm the steam generator, a nore.al'

main coolant system temperatum is being maintained; a
nomal system pressure is being maintained by the use
of pressurizer heaters. Refer to 0.I. No. 504A4,
PLANT STARTUP - TURBINE GENERATOR STARrUP FBOM COLD
CONDITION and 0.I. No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL AND l
RELIEF SYSTD!. The mactor scram signal from the tum,

bine tripout interlock vill automatically reset when,

the turbine. genemtor is loaded to appmximately
15,000 kv. The turbine tripout interlock indicating
light should be checked at this load to ensure that
the interlock automatically resets. :

[ 3. Check the bomn concentration of the main coolant system.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTE -
MAIN COOLANT SYST 2 .

NOTE: The boron concentration should be (200)* ppm.

4. While maintaining coolant temperature and reactor power level
and adjusting contml mds as necessary, initiate boric acid

'

removal operation and reduce the bomn concentration to
" 80 ppm. Refer to 0.I. No. 504G3, CHmICAL SHUIDOWN SYSTE -

BORIC ACID REMOVAL.

OL 5- ww=** her=====e=trtie r exe soPP>P1= ** ex ie1 .shutdown ion-exchanger in service. Refer to 0.I. No. 504G3, ;

CHDiICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID REMOVAL.
' '

. 6 Allow the reactor power level to incmase during bomn removal, i
1

.. adjusting contml- rods as necessary. Refer to 0.I. No. 504N,
'

REACTOR CONTBOL SYSTE.
<

7. By sampling the main coolant, detemine when the boron concen-
' tration has been reduced to 5 ppm or less in the main coolant-

system. Refer to 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING i
| SYSTDi - MAIN COOLANT SYSTE.
,

8. . Isolate the chemical- shutdown ion-exchanger. Refer to 0.I.
' No. 504G3, CHD!ICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTE - BORIC ACID RE! OVAL.

,

9. Place the purification ion-exchangers in service. Refer to
0.I. No. 504H, PURIFICATION' SYSTDi.

E
,

* Subject to confirmation

L
;

'

O.

.

.
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10 As the load demand on the plant increases as per 0 I. No. 504B2,
PLANT OPERATION - INOREASING TURBINE GENERATOR 10AD, increase
the reactor power level using control mds if required. The
reactor control may be placed on "AUT0" if the plant power
level is equal to or greater than 10% of full power. For
power levels less than 10%, " MANUAL" contml must be used.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504N, REACTOR CONTBOL SYSTD(,

11. Observe the neutron flux level instrunents as the station load
increases. Refer to 0.I. No. 5040, NUCLEAR INSTRIMENTATION,

i SYSTDI.
.

| 12. After establishing the required reactor load, the reactor
control may be placed on automatic T e ntr 1; e ntinue to
observe nuclear panel Instrumentation.8av1'

NOTE: After attaining the required reactor power level, the I

reactor control system, when on "AUT0" control, will
automatically compensats for reactivity changes due
to fuel depletion and/or xenon level changes, and

; station load vill be automatically maintained.
i

B. Increasing Reactor Load (no bomn present in main coolant system)

1. Check that the reactor is at or above a critical-zem power
; .. p level and that the main coolant system is at nominal normal:

V 'operatir' temperature and pressure,,

i

2 As.the leas %snd ori the plant inczsases as per 0.I. No. 504B2,a

PLANT OPERAI, INCREACING TURBINE GENERATOR LOAD, increase-;

1 the reactor p level using contml rods if. required. The
'

ree stor contro2 be placed on "AUT0" if the plant power&

level is equal to . water than 10% of full power. For>

power levels less than 4 , " MANUAL" control must be used.*

; -Refer to 0.I. No. 504N, b. 'OTOR CONTBOL SYSTEM.

3. M serve the neutron flux level 'truments as the station
load increases. Refer to 0.I. a_, D , NUCLEAR
INSTRIMENTATION SYSTEM.

i

!
V

4

('

Q)-
,

'
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. 4. After establishing the required reactor load, the reactor contal
me.y be placed on automatic Tavg control; continue to observenuclear panel instrumentation

NOTE: After attaining the required mactor power level, the
reactor control system, when in "AUT0" control, vill
automatically compensate for mactivity changes due
to fuel depletion and/or xenon level changes, and
station load will be automatically maintained.

C. Decreasing Reactor Load

1 As the load on the plant decreases as per 0.I. No. 504B3,
PLANT OPERATION - DECREASING TURBINE GENERATOR IDAD, de-
cmaee the reactor power level using contml rods as m-
quired. The reactor control may be placed on "AUT0" if
the plant power level is equal to or gmater than 10% of
full power. For power levels less than 10%, " MANUAL"
control must be used. Refer to 0.I. No. 504N, REACTOR
CONTBOL SYSTEM.

2. Observe the neutmn flux level instruments as the station
load decreases. Refer to 0.I. No. 5040, NUCLEAR
INSTRIMENTATION SYSIDI.

3. Check the turbine tripout interlock indicating light to
O ere it to tie 117 d7-r a = the *=rai 8 -

erator load is reduced to appmximately 15,000 kv.

4. When it is requimd to reduce the reactor power level to a
critical-zero power level or equivalent condition, manually
regulate turbine steam by-pass controller to by-pass steam
to condenser as per 0.I. No. 50403, PLANT SHUTDOWN -
SCHEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUTDOWN.

IV. Final Conditions

The nuclear steam generator is in operation at the required
power level.

r.( -
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OPERATING I!3TRUCTION NO. 504B2O1

| PLANT OPERATION
INCREASING TURBINE GENERATm LOAD,

I. f)biective To provide a safe method of increasing load on the turbine
generator.

II. Conditions

1. The reactor is producing power and the turbine generator is on
the line generating an electrical load. All pressures ani
temperatures are nomal.

2. All main systems in the secondary plant are in normal operation.

III. Precautions

1. The limiting rate of load increase, based on the turbine
generator, is about 4 mv per min. The length of time that

' a turbine should be held at mini =n= load and the rate at
which load may be applied are both a function of the length
of shutdown. Refer to turbine generator manufacturer's

,

instructions.

-Q 2. Check that the load limit device is properly adjusted for the
maximum approved output-of the nuclear core.v

|

3. If only one_ transmission line is in service,-the load on the
unit shall be_ limited to 50%.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be
completed by tba operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

; 1. Start second circulating water pump (if only one has been in opera-
' tion) to ensure continuity of circulating water.

2. Start second main condensate and boiler feed pump, as required.

3. Ioad turbine generator.to meet. load requirements not to exceed
4 mv per min for ramp load changes and 15 mw per min for step
load changes.

4. Close recirculation by-pass at the main condenser air ejectors
and gland steam condenser.

NOTE: Condensate pump discharge flow should be above
O .1,ooo P defere d -P ss is c1esed.7

,

, ._. . . - .
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5. If it is desired to operate the turbine generator at partial ioad
O ror exteoaea erioa, it =e7 de aesired1e te re asuet the 1oeav

lirlt device.

VI. Final Conditions

The turbine generator load has been increased.

O

,
j
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m OPERATING INSTRUCTION No. 504B3
C

PLANT OPERATION -

DECREASING TURBINE GENERATOR LOAD

I. Ob.iective To provide a safe method of decreasing load on the turbine
generator.

II. Conr3itions

1. The reactor is at power with the main coolant system in operation.

2. Main steam pressure is between 450 psi gage (full load) and
755 psi gage (no load).

3. The turbine generator is in operation carrying the desired load.

4. The secondary plant auxiliary systems are in normal operation.

III. Precautions

1. The rate of ramp load change for the reactor is limited to about
4 mv per min. The rate of a step load change for the reactor
is limited to 15 mv.

[] 2 Refer to turbine generator manufseturer's instructions for
' recommended rate of load decrease.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be
completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

1. Decrease turbine generator load as required.

2. When load is decreased to approximately 60% of rated capacity,
only one boiler feed pump and one condensate pump may be
required.

3. When decreasing main condensate flow approaches 1,000 gpm, open
condensate recirculation contml system to maintain this flow
as a minimum thmugh the gland steam condenser.

VI. Final Conditions

The turbine generator is in operation at the required load.

,_
,

)
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OPERATIN3 INSTRUCTIONS 50hC2

PLANT SHUTDCWN
REACTCR AND PhlMARY PLANT C00LDOWN

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of coolira down and
depressurizird the primary plant from the het standby condition.

II, Conditions

1. The primary plant is in the hot standby condition.

2. Reactor decay heat is beirg dissipated by steam bypass to the condenser.

3. The pressurizer water level, pressure, and temperature are e.t normal
operatirg conditions, and heater, spray and pressure relief controls
set for automatic operation.

h. The pressurizer water level indicators are set for 2000 psig pressure
compensation.

5. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following s*atus:

h\ System Status
mo

Chenical Shutdown System Boric acid mixira and storage
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50h0) tank is filled boric acid

solutien is ready for addition
to the main coolant system.

Purification System Normal Operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN)

Component Cooling System Normal Operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hI)

Primary Plant Corrosion Normal Operation
Control System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hJ)

Primary Plant Sampling System Norral Operation
i (Refer to'O.I. No. 50hK)

Shutdown Coolirg System Normal Operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kM)

V. C. Atmospheric Control Systems Normal Operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50bQ)

|

Safety Injection System Ready Standby
(Refer to E.I. No~. 505B10)

.

-
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III. Precautions

1. Pressurizer temperature and prc ssure must be controlled so that proper
overpressure is maintained on the main coolant punps and so that
pressure comensurate with the change in reactor vessel NDT is not
exceeded.

2. The shutdown cooling system must not be placed in operation until,
the main coolant pmssure has reachod 300 psig.

'

3. The safety control rod group must be withdrawn to the safety position
or the reactor held critical, until the main coolant system has reached
essentially ambient temperature.

h. Since reactivity is being inserted as the reactor is cooled down,
special attention should be directed to the neutron instrumentation

i during this period.

5. The primary plant cooldown rate must not exceed 500 per hour.

6. When there is a substantial amount of decay heat in the reactor fuel,
maintain at least two main coolant loops tied into the reactor vessel
(main coolant pumps may be off), or the shutdown cooling system in

O -everatie at 11 *1 e - rer verve e er ce1e 1eax te tine ==1 ,7
however,-isolation of the reactor vessel may be established per
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B3 - PRIMARY PIANT-COID IEAK TEST.

7. Do not shut off component cooling water to the main coolant pumps+

when the pumps are shut down until main coolant temperature reaches
2000F.'

IV. Check Off Lists

Check off Lish Reactor Shutdown P3 and pre-cooldown checkf

off list Ph have been completed. Operational cheek.off list Ph is
,

(
being completed as tha Primary Plant cooldown progresses.

V. Instructions-

CASE I. PRIMARY PIANT COOLDOWN FOR REACTOR REFUELING

1. ' Borate the main coolant system while at 51h0F to the full shutdown
boron concentration (1150 ppm).

NOTE: The boron concentration may be varied to meet the require-
ments of special physics tests during.the~ cooldown period.

2. Operate purification at full capacity on cation resin or bleed and
-feed until the main coolant' crud level is reduced to less than 2-

'

- ppa and 'the rate of crud amoval has slowed noticeably, and the main
coolant specific activity is less than .58 pc/cc.

-

.

3..' Follow'the steps. outlined in Case II, omitting steps 2.and 12.

. - -. - - .
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CASE II PRD8.ARY PLANT COOLDOWN FOR MAINTENANCE OF PRIMARY PLANT PRESSURIZED
EQUIPMENT

1. If a main coolant loop has been previously iso' Lated, check to assure
that it contains water equal to or greater than the proper shutdown
boron concentration. If concentration is below the proper level,
establish the proper com3ntration by addition of 12% boric acid
solution to the isolated loop.

't . Initiate primary plant cooldown by shutting down tha, main coolant
system. Borate to shutdown concentration (1150 FFm).

NOTE: When main coolant pressure reaches 1300 psig place safety
injection system on manual control.

3. Leaving one mein coolant pump in operation, shut down all remaining
coolant pumps.

h. By operation of the secondary pinnt anv414mry systems and bypassing
steam to the condenser reduce main coolant temperature.

5. Maintain pressuriser level by use. of charging pumps taking suction

O r=c ta r *7 taa a'taa ai 14 * a* '**7 * r ter a * =* = a-
tai n4M 1.0% borie acid solution, as main coolant water contracts
due to temperature reduction.

6. Turn off all pressurizer heaters.
i
t

7. Switch solenoid operated spray and relief controls from automatic
to 0FF.j

8. Decrease pressuriser temperature and pressure by manual control of
the pressuriser surge spray valve during main coolant system cooling
when one or more main coolant pumps are operating. Pressurizer water
temperature must comply with the operating conditions indicated on
curve P-MC-1 in the data reference book for safe operation of the main
coolant pumps.

CAUTION: The pressuriser must not be cooled at a rate exceeding 2000F
per hour.

NOTE: Cooling of the pressuriser from normal operating conditions
to 385-h100F should be accomplished only by spray induced by
main coolant pump operation, rather than by spray induced by
charging pump flow through the anr414mry spray line, in order
to reduce the thermal stresses imposed on the pressuriser

| spray line connection. Main coolant pumps Nos. 1 or 2 will
provide the =='4="= spray flow during one pump operation.'

p
Q Running additional pumps will increase the spray flow if more

- flow is required.

'

|

s
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9. Maintain normal pressuriser water level by manual or automatic control
of a charging pump.

10. Shutdown remaining main coolant pump just prior to placing the shutdown
cooling system in operation.

011. When main coolant system reaches 330 F and 300 peig, place shutdown
cooling system in operation.

12. Sample main coolant system to determine boron concentration.

13. Insert all rods to the full in position with the exception of Group 6
which will be maintained at the safety position.

1 14 . After all main coolant pumps are shutdown, further pressuriser temper-
ature and pressure reduction ~ is performed by charging pump flow through
the anw414w spray line to the pressuriser spray, or by raising and
lowering the pressuriser level by using nav4= = feed and bleed.
Pressuriser water temperature should be maintained 200F greater than
main coolant , temperature measured by the shutdown cooling sycten inlet

rature detector until main ooolant temperature reaches approximately

I

! NOTE: When initiating auxiliary spray to the pressuriser, a variable
I speed charging pump, set for minimam flow, should be used to

decrease the thermal shock on the pressuriser vessel spray
connection. If possible, a bleed flow should be initiated to
preheat the spray water. Do not use reore than the capacity
of one charging pump for the anw414W spray flow.

| 15. Change the pressuriser wide range and narrow range water level pressure
| compensation to the minimum value.

016. When the main coolant system temperature reaches 200 F, increase
charging rate to the main coolant system in order to fill the pressuriser,
and vont the pressuriser steam and gas volume through the solenoid
relief valve to the 1cw pressure surge tank.

17. When the pressuriser water level reaches the upper limit of the wide
range level detector operate one charging pump at full flow for 3
minutes to assure water has reached the meter operated relief isolation

valve.

18. Remove the blind flanges from the pressuriser vent valve discharge line
and the 3/14" vent line to the vent heador.

!

19. Connect plastic hoes to the uncovered flanges.
'

| 20. Cheek that the primary vent stack is discharging dilution air and that
|

the stack monitors are on.

- .

,
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21. Line up the vent header to discharge to the primary vent stack in-
stead of the primary drain collecting tank.

22. Line up the pressurizer vent line to discharge via the plastic hose
to the vent header.

4

23. Close the motor operated relief isolation valve.

2h. De-energize the solenoid operated relief valve.
'

025. When the main coolant temperature approaches lh0 F, shut off the com-
ponent cooling water to all main coolant pumps..

| 26. If maintenance is to be limited to loops only, then isolate only
those loops required, by closing their motor operated stop valves after
main coolant temperature has been reduced to approximately lh00F.

27. If maintenance requiring pressuriser draining is to be accomplished
isolata all four loops prior to draining the pressuriser.

28. Maintain the isolated loops at a pressure of 50 pois by intermittent
use of a charging pump through the loop fill lines.

O 29. rhe shutdown co 1ing system is centin .d in o ,eration maintaiming main
coolant temperature below lh00F.

30. If vapor container gross air borne activity is greater than 3 x 10-9
Jtc/ce,startactivitydilutionoperation~.

i 31. Check meteorological conditions to ascertain whether or not purging of
the vapor container is permissible,

Startthevaporcontainerair.purgingoperatingatfullcapacity>ic/ce)
i 32.

(15,000 cfm), when an air-borne radioactivity level of (3 x lo-
or less is reached.

NOIE: The vapor container air purging operation should be continued
i .during reactor _ shutdown, giving one ccuplete air change per hour.

33. If reactor vessel head removal is anticipated, sample the main coolant
' system for assurance that coolant activity level has not increased
beyond allowable limit. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK1, PRIMARY PLANT
SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM.

VI. Final Condition>

The primary plant is cooled down and depressurised..

pv
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|
J OFERATING.IIGTRUCTION No. 50403

r;

{
i PLANT SMUTDOWN |
'

SCHEDUIED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUIDCf4N i

! I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient nethod of turbine generator
shutdown when the reactor is in hot standby condition or L

<

in cold shutdown mniition. |

II. Corrlitions
I
! 1. A shutdown of the turbino generator has been planned. j

2. Ioad on the turbine generator unit has been decreased to minimum,

load (about 7,250 kw) in accordance with 0.I. No. 504B3, :

: PLA!E OIERATION - DECREASING TURBI!F GENERATOR LOAD. '

t ;
.

3. Ia2 on the reactor has been decrease correspondingly in accord-
ance with 0.I. No. 504B1, FLAIC OPERATION - CHANGING REACTCR LOAD.

4. All secondary plant auxiliary systems are in normal operation.

III.. Precautions

1. Refer to turbine generator manufacturer's instructions for special 1

shutdown instructions.
[

2. Steam withdrawal rate from steam generators aust not cool nain
,

coolant system faster than (50) F per.hr. l

.

3. During plant cooldown all steam generators must be connected toj

the main steam header to maintain uniformity of cooldown.

IV. Check-off List. t

i

Prior. to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be .

. completed by the operator (s) and signed off.
:.
'

Y. Instructions

A. Turbine Generator Shutdown With Reactor in Hot Standby Condition'

1. Transfer 2,400 v No.1 bus and 480 v No. 4-1 bus from No.1
i station service transformer to the appropriate station

service transformer depending on station loading. Refer
- to 0.I. No. 504R3, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - STATION POWER SYSTEM. ;

:2 Prepare turbine steam by-pass line for operation.
,

NOIE: The turbine steam by-pass line pressure controller can
be' set-slightly above 760 psi gnge, so that the by-pass;

O. 11 e vil1 ePerate when twrhi e thrett1e va1 es re
.~ tripped or can be set slightly below the r.ain steam '

pressure _to put the by-pass-line in operation at this
time.

'

i

. . _ , - -,~,.n .m-. - . ,, . . . _ . . .. .- . . , . _ , , . . _ . , , _ . ~ -
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3. Reduce load rapidly to zero load.

NOTE: 'Aen the unit is operating at zero load, the steam
flow to the turbine throttle at 760 psi gage and
saturated temperature is 100,000 lb per hr.

4. Open generator circuit breaker.

5. ' rip the turbine throttle valves.
,

6. Remove generator excitation in accordance with 0.I.
No. 504R3, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - STATION POWER SYSTEM.

'

7. Verify automatic start of the turbine main auxiliary oil
pump.

NOTE: This oil pump vin start automatically on a decrease ;

in bearing oil pressure to about 9 psi gage. ;

8. Manually reset the automatic pressure controller in the
turbine steam by-pass line to dump steam to the condenser
considering decay heat produced, number of main coolant
pumps in operation, and secoMary plant steam demands.

L

9. Increase water supply to turbine oil coolers to reduce ;
j temperature of oil leaving oil coolers in accordance

O vita *urd1= se= = *=> = rmr eturer' 1= tr==ti # *7
; the time the turbine stops rolling.

-

.

10. Start turning gear oil pump and turning gear motor and
,

open oil feed to the turning gear.
|

NOTE: The turning gear oil pump will start automatically I

on decrease of oil pressure. Engage turning gear
as soon as rotor stops rolling.

11. Shutdown main turbine auxiliary oil pump.

NOTE: The main auxiliary oil pump supplied control oil
to the spindle gland steam controller. After
shutdown of this pump, the turbine gland steam,

supply is ramally controlled. '

B. ' Turbine Generator Shutdown With Reactor in Cold Shutdown Condition
i

1. All instructions under Section V-A have been followed.

2 'Aen main steam pressure decreases to about 325 psi gage, put
the condenser auxiliary priming jet in operation, shift the
condenser shell air off-take from the air ejector unit.to
the auxiliary priming jet, and shut down the air ejector unit.

O

<
___ ____
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3. After main steam pressure has decreased to a value between-s
y) 90 psi gage (corresponling .to 330 F main coolant te=pera-

ture) and 50 psi gage and after the reactor shutdown cool- '

ing system is in operation, open the turbine vacuum breaker
valve.

N0!E The shutdown cooling system can be put in operation
, eter main coolant has decreased to 330 F and
300 psi gage. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D7, MAIN
COOIMI SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF CCNFLETE SYSTEM and
to 0.I. No. 504M, SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

CAITTION: Ioss of conienser vacuum vill close the turbine
steam by-pass line automatically.

4. Shut down the condens9r auxiliary priming jet and turbine
gland sealing system, including the gland steam conienser
exhauster.

5. Open all turbine drains.

6. Shut down the condensate, feed water and circulating water
systems.

VI. Final Conditions

(] A. Turbine Generator Shutdown With Reactor in Hot Standby Condition

1. The reactor is suberitical and is being maintained in the
hot staniby condition.

2 The turbine generator is on turning gear and condenser
vacuum is being maintained.

B. Turbine Generator Shutdown With Reactor in Cold Shutdown Coalition

1. The reactor main coolant system is below 330 F and 300 psi
gage and the shutdown cooling system is in operation.

2. The turbine generator is on turning gear.

.

%

v
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O OPsRiT1No 1NSTRuCT10N NO. 504o1

MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM
FILLING AND VENTING OF CCMPLETE SYSTEM

I. Obiective To provide a safe and efficient method of filling and
venting the main coolant system.

II. Conditions

1 Access to the vapor container is permissible.

2. All main coolant stop and by-pass valves are closed.

3. The height of borated water in the reactor vessel is just below
the head flange joint; the hot and cold legs between the reactor
vessel and the main coolant stop valves are filled with borated
water.

A minimum of 13,000 gallons of primary grade 1% bomted water to*.
fill the main coolant system is available from the safety
injection and shield tank cavity water tank.

! 5. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

'
System Status

Charging and Volume Control Ready standby
. System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)
Chemical Shutdown System - Ready standby
Boric Acid Addition

L (Refer'to 0 I. No. 504G2)

Component Cooling System In service as required
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I)

| Primtry Plant Sampling System - Ready standby
| Main Coolant System
| (Refer to 0.I. No. 504Kl)

III. Precautions

.1. The pressun in the rotor-statoogap of the main coolant pump
31gth ne_y.gr be below atmospheric p mssu23

2 Do not operste the main coolant pumps continuously until the
,

system %s been vented. Initialfy the pumps shall be joggedE

I and the system shall be vented until the effluent from the
vent is free of er. trapped gas,

j-

1

i.

.
*
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3. Venting of the main coolant system should only be perfomed if the
coolant temperature is below 200 F.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Filling and Venting Isolated Loops

Fill the isolated loops with borated water as per 0.I. No. 504D2,
MAIN COOLANT SYSID( - FILLING, VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED
IDCP, Step Noc.1 through 9.under Section V-A.

B. Filling and Venting the Reactor Section of the Main Coolant System

NOTE: All main coolant loops are isolated.

1. Open the following valves
Pmssurizer vent
One control md mechanism vent
Manual control valve in pressurizer spray line

O 2 Open motor ' operated valve in the 2 inch charging line and
V establish pump suction fmm the safety injection shield

cavity storage tank and start charging pumps. Refer to
0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLlHE CONTROL SYSTEM.

3. Close vent on contml md mechanism opened in Step No. I
when water discharges from the vent.

4. When water discharges from the pressurizer vent, close the
vent and pressurize the main coolant reactor section to
approximately 25 to 50 psi gage.

5. Bleed the following vents while maintaining pressure between
25 and 50 psi gage:

All contml rod mechanisms
Differential pressure cells
Pressurizer vent

,

t

!

(.) -'

,
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C. Completion of Filling and Venting the Main Coolant System

NOTE: The reactor vessel, pressurizer, and all isolated main
coolant loops have been partially vented and filled with
borated water of the required concentration.

1. Open all main coolant stop valves.

2.
'

By operation of the charging pumps, pressurise the complete,

main coolant system to approximately 250 psi gage.
.

3. Start cooling water flow to the main coolant pumps. Refer'

to 0 I. No. 504I, COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM.

4. Jeg the rotor of the main coolant pump electrically; after
the rotor has stopped, vent the pump. hpeat this operation
for each pump until all evidence of escaping air has ceved.

NOTE: A minimum pressure of 250 psi gage must be maintained
on the system during pump jogging operation. During
the venting operation, the pressure should not fall
below 50 psi gage.

5. Vent the pressuriser, .all control rod mechanisms, by-pass lines4

and instruments until effluent is. free of air.

h 6. ' Maintain a minimum system pressure of 250 psi gage and opezste
the main coolant pump for about one minute; stop pump and
wait for the zutor to coast to a stop. Requires about

; 30 seconds. kpeat operation for each pump.
1

7. Manually vent each main coolant pump.
.

8 hpeat Step _ Nos. 6 and 7 until water discharging from each,

pump vent is free of air.

9. hpeat Step No. 5.
(

10 hpeat Step Nos. 6, 7, 8, and 9 until all evidence of
escaping air has ceased.'

NOTE: From this point on, primary system components may be
vented while the main coolant pump is operating.

.

.

i
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11. Vent the pressurizer, all control rod =echanisns, by-pass
lines, instruments and punps after apprcxinately (a)
ten minutes (b) one hour arxi (c) after two hours of purp
operation.

NOTE: 7enting procedure outlined in Step No.11 nay be
done in conjunction with startup of co=plete main
coolant system. Syste= pressure cust be increased
during this venting operation in order to =eet the
minimm suction pressure requirecents of the >in
coolant pumps. Refer to 0.I. No. 50!.D!., HAIN
COOIJLNT SYSTDI - STARrUP OF CCEPm SYSTDI.

Experience vill irAicate the frequency of subsequent
venting required in order to assure that no air..

l' pockets accinulate in the main coolant system.

If at the end of each period =entioned in Step
No.11, venting shows continued evidence of air, '

continue venting at that frequency until no air
appears.

After the min ecolant has been scavenged belov
0.1 pp= cxygen, open vent on each control red
mechanism and remove approri-ately 11/2 gallons

O er veter te =re ** * =e=* =1 = arive -
filled'with deaersted water.

VI. Final Conditions

The co=plete main coolant systes has teen filled and vented
with' primary ~ grade borated water.

.

-

$
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504D2,

MAIN C00IAlfI' SYSTEM
FILLING, VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOIATED LOOP

I. Ob.iective To provide a safe and efficient method of filling, venting
and draining an isolated main coolant loop.

II. Conditions

A. Filling and Venting an Isolated Loop

1. Access to vapor container is permissible.

2. A minimum of 2,000 gallons of primary grade 1% borated water
is available from the spfety injection and shield tank cavity
water tank.

3 Loop to be filled is isolated and all loop drain valves are
closed. Valve in by-pass line is closed.

4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

C\
. y/ Charging and Volume Control System Ready standby

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F).

' Chemical Shutdown System - Boric Ready standby
Acid Addition

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G2)

;- Component Cooling System In service as required-

| (Refer to 0.I. No.L504I)
l
; Primary Plant Sampling System - Ready standby
^ -Main Coolant System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Kl)

B. Draining an Isolated Loop
,

1. Loop to be -drained has been isolated by closing rain coolant

j stop valves. .

J 2. ' Loop to be drained should have associated nonreturn valve,
drains and traps' closed.

.3 Water to be drained has been reduced to approximately 140 F
and is pressurized to a slight positive pressure less than

~ 50 psi gage. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D8, MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM -
SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL' LOOPS.

;

- - . . _ _ . .
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O 4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:
lv' ,

System Status

Radioactive Waste Disposal Primary drain collecting
System - Liquid Waste tank capacity is available
Disposal

(Referto0.I.No.504L1)

III. Precautions

The pressure in the rotor-stator gap of the main coolant pump
must never be below atmospheric pressure. This requires manual venting,,

and access into the vapor container must be permissible.

A. Filling and Venting an Isolated Loor

'
1. Do not' operate the main coolant pu=p continuously until the

isolated loop has been vented. Initially the pumps shall be
jogged and the system shall be vented until the effluent from
the vent is free of entrapped gas.

2. Venting of an isolated loop should only be performed if the
. coolant temperature is below 200 F.

B. Draining an Isolated Loop-

O -

1. Do not drain an isolated loop until the temperature and pressure
have been reduced to 140 F and 50 psi gage respectively.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of the 0.I., the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

- V. - Instructions

A. Filling and Venting an Isolated Loop

1. Open the following vents:

Steam generator hot. leg vent
By-pass line vent

2. -Isolate the~ steam generator differential pressure cells.

:-3 'Open.the 3 in'. motor operated valve in the loop fill and
' chemical-injection line to the isolated loop to be filled. -

4. Establish pump suction.from the safety: injection shield cavity
water storage tank and start charging pumps. Refer to 0.I.

[] No. 504F, ' CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.
-v,

,

5
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O 5 When water discharges from by-pass line vent, close vent valve.J
6. When water discharges from the =ain coolant pu=p vent, close

valve.

7 Close valve when water discharges fro = the steam generator
hot leg vent.

8. Continue operation of charging pu=ps until approximately
250 psi gage is obtained. Step pumps.

9 If the ec=plete =ain coolant syste= is being filled, close the
3 in. =otor operated valve in the loop fill and chemical in-

jection line. Maintain a positive press,ure by inter =ittent
use of the charging pu=ps on the filled isolation loop until
start of syste= pressuri::ation. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hDl,
MAIN C00IA?.'I' SYSEM - FTTITUG, VENTING AND DRAINING OF
COMPLEE SYSTEM for the required jogging and venting pro-
cedure.

If the ec=plete =ain coolant syste= is not to be filled,
continue to Step No. 10.

10. Open differential pressure cell isolation valves.

' 11. Open motor operated valve in the by-pass line.

12. Start cooling water flow to the =ain coolant pu=p. Refer
to 0.I. No. 50hI, COMPONENT COOLING SYSEM.

'
13 Jos the rotor of the =ain coolant pump electrically; after

the roter has stopped, vent the pu=p, by-pass line, and
instru=ents. Repeat this operation until all evidence of
escaping air has ceased.

NCE: A mini =u= pressure of 250 psi gage =ust be
=aintained en the loop during the jogging
operation. During the venting operation the
pressure should not fall below 50 psi sage.

14. Maintain a =ini=u= loop pressure of 250 psi gage and operate
the =ain coolant pump for about one =inute; stop pu=p and
wait for the rotor to coast to a stop (requires about
30 seconds).

15 Vent pu=p, by-pass line, and instru=ents until effluent
.is free of air.

16. Repeat Step Nos.14 and 15 until all evidence of escaping
.tir has ceased.

, ,

( ) NC E : Frc= this point on the isolated loop =ay be
"'

vented while the =ain coolant pu=p is operating.

L
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O 17 Vent the m , by-pass line, and instrum nts after apprcxi-
mately (E) ten minutes (b) one hour and (c) after two hours
of pump operation.

NOE: System pressure must be increased during this
operatien in order to meet the mini m ' suction

;. pressure requirements of the main coolant pumps,

~

Refer to 0.I. No. 504D5, MAIN COOIAtiT SYSTEM -
'

STARTUP O'1 IS0Ilu"'ED LOOP.

'
If at the end of each period mentioned in Step
No. 17, venting shows continued evidence of air,

: continue venting at that frequency until no air

| appears.

Experience vill indicate the frequency of sub-
sequent venting required for an isolated loop
in order to assure that the loop is free of air.

* before it is opened to the reactor section of
the main coolant system.

t
B. Draininst an Isolated Loor

7

1. Isolate the steam generator differential pressure cell.
i

2. .Open loop by-pass valve.
O-

3 Open main coolant m vent.
,

; ..NOIE : This valve must be open before drain valves are
opened.' Before opening the pump vent valve a
hose vill be connected from the vent valve

[ 1eading to the vapor container r., ump.

| 4. Open va; ks in.the drain lines from the main coolant stop
va3ve, from the main' coolant pump inlet ~and open' associated<

'

valves in drain line' going to the primary drain collecting
tatJt.,

,

~5 Open the loop by-pass line vent.

#. . After =ain coolant loop has been drained, close valves in,
,

drain lines opened in Step No. 4. ' Loop draining is completed
When the water level in the primary _ drain collecting tank.

. reaches a steady state condition.

NCE: . The main coolant m vent- must remain open after -
loop has been drained .

i 7 Repeat-Stop Nos. 1 throu6h 6 if additional main coolant loops-
-are to be drained.-

'

.VI. U nal' Conditions

: .

~ ' An isolated loop has. been filled and vented with prime.ry grade
borated r ter and completely drained. ,

<

*
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504D3

MAIN COOIANT SY9fDt
HOT LEAK TEST

I. Objective The hot leak test is to prove leak tightness of the high
; pressure portions of the nuclear steam generator. This

test is performed for periodic inspection.
.

II. Conditions

1. The reactor has been shut down and is being maintained in a hot
standby condition. Refer to 0.I. No. 504C1, PIANT SHUPDOWN.-
SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUTDOWN and 0.I.' No. 504C3, PIAITf SH'JTDOWN -
SCHEDUIED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUTDOWN.

1 2. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Shutdown Cooling System Isolated*

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M)

Charging and Volume Control System Initially on the line
A (Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)
V

Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I.~.No. 505B10)

CbponentCoolingSystem Normal operation
(Refer.t'o 0.I. No. 504I)

Pressure Control and Relief System No2 mal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)

Purification System Isolated
(Refer to 0.I..No. 504H)

Primary Plant Sampling System Isolated

(Refer'to 0.I. No. 504K)

. Primary Plant ' Corrosion Control System Isolated

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504J)

III. Precautions

1. When nuclear core is in place, the ravimm allowable leak test
pressure is 2,485 psi gage.

p..
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O 2. - The reactor plant pressure detection equiptent must be in good
V working order.

3 Only authorized personnel are allowed in the vapor container,

during the leak test at nelective times.

4. A proper water balance should be established in the water storage
and vaste collection tanks to ensure that adequate make-up is
available and to receive water rejected from the primary plant.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must
be completed by %e operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

1. Obtain authorization to enter the vapor container after radiation
survey has been completed. Refer to Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL
HEALTH AND SAFEIY.

2. Enter vapor container; comply with M.I. No. 506D, VAPOR CONTAINER.
'

'
3 Visually inspect plant for leakage of all joints, connections, and

equipment. In the event of leakage ~in the system, depressurize,
g. cool- down, and make necessary repairs. Refer to 0.I. No. -504C2,
j PIANT SHUTDOWN - RFACTOR COOLDOWN. Upon completion of repairs,s

leak test the system according to M.I. No. 506B3, PRIMARY PIANT -
CCLD LEAK TEST.

4. Switch pressurizer solenoid operated spray _and relief valve
j. _ controls from "AUIQ4ATIC" to "0FF".

5 Upon completion of visual inspection, evacuate all non-essential
personnel from vapoi container.

! 6. Turn on all pressurizer heater groups to' gradually increase
system pressure from 2,000 psi gage to 2,200 psi gage. Shut
off all heaters when pressure is approximately 35 psi sage -
below 2,200 psi gage. Then turn on one group of heaters and
manually cycle until 2,200 psi gage is reached and stabilized.
Refer to 0.I. No.'- 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL AND BRT.TRF SYSTEM.

7 Check that all main coolant pumps except one are shut down.'

The! single pump in operation is used to circulate the coolant
. which removes the decay heat in the system.-

8. ' Shut down last group of pressurizer heaters. - Refer to O.I.
No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM.~

9 Shut down the remaining main coolant pump.
.Ov

.
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O 10. Observe system pressure and pressurizer temperature for 5 min
after the pressurizer ~ neater group and the main coolant pump;

have been shut down. Assure that the drop in the main coolant
system pressure is less than M psi for a 5 min period. If

. the loss in the system pressur is less than 100 psi for the'

5 min period, proceed to Step No.12. If the system pressure;

loss is greater, determine the source of leakage by visual,

;

inspection; removal of thermal insulation may be required.
Proceed to Step No. 11.,

4

11. After establishing source of leakage, depressurize and cooli

down the system and make necessary repairs. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504C2, PIANT SHWDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN. Upon conple-

r

tion of repairs, leak test the system according to M.I.
No. So6B3,; PRIMARY PIANT - COLD LEAK TEST.

~

.

; 12. Manually initiate pressurizer sp a y to return system to hor'-

standby condition. Refer to 0.I. No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL
AND RELIEF SYSTIN.

13 Place one.presst.rizer heater group on " CYCLING" control;
place the remaining heater groups on low pressure " BACKUP"
control. Refer to 0.I. No. 504E, PRESSURE CONTROL AND
RELIEF SYS191.

!-
-

14. Switch pressurizer solenoid operated spray and relief v".lve
-

.
. controls from "OFF" to "AUI'OMATIC".

'

_15 Evacuate personnel from vapor container.

16. Start all the main coolant pumps.
4 ~ VI. Final Condition
.'

The main coolant system has been hot leak tested satis--
factorily and is ready for startup from the hot standby condition.

L. Refer to 0.I. No. -504A2, PIANT STARIUP - REACTOR STARTUP FRCH HOT'
SI'ANDBY.

!

l.
;

,

,

I

..
o-

h
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0 PIRATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504D5O
MAIN COOLANT SYST.7.,M

STARTUP OF ISOIATED LOOP

I. Obiective To provide a safe and efficient procedure for adjusting*

. the temperature, pressure and water composition in an i

j isolated lcop in preparation for returning the loop to
service.

'
- II. Cordit*.ons

i

1. One main coolant locp is isolated from the reactor vessel by the
stop valves in its hot and cold lers. The valve in the loop by-
pass line is open.

,

2. The isolated main coolant loop is filled with borated primary
grade water. The venting operations have been ecmpleted. Refer <

'

to 0.I. No. 504D2, MAIN COOLANT SYSTDi - FILLING, VENTING AND
i DRAIr/ING AN IS01ATED LOOP.
!-

# 3. Repair and leak testing of the isolated loop, if required, have
been completed. .t

4. The remairder of the main coolant system is at either of the'

foll: wing conditions:

I a. . Cold shutdown
. b. Hot stardby

.

5. A pressure of 50.to 200 psi gage is being maintained in the iso-
1ated loop by intermittent operation of a~ charging pump a:d via<

-the loop. fill header.,

* '

"
6.-- The shell side of.the steam generatcr in the isolated loop is

filled with vater to tae ncrmal startup level. The nonreturn
. valve in the nain steam lira may be closed depending upon the
. extent of loop isolation required for maintenance..

-7. The; pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following conditions: -

System Status

Charging ard . Volume Control System In operation or ready
(* 'tr to 0.I. No.: 504F) standby, as required.

Chemical Shutdown System' Normal Standby
(Refer to 0.I.' No. 504G)

,

Primary Plant Corrosion Conthol . In 'oper.ation or ready
' System

.A) (Refer to|C.I. No.-50 0)-(_
.

standby, as required-

;

.

4 n v - es - 8 , -r s. g .v+m - es - , ,y - e y - y ss .-..
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* System StatusW
Component Cooling System Partial operation, as
(Refer to 3.I. No. 504I) required

Primary Plant Sampling Systen Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504K)

Radioactive 'Jaste Disposal System Ready stardby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L)

Safety Injection System Ready standby
(Refer to E.I. No. 505Blo)

III. Precautions

1. The temperature of the coolant in tae isolated loop should not be
more than 30 F colder than the highest cold leg te=perature of
the operating loops when the isolated loop 20 in, gate valves
are opened.

NOTE: The valve-temperature interlock system is designed to pre-
vent such an occurrence.

2. The main coolant pump in the isolated loop must not be operated
against a shutoff discharge or a shutoff suction for periods

) longer than those given in the pump technical manual. The'

valve in the by-pass line should be opened when the loop isola-
tion valves are closed.

NOTE: The valve-pump interlock system is designed to prevent
such an occurrence.

3. The main coolant pump in the isolated loop must not be started
until after the required minimum system pressure, as presented
in the pump technical manual, is established.

4. Refer to the various component's technical manual for reco== ended
operating instructions and limitations.

5. Prior to opening the main coolant 20 in. gate valves in the isc>-
lated loop, the water compositions of the reactor vessel and the
isolated loop must be matched.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this Operating Instruction, the
check-off list must be completed by the operator and signed off.
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V. Instructions-

p.
Q' A. Cut In Of An Isolated Loop To The Cold Shutdown Reactor,

NOTE: This should be .,ae e st frequent operation on an
isolated loor.

; 1. Sample the coolant in the isolated loop to determine the boron
concentrations. Refer to 0.I. No. 504n, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING

i SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM.

2. The boron concentration in the isolated loop coolant must not
_be less than the required shutdown concentration. If the con-i

centration is below this value, add boron. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504G2, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTDI - BORIC ACID ADDITION.

3. In order to pressure balance the isolated loop with the remainder,

of the r.ain coolant system, open the noter operated valve in the
loop fill header to the isolated loop and also to a loop connected,

to-the reactor vessel.

4. Open the valves .in the loop's hot and cold legs.
'

5. .Close the motor' operated valve in the isolated loop by-pass
line.

g( 6 The main coolant loop has now been returned ' to service and the
. Q'

. shutdown condition.
complete main coolant system is.being maintained in a cold

,
B. Cut In And Startup Of An Isolated Lcop To The Main Coolant System

'

At Hot Standby Condition
~

'

NOTE: This-situation ~ should occur infrequently and may.be due to
' instrument problem or misinterpretation, or due:to
. scheduled operation at reduced load.

1. 'If.not.in operatirn,. start component cooling water flowing to-
~ the main. coolant pump in the ~ isolated loop.

2. Close the necessary valves-in the charging' pump suction and,

!. . discharge ' headers in order to isolate charging pump No.1
[_ !from the operating portion of the headers.

.3. ' Open the motor operated stop valves-in the fill line to the
, isolated loop, thus . establishing a~ flow path between charg-
- ing pump No.~3|and the isolated loop.

,

-

~N .'

5) _

'

-

.
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4. After pressurizing the isolated loop to a pressure of
. (*) 3C0 to 400 psi gage with charging punp No. 3, shut
b' down the charging pump.

5. With the exception of the hand controlled flow valve, open
all necessary valves in the drain line and drain header
to establish a flow path between the isolated loop and the
low pressure surge tank.

6. Start up the nain coolant pump in the isolated loop.

NOJS: Operation of the pump in the isolated loop will
result in the heating up of the loop at a rate
of approxi=ately 27 F per Fr.

If excessive main coolant pump lower bearing ten-
perature is experienced, as indicated by an an-
nunciator, the pu=p should be snut down and the
indicated malfunction investigated and corrected.
Refer to the pump technical manual.

When excessive bearing te=perature is irrlicated,
the ec ponent cooling water should also be
checked.

7. Open and continur.lly adjust the manuclly controlled flow
(q valve in the drain header to relieve th~e expansion of

/ the coolant in the isolated loop while maintaining the~

loop pressure between 300 to 400 psi gage. If the pres-
sure in the isolated loop falls below this range of pres-
sures, shut down the rain coolant pump until the pressure
is restored.

8. Sample the coolant in the isolated loop to determine the
oxygen and bor)n concentrations. Refer to 0.I. No. 504K1,
FRD!ARY PLANT SAVFLING SYSTH! - MAIN COOLANT SYSID!.

' 9. The boron concentration in the isolated loop coclant must
not be less than the required shutdevn concentration.
If the concentvation is below this value, add boron
Refer tc 0.I. No. 504G2, CHai! CAL SEUITM SYSTai - BORIC
ACID ADDITION.

10. If necessary, and as requirei, add hydrazine to the isolated
loop. Refer to 0.I. No. 504J2, FRIElRY FLANT CORROSION
CONIROL SYSTDi - HYDRA 7,INE ADDITION.

NOTES: Ecurly cherhs and. adjustments should be made until
tha hsired results are obtained.

Bleed flow vill have to be increased to compensate
for the hydrazine charging operation.

\)
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11.. After the temperature of the coolant in the isolated loop
(N attains a temperature or 100 F, reduce the bleed flow
(_/ from the loop with the t und controlled flow valve and

grcdually increase the pressure in the isolated loop to
900 to 1,000 psi gage. Maintain the loop pressure within
this range.

NOTE: If the pressure in the lqop falls below this range,
shut down the pump until the pressure is restored.

12. Continue to heat up the isolated loop until its indicated
temperature is within i 5 F of the cold leg temperatures
of the loops connected to the reactor vessel.

13 Sample the coolant in the isolated loop to determine the
boron concentration.- Refer to 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY
PIANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM. Repeat in-
struction No. 9, if required.

14. Shut down the ain coolant pump in the isolated loop.

15 If the plant is operating at a power level consistent .

with three loop operation, reduce the load and estab-
lish a hot stand')y condition in the main coolant system.
At this time, the reactor is approximately 3% suberitical.
Refer to 0.I. Na. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING'

REACTOR IDAD AND O.I. No. 50401, PIANT SHITDOWN -
) SCIEDUIED 1EACT03 SHU1'DOWN.v

. NOTE: A loop may be temporarily isolated if temperature
and boren concentration does not change while
searchirig for a main coolant system leak. Loop
may be returned to service without establishing
a hot s tandby . condition. Refer to E.I. No. 305Bil,
PRIMARY PIANT - LARGE OR PARTIAL LOSS OF MAIN
COOLANT, paragraph III-A, Case I.

16. Close the motor operated valve in the isolated loop drain
line.

17 Raise the pressure in the isolated loop to within i 50 poi
. of the reactor vessel by operating charging pump No. 3

18. Open the stop valves in the isolated loop's hot and cold
legs.

19. Close the motor operated valve in the isolated. loop by-
paso line..

*\_)

l
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20. Operate all of the main coolant pu=ps, one at a time,
for a period of approximately 15 min. This will%

kj distribute the borated coolant, from the loop just
returned to service, throu6hout the main coolant
system.

NOTE: It may be necessary to extract steam from the
shell side of the steam generators in order
to maintain nor=al hot standby temperatures
in the main coolant system.

21. If closed, open the nonreturn valve in the steam line from
the steam generator in the isolated loop.

22. Initiate normal boric acid dilution operations. Refer to
0.I. No. 504G3, CHEMICAL Shv1'DOW SYSTEM - BORIC ACID
REMOVAL.

23 The main coolant loop has now been returned to service and
the co=plete main coolant system is being maintained in a
hot standby condition. Refer to 0.I. No. 50kD6, MAIN
C00LAET SYSTEM - RU ZING OPERATION.

VI. Final Conditions

The boron concentration in the isolated loop, as well as t.te
coola t temperature and pressure, has been adjusted to catch those of

Q'' the ecolant in the reactor vessel, and the loop has been connected to
the res.ctor vessel. The complete main coolant system is ready for--

startirs from either a cold shutdown or hot standby condition.

n
I i'

'\_/
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504D6

MAIN C00IANT SYSTD4
RUNNING OPERATION

1
I. Objective To indicate the procedures necessary to maintain nor=al;

'

operating conditions in the main coolant system during
! the period aftei startup of the main coolant system and

| prior to shutdown, inclu'_ing the hot standby condition.
t

'

II. Conditions *

; ' A.; Operation Durine Power Generation

1. The reactor is critical and the vain coolant system has been4

brought from a cold shutdown condition to normal operating
conditions by main coolant pump heating and reactor core
heat generation. Refer'to 0.I. No. 504A1, Plant Startup -
REAcr0R STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION and 0.I. No. 504D4,

,
'

MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - START'JP OF CNPIRIE SYSID4. >

2. Electrical power is available for all main coolant and primary
auxiliary system electrical equipment.

3 The secondary plant is receiving steam from the main coolant
system steam generators.

O -4. . Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Pressure Control and Relief System Normal operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)

Charging and Volume Control System Normal operation or

- (Refer to 0.I. No. 50hF) ready standby

Chemical Shutdown System.- Ready standby
Boric Acid Addition

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G2)

Purification System Normal operation or

(Refer to 0.I. No.-50hH) ready standby

Component Cooling System . Normal operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I)

' Primary Plant Corrosion Control System No: mal operation
'(Referto0.I.No..'50hJ)

. . . . . .. . .. . - . .
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Svstem Status

Primary Plant Sampling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504K)

Radioactive Waste Disposal System Normal operation or

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L) ready standby

Reactor Control System Norral operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504N)

Nuclear Instru=entation System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5040)

'Radiation Monitoring System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504P),

Vapor Container Atmosphere Control Norral operation
Systems *

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)
.

3. Oceration Durine Hot Standby Condition

1. The reactor is suberitical and the rain coolant system is at
nor=al' operating conditions. Refer to 0.I. No. 50401,

'=

PIANT SHUIDOWN - SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUIDOWN.s,
* ' \ /

-2. ' Electrical pover is available for all rain coolant and pri=ary
auxiliary system electrical equipment.

3. ' The secondary plant is prepared to receive steam to the extent
available from the nuclear plant considering core decay heat. -

produced and number of rain- coolant pu=ps in operation.

4. , Except for the following exception,- pertinent auxiliary systems
~

are in the status outlined in Section II-A, Step No. 4:

System Status

R'eactor Control-System Manual operation-
(Referto'O.I.No.504N)
,

III. -Precautions

'l. The reactor should L.,6 generate core than 80% of full power if only
<three main coolant pumps are operating. PoverLlevel must-be
reduced to' 80% of full pover or less prior to flow reduction from
four to three main coolant pumps. Reactor scram vill te initiated

' - - automatically if less than three main coolant pu=ps are operating.
.- Refer to 0.I. No. 504B1, PIANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR IDAD.

(9 -u_),

9 .
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.

2. ' Failure of component cooling water flow to the main coolant pumps
vill require pump shutdown in 8 min to prevent damage to the
pu=p. Attempts to restore cooling water flow should be begun
as soon as possible after the failure, so that sufficient time

remains to shut down the reactor if flow cannot be restored.

3 If the main coolant pump lover bearing water temperature exceeds
225 F, shut down the pump to prevent bearing damage.

4. In order to maintain a main coolant loop that is out of service
in a hot condition, the loop isolation valves should not be
closed except for a suspected or actual leak in the loop.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Ooeration During Power Generation

1. Maintain three or four main coolant pumps in operation as
required by reactor load. Refer to 0.I. No. 504B1, PIANT
OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR IDAD.

O-
d 2. During reactor power. generation, it is recommended that the

following checks be performed periodically in order to
determine main coolant system equipment performance:

Check main coolant Tav temperature. Refer to
0.I. No. 504B1, PIANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD.

Check main coolant pressure, and* compare main coolant and
pressurizer pressure readings for agreement.

Check pressurizer' level. Adjust with charging pumps if
necessary. Refer to 0.I. No. '504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME
CONTROL SYSTEM.

Check steam' generator main coolant inlet and c,atlet tem-
peratures, main coolant pump and boiler. feed pump flows,
and steam generator level and steam flows for agreement
as an indication of main coolant equipment' and instru-
mentation performance.

Check main coolant pump ~ bearing water and cooling water
outlet temperatures and motor current readings.

.

,.
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Sample main coolant system and as required:

Start the purification system if not in operation,
or if in operation increase the purification flow.

Decrease purification flow or shut down purification
system.

Refer to 0.I. No. 504H, PURIFICATION SYWEM AND 0.I.
No. 504K1, PRIMARY PIANT SAMPLING SYSTH4 - MAIN
C00IANT SYSTDI.

B. Operation During Hot Standby Condition

1. During hot standby operation when activity dilution or boric
acid addition or removal operations are not being performed,
shut down all but one min coolant pump.

NOTE: One main coolant pump vill provide more than enough
' heat to overcome main coolant system and secondary
plant steam piping insulation heat los'ses.

2. Adjust secondary plant steam flow to maintain main coolant
average temperature if main coolant system heat losses
are less than main ~ coolant pump heat addition.

tv i VI. Final Condition

1. The reactor is critical and the main coolant system is being
maintained at normal operating pressure and temperature.
Main _ coolant pumps are transferring reactor heat to the steam

*
generators.

- 2. The reactor is suberitical and the main coolant system is being
maintained in the hot standby. condition.

q.
|,.

.

-

- . .
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OPERATING INo'TRUCTION NO. 504D8

O
FAIN COOIANT SYSTH4
SHUfDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL IDOPS

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of re=oving one loop
of the main coolant system from service during:

' A. Plant power operation or hot standby;
B. Shutdown or startup of the =ain coolant system.

''
II. Conditions

1. Removal of one loop may be required for one of the following
j or other general reasons:

a. Reduced load operation is required.

b. Main coolant leakage beyond a desirable limit from
an individual loop.

.

c. Malfunction of secondary plant equipment affecting
only one main coolant loop.

d. Malfunction of a main coolant component in an indi-
vidual loop.'

O'

V .e.- Malfunction of main coolant instrumentation in an
individurl loop.

2. Primary Plant condition can be one of the following:

A. Plant Pover Overation or Hot Standby

Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control System Automatic control
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)

Pressure Control and Relief System Auto =atic control

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504E)

Reactor _ Control System . Automatic or manual
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hN) control

B. Shutdown' or Startun of the Main Ce,olant System

System Status

p Charging and Volume Control System Manual control
V (Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)

.
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Systen Status

Preamn a Control and Relief System Manual control |
(Refer to 0.I. No' 504E).

|
Reactor Control System Manual control
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504N) |

J

III. Precautions
1

1. If shutdown of an individual loop is r' squired during power opera-
tion, power -level vill be reduced to less than 80%* compatible
with three loop power operation as the first step of this 0.I.

' 2. After a loop has been isolated and cooled, make periodic checks
to-assure that it is maintained at approximately 50 psi gage

'pressure.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this O.I. , the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and ' signed off.

V. Instructions

f

A. Plant Power Oneration or Hot Standbv

- .- ) 1. If the plant is on power operation, decrease power to a
- s- selected reduced load compatible with three loop opera-

tion using 0.I. No. 504B1, PIANT OPERATION - CHANGING
REACTOR IDAD. If the plant is on hot standby, omit
this step and proceed to' Step No. 2.

* NOTE: The selected power level vill be determined by
station operation but shall not exceed 80%*
full load.

2. Open the main coolant by-pass valve and close the steam4

generator blevdovn valve of the loop to be idled or
isolated.

~3 Close the main coolant motor operated stop valve in the
'

cold (pump discharge) leg of the loop to be idled or
isolated.

-4. Stop the main coolant' pu=p in the loop to be idled or
isolated.

NOTE: ' Continue component cooling to this pump untill
temperature of the-isolated loop has dropped
to less than 200 F.

O * Based on first core.

A_-
.

*
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5 If it is desired to float this loop idle in a het standby

Q condition, own the =ain coc! ant =ctor cperated stop
' valve in the cold (p=p discharge) leg previcusly elesedv

,

in Step No. 3, and close the by-pass valve.

HOIE: Depending on plant conditions, it ray be desirable
to ficat this idle loop in a hot standby condition
for a considerable perici vhile certain observa-
tiens and/or corrections are =ade, or an increased
load is require?. Under such conditions when the
loop is not isolated, return the locp to se: tice
by starting the nain coolant p=p.

6. If ec=p2ete isolation of the loop is desired, close the
=ain coolant notor operated stop valve in the het (p=p
suction) leg.

7 The stea= nonreturn valve and fee ( valve en the seceniary
side of the stea generator in t:e locp that has been
isolated nay have to be close'd dppending upont the extent
of loop isolation desired. 3

3. To obtain pressure indication for the isolnted loop, open
the loop fill valve and read pressure frc- the loop fill
header pressure in Mcator.

p. 9 If it is anticipated that the isolated Icop is not to te

-() returned to service in the near future, borate the loop.
In any event, borate the isolated loop if the te=perature
has dropped more than 30 F. Refer to 0.I. No. 50LG2,
CEEXICAL SE75XTaN SYSIIM - ICRIC ACID ADDITICH.

10. If it is desired to increase the cocidovn rate of the
icolated loop, use seccndary plant feed and blevdcvn of
the isolated steam generator. 31cvdown rate shall be
centrolled so as not to exceed a cooldown rate of 100 F
per hr.

CAUIION: Keep shell side vater level aboce stea= gen-
eratcr tutes at all times.

11. Vnen the isolated 1 cop te=perature has dropped belov 300 F,
establish and =aintain a =ini=un pressure of 50 psi gage
in the loop by the use of one charging pmp vith 950 ppo
borca solution.

NOTE: If excessive leakage vas the reason for isolation
of the loop, Step No.11 is not required,

12. . After an isolated loop has cooled to vapor container anbient
te=perature (50-120 F), shut dovn the charging p=p, leaving
the loop at 50 psi gage pressure.

/%

v
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B. Shutdovn or Startun of the t'ain Coolant System

(V 1. If only one loop is in operation and it is a loop to t
isolated, place another loop in operation. Refer to
0.I. No. 50hD5, MAIN C001 ANT SYSTH4 - STARTUP OF
IS01ATED LOOP.

2. Open the main coolant by-pass valve and close the
blowdovn valve of the loop to be idled or isolated.

3 Close the main coolant motor operated stop valve in
the cold (pump discharge) leg of the loop to be idled
or isolated.

h. Stop the main coolant pump in the loop to be idled or
isolated.

NOTE: Continue component cooling to this pump until
temperature of the isolated loop has dropped
to less than 200 F.

5 If it is desired to float this loop idle at reactor
temperature and boren conditions, onen the rain
coolant motor operated stop valve in the cold (pump
discharge) leg previously closed in Step No. 3, and
close the by-pass valve.

,,
( ) NOTE: Depending on plant conditions, it may be
' ' '

desirable to float this idle loop at the
same temperature and boron conditions as
the reactor, by backflow, for a consider-
able period while certain observations or
corrections are made. Under such condi-
tions the loop is to be returned to service
by starting the main coolant pump.

6. ;f complete isolation of the loop is desired, close the
main coo'. ant motor operated stop valve in the hot (pump
suction) leg.

7 The steam nonreturn valve and feed valve on the secondary
side of the steam generator in the loop that has been
isolated may have to be closed, depending upon extent of
the loop isolation desired.

8. To obtain pressure indication for the isolated loop,
open the loop fill valve and read pressure from the loop
fill header pressure indicator.

9 Sample the isolated loop water to determine its boron
concentration. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK1, PRIMARY PIANT
SAMPLING SYSTD4 - MAIN C001 ANT SYSTEM.

p
_ ,Y
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10. If the boron concentration is belov 950 ppm, establish
/S
O, this required concentration by addition of 12 vt fo

boric acid solution. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hG2, CE1ICAL
SHUIDOWN SYSTDI - BORIC ACID ADDITION.

11. If it is desired to increase the cooldown rate of the
isolated loop, use secondary plant feed and blowdosm of
the isolated steam generator. Blowdown rate shall be

controlled so as not tc exceed a cooldown rate of 100 F
per hr.

CAUTION: Keep shell side water level above steam generator
tubes at all times.

12. For isolated loop temperatures below 300 F, establish and
=aintain a minimum pressure of 50 psi 6 age in the loop by
the use of one charging pump vith 950 ppm boron solution.

NOTE: If excessive leakage was the reason for isolation of
the loop, Step No. 12 is not required.

13 Vnen the isolated loop has cooled to vapor container ambient
temperature (50-120 F), establish a 50 psi gage pressure
in the loop and shut down the charging pump.

VI. Final Condition
.s

('') One loop is isolated and cooled to vapor container ambient
temperature (50-120 F) at a pressure of 50 psi cage. It contains
the required boron concentration and may be left until repairs can
be cade or until it is desired to return it to service.

,.,

'y /
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504G1

CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTDt
'-B mIC ACID PREPARATION,

.

| .I. Ob.iective To prepare a boric acid solution for use as a neutron
'

absorbing material.
:

II. Conditions

1. Preparation of the boric acid solution can be accomplished at any
*~ convenient time, except when the boric acid solution is being

added to the main coolant system or to the safety injection and
; shield tank cavity water tank. However, it is preferable to

prepare the solution .when the reactor is subcritical.'
,

2. Analytical services are available to determine the concentration .

of. boric acid solution in~ the boric acid mixing and storage tank.

j III. Precautions
,

|, 1. Do not add' boric acid to the boric acid mixing and storage tank
until the water . temperature - reachea 125 ~ F.

2. Check that the boric acid mixing and storage tank is isolated
! from the charging pump suction header and the 125,000 gal
j' .k - shield tank cavity water storage tank before preparing a.

batch of boric acid solution.'

I

IV. ' Check-off List

Prior.to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be
,

g . completed by the operator (s') .and signed off.'

V.' ~ Instructions.

!~ A.- General-

1. Determine the level of boric .aoid solution remaining 'in
the boric acid mixing and' storage tank.>

! 2. If the ~1evel has dropped:
~

Because solution has~ been pumped: out'- proceed with' ,

.Section V-B,

[
~

LBecauseiof evaporation - proceed with Section V-C

fvd'

.

-
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B. _If The Tank Has Been Pumped Out

1. Check that the stop valves in the following lines are closed:

Charging pump suction demineralized water feed line ;

Demineralized water flush to the boric acid solution
'

feed line and the transfer pump suction line

Domineralized water supply to the safety injection and
shield tank cavity water tank and shield tank cavity
fill pump suction

Gate valve in the boric acid solution transfer pump,

suction

2. Take one low pressure surge tank make-up pump off standby
and put it in manual position.4

3. Line up the boric acid recirculating line.

4. Open the domineralized water supply line from the primary
water storage tank to the boric acid mixing and storage
tank, via the low pressure surge tank make-up pumps.

,

5. Start the low pressure surge tank make-up pump that has
been put on manual position.

6 When the steam coils are submerged, check that the steam
supply is on.4

a.'' Check that the steam supply line to the boric
acid mixing and storage tank is open and
under automatic temperature control.,

b. -Check that the condensate line is open to
' steam trap.

7. Stop the pump. when the tank minimum level (about 70% full)
point is passed. . Start the. agitator at slow speed.

8. Close the stop valve.in th'e. demineralized water supply
line to the boric acid mixing -ani storage tank.

9. ' Return the low pressure surge tank make-up pump to
standby position. '

10. - Start the boric acid. solution transfer pump.
~

O~g
-

.

>

b

e
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(~ 11. Sample the solution per 0.I. Ib. 504K2, PRIMARY PLANT
SAMPLING SYST3! - AUXILIARY SYSTEMS,v'

12. Compute the weight of boric acid to add from the sample
analysis and the tank liquid level.

13. Add boric acid when the solution reaches 125 F.

a. Increase agitator to full speed.

b. Slowly" add the calculated amount of technical
grade granular boric acid.

14. After all the boric acid has been added, continue cir-
culation of the hot solution and sample as per 0.I.
No. 504K2, PRIFff.Y PLANT SAMPLING SETEM - AUXILIARY
SYSTEMS, for boric acid concentration.

NOIE: A nominal 12% by weight H B03 solution is re-3
quired. The minimum allowable concentration
of boric acid is 111/2% by weight. The
maximum allowable is 12 1/2%. Add additional
boric acid or dilute with water, if required.

15. Stop the mixer and the boric acid solution transfer pump.

( C. If Evaporation Has Occurred

1. Open the boric acid recirculating line.

2. Start the boric acid solution transfer pump.

3. Walt 20 min, then sample per 0.I. No. 504K2, PRIPARY
PIANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SETEHS.

4. Required concentration - 12%; mimm = 121/2%;
minimum = 11 1/2% by weight H D0 . If the sample3 3analysis does not fall within the required concen-
tration limits, determine the weight of water or
boric acid to add.

a. Add the calculated weight of water per
Section V-B, Steps Nos.1 through 7 or

be Add the calculated weight of boric acid
per Section V-B, Steps Nos.10 through
B 14.

[.g " Addition rate to be dotermined in the field.
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5. Stop the boric acid solution transfer pump. !O i
6. Close the boric acid recirculating line and flush to

.

storm sewer. !.

t

VI. Final Conditions
i

1 1. Hot boric acid solution has been prepared for use in 0.I.
No. 504G2, CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BCRIC ACID ADDITICN,

or in the shield tank cavity storage tank.

,
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 5d4G2

4

CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
BORIC ACID ADDITION

I. Objective To provide a means of adding boric acid to the main coolant
system or to an isolated main coolant loop.

II. Conditions

A. Boric Acid Addition to the Main Coolant System

1. Boric acid addition to the main coolant is to be made to
maintain the desired main coolant baron concentration for
operation.

2 Boric acid addition to the main coolant is to be made prior
to a reactor cooldown, or if required to maintain the required
cold sintdown concentration. See 0.I. 50hC2, PLANT SHUTDOWN
-- RECTOR COOIDOWN.

3. At least (1,500)* gal. of 12% by weight boric acid aqueous
solution is available in the boric acid m N ng and storage
tank, hot and ready for injection whenever the reactor is

O critic 1-

h. Addition of boric acid to the safety injection and shield tank
cavity water tank (refer to M.I. No. h06E3, RFACTOR REFUELING --
SHIEID TANK CAVITY -- FILL AND DRAIN) can be made at any time,
within the following limitations:

a. In available amounts which are in excess of the 1,500 gal.'

required in Section II-A, Step No. 3 above, when the
reactor is critical.

b. In any amount, when the reactor is suberitical and shut-
down boron concentration has been established in the main
coolant.

5. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

S'-stem Status

Purification System Operating as Required
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hH)

* To be detailed later.

O
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System S,tatus

Main Coolant System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hD)

Charging and Volume Control Normal operation
System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hF)

Sampling System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK1)

Radioactive Waste Disposal Waste holdup tank capacity
System for 2,000 gal. is available

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hL1)

D. Boric Acid Addition to an Isolated Main Coolant Icop

1. The individual loop fill line to the isolateu loop is open back
to the fill header. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hD8, MIN COOIANT
SYSTEM -- SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL IOOPS.

2. Cold leg temperature recorded at the time the loop was isolated.

3. Boron concentration recorded at time loop was isolated. Refer
to 0.I. No. 50hD8, MIN C00IANT SYSTEM -- SHUIDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL

O "-'

III. Precautions
,

1. A group of control rods must be in the safety position ready for
insi,rtion into the reactor as required for safety reasons when
adding boric acid to the main coolant system.

2. The boric acid miving and storage tank instrumentation and associated,,

( valves, lines, pumps, etc., are to be kept in operating condition at
i all times when fuel is in place or the main coolant is not borated

to shutdown concentration.

( 3. When boric acid addition is complete, flush the boric acid feed

|
lives and the boric acid solution transfer pump.

I
j IV. Check-Off List
|-
| Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must

be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.,

l

V. Instructions

t - A. Boric Acid Addition to the Main Coolant System

|

n 1. Check that all charging pumps are available and valved for
U operation (see 0.I. No.' 50hF, CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL

SYSTEM). Check that the chargLng pump suction header isolation
t

valve is open.

| 1

a, . - . _
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2. Check that manual valves are lined up to discharge borated
ps waste from the low pressure surge tank to the vaste holdup
d tank, and that the purification, cooling, and dreia pumps

will provide adequate cooling for the low pressure surge
tank. For bleed flows in excess of 75 gpm, put the 1,000 gym
low pressure surge tank cooler in service. See 0.I. No. 504F,
CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

3. Switch charging pump suction from the low pressure surge tank
to the boric acid mixing and storage tank by closing the valve
in the line to the auction header from the low pressure surge
tank and opening the motor operated gate valve in the feed
line from the boric acid mixing and storage tank to the charg-
ing pump suction header.

4. Establish maximum bleed from the main coolant system, consistent
with holding normal pressurizer level. See 0.I. No. 504F,
CHARGING AND VOLUME COMROL SYSTEM).

5. Add (L,500)* gal of 12% by weight boric acid to the main coolant
system.

NOTE: If all three pumps are used, approximately (15)* min
will be required to charge the amount of boric acid
necessary for nuclear safety.

6. Close the valves in the bleed line and stop the charging pumps.

7. Sample the main coolant per 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY PLAW
SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM. If the boron concen-
tration is less than shutdown concentration, repeat Steps
Nos. 5, 6 and 7.

t

WARNING: Before repeating Step No. 5, determine that suf-
ficient boric acid solutie is available. Opera-
tion with one charging pu ., and the 25 gpm leg of
the bleed line may be desirable to add sufficient *

boric acid to achieve shutdown boron concentration.

B. Boric Acid Addition to an Isolated Main Coolant Ioon

1. Compute the weight of water in the loop from the loop volume
and temperature at the time of isolation.

2. Based on the weight of water and boron concentration in the
loop, determine the volume of 12% boric acid solution to add
to obtain shutdown concentration in the loop.

3 Shut down charging pump No. 3, and put the pump on manual con-
trol. Check that charging pump No. 1 is automatically main-
taining make-up to the main coolant system, if required, from
the low pressure surge tank.

,
i

wr

*To be detailed later

-
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4. Isolate charging pump No. 3 on both the suction and discharge
headers.

5. Open the motor operated gate valve in the feed line from the
boric acid mixing and ate age tank to the charging pu=p sue-
tion header.

6. Open the motor cperated gate valves in the individual fill
line for the loop to be borated and in the loop .'ill beader.

7. Open the motor operated gate valve in the loop by-pass line.

8. Just unseat the throttle valve in the loop drain line to the
low pressure surge tank.

9. Start charging pump No. 3 at minimum speed, and adjust the
drain line throttle valve setting to maintain loop pressure
creater than saturation pressure, by observation of the loop
fill header pressure indicator.

10. Add the required volume of boric acid solution, as calculated
in Step No. 2. Check that the low pressure surge tank level
controller is operating to discharge excess water to the
waste holdup tank.

11. If low pressure surge tank te=perature exceeds 140 F, increase
cooling before putting purification on line (refer to 0.I.s

No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLDS CONTROL SYSTD4).

VI. Final Conditions

A. Boric Acid Addition to the Main Coolant Systen

1. The shutdown boron concentration has been established in the
main coolant system. 1

2. All boric acid lines and the boric acid transfer punp have
been flushed.

B. Borie Acid Addition to an Isolated Main Coolant Loop

1. The shutdown boron concentration has been established in an
isolated loop.

2. All boric aaid lines and the boric acid transfer. pump have
been flushed.

|

I
O

~

|
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 50hG3

b3
CHEMICAL SETIDOWN SYSTEM
BGtIC ACID RDOVAL

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method for removal of boron
from the main coolant system.

II. Conditions

1. A proper water balece should be established in the primary plant
make-up and storage tanks, so that adequate make-up water is
available and water rejected from the primary plant can be re- ,

ceived.

2. Boron concentration in the Main Coolant System has been detemined
to be in excess of that required for mini == shutdown requirements.

3. Pertinent a =414= 7 systems are in the folleving status:

System Statu_s

Main Coolant System Normal operation
O fer to 0.I. No. 50hDb)

fT Pressure Control api Relief Surge spray operable, if
%) System required, on wide bank level

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hE)

Charging and Volume Control On automatic control
System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kF)

Chealcal Shutdown System MLxing and storage tank
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hG2) full of 12% boric acid

solution

Purification System In operation as required

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hH)

Primary Plant Sampling Normal operation
System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK1)

Radioactive Waste Disposal Prepared to receive
System dilution water

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hL1)

v

J
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() III. Precautions
v

1. Do not initiate removal of boron until main coolant system tempera-
ture reaches 250 F*.

2. Criticality should be anticipated any time that boron is being
removed.

3. Because the dilution rate vill not be constant throughout the
performance of this 0.I., determination of boron concentration
in the main coolant system should be accomplished according to
the schedule outlined hereir.,

4. Doron removal should be stopped during the final approach to, and
the checks at, criticality. Refer to 0.I. Ib. 504A1, PLANT
STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FROI COLD CONDITION.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be com-
pleted 5.r the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

1. Verify that main coolant expansion is being rejected to radioactive

( vaste disposal via the bleed line to the low pressure surge tank,
,

(._/ and that the low pressure surge tank level is being maintained by
the operation of the purification cooling and drain pumps. Refer
to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

2. Check that primary water supply line valves to and from the low
pressure surge tank make-up pumps are open.

3. Place the standby make-up pump on manual control and start the
pump.

NOTE: The other pump should remain on automatic control, even
though high level exists in the low pressure surge tank.

4. Open the isolation valve in the line from the low pressure surge
tank make-up pumps to the charging pump suction header.

5. Close the isolation valve betusen the low pressure surge tank and
the charging pump suction header.

6 Continue increasing main coolant s3 stem pressure. When bleed flow
exceeds 66 gpm, start the constant speed charging pump. Refer
to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTD4.

(] * Subject to confirmation
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7. Sample the main coolant system for boron concentration at least f'
. every 15 min, and sample the pressurizer at least every 4 hr. ;

Refer to 0.I. No. 504KL, FRIMARY PIANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN '

. COOIANT SYSTEM.

NOTE: Unless corrective action is taken, dilution of boron in
the pressurizer will lag far behind the main coolant.
It may be desirable to operate the surge spray on an
intermittent basis to prevent excess consumption of '

purification resin, undesirable pH, and undesirable
nuclear operation."

8 Continue main coolant dilution until boron concentration reaches
'

200 2 20 ppm. Transfer charging pump suction from the individual
loop demineralized water fill line to the low pressure surge tank.

9. Si=ultaneously close the motor operated valves in the bleed lines
for the.75 gpm and one 25 gpm orifice and shut down the constant
speed charging pump.

. 10. After establishing and maintaining a critied-zero power condition,
(refer to 0.I. No. 504A1, FIANT STARTUP - REACTCR STARTUP PROM,

COLD CONDITION) verify that boron concentration in the main coolant~

system is 200 1 20 ppm.

. 11. Resume dilution of bozen in the main coolant.

NorE: Steps Nos.1 through 4 under Section V-A of 0.I. No. 504B1,
; PIANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD, nist be satisfied
* before resuming dilution.
'

12. Start the standby low press re surge tank make-up pump, transfer
charging pump suction back to the individual loop demineralized
water fill line, and open the motor-operated valves in the bleed
lines for the 75 gpm and 25 gpm orifices.

13. Start the constant speed charging pump.

14. Continue dilution of the main coolant system until boron concen-
tration reaches 80 1 10 p;m. .

.NorE: Wh the main coolant for boron concentration at least
every 30 min, and . sample the pressurizer at least once . ,

near the end of dilution to 801.10 p;m.

; 15. Check that both chemical shutdown ion exchanger' inlet and outlet
. isolation valves are open, and that all purification ion ex-
changer isolation valves are closed.

i
.

16 Open the isolation valve between the low pressure surge tank and
the charging pump suction header.

. .

,,p.- ,. 4 m
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O 17. Open the parification flow control valve adjusting the flow
Controller.

18 Check the purification flow indicator to determine that the
purirication, cooling and drain pump is delivering borated
main coolant to the chemical shutdown ion exchangers.

19. Return the standby low pressure surge tank make-up pump to the
standby condition.

;

20. Sample the main coolant system for boron concentration every
2 hr, and sample the pressurizer according to the frequency
of manual operation of the surge spray. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504I1, PRIMARY PIANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN C00IANT
SYSTEM.

21. When boron concentration in the main coolant reaches 5 (+ 0-2) ppm,
start up the purification system. Refer to 0.I.16. 504H,
PURIFICATION SYSTEM.

,

VI. Final Conditions

Boron concentration in the main coolant system is less than 5 ppa.
a

.

;
I
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 50hH

O- eua r1 cit on srsts"

I. Objective To provide a safe ard efficient method of operating the
purification system for the purpose of removing impurities
from the main coolant. This instruction provides a proce-
dure to perform the following:

A. Startup of the Purification System

B. Normal Operation of the Purification System

C. Shutdown of the Purification System (when it is
unnecessary or undesirable to continue purification of
the main coolant)

*

II. Conditions

A. Startup

1. Two ion exchangers are available for service.

2 Boron concentration in the main coolant is acceptable for the
ion exchangers to be put in service.

3. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status
f'lV System Status

Charging and Volume Control Normal operation
System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hF)

Chemical Shutdown System Chemical shutdown ion
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50h03) exchangers in operation

as required

B. Normal Operation

1. At least one purification ion exchanger is available to process
main coolant.

-2. Liquid from the primary drain collecting tank my not be
processed in the purification system if it:

Contains an unacceptable boron c;rcentration for the iona.
exchanger in service.

b. Contains decontamination solution.

A
._
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V 3. Any liquid processed through the resin must be less than

0Ih0 F.

h. At least one spare purification ion exchanger should be on
the plant site if the alternate ion exchanger is used to
process primary drain liquid.

5 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control Normal operation -

System taking suction from
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hF) both purification

and low pressure
surge tank

~ Primary Plant Sanpling System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK2)

C. Shutdown

NOTE: Shutdown should be initiated by any of the following
conditions:

(V) 1. Prior to initiation of 0.I. No. 50hC2, FIANT SHTTfDOWN -
REACTOR C00IDOWN.

2. As soon as possible after initiatica of E.I. No. 505B10,
PRIMARY PIANT - TOTAL IDSS OF MAIN C00IANT.

3. Pertinent anvilinvy systems are in the following status:

System Status

Pressure Control and Relief Normal operation
System
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hE)

| Charging and Volume Control Normal operation
| System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kF)!

i

Primary Plant Corrosion Control Normal operation
System --Hydrogen Addition
'(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hJ1)

Primary Plant Sampling System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50 J2)

O_
i V t

:

L
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( III. Precautions

1. Startup

When starting up purification, high temperatures may3

result froa a change in flow rate through the cooler. Increase
cooling vate.r flow, if required.

B. Normal Operation
,

1. Stop the purificatioa pug (s) if the motor operated valve
in the pump sucthn is closed.

! 2. The low pressure surge tank tergrature should be maintained
at less than 11.0 F. Refer to 0.2. No. 50/.F, CHARGDIG AND

| VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM, when purification flow is to be
'

increased.

3. For purification flows above 50 gpm, two ion exchangers are'

i required to purify main coolant.

C. Shutdown
,

None

IV. Check-off List
O

Prior to initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must,

be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.-

+

V. Instructions

A. Startup
,

t 1. Check that the charging and volume control system is lined up
for normal filling operations from the low pressure surge
tank to the main coolant system as per 0.I. No. 501.F,
CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

' 2. If startup is during normal plant operation, open the purified
make-up return line to the charging pump suction header.

3. If startup is at completion of 0.I. No. 50/.G3, CHEMICAL
SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID REMOVAL, put both purification
ion exchangers on lina by opening their inlet and outlet
header isolation valves and isolate both chemical shutdown
ion exchangers, by closing their inlet and outlet header
isolation valves.s_

O

-
- .-
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e ' 4. Set the purification flow controller to the desired flow ar4
adjust the bleed rate accordingly.

5. Check that the line from the low pressure surge tank to the
purification-cooling-drain pumps is open.

6. Check that the purification-cooling-drain pump isolation
valves are open and start one pu=p.

NOTE: The charging pump (s) are on automatic control from
the pressurizer and are now taking suction from
both purification system and the low pressure surge
tank.

7. Check the purification system flow indicator for flow. If
there is no flow, check the valve lineup. Repeat Steps

; Nos. 6 and 7.
;

B. Normal Operation"

1. Sampline and corrective Action
v

a.- To determine whether established operating limits are
being met, sample the fluid before and after the ion
exchanger. Refer. to 0.I. No. 504K2, PRIMARY PIANT
SAMPLING SYSTEM - AUIILIARY. SYSTEMS.

. (1) Samples should be taken once per shift for two'
. weeks following startup and approximately once

i per day thereafter.

b. If the degassed,15 min decay gross decontamiration
: factor

(ion exch meer inlet e/m/Q
; (ion exetanger outlet c/t/ml)

is 100 or less, corrective action should be taken as
follows?,

.

| (1) If the~ alternate ion exchanger is not in service,
open its isolation valves to the purification
inlet' header and the purified make-up return7

header. Close the isolation valves on the ex-
pended ion exchanger.

c. . The gross decontamination factor will be under surveillance
during ion exchange purification' system operation. Plant.
chemistry will determine when replacenent is necessary.
Perform Step No..Ib under Section V-B.

i

?

f \
O.

e
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4: 2. Increasing or Decreasing Flow

#

a. For planned reactor shutdown

f| (1) Prior to reactor shutdown, rea d the purification
; system flow controller to reduce coolant activity

level according to scheduled shutdcwn maintenance
operations.

.,

NOTE: Two ion exchangers are required to be on
line for purification flows above 50 gpm.

Ii (2) Adjust bleed rate as required per 0.I. No. 504F,
CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

;

!| (3) Adjust the low pressure surge tank cooling rate, if
;j required. Refer to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND
:i VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

:i

]| b. For an increase in main coolant activity

(1) Check that Step No. lb(1) under Section V-B is
: satisfied.

:F:

(2) Adjust the purification flow controller and bleed
,

flow to maintain plant operation within the
2L chemical and radicchemical specifications. Refer

'

to Section 106, REACTOR COOLANT CHEMISTRY and
; 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

(3) Adjust the low pressure surge tank cooling rate, if-
required. Refer to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND
VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

i

I! C. Shutdown
t

i 1. Close the purification flow control valve.
!

! 2. -Close the valve in the purified make-up return to the charging

'i pump suction header. _ Refer to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND,

i VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

VI. Final Conditions

le The purification system has been placed in operation.-

2. The ' purification system is maintaining main coolant purity within
j the prescribed. limits.

3. ,The purification system has been shut down.
.

n
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3 OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. SchI
(V

COMPOLTIT OOOT.TG Svm

I. 1b.iective To provide a safe and efficient method for removal of heat
from various primary plant ec=ponents in order to maintain
them at required operating temperature.

II. Conditions

1. The component cooling systen (neat exchangers, pu r , water surgee

tank, piping, and instruments) has been filled and vented with
secondary plant condensate. Secondary plant condensate is avail-
able for subsequent make-up.

2. The compenent cooling water should be treated with chromate and be
conditioned, ready for service.

3 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Main Coolant System - Startup of Ready for startup
Cc=plete System

(defer to 0.I. No. 50hDh)/_x

Charging and Volume Control System Ready for startup

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hF)

Puri11 cation System Ready for startup

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hH)

Shutdown CocIing System Ready for startup

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hM)

Primary Plant Sampling System Ready for startup

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK)

Service Water System Nomal operation

III. P*ecanti- s

1. If the cooling water flow to a component (s) is regulated to the
desired value and cooling water flow is initiated to another
component, the cooling vater flow to the fomer co=ponent(s)
should be checked for possible readjustment.

,e
w/
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(^'; IV. Check-off List
\.J

Prior to the initiation of this O.I. , the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Tnntructienn

A. General Operation

1. Place component cooling vater surge tank level control valve
on automatic control.

2. Place motor operated, surge tank vent on radiation monitor
control.

3 start service water flow to one of the component cooling ex-
changers.

NOTE: One exchanger vill be a spare.

4. Open the component cooling water inlet and outlet valves to
cooling exchanger.

5 Open the component cooling water pump suction valve.

,N NOTE: One pump is a spare and has an independent power supply
(_) and is interlocked to the operative pump, so that a

power failure to one pump will not affect the operation
of the component cooling system. The spare pump dis-
charge and suction valves are in the open position when
system is in operation.

6. Place the temperature, pressure, flow indicators, and alarms
from the inlet and outlet lines of the component cooling pump

and exchanSer into service.

7 Start component cooling pump. See Manufacturer's Instruction
Book.

8. Open component cooling pump discharge valve slowly.

NOTE: Establish flow before pump heating and flashing take
place.

9 The service water supply, component cooling pump and cooling
exchanger are in operation and in condition to supply cooling
water to the different primary plant components.

s

qs
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r NOTE: Subsequent sections (B through E) apply to .pplying(]/ cooling vater to the different ec=penents ac re-
quired.

During the folleving operations the te=perature of
the service water leaving the ec=ponent cooling water
heat exchangers shculd be approximately 75 F and the
co=ponent cooling vater leaving the heat exchangers
should be maintained at apprcxi=ately 90 F.

As cooling water now is init.'.ated to the various
co=ponents, periodic se=pling of the cooling water
should be done. Refer to 0.I. No. SCLK2, PRIMARY
PLAIC SAMPLING SYSTD1 - AUXILIARY SYSTDS. If the
addition of chrc= ate to the cooling vater is required,
the corrosion control pot feeder should be put into
operation until the desired concentration of chrc= ate
is established.

B. M r &M nt Prp (applies for each pu=p)

1. If not open, actuate the closure trip valve in cooling water
effluent header.

2. Place the te=perature alam and indicator en the cooling water
discharge line from the main coolant pump, or preferably frc=

( ) the main coolant pu=p lower thrust bearing, into operation.x../
3 Open manual gate valves in the inlet and outlet cooling lines

from the tain coolant pump to the full open position.

h. Open hand control valve in the outlet cooling line frc= the
main coolant pu=p to the full open position.

5 After establishment of cooling water nov to the main coolant
ms, startq of the innin coolant pump may be initiated.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504Dk, MAri COOLA!E SYSTD! - STARTUP OF
COMPLEE SYSTDf.

6. Continue maximum cooling vater ncv to the main coolant m
until the te=perature of the main coolant syste= is at nomal
operating levels. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D6, MAIN COOLANT
SYSTDi - RUNNING OPERATION.

7 After the main coolant syste= is at normal operating conditions,
by gradual regulation of the hand control valve in the cooling
discharge line frc= the main ioolant pump, maintain a cooling
water flov so that the co= pone nt cooling effluent from the main
coolant pump is at approximately 100 F. The icver, main coolant
thnist bearing te=perature she tid be between' 140 and 165 F.

-
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The main coolant thrust bearing alars should be set slightly
{j above the normal operating tenperature of the bearing.u

'Ihe cooling water effluent from the tain coolant pump should
never exceed 125 F and the thrust tearing temperature =
not exceed 225 F.

IiOTE: Iiornally after stepping cooling water flow to the
=ain coolant pumps, the hand control valve vill re-
mair. in the desired pcsition.

8. When the main ecolant pump is stopped, cooling water flow to
the pump : Ist be continued until the main coolant temperature
is reduced to 200 F.

9 To stop cooling vater ficv to the main coolant pumps, close
the gate valves in the pu=p cooling water inlet and cutlet
lines. The hand control valve in the cooling water discharge
line should remain in the normal cperating position.

C. Lev Preocure Surce Tank (LFSM Cooler

fiOTE: The LPST cooler may also be used for shutdown cooling if
the LPST temperature control valve is by-pasced.

1. Place the LPST tqerature centrol valve in operation. Open

) control valve icoleien valves.

2. Open stop valves in the LPST cooling vater inlet and outlet
lines.

3 After establishing cooling water flow to the LPST cooler,
the purification cooling and drain pumps and the LPST pu=p can
be put into operation. Refer to 0.I. Ilo. 50hF, CHARGI!iG AIID
VOLUh2 COIiTROL SYSTEM and 0.I. Iso. SC4H, PURIFICATIOIT SYSTEM.

k. Bv :4justment of the cooling water te=perat,ure control valve,
regulate the cooling water flow in order to maintain the
desired water temperature in the LPST. Isorrally this ten-

perature should be approximately 120 F.

5 If cooling vater is not required for heat renoval frc= the
LPST cooler, place the cooler in standby conditicn.

D. Shutdevn Ccoler

1. Open the cooling water inlet valve to the shutdown cooler.

2. Open stop valve in the LPST te=perature control by-pass
line.

-

-
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s 3 Open stop valve in the shutdevn cooler water dischar6e
- line. By regulation of this valve, control the coolir4

vater flow to the shutdown cooler to maintain the de-
sired main coolant temperature. Refer to 0.I. No. 504M,
ShVfDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

4. To stop cooling water nov to the shutdovn cooler, close
valves opened in Step Nos. 1, 2, and 3

E. MT wnv rer P< t ( Trp) cem1 er

1. Open stop valve in FTP cooler inlet cooling line.

2. Open hand control valve in FTP cooler dischar6e cooling
line.

3 With cooling water flow to the FTP cooler being established,
water flov through the tube side of the exchanger can be

- started by operation of the FTP pump and by opening the
associated valves. Refer to M.I. No. 506B5, FUEL TRANSFER
PIT COOLING SYSTEM OPERATION.

4. By regulation of cooling water flow by the hand control
valve, maintain, vater in fuel pit at 130 F or less.

5 To stop cooling water flow to FTP cooler,close valves opened
in Step Nos. 1 and 2.

F. Samnie Cooler

NOTE: Start cooling vater flow to sample cooler before
sample water flov is started.

1. Open stop valves 1*:, sample cooler, cooling discharge and
inlet lines.

2. Opa: haai control valve in sample cooler, cooling discharge
; line to full open position.

i
' 3. After sample water flow is obtained with hand control valve
! in sample cooler, cooling vater discharge line, reSulate the
i cooling water flov to maintain desired temperature of sa=ple.

-Refer to 0.I. No. 504K, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM.
'

.

NOTE: Normally after- 4 topping cooling water flow to the
sample coolet,-the hand control valve vill re--'

main at the desired position.

4. To stop coolin6 vater flov to the' sample cooler, close . valves
opened in Step Nos. 1-and 2.

LOL
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(' G. Neutron Shield Tank

1. Open stop valves in neutron shield tank cooling water inlet
and outlet lines.

2. Open hand centrol valve in neutron shield tank cooling vater
outlet line. By regulation of this flow control valve,
maintain water te=perature in neutron shield tank at or
below 120 F.

3 To stop cooling water flow to neutron shield tank, close
valves opened in Step No. 1.

VI. Pi" n1 ccnditions

Cooling water flow as required to the various primary plant
co=ponents has been established.

[')v

i
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504J1

PRIMARY PLANT CORROSION COI"rROL SYSTEM
HYDROGEN ADDITION

I. Ob.iective To provide a safe means of injecting into and =aintaining
hydrogen gas in the main coolant in order to minimize
corrosion in the primary plant tvstems.

II. Conditions

A. Startup

1. A minimum of three filled cylinders (2,000 psi gage mini =um)
of hydrogen are available for service.

2. The main coolant system is in cold stutdown condition.

3 The pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control Filling and venting of
System system in progress

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)G
Radioactive Waste Disposal Prepared to receive
System - Liquid Waste bleed off liquid from
Disposal main coolant

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L1)

B. Normal Operation

1. All plant startup feed and bleed operatians have been co=pleted.

2. The main coolant system is on line and is at normal operating
temperature and pressure.

3 Pertinent auxiliary syste=s are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control On line - auto control
System

(Refer to 0.I. no. 504F)

Primary Plant Sampling System - Nor=al operation
Main Coolant System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504n)

v)
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C. Shutdown

1. Reactor shutdown has been co=pleted and reacter cooldovn is
in progress. Refer to .I. No. 504C1, SCHEDLUD REACTOR
SHUTDOWN and 0.I. No. 504C2, REACIOR C00IDOWN.

2. The pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control System On line - operating

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F) on auto control

Primary Plant Sampling System - Nor=al operation
Main Coolant Systen

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Kl)

III. Precautions

Hydrogen-air mixtures are potentially explosive.

1. Do not strike sparks, ignite matches, etc. around hydrogen 6as
cylinders and lines.

2. Do not add hydrogen to any equipment (especially low pressure
surge tank) before adequately venting all air. Refer to
0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND YOLISE CONTROL SYSTEM.

3 Refer to regulations published by National Board of Fire
Underwriters and other regulatory bodies for additional
precautions in handling hydrogen gas.

IV., Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this O.I., the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Tnatntetions

A. Startup

1. Check that all valves in hydrogen injection line are closed.

2. Open the isolation valve on the injection line. This valve is
between the regulator valve and the hydrogen cylinder =anifold.

3 Place one hydrogen cylinder in service.

4. Check the pressure reading on high pressure gage located on
regulator valve. The high pressure gage should read apprn * ntely
2,000 pai. . ,

(3
V 5 Open pressure regulator valve until an indication of 15 psi sase

is.obtained on the regulator valve low pressure gage.
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p 6. Open globe valve en the hydrogen injection line between the
V check valve and the low pressure surge tank, then drain

the surge tank to normal operating level. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUIE CONTROL SYSTEM.

7 When normal operating level is established in the surge
tank, adjust pressure regulator valve until a reading of
15 psi sage is indicated on the regulator valve low
pressure gage.

NOTE: The low pressure surge tank is nov in a stand-
by status, ready to receive bleed-off fluid
during primary plant startup

8. Maintain a periodic check on the surge tank pressure while
all coolant bleed-off operations are in progress during
startup.

9 Upon initiation of the chemical shutdown system (refer to
0.I. No. 504G3, CIEMICAL ShVfDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID
REMOVAL), adjust the pressure regulator valve until an
indication of 10-15 psi gage is obtained on the low
pressure sage.

10. Sequence the hydrogen supply cylinder (s) to assure adequate
hydrogen supply to manifold. Replace cylinder (s) when theg

g pressure drops to the established minimm (100 psi gage).

11. After completion of Step Ilo.10, maintain a periodic check
on the following:

Surge tank pressure (10-15 psi gage).

Outlet pressure reading on regulator valve
(10-15 psi gage).

Gas cylinder manifold pressure.

NOTE: If these conditions are exceeded, check that
the isolation valve on injection line is cloced.

12. Periodically determine hf rogen concentration in main coolantd
system. Refer to 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING
SYSTEM - MAIN C00LAUT SYSTEM. Hydrogen concentration should
be between 25 and 50 cc H2(STP)/kgH0.2

NOTE: If this concentration is exceeded, close isolation
valve on injection line until normal ope-ating
conditions are established. *

,,
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B. Noral Operation

For normal operation, this system is self-operating and !
requires only a periodic check of the components listed under
Section V-A, Step Nos. 11 and 12.

C. Shutdown
,

NOTE: Normally when the reactor is shut down, a positive
pressure on the hydrogen addition equipment should
be maintained by adjusting the regulator valve.

1. Close hydrogen cylinder valve (s).
.

2. Close cylinder stop valves leading to manifold, isolation
valve and regulator valve on injection line. j

3 When required, surge tank can be isolated from injection
line by closing globt valve between check valve and the low
pressure surge tank.

h. During the draining of the charging and volune control
system, vent the hydrogen blanket in the low pressure surge
tank as per 0.I. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME C0fffROL SYSTEM.

I VI. Final ConditionsO
'

l. Hydrogen injection system has been started and hydrogen concentration
~

(STP)/kgHO
in main coolant is being maintained between 25-50 cc Hg/kg E 0).2
(normal concentration vill be between 25-30 cc H2 (STP) 2

2. The system has been shut down and isolated.
4

4 h

k
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 50hJ2

FRIMARY FIR C CORROSION CONTFOL SYSTEM
HYDRAZINE ADDITION

I. Obiective To provide a safe reans of injecti.ng hydrazine sclutien
into the main coolant syste= vhen the reactor is sub-
critical to reduce the dissolved oxygen cencentration.

II. Cenditions

1. The =ain coolant system is being operated with the reacter in a
suberitical condition. Refer to 0.I. No. 5ChDL, F.AIN C00IRC
SYSTE4 - STAR"NP OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

2. All the main coolant pu=ps have been operated for apprcximately
5 min. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hD4, MAIN C00IRC SYSTE4 - STARWP
OF COMPLETE SYSTD!.

3 A min h , 8 gal of a ec=cercial hydrazine-water solution contain-
ing 35% hydrazine by weight is available.

4. The main coolant has been sempled and analysis reveals an oxygen
concentraticn in excess of 0.1 pp=. Refer to 0.I. No. 50kK1,

.
PRIMARY FLANT SAMPLING SYSTD4 - MAIN C00IRiT SYSTE4.

5 Pertinent auxiliary syste=s are in the folleving status:

System Status

Pressure Centrol and Relief System In service, as required

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hE)
Charging and Volume Control Systen No mal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hF)
Primary Plant Fa:pling System - Nomal operation
Main Coolant Syste=

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50kKl)

Radloactive Waste Disposal System Normal operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. Scht)

III.- Precautions

Comply with manufacturer's reco= mended safety practices for
handling of hydrazine solutions.

IV. Check-off List

n Prior to the initiation of this O.I. , the check-off list

b must be cac:pleted by the operator (s) and signed off.
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- V. Instructions J

4 1. Determine the amount of hydrazine solution to be injected based [
upon the laboratory report of dissolved oxygen concentration
in the main coolant. Refer to curve on page 50hJ2:3'

| NME: A concentration of hydrazine should be selected to enable
; close control of the amount of hydrazine solution added
i to the main coolant system.

|' 2. Prepare a hydrazine solution of the selected concentration in
;

I the hydrazine feed tank.

i 3 Check that the valve on the hydrazine feed p u p suction line is ;

; open.

! 4. Close the valve on the hydrazine injection line to the condensate
pump discharge in the secondary plant.

t .
,
-

.'
5. 'Open the isolation valve on the hydrazine injection line to the

,

primary plant charging pumps. |
t

6. -Check that the, globe valves on the injection line at the discharge }
points to the charging pumps suction lines are open.

4

7 Start the hydrazine feed pump; inject the required aracunt of
hydrazine.

,

NME: The required amount of solution injected is determined*

by change in level of the hydrazine feed tank. L

,

! 8. If additional hydrazine is required as per 0.I. No. 504K1,
PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT SYSTEN, repeat
L.ep No. 1 through 7 .

,

'

9 . If no further hydrazine addition'is necessary, close the isolation
ivalve on primary plant hydrazine injection line and the. globe

valves at the discharge points to the charging pumps suction lines.j_

10. Open the isolation valve on.the hydrazine injection line to_the

.

condensate pump discharge in the secor.dary plant.
4

Final C'ndition'VI. o

~

The required amount of hydrazine has been injected into the
'

main coolant while the reactor has been~ operating in'a subcritical condi-

,
. tion. The oxygen concentration in the main coolant has been reduced to
.less than 0.l_ ppm, and the system has been isolated from the primary -|
' plant.

'

*
.

l .

,
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OPIRATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504J3

PRIMARY PLANT CORROSION CONTROL SYSTm
LITHIUM HYDROXIDE ADDITION

NOTE: This operating instruction is to be put into practice only if
and when the use of L 0H in the primary plant is decided upon1
by Yankee and approved by the AEC. See Section 106, REACTOR
COOLANT CHEMISTRY.

I. Ob.iective To present a safe and efficient method of adjusting pH of
the main coolant system by the addition of lithium hydroxide.

II. Conditions

1. Boric acid concentration in the main coolant system has been reduced
to less than 6 ppm. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D4, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM -
STARTUP OF COMPLETE SYST E .

2. A minimum of 20 gal of lithium hydroxide solution containing 5 wt %
lithium hydroxide monohydrate is available.

3. - Per+inent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Q Charging and Volume Control'Systen Normal operation
b (Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)-

Primary Plant Sampling System Hormal operation
(Refer to 0.I.-No. 504K)

III. Precautions

.l. -To avoid adding escessive lithium hydroxide solution to the main
coolant,. do not add solution until boric acid content is less than
6 ppm.

2. - One or more main coolant pumps must be in operation.

.IV. Check-off List.
:

Prior to the initiation of this O.I., the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

,

:V. Instructiong

1. Determine the main coolant pH W boric acid concentration. Refer
to 0.I. .No. 504K1, PRIMARY iiM SAMPLING SYSTEM - MAIN COOLANT
SYSTEM.

.,

Check- that the valve ir We : s d line from' the lithium hydroxide2. ep) feed tank (hydrazine feed tarF) to the feed pump suction is open.-t

L. #
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3. Close the isolation valve in the feed pump injection line to the
condensate pump discharge.q

V
4. .Open the isolation valves in the feed pump injection line to each

of the three charging pump suction lines.

5. Determine the amount of lithium hydroxide solution to add using the
sample analysis results obtained in Step No.1 and page 504J3:3.

,

6. Purge the feed line by pumping lithium hydroxide through the 4 rain
connection at the charging pump suction.

7. Start the feed pump and add the required volume of lithium hydroxide
,

by observing the feed tank level change.
<

8. Verify pH. Add additional lithium hydroxide solution, if required.

9. When addition is complete, drain the lithium hydroxide tank of ary
left-over lithium hydroxide solution and flush the tank and drain
line through the charging pump suction drain connection.

10. Close the drain line valve and return the valves in Steps Nos. 3
and 4 to their original positions.

VI. Final Conditions

The main coolant pH has been adjusted to the desired value.

O
t

I

i
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'

. OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504K1

PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM
MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM

.

I. Objective To provide a safe means of sampling the prirary coolant in
the main coolant and pressure control and relief systems.

II. Conditions

1. Positive pressure exists in any loop that is to be sanpled.

2. An adequate water supply for flushing and rinsing is available '

in the sa=pling room.

3. Proper ventilation of the sanpling roon has been established.

4. A proper water balant y should be established in the primary plant
make-up and storage tanks to ensure that adequate make-up vrtter
is available and to receive water rejected from the prirary plant.

5. The pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following conditions:
,

Srstem Status

Cenponent Cooling Systcm In nor=al operation -
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50.'.I) cooling water flow has

. been established to
both sampling coolers.

III. Precuations

1. .Before entering the sampling room, check rad $ ation level inside
room (see Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY).

<2. All personnel entering the room should wear "Special Work Procedure" *

clothing and adequate respiratory protection (see Section 507,
. RADI0IOGICAL HEALTH AND SAIITY). In addition, face shield should -

be vorn throughout all sanpling operations.-

3. During all sampling cperations, the sampling header must at all .
.

times have an open= access to the drain line leading to the. primary |

drain collecting tank.; ,

4 All. sample receivers should be properly labeled as to source of
sample.it contains and the-time when it was taken.- -

5. ';Jample recievers should' be innediately capped or stoppered after
the saeple has been collected.

.

..

w v , - ,- -w w -_____r-' .- - - - - _ - - - _ _
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'

6. Avoid spillage of bleed or sample fluid onto floors, clothing,
.

etc., during sampling operation. In the event of such an accident
g during _ sampling of a radioactive source, further sampling opera-.

* tions should be suspended until the affected area is decontaminated.

7. All personnel who are involved in sampling primary plant fluids must
be thoroughly familiar with Section 507 and must abide by the prin-
ciples ahd procedures regarding established radiation standards and
the handling of radioactive fluids as detailed in this section.,

IV. Instructions

1. Check that the auxiliary sample lines are isolated from the sample
header.

2. Check that all valves in the main coolant sampling line between the
hand control valve and the main coolant drain header are open.4

# 3. Check that the drain line from the sampling header in the room to
the primary drain collecting tank is open.

4. Check that t.he line from the sampling header to the drain line via
the low pressure sample cooler is open.

NOTE: During any sampling operation of the main coolant
! system or pressurizer, the drain line to the primary
. _

drain collecting tank must be open to the sampling
; Q: header, either directly or by way of the low pressure

V sample cooler. This is consistent with Step No. 3,.

Section-III above.
1 ,

5. Slowly open the hand control valve on the main coolant sample line.

6. Open the appropriate motor operated drain valve (s) from the main
loop (s) to be sampled or the motor operated valve on the pressurizer3

'

. drain ~1ine. This step established a bleed flow to the sample
j. header.
' 7. Check temperature of bleed. fluid at the sampling header. It should

!be around 200 F. If not, adjust high pressure sample cooler cool-
ing water flow.

| .8. Check pressure on sample header. If pressure is above 30 psi gage,-
~

--throttle down hand control (Step No. 5) until pressure reduces tor .

approximately 15 psi gage.
4

97 Close valve on drain line between sampling header and the primary
~

_

drain collecting tank.- This assures an adequate sample flow-
'through the. low pressure cooler.

'

g

NOTE: If pressure at sample header rises above 30 psi gage
when this. step'is completed, throttle back the_ hand

,

-

.

. control valve (Step No. 5) .until a pressure 'of 15 psi
gage:is obtained.:

Ir y - . . , , . - . - ,,
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10. Open the sample sink drain valve.

O 11- After bleeding the SanPling line for about 2 min, slowly open
sampling tap line to establish flow to the sample sink.

CAUTION: Avoid splashing of fluid out of sink basin.

12. After bleed flow to sink has been allowed for about 30 sec, close
sampling tap valve, place receiver under tap and carefully open
valve withdrawing adequate fluid for analysis, then reclose valve.
Stopper sample receiver.

13. Immediately close the hand control valve in the sample line from
the main loops.

14. Close the drain valve (s) from the main loop (s) or the pressurizer.

NOTE: All valves in the main coolant sample line between the hand
control valve and the main coolant drain header may be
left open upon termination of sampling.

15. Open valve in drain line between sampling header and primary drain
tank.

16. Flush sink; clean up any spilled fluids. All fluid collected other
than the sample (s) must be washed down the sink drain.

- (N)-
NOTE: Refer to Section 507 for proper decontamination procedures.

x
17. Close the sample sink drain valve.

18. 'but off cooling water supply to both sample coolers. Refer to
O.I. No. 504I, COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM.

-V. Final Conditions

The required samples have been taken and the system .has been
isolated from the main coolant loops and the pressurizer.

. (3 ~x> -
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OPERATING IISTRUCTION NO. 504K2

PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTDi
AUIILIARY SYSTEMS

I. Objective To provide a safe means of sa=pling:

Primary coolant from the low pressure primary plant
auxiliary systems.

Primary plant component cooling water.
Chemical additive solutions for the primary coolant.
Decontamination solutions.
Fuel transfer pit water.

II. Conditions

A. For the Purification System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H, PURIFICATION SYSTD!)

1. Proper ventilation of the sampling room has been established.

2. Cooling water has been established to the low pressure sam-
pling coolers. Refer to 0.I. No. 504I, COMPO!EFr COOLING
SYSTEM.

3. Capacity is available in the primary drain collecting tank
for receiving. bleed firJ.d.

B. For the Cheminal Shutdevn System

1. Durinz Boric Acid Preparation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G1, CHD!ICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTai - ECRIC-

ACID PREPARATION)

a. The bori acid solutien transfer pump is in operation.

2. During Borie Acid Addition

.a. The chemical shutdown system is not sampled during boric
acid additien to the main ' coolant system.

3. Durira Boric Acid Removal

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504G3, CHDfICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEtr- BORIC
ACID REMOVAL)

a. Startup feed and bleed for boric acid removal by dilu-
tion of the primary coolant has terminated.

.

..
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- NOTE: Sampling here is to determine the boron removal by-

ion exchange. To determine boron concentration~

during startup while feel crJ bleed is in progress,
see sampling instruction; for the charging and
volume control system.

.

b. The chemical shutdown ion exchangers have been put into
operation.

c. All conditions for the purification system outlined
under Section II-A must be satisfied to sample this
system during boric acid removal.

C. For the Charging and Volume Control System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AID VOLUE CWTROL SYSTM)

1. During Startup

a. No sampling of this system during filling and venting.

2. Durine Normal Operation

a. All conditions for the purification system outlined
under Section II-A must be satisfied to sample the
charging and volume control system during normal

h'x, operation. When sampling for dissolved gas, bleed
fluid temperature at sample header should not ex-
ceed 200 F.

3. During Shutdown

a. No sampling of this system during shutdown.

.D. For the Shutdevn Cooling System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M, SHUTDOWN COOLING SISTE)

1. The' reactor has been shut down and the shutdown cooling
system is in operation with the te=perature of the

_ primary coolant below 200 F.

.2.- All conditions for the purification system outlined under
Section II-A must be satisfied to sample the shutdown
cooling system.

E. For the Component Cooling System -=

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I, CmPOEITI COOLING SYSIM)

1. To sample the' neutron shield tank, the neutron shield surge
T'N tank should be ihll'to assure adequate sampling flow.O -

.
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F. For the Waste Disposal Systemp
J

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504L1, RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM -
LIQUID WASTE DISPWAL, 0.I. No. 504L2, RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE
DISPOSAL SYSTE - GASEOUS WASTE DISPO3AL, and 0.I. No. 504L3,
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPWAL SYSTm - SOLp WASTE DISPGAL)

1. No general conditions specified; see instructions for wasts
disposal system under Section V-F for any particular con-
ditions.

G. For the Safety Infection System

(Refer to E.I. No. 505Blo, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM OPERATION)

1 Boric acid solution is not being charged to the primary
loop (s) or to the shield tank.

H. For the Corrosion Control System (If adjusted pH is employed)

1. The lithium hydroxide tank has been stirred prior to
sampling.

I. For the Decontamination Systa

1. Either solution in the mixing tank must be stirred prior

{} to sampling.

-J. For the Fuel Transfer Pit

1. An approved receiver must be available for the sample bottle,
which may have surface contamination.

III. Precautions

1. In sampling any auxiliary system from a location other than the
sampling room (i.e. localized sampling), an adequate size con-
tainer for receiving the bleed fluid is required. If the fluid
being sampled is radioactive, the container mast be of a desig-
nated type for use in transporting or containing radioactive
fluids.'

,

t

2 Before entering the sampling room, check radiation level inside
the room. Also check radiation level at local sampling taps
where radioactive fluid is to be sampled. Refer te Section
507, RADIOLOGICAL. HEALTH AND SAFETY.

3. All personnel involved with sampling radioactive fluid should
wear "Special Work Pzucedure' clothing and adequate respira-
tory protection (see Section 507). In addition, face shields
should be worn throughout- all sampling operations.

A
L)

. -
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. V]( 4. During all operations within the sampling room, the sampling
header must have an open access to the primary drain collect-
ing tank.

5. All sample receivers should be properly labeled as to source
of sample it contains and the time when it was taken.

6. Sample receivers should be immediately capped or stoppered
after the sample has been collected. '

7. Avoid spillage of bleed or sample fluid onto floors, clothing,
etc., during sampling operation. In the event of such an
accident during sampling of a radioactive fluid, further

! sampling operations should be su pended until the affected
area is decontaminated.

8 All personnel involved in sampling primary plant fluids must
be thoroughly familiar with Section 507 and must abide by the
principles and procedures regarding established radiation
standards and the handling of radioactive fluids as detailed
in this section.

IV. - Check-off List

Prior to1the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) ani signed off.

. g)<

V. Instructions *

General
;

Many of the sampling operations for the primary plant auxiliary
systems are performed in the sampling room; therefore, many of the steps

- necessary to obtain a sample from the auxiliary systems are common to each
system. ' To avoid confusion ani unnecessary repetition, the steps outlined
below apply to all sampling operations of the auxiliary systems that take
place in the sampling room. Prior to actually establishing sample flow

'from an auxiliary system to the sample room:

1 Check that the line from-the sample header through the low
pressure sample cooler to the primary drain collecting tank
drain line is open.

2. Check that the sample sink drain line is open.

3. Check that the valve is open that connects the sample header
to the primary drain collecting tank drain line.

4. Check that all sampling valves at the sample sink are closed.

5. -Isolate the hydrogen sampling line from the sampling header.
/~S
N.]

i
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(7 At the termination of sampling, or when the sample flow from an
V auxiliary system to the sample room has been shut off, the following in-

structions apply in conunon

1. Flush the sample sink; clean up any spilled fluids. Refer to
Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, for proper de-
contamination proceduros, etc.

2. Shut off cooling water supply to the low pressure sample cooler.
Refer to 0.I. No. 5041, COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM.

.

A. For the Purification System

1. Refer to the general instructions above for preparing
sampling room prior to sampling.

2. To sample main coolant before it has passed through ion
exchangers:

,

a. Chack that the isolation valve is open on the sample
line from the ion exchanger inlet line.

b. Open the appropriate hani control valves and establish
bleed flow through sample cooler and sample header to

.

the primary drain collecting tank.
'\

. ) c. Close the valve between the sample header and the drain
line to the primary drain collecting tank after bleed

flow has been established for 30 sec.

d. Continue the bleed flow thrcugh the low pressure sample
cooler for 2 min.

e. Establish bleed. flow from the low pressure sample cooler.
to the sample sink by opening the appropriate sampling
valve. . Bleed the sample line of dead fluid, then close .
sampling valve.

f. Observe the cample fluid temperature from the low pres-
sure cooler. It should not exceed 100 F.

g. Place the sample receiver under the sampling valve; open
this valve and withdraw adequate fluid for analysis; then
close valve.

h. Immediately clvse the hand control valve on the sample line
to stop flow through'the low pressure sample cooler.

i. Stopper the sample ' container and remove to a safe location.

j. Open valve between sample header and primary drain. collect-
- ing tank irain line.

L.
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I

(3 3. To sample main coolant after it has passed through ion exchangers:
%)

a. Check that the isolation valve is open on the sample line
from the ion exchanger effluent line.

L. Follow Steps Nos. 2b through 2j under Section V-A.

4. Refer to the general instructions outlined under Section V for
clean-up of sampling cubicle.

B. For the Chemical Shutdown System

NOTE: As specified in Section II-B, the chemical shutdown
system is not sampled during boric acid addition
to the primary coolant.*

,

1 Durim Boric Acid Preparation

a. Place receiver for the collection of bleed fluid
under the sample valve located on the discharge
line of the boric acid solution transfer pump,

b. Carefully open sampling valve and clear the line
of dead fluid.

c. Close sampling valve to stop bleed flow.
~

d. Place sample receiver under sampling valve; open
valve and withdraw adequate fluid for analysis;
then close valve.

e. Stopper the sample receiver.

.' 2. During Boric Acid Removal

NOTE: The instructions below permit an operator to
obtain fluid samples of the primary coolant
while boric acid is being removed by ion ex-
changer in the themical shutdown ion exchangers.
For determining the boric acid content of the~
main (,oolant during feed and bleed, refer to
sampling instructions for the charging and volume
control system during normal operation under
Section V-C.

a. Refer to instructions for sampling the purification
system during normal operation as outlined under
Section V-A.

'(v

_
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p C. For the Charging and Volume Contro3 System

V
NCrrE: As specified in Section II-C, the charging and volume

control system is sampled onl; during its normal
operation.

1. Refer to the general instructions under Section V for
preparing sampling room prior to sampling.

2. Check that the isolation valve on the sample line from
the main coolant low pressure bleed line is open.

3. Follow procedure for liquid sampling as outlined in
Steps Nos. 2b and 2j, Section V A..

4. To sample the low pressure bleed line for dissolved gases:

a. Check that the hand control valves in all r, ample lines
to the sample header are closed.

b. Close the drain line from the sampling header to the
primary drain collecting tank and close the drain
line from the low pressure sample cooler to the
primary drain collecting tank.

c. Check that hydrogen sampling bomb is secured correctly,_s

(_ ) in place in the hydrogen sample line.
.

d. Check that the low pressure sample cooler cooling
water supply is on.

e. Close sample sink drain valve.

f. Open all valves on the hydrogen sampling line in-
cludjag the needle valves on the bomb.

g. Open the hand control valve on the main coolant low
pressure bleed sample line.

h. Check pressure on the sample header. It should not
read above 30 psi gage,

i. Check temperature of the bleed fluid at sample header.
It should not go above 200 F.

.

NOTE: Refer to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME
CCNTROL SYSTEM, to accomplish lower main
coolant feed water temperature.

J. Throttle (reduce) flow through the hydrogen sample
line by slowly closing the valve on the oitlet cide

r semple bomb drain line to the primary drain collect-m

Cs ing tank. Observe pressure increaso in sample header
and hydrogen sample line as flow is reduced.
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p k. When pressure has been established in the sample bomb
v as outlinedin Step No. 4j, close the downstream needle

valve p_n the sample bomb.

1. Close the upstream valve on the sample bomb.*

'

m. Set the drain valves (Steps Nos. 4b and 4e) to _fyll
open position,

n. Close the hand control valve on the main coolant low
pressure bleed line.

o. Open the valve between the sample bomb az.I the arain,

line to the primary drain collecting tank.

p. Open the valve between the low pressure sample cooler
arri the sample sink.

q. Carefully loosen the unions on the hydrogen sample bomb,
and remove bomb from the sample line.

NCffE: A small receiver should be placed under the
disconnect points as they are loose'ned and
the sample bomb is removed.

r. Flush the ends of the sample bomb with water at the .,

- )' sample sink. Flush out with water any fluid trapped
in receivers placed under bomb disconnects in Step
No.'4q.

5. Refer to the general instructions outlined in Section V for
clean up of.the sampling room.

D. -For the Shutdown Cooling System

1. Refer to the g- ,,il instructions under Section V for pre-
paring sampling ' - am prior to sampling this system.

2. Check that the isolation valve on the sample line from the
shutdown cooling system is 'open. This sample line comes
from the shutdown cooling line between the outlet of the
shutdown cooling heat exchanger and the main coolant
system.

3. Refer to and follow Steps Nos. 2b through 2j as outlined in
the' instructions for sampling and purification system under
Section V-A.

/m.

%. ,/ -
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E. For the Ocmponent Cooling System

1. Comnonent Cooling Heat Exchanzers

a. Place container under drain and sample valve on the
heat exchanger to receive bleed fluid.

b. Carefully open the sample valve and bleed fluid for
several seconds, until the drain line has been
flushed,

c. Clcse the sample valve; place the sample receiver
under valve.

d. Open the sample valve and withdraw adequate fluid for
analysis. Close the sample valve.

e. Stopper the sample receiver.

2. Neutron Shield Tank

a. Check that the sample sink drain valve is open,

b. Check that trip valve in neriron shield tank sample
line is open..

O c. re e v1e tue r1uia i= the ter ve= tie er the eutre-
shield tank, check that the sample line extension to
the top of the neutron shield tank is open and close
the sample line extension + , the bottom of the shield
tank.

d. To sample the fluid at the bottom portion of the neutron
shield tank, check that the sample line extension to the
bottom of the shield tank is open, and close sample line
extension to the top of the shield tank.

e. Check the tanperature of the fluid in the neutron shield
tank. Do not sample if the temperature is above 150 F.

f. Open sampling valve at the sample sink and bleed line for7

2 min.

g. Close the sampling valve; place the sample receiver under
the valve and withdrav enough neutron shield tank fluid
for analyzing; then close sample valve.

h. Stopper the sample' receiver.

i. Flush the sample sink; clean up any spilled fluids. Refer
to Section;507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETI for proper

- (] decontaminaticn procedures, etc.
,

w/ .
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F. For the Waste Disposal System

NOTE: Before sampling any of the components in this system,
check radiation level arouni the sampling location and
accordingly abide by established principles and pro-
cedures as detailed in Section 507.

1. Primary Drain Collecting Tank

a. Isolate the pumps on the primary drain collecting tank
from the transfer line between the drain collecting
tank and the waste holdup tcnk by closing the appro-
priate stop valves.

b. Establish a flow path between one of the primary drain
collecting tank pumps and the sample connection line.

c. Check that the valve is open in the return line from the
sample connection line to the drain collecting tank.

d. Start the appropriate pump, establiching a flow from the
drain collecting tank up to the sample connection valve
and back via the return line to the drain collecting
tank. This operation constitutes a bleed flow.

e. After bleed flow has been established to clear the line
b" of dead fluid, place the sample receiver on the sample
'

connection, open sampling valve, and withdraw adequate
fluid for analysis} then'close the sampling valve.

4

f. Stopper the sample receiver.

~g. Stop the transfer pump; isolate the pump discharge line
from the sample connection line.

h. Establish a flow path from the discharge of transfer
pumps to the transfer line between vaste holdup tank
and the primary drain collecting tank.

2. -Gravity Drain Tank

a. Isolate the gravity tank transfer pumps discharge from
the gas stripper,

b. Establish the flev path from one of the gravity tank
transfer pumps to the sampling connection valve.

c. Check that the line from sampling connection line back
_

to the gravity drain tank is open.

d. Start the appropriate transfer pump, establishing a
(~T bleed flow to the sample connection.

.

%)
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h# e. Place the receiver on the sample connection; open the
sampling valve and withdtrv fluid for analysis.

f. Close the sampling valve and remove the sampling re-
- ceiver frem the sample connsetion.

g. Stopper the sample receiver.

h. Stop transfer pump; establish the flow path from both
transfer pumps to the gas stripper.

3. Waste Holdup Tank

a. Isolate the vaste holdup tank from the primary drain
collecting tank, by closing the valve on the transfer
line between these tanks.

b. Check that the activity dilution decay tank is isolated
from the vaste liquid transfer pumps.

c. To prevent liquid from being discharged to either the
monitored waste tanks or to the orifice mixer, isolate
the appropriate transfer lines to these locations from
the vaste liquid transfer pump (s) discharge.

d. Close the valve on the suction line of one waste liquidO transfer pump.

-e._ Establish the flew path from the waste holdup tank to
the suction of the other waste liquid transfer pump.

f. Establish the ficw path from the discharge of the vaste
liquid transfer pump back to the vaste holdup tank.

g. Check that the valve on the line between the activity
dilution decay tank and the discharge line of the
waste liquid transfer pump is closed.

h. Start the vaste lic11d transfre pump. This establishes
a: bleed flow of fluid from t3e waste holdup tank through' -

the vaste liquid transfer pamps, past the sample connec-
tion.

.i. After. establishing bleed flow for enough time to clear,

dead ~ fluid, place a sample receiver under the sample
connection; carefully open the sampling valve and with-

~ draw sufficient fluid for analysis; then close the'

sampling valve.

j. Stopper the sample receiver and stop the pump.

D'v
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k. Return all lines to and from the waste holdup tank, the
activity dilution decay tank and the vaste liquid trans-
fer pumps to their original position. Refer to Stepsr

Nos. a through g above.
,

4. Activity Dilution Decav Tank

a. Check that the drain line of the vaste holdup tank is>

; isolated from the vaste liquid transfer pump (s) suc-
tion line.

'

.

b. Check that the waste holdup tank is isolated from the
discharge line of the vaste liquid transfer pumps.

;

, c. Close the valves located on the suction and discharge
line of one waste liquid transfer pump.

d. Isolate the lines that lead from the discharge of.the
*

waste liquid transfer pumps to the orifice mixer and
test tank effluent pump discharge.

i

: e. Establish the flow path from the drain of the activity
i dilution decay tank to the suction of the other waste

liquid transfer pump.

; f. Establish the flow path from discharge of this pump
. back to the activity dilution decay tank.

g. Ste.rt the vaste liquid transfer pump, establishing a
3
- bleed flow past sample connection lacated on the line

beteen the discharge of waste liquid transfer pumps
and the activity dilution decay tank.

h. Continue 'bleSd for enough time to clear dead fluid;>

then place the sample receiver under the sampling
'

connection; open the sampling valve and withdraw<

| sufficient fluid for analysis. Close the sampling
valve.i

f 1. Stopper the sample receiver and stop the' transfer pump.
:

j. Return all lines to and from the activity dilution decay
' tank and the vaste liquid transfer pumps to their orig-

' inal position. Refer to Steps Nos. a through f above.

5. Evaporator Feed

a. To sample feed going to the evaporator, place the sample
receiver under the sample connection on the disscharge
line from the stripper' bottoms pump to the evtpolit??

- feed inlet..,4,
;

Q.!

1
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f) b. Carefully open the sampling valve and withdraw fluid for
V analysis; then close the valve.

c. Stopper the sample receiver.

6. Test Tanks

a. Fluid to test tanks.

(1) To sample fluid going to the test tanks from the
stripper feed-distillate exchanger, place the
sample receiver unler the sample connection on
the line between the test tank and the stripper.

feed-distillate exchanger.

(2) Open the sampling valve and carefully withdraw
adequate fluid for analysis; then close the
valve.

(3) Stopper the samr 3 receiver.

b. Fluid in test tanks.

(1) To sample fluid in the test tank (s), isolate the
! tank from the stripper feed-distillate exchanger

by cloaing the valve in the overhead condenser
) inlet'line.

(2) Place the bleed receiver under the drain valve on
the test tank to be sampled.

(3) Open the drain valve and carefully bleed the tank
for enough time to clear dead fluid; then close
the valve and remove receiver.

(4) Place the sample receiver under the drain valve;
open the valve and withdraw adequate fluid for
analysis; then close the valve.

(5) Stopper the sample receiver.

(6) Place the tank on line by opening the valve closed
'

in Step No. 6b (1) above.

7. Monitored Waste Tanks

c. Start the tad agitator (s).

b. -Place bleed fluid receiver (s) under the sample connection (s)
on tank (s).

p c. Open the sample valve and bleed the tank (s) to clear dead
tJ- - fluid in the sample line; then close the valve.
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q d. Remove the bleed fluid receiver (s) from the sample con-+

V nection, and place the sample receiver under the sample
connection.

e. Open the sample valve and withdrav enough fluid for
analysis; then close the sample valve.

f. Remove the sample receiver from the sample connection and
stopper the receiver.

g. Stop the tank agitator (s).
'

8. Gas Decay Drums

a. Connect an evacuated gas sample receiver to the gas decay
drum sample connection.

;_ b. Open the sample line valve. If no gas leakege occurs,
! open the inlet valve on the gas sample receiver.
!

- c. Close both sample valves; remove the gas sample container.

9. Roto-Clone Exhaust Filter

- a. To sample gases either before or after they pass through
the Roto-Clone exhaust filter, connect an evacuated gasf.

- ) sample receiver to the sample connection at either the
Roto-Clone inlet or outlet.

b. Open the sampling valves; collect gas in the receiver;4

j then close the sampling valves.

c. Remove the gas sample receiver from the sampling connection.

' G. For the Safety Iniection Svetem

1. Open the line between the safety injection and shield tank
cavity water tank and the safety injection line.

2. Unlock the. sample valve.-
,

3. Place a receiver urder.the sample valve to collect bleed fluid,

.-4. Ooen the sampling valve, and bleed the line to clear dead fluid;
{ aen close the valve. -

5.- Place the sample receiver under the valve; open the valve and
withdrav enough fluid for analysis; then close the valve.
Stopper the receiver.

6. Inck the sampling valve.-
. . .

p/ 7. Close the valve on the line between the safety injection andi
shield. tank cavity. vater tank and the safety injection line.
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, H. For the Corrosion ?,ontrol System (If adjusted pH ir esployed)

1. Lithium hydroxide feed tank.

a. Sample'directly from the tank by putting a sample re-
ceiver into the solution. Stopper the receive: .

; I. For~the Decontamination System

1. Caustic-permanganate or ammonium citrate solutions.
i

a. Sample directly from the tank for either solution by
putting a sample receiver into the solution. Stopper
the receiver,

o

CAUTION: Use extreme care in bandling the catatio-
permangan=te solution.1-

J. For the Fuel Trr.nsfer Pit

! 1.- Sample directly from the pit by putting a sample receiver
into the pit water. S' pper the receiver.

2. . Place. the -sample receiver into an approved (polyethylene-
.

. type) bag to avoid transfer of; surface contamination.

|
- VI. Final Conditions

4 . ..

The required sample (s) have been taken from the auxiliary
system (s).

_

.

;

,
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504L1O
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTDt
LIQUID WASTE DISIOSAL

I. Objective Class 1 liquids, those which are radioactive and contain
hydrogen and fission product gases, ard Class 2 liquids,
those which are radioactive ard contain dissolvai air
with low volatile activity, are processed to recove
radicactivity, boron, ard other impurities.

The following operations ara described herein:

Eart 1 - Class 1 Lioulds

A. Liquid transfer from low pressure surge tank during normal plant
operation.

B. Liquid transfer from low pressure surge tank dvring the activity
dilution operation.

'

C. Liquid transfer from low pressure surge tar.k during boric acid
removal.

D. Lineup of primary drain collecting tank without ion exchange.

E. Lineup of primary drain collecting tank with ion exchange.'-

F. - Direct liquid transfer from holdup tanks to primary water storage
tank.

G. Startup of gas stripper and evaporator on nonradioactive water.

H.. Normal processing of Class 1 liquids.

I. Shutdown of gas stripper and evaporator and cooling of evaporator
bottoc:s.

J. 1. Recycle of liquid from test tank to .ste he.up tank when
evaporator is in operation.

2. Recycle of liquid from test tank to holdup tanks when evap-
orator:is not in operation.

,

3. Transfer of liquid from test tank to prinary water storage
tank.

K. Evaporator bottoms removal and dru= ming.

- (N .'g 'O

.

-
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Part 2 - Class 2 Licuids
"~(j\ A. Filling and emptying Primary Building sump tank.

B. 1. Emptying of monitored waste tank to river after dilution of
liquid.

.

2. Transfer of monitored waste tank liquid to the gravity drain
tank.

C. Normal processing of Class 2 liquids.

II. Conditions

* A. Processine by Purification Systen
,

Refer to 0.I. No. 504H, TURIFICATION SYSTDI.

J B. Class 1 Lioulds
,

1. Vaste holdup tank and activity dilution deca-j tank must be
empty at suitable times to receive the proper liquid.

.

2. 55-cal closed top sheet steel drums and-cement must be avail-
able for evaporator bottoms disposal.

3. Evaporator is in operation before liquid leaves the waste
.

O holdup or activity dilution decay tank.
'

v

'4. Steam supply is required to waste holdup and activity dilution
decay tanks when the temperature of the liquid in the tanks

: falls below 40 F.

5. One test tank is empty.

6. A plant water balance should be maintained to assure capacity-
in the primary water stcrage tank to receive ~ treated Class 1
liquid effluent.

C. Class 2 Lioulds,

1. . Capacity must be available in a monitored waste tank to re-
ceive liquid from the Primary Building sump tank.

2. 55 gal ciased top sheet steel drums and cement must be avail-
able- for evaporator bottoms disposal.

3. . Evaporator-is in operation before liquid leaves the gravity
- drain tar,k.

4. - A plant water balance should be maintained to assure capacit;
in the primary water storage tank to receive processed

p gravity drain tank | liquid.

J
,

>
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D. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

O Svetem Stetue
'

Component Cooling System Cooling water available

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I) for heat eu. hangers

i

Primary Plant Sampling Sy) stem
Normal operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504K2

III. Precautions

1. Do not process any liquid without taking a sample to check for
radioactivity. Refer to Sestion 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH A10
SAFETY.

3

2. Any person enter' .he vaste disposal area must wear adequate
special work pr, ,edure (SilP) clothing. Refer to Section 507,
RADIOLOGICAL 1ALTH AND SAFETY.

3. The system must be properly purged and gas blanketed. Care must
be exercised to prevent mixing Class 1 and Class 2 liquids either
during discharge of these liquids into the vaste disposal c.ystem
or during processing of these in equipment ahead of the evaporator.

4. Care must be taken to line up the gas discharged from the gas
stripper to the proper gas header while processing Class 1 or

f) ' Class 2 liquids.
v

5. All vater must be drained from the evaporator jacket and the vent-

on the jacket open before the power supply is switched on to the
evaporator electrodes.

6. For processing by purification system, refer tc 0.I. No. 504H,
PURIFICATION SYSTD4, Section III - Precautions.

,

IV. Check-off List

Prior to startup of this 0.I., the pre-operational check-off
; | list must'be completed and signed.

V.- Instructions

-Part 1 - Class 1 Liauids

The normal operation of the _ waste holc'up . tank, activity di-
lution decay tank, gas stripper and auxiliaries, evaporator and auxil-
inries, test tanks, and primary water storage . tank is as follows:

A. : ~Liould Transfer from Low Pressure Surce Tank Durira Normal- Plant
Creration

y NOTE: This transfer occurs automatically by actuation of the.

-() low pressure surge tank level- controllrr on high level."

. Liquid discharged to vaste disposal by-passes the<

purification ion exchangers'.
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1. Line up from the discharge of the purification, cooling and
drain pumps through the low pressure surge tank cooler to
the vaste holdup tank.

2. When the liquid in the lov nressure surge tank reaches a high
level, the level controlm- on this tank opens the 1cvel con-
trol valve in the discharge line to waste disposal.

3. When the low pressure surge tank is at normal operating level,
the'1evel controller closes the valve in the discharge line
to waste disposal.

4. Steps Nos. 2 and 3 repeat automatically to remove excess liquid
from the low pressure surge tank during normal operation.

B. Liould Transfer from Iow Presnure Surge Tank Durirs the Activity

Dilution Oreration

NOTE: This transfer occurs only after the reactor is sub-

critical but with the main coolant at 500 F and
2,000 psi gage. Activity dilution liquid discharged
to waste disposal is processed at a maximum rate cf
100 gpm through both purification ion exchangers.

1. Line up from the discharge of the purification, cooling and
drain pumps through the low pressure surge tank cooler and
the two purification ion exchangers in parallel to the
activity dilution decay tank.

2. Check that the normal purification return line to the charging-
pump suction header and the return spray line to the low
pressure surge tank are closed and the by-pass line around
the purification flow control valve is open.

3. When the liquid in- the low pressure surge tank reaches a high
level due to high bleed flow from the bleed and feed heat
exchanger, the level controller on this tank opens the level

i
control valve in the discharge line to waste disposal. - This

i control valve will remain open for the duration of the activ-
ity dilution operation.

'

!

4. Take a sample of the activity dilution liquid from the main

| coolant low pressure bleed-line (refer to 0.I. No. 504K2,
' PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTDi - AUXILIARY SYSTDIS) every

30 min and determine the activity of the sample.
~

5. ' continue activity dilution until' the gross volatile and non-
volatile activity of the sample decreases to 0.4 pc/ml when
dilution only'is used to reduce the r.ain. coolant activity or
to'O.5 )ac/ml when a 100 gpm purification rate is used for
one week before reac_ tor shutdown followed by dilution.

-

v
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6. When the activity dilution operation is completed and the
charging pumps shutdown, the low pressure surge tank liquid
drops to nomal and the level controller closes the valve in
the discharge line to waste dispcsal.

C. M auid Transfer from Low Pressure Surce Tank During Boric Acid
Removal

NOTE: This transfer occurs during reactor startup. Liquid dis-
charged to vaste disposal by-passes the purification ion
exchangers.

1. Line up from the discharge of the purification, cooling and
drain pumps through the low pressure surge tank cooler to

,

the vaste holdup tank.

2. . Excess liquid in low pressure surge tank is removed by opera-
tion of the level controller on this tank which opens the level
control valve in the discharge line to waste disposal (refer
to 0.I. No. SC4G3, CFSIICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - BORIC ACID
REF0 VAL, and C.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLG2 CONTROL
SYSTD4) .

3. - When boric acid removal is completed, piping is already lined
up for normal operation as given in Putt A.

|

D. Lineur of Primary Drain Collecting Tank Without Ion Exchance

1. Check that all appropriate influent lines are open to the,

primary drain. collecting tank.

2. Line up from discharge of collecting tank transfer pumps to
. waste holdup tank. (All liquid in the primary drain col-

1ectirg tank is discharged to waste holdup _ tank. Only activ-*

ity dilution is discharged tc the activity dilution decay
i- tank.)

3. When the liquid in the primary drain ' collecting tank reaches
a high level, the level indicator controller Jacated on the
tank will activate a collecting tank transfer pump.

4. When the primary drain collecting tank is at a mininum low
level, the level indicator controller will shut down the
collecting tank transfer punp.

5. Liquid in primary drain collecting tank wil1~ cont 3uue to be,

transferred batchwise to-the vaste~ holdup tank by aut,onatic
operation .of the level controller as given in Steps Nos. 3

.and 4.

_/ -

)
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E. y,neup of Primary Drain Collectinc Tank with Ion Exchance

NOTE: Only one purification ion exchanger should be used to
process waste liquid in this tank when the reactor is
in operation.

1. If the boron concentration in primary drain collecting tank
liquid is below 5 ppm and the temperature of this liquid
does not exceed 140 F, a portion of the radioactivity in
this liquid may be removed on ion exchange resin by proc-
essing through one of the purification ion exchangers.

2. Check that the ion exchanger isolation valves at the purifi-
cation inlet and outlet headers are closed.

3. Line up from discharge of collecting tank transfer pumps
through the one purification ion exchanger to the waste
holdup tank.

4. When the liquid in the primary drain collecting tank reaches
a high level, the level indicator controller located on the
tank will. activate a collecting tank transfer pump.

5 When the primary drain collecting tank is at a minimum lov
' level, the level indicator controller will shut down the
collecting tank transfer pump.

pd 6. Liquid in primary drain collecting tank will continue to be
transferred batchwise to the vaste holdup tank by automatic
operation. of the. level controller as given in Steps Nos. 4
and 5

F. Direct Licuid Transfer from Holdue Tanks to Primary Water Storare

IRBk

NOTE: This ' operation is prior to nuclear operation or nuclear
plant operation.

1. If the activity level in the waste holdup tank or the activity
dilution decay tank is below maximum permissable concentra-
tion (MPC) and free of boron ~ and other impurities (see 0.I.
No. 504K2, FRD!ARY PLANT SAMPLING SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SYSTDiS),
a direct transfer of liquid may be made to'the primary water
storage tank.

2. Line up from the tank to be emptied to the discharge of the
test tank effluent pump via the waste liquid transfer pnps.

3. .Line up from the' isolation valve on the test tank effluent
pump to the primary water a Mrace tank..

4 ~. Start up the waste liquid transfer pu=ps.

. g}.Q_,

=
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5. When the holdup tank being drainal is at the low level, shut<

off the vaste liquid transfer pumps.
..O

; 6. Close the lines opened in Steps Nos. 2 and 3.
.

7. If there is insufficient capacity in the primary water storage
tank, the excess liquid can be discharged into the component
cooling water exchanger service water discharge line by,

operating one of the monitored tank transfer pumps.

G. Startuo of Gas Strirner and Evaporator on Nonradioactive Water

1. Line up from the orifice mixer via the pH meter to the stripper
feed distillate exchanger.

2, Line up from the stripper feed distillate exchanger to the gas
stripper.

3. Open gas discharge line from stripper overhead condenser to
"

_ primary vent- stack via the vent gas header.

4. Line up from the bottom of the gas atripper to the evaporator i
i- - and open level gage and level recorder controller on gas
; stripper and evaporator.

5. All other lines associated with the gas stripper, evaporator
and their auxiliaries should be closed except drain and vent

' O, - on evaporator jacket and vent on distillate accumulator.-

. y
6. Line up from a filled test tank to the' orifice mixer via one

of the vaste liquid transfer pumps and start that pump.
,

7. Put the flow recorder controller in the gas stripper feed
[- line in service and adjust to control at 5 gpm.

NOTE: .The level' recorder controller on the evaporator will
override the flow recorder controller in the gas
stripper feed line on high liquid level in the

-

evaporator.

8 When'the bottom of the gas stripper is about one half full of
. liquid, put the bottoms liquid level controller in service

; to maintain the liquid level at the midpcint.
i

9. Start one of the stripper bottoms pumps.-

10. When the electrode: tips in the upper *ro nests of electrodes
; .in'the evaporator are one half subt ged, as shown by the -

.
level gage'on this vesse1~,Eswitch on the power supply to all

_ electrodes.
;

e

i-

:
,

. .

yr 9 .c- -- |
' - - '
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11. If the liquid in the evaporator is not sufficiently conductive,
add a suitable spiking chemical.

!OTE: Addition of spiking chemical to the evaporator is f

accomplished by passing service water through the
spiking chemical additio's drum which dissolves the
solid chemical arxi injects it into the evaporator
feed line.

12. Put the evaporator bottoms level recorder controller in ser-
vice e M set -to override and ' close the stripper feed flow '

control valve when the evaporator liquid level is approxi-
mately 4 in. above the top of the elactrode tips in the
upper electrode nests.

13. When the feed to the stripper drops to less than 0.5 gym,
close stripper feed line upstream of orifice mixer and shut
down the waste liquid transfer and stripper bottoms pumps.

14. When pressure in distillate- accumulator increases to.10 psi
gage, put pressure recorder controller in operation to
start and control cooling water flow to evaporator over-
head condenser and set controller to maintain this pressure.

15 Open distillate accumulator vent valve at frequent Antervals
to vent air out of system.

h 16. Reestablish flow of feed to stripper when evaporator bottoms
level drops to top of upper electrode tips by opening feed
line and starting waste liquid transfer and stripper bot-

|
_

toma pumps.- !

' 17. When distillate accumulator is about one-half full put accumu-
lator level controller in operation and set to hold liquid
level at midpoint.

I 18. Line up from ~ distillate accumulator through distillate pump,
| through' stripper feed distillate exchanger and back to

stripper feed line using the distillate by-pass recycler

{
line provided, so that the distillate can be recycled to
the. stripper under control of both the distillate accumu-

i

- lator level controller and the stripper feed flow controller.
,

Start distillate punp.

; ~ 19. Establish proper reflux flow to the evaporator by observing
~

! reading of flow indicator in reflux line.

20. .~ Start flow of: cooling water to stripper overhead condenser.

. .21., Start flow'of steam to' stripper from top of evaporator and"

- adjust to proper flow by observing flow recorder in stripper
overhead line. ,

W |4

Q '

-

.
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1 22. Close stripper feed line upstream of orifice mixer and shut

down the waste liquid transfer pump.

23. Continue operation of stripper arxi evaporator with distillate
recycle used for stripper feed until all operating conditions
and liquid levels are stabilized and all air is vented from'

the system.

24. If necessary, additional liquid from the test tank is added to
the system to increase the evaporator level until the feed
rate to the stripper reaches 5 gym.

NOTE: The stripper and evaporatesr system can be =aintained
in operation indefinitely under this condition of,

complete distillate recycle to the stripper feed
line. The feed rate to the stripper can be reduced
within the range of 3 to 5 gpm by discharging some
of the distillate to a test tank to adjust the level

,

in the evaporator ard simultaneously reducing the
setting on the stripper feed flow controller. (

l H. Normal Processirs of Contaminated Class 1 Lioulds

NOTE: The activity dilution liquid is held in the activity
I dilution decay tank for a total of 30 days to permit

suitable decay.i
,

'h With the stripper and evaporator system operating
under complete distillate recycle, either waste
holdup tank or acitivity dilution decay tank liquid
can be processed in this equipment.

,

1. Shut off the cooling water flow to the stripper overhead con-
-denser and allow gradual increase in temperature of gas
leaving this condenser as shown by temperature indicator in
gas discharge line.

!

| 2. When stripper overhead condenser gas discharge temperature
reaches 212 F, indicating that steam has purged all air

: from condenser, close line to vent gas header and open line
i to waste gas. header..

3. Reestablish flow of cooling water to' stripper overhead con-
denser.

i
'

4. Open the caustic solution charging line. Put pH recorder.
controller 'in service and set t, control at about 8. Start
caustic pump.

NOTE: The pH recorder controller will automatically control
-the addition of dilute caustic to maintain the pre-
set . pH.-

p.
V -

- . .
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5 Line up from either holdup tank to ene vaste liquid transfer
pump and from this pump back to the same tank and start that3
pump to establish pu=p flow.

6. Close vaste liquid transfer pump discharge line back to holdup
tank, close the by-pass recycle line between stripper feed-
distillate exchanger distillate outlet and stripper feed line,
and imediately open vaste liquid pump discharge line to
stripper feed line.

7. Line up from stripper feed distillate exchanger distillate
outlet to one of the test tanks and open this line.

NOTE: System is now in operation processing radioactive
water. Recheck all liquid levels, temperatures,
pressures,and flows and readjust controllers and
manual valves until design conditions are obtained.

Operation of the stripper and evaporator under com-
plete distillate recycle can be established when
only a partial batch has been reprocessed and the
system maintained hot for any desired interval.
Net flow can be reestablished quickly from this
condition.

8. Processing of radioactive vaste liquids is contineud until the
evaporator bottom activity of solids contents reaches a pre-

/~ determined level.V]
I. Shutdown of Gas Strireer and Evaporator and Cooling of Evarorator

Rottoms

1. Close line between holdup tank and vaste liquid transfer pu=p.

2. Open line from operating test tank to the operating vaste
liquid transfer punp. Continue feeding water from test tank
until all the radioactive water in the vaste liquid transfer
pump, stripper feed-distillate exchanger and pipelines has
been flushed into the stripper.

3 Close caustic solution line and stop the caustic pump.

4. Close stripper feed line upstream of orifice mixer, shut down
vaste 1". quid transfer pu=p and close line from test tank to
suction of this pump.

5 Close line trom stripper feed-distillate exchanger distillate
outlet to test tank and imediately open by-pact recycle
line from this exchanger to the stripper feed lise.

NOTE: System is again in operation under cocplete distillate
recycle and prepared for final shutdown.,

,

%
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6. Shut off the cooling water flow to the stripper overhead con-
denser allowing gas discharge temperature to increase.

O.

i 7. When exit gas temperature from this condenser reaches 212 F,
indicating that all radioactive gases have been purged out,

of the condenser with steam, close line to vaste gas header'

and open line to vent gas header.

8. Reestablish flow of cooling water to stripper overhead con-
denser.

NOTE: System is now vented to the atmosphere via the pri-
mary vent stack and radioactive gases and hydrogen
can not be drawn back into the equipment as it cools
down.

9. Close by-pass recycle line from stripper feed-distillate ex-
changer distillate outlet to stripper feed line and open line
from this exchanger to test tank which was in use during this
evaporator batch.

10. Shut off steam flow to stripper.

11'. Continue operation of stripper bottoms pu=p until level gage
on stripper bottoms indicates all liquid has been pumped
from this vessel.

12. Close line between stripper bottoms pump and evaporator and
- shut down this pump.

13. Take pressure recorder controller on distillate accumulator
. out of service and manually adjust by-pass valve in cooling
water outlet line from evaporator overhead condenser so
that waporator pressure gradually decreases.

14. Switch power off of one or more nests of evaporator elec-
| trodes in order to maintain normal operating evaporator

bottom level while. pressure is dropping.

15. When evaporator pressure decreases to atmospheric and evapo-
rator bottoms temperature is about 212 F, recheck evaporator
bottoms level and adjust to. normal.

16. Close evaporator reflux line.

17. Switch off power supply to all evaporator electrodes.

18. Continue operation of distillate pump until gage on distillate
accumulator indicates all liquid has been pumped from.this
vessel.

19 Close line from distillate pump to test tank and stop this
- # pump.
-

.

-

,

-

, , + ,
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20. Open distillate accumulator vent.

21. Close evaporator jacket drain and open cooling water supply
to jacket and slowly fill with water until all air is ex-
hausted from jacket vent, after which close vent.

22. Open cooling water return from evaporator jacket and continue
cooling evaporator bottoms until temperature is reduced to
140 F.

23. Close evaporator jacket cooling water supply and return lines.

24. Open ev0porator jacket vent and drain allowing cooling water
in jacket to drain out.

J. Emotvine Test Tan]gt

1. If either test tank is filled during processing, as seen on
the level indicator, line up to the other test tank.

2. Close the line to the filled test tank.

3. Sample the filled test tank (see 0.I. No. 504E2, PRIPARY PLANT
SAFPLING SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SYSTEMS). If the activity is
above 1 x 10-7 Jac/cc and/or the liquid contains boron and
other impurities, the following steps are required

a. If the evaporator is in operation the following proce-
dure is to be performed:

(1) Line up from the filled test tank to the test
tank effluent pump..

(2) Line up from the test tank effluent pump to the
vaste holdup tank.

1

(3) Start uptest tank effluent pump.

(4) When the test tank is empty, as indicated by the
level indicator on the vessel, _ shut off the test
tank effluent pump and close the lines opened in
Steps Nos. 1 and 2.

b. If the evaporator is not in operation perform the follow-
ing steps:

(1) Line up from the filled test tank-to the waste
liquid transfer pump.

(2) Line up from the waste liquid transfer pump to
either. the waste hcidup tank or the activity
dilution decay tank depending on which one has

o the lower liquid level.

U.
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(3) Startup a wasta liquid transfer pump.

(4) Ifnen the test tank is empty, as indicated by the
lovel indicator on the vessel, shut off the vaste
liquid transfer pump and close the lines opened
in Steps Nos. 1 and 2.

4. If the sample taken in Step No. 3 has an activity below the
limits referred in Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY and is free of boron and other impurities, the fol-
lowing steps aze required:

Line up from _the filled test tank to the primary watera.
storage tank via the test tank effluent pump.

b. Startup the test tank effluent pump.

lJhen the tiest tank is empty, as seen by its level in-c.
dicator, stop the test tank effluent pump and close
the lines opened in Step No. 1.

d. At infrequent intervals the primary water storage tank
will not have sufficient capacity to contain the water
from the test tank. Since water in the test tank is
at an activity ~below the tolerance concentration, a
discharge line is provided with a flow recording con-
troller to permit discharge _of this excess water to

O. *ae river vi the co ro= =* co 11== * r =ch =< rservice water discharge line.

K. Evanorator Removal ard Drumming

1. Line up from evaporator to drum fill line at drumming station
via stripper bottoms pump.-

2. Tare empty closed-tcp drum and pallet on scale.

3. Feed approximately 27 Ea1 of evaporater bottoms, about
230 lb by weight, and 400 lb _of cement into drum.

4 .' - Use mechanical lift truck to transfer loaded drum and pallet
from scales and monorail hoist to lift drum off pallet and
place it in horizontal position on drum roller.

5. Roll drum about 30 min on drum roller.

6. ' Remove drum from drum roller and place it in a vertical posi-
Ltion on floor in front of door through which drums are re .

~

moved from building.

'7. Allow mixture in drumito solidify and decant any excess lig--

. .uid by means of a portable aspirator into an empty drum1

. p . standing down in the pit on _a pallet..
V

. _ . . - .. . _ -
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8. Securely tighten all bungs in preparation for transfer of
dru= to outside storage area as described in 0.I. No. 504L3,

(j RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM - SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL.

9. Repeat Steps Nos. 2 through 7 until all evaporator bottoms
have been transferred into drums and mixed with cement.
This requires approximately 11 drums.

10. Use service water to flush radioactive liquid out of evapo-
rator bottoms discharge line ard stripper bottoms pump into
last drum.

Part 2 - Class 2 Lioulds

The normal operation of the Primary Building sump tank,
monitored waste tanks, and gravity drain tank are as follows:

A. F111 % ==4 htvina Pr4-an Buildh Sumn Tank

1. Check that all appropriate influent lines are open to the
Pricary Building sump tank and that vent line to primary
vent stack is locked open.

2. Line up from the Primary Building sump tank to an empty
monitored waste tank.

3. When the liquid in the Primary Building sump tank reaches a

pd high level, the level contro11sr will start a Primary Build-
ing su=p tank pump.

4. When the Primary Building sump tank liquid is at a minimum
low level, the level controller will shut down the Primary
Building sump tank pump.

5. a. If activity of liquid in vapor container drain tank,
as determined by sa=pling and testing (see 0.I.
No. 504K2, PRIMARY PLAhT SAMPLING SYSTD1 - AUXILIARY
SYSTEMS), is greater than 1 x 1Cr7 pc/ml, lineup
from Primary Building sump tank pump through vaste
liquid strainers to gravity drain tank so that this

! liquid will be transferred direct to the gravity
; drain tank.

I b. If activity of vapor container drain tank liquid is less
than 1 x 10-7 pc/ml transfer to a monitored waste tank
inaccordancewith$tepsNos.2,3,and4.

B. Emotving of Monitored Waste Tanks

1. When the level indicator indicates that a monitored waste tank
is full, any liquid being sent to it is diverted to the other
monitored tank by opening the inlet line to the empty tank
and c1caing the inlet line to the filled tank.

v,
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2. Turn on the agitator in the filled monitored vaste tank for
0. 30 min. ;'

3 Just before completion of 30 min period of agitation, take
sample of liquid in monitored vaste tank and test sample.

for radioactivity. See 0.I.No. 504K2, PRIMARY PLANT
'

SAMPLING SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.

| 4. a. If the activity, together with any activity from steam
generator blevdown, is below the limits as referred to
in Section 209, RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM,,

start the agitator in the filled monitored vaste tank,4

start monitored tank transfer pump, and discharge

| liquid from this tank through the effluent flow re-
t corder controller to the component cooling water serv-

ice water discharge line. Continue operation of a61ta-
tor until monitored vaste tank is empty, so that all
solids vill be discharged with the liquid.

: b. If activity is. above 1 x 10-7pc/m1,lineupfrommoni- !
j tored vaste tank through monitored tank transfer pump

and vaste liquid strainers to gravity drain tank.i

Start this pump and transfer liquid to gravity drain
,

tank.

! 5 . When level indicator indicates that monitored vaste tank 'is
O e >*7, * > **e =o itorea te=x tr=# rer >" r-

i.

6. Close the lines opened in Step No. 4.

C. Normal- Processing of Class 2 Gravity Drain Tank Liouids4

; 1. Check that the appropriate-influent lines are open to the
gravity drain tank and that the vent line to primary vent

| stack ~is locked open.

2. 'When the gravity drain tank contains approximately 4,000 gal,
.

as detemined from the level indicator on the tank, start up -
the gas stripper and evaporator on nonradioactive water as
. outlined in Section V, Part 1, G.

3 Perfom Step No. 4 given in Section V, Part 1, H.

4~. . Line up from Bravity drain tank through gravity tank trans- -
.

fer pump and back to the _ same tank via. the sample purge !

line, and start that pump to establish pump flow.

5. Close the sample purge 'line; close the by-pass recycle line
between' stripper feed-distil. late exchan6er distillate out-
let and stripper feed line; and immediately open gravity

,
_

tank transfer pump discharge line' to. stripper feed line..
' .p
t - 6. Perfom Step No. 7 61ven in Section V, Part 1, H.

. _. , _ _-. . m_ _. .. . _ _ . _ _ .
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7. Processing of gravity drain tank 11+ .ntinued until the'

evaporator bottoms activity or solids ci tent reaches a pre--

determined level or until level indicator on gravity tank
indicates minimum liquid level.

-

8. a. If evaporator bottoms activity or solids content is at
!

j
predetermined level, proceed as follows:

(1) Close line between gravity tank transfer pump1

and stripper feed line. Stop this pump.

(2) Open line from operating test tank through vaste
liquid transfer pump to stripper feed line. Start
this pump and continue feeding water from test

i tank until all the radioactive water in the stripper
feed-distillate exchanger and pipe lines has been,

; flushed to the stripper. t

.
(3) Perform Steps Nos. 3 through 24 given in Section V,

! Part 1, I, to complete shutdown of gas stripper
j. and evaporator and cooling of evaporator bottoms.

(4) Follow procedure given in Section V, Part 1, K, for
i- evaporator bottoms removal and drunn::ing.

b. If gravity drain tank level indicator shows minimum lig-
, ,

-

uid level without' evaporator bottoms-reaching a prede-
| termined level of activity or solids content, proceed

as follows:

(1) Close line between gravity tank transfer pump and
j- stripper feed line, close line from stripper feed-

distillate exchanger distillate outlet to test tank,4

and immediately open byapass recycle line betweent.
: this exchanger distillate outlet and the~ stripper
L feed line. Stop gravity tank transfer pump.

(2).Closecausticsolutionlinelandstopcausticpump.

| NOTE: 'The stripper and evaporator system is in operation
under complete distillate recycle with radioactive
liquid in bottom of evaporator as a result of proc-
escing only part of the total volumo of gravity

,

drain tank liquid required for a complete evapo-
,

| rator. batch.-

The evaporator batch should be completed by charg-
ing additional radioactive liquid from ~either .the -'

ivaste holdup tank or the activity dilution decay
tank. This can be accomplished by following pro .

; cedure given in Section V, Part 1, .H, for normal
processing of Class .laliquids; Section V, Part 1,

'
,

I, for shutdown'of gas atripper and~ evaporator-and-

y cooling of evaporator bottoms; and Section V,'Part 1,
/K, for evaporator bottoms removal anc' drummirg.-

,

"
. -- _ _ -- . - . .,_ __ -~
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VI. ?_inal Conditions

1. Radioactive materials, boron, and other it: purities have been re-
# moved from Class 1 and Class 2 liquids so that the recovered

water can be re-used as primary plant =ake-up water.

2. The radioactive constituents and other nonvoletile materials
have been solidified with cement in 55-gal dru=s.

3. Iov activity level liquids after monitoring have been discharged
to the river as a carefully controlled rate after dilution with
service water .'ollowed by dilution with main condenser effluent
water.

s

O

,

--*

-

,
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OPERATING INSTIi!CTION NO. 504L2

EADI0 ACTIVE VASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM
GASEOUS WASTE DISPOSAL

I. Objective To dispose of hydrogen and fission product gases.

kI. ponditions

1. One empty gas decay drum is available.

2. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following condition:

gygjigg Status

Component Cooling System Cooling water available
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I) for heat exchangers

III. Precautions
i

1. Do'not discharge any gas to f,he stack without checking the
activit'y level of the gas and the activity of air ejector
effluent.

2. Any person entering the vaste disposal area must year adequate
/- protective cloth'.ng. See Section 507, RADIO W ICAL HEALTH

AND SAFETY.

3 If Class 2 liquids are being processed in the gas stripper, be
sure the line from the stripper overhead condenser is open to
the primary vent stack via the vent gac header. See 0.I.
No.~50kL1, RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM - LIQUID WASTE
DISPOSAt.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to startup of this 0.I., the check-off list must be
ccupleted by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Punti:s

NOTE: Purging of all equipment and piping in the vaste gas
system, including all liquid storage tanks inter-
connected with this system, with nitrogen frca cylin-

' ders is required before any vaste liquid or gas con-
taining hydrogen is discharged to vaste disposal from
the priraary plant. This is necessary to prevent the
formation of explosive hydrogea-air mixtures. The
purging operation vill be greatly simplified if water

' is used to displace the air in the large liquid and
gas storage tanks. .However, care must be taken not
to exceed the 1 psi gage design pressure of the
liquid storage tanks when full of water.
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'

1. Fill the primary drain collecting tank, vaste holdup tank,
activity dilution decsy tank, vaste gas surge drum and the
three gas decay drums, including instrument connections,
completely fun of water and discharge the displaced air.

to atmosphere.

2. Fill all interconnecting lines to the primary plant, all'

liquid lines handling Class 1 liquids up to the gas stripper
feed inlet nozzle and all vaste gas lines, includir4 safety
valve discharge lines and decay gas header, with water that
vill not put too high a hydrostatic pressure on associated
tanks and discharge the displaced air to atmosphere.

3. Pipe lines and small pieces of equipment which cannot be
filled with water must be purged with nitrogen. Lines or
groups of lines should be purged in sequence with samples
of gas taken at intervals from the downstream end of the
section being purged. The oxygen of the gas sample can be
determined by Orcs.t analysis. Purging should be continued
until the oxygen content of the gas sample is 5% or less.

4. Drain water out of vaste gas surge dru= and simultaneously
feed in sufficient nitrogen to maintain at least 4 psi gage
pressure.4

5 Open line from vaste gas surge drum through vaste gas hr-pass
pressure controller ard pressure recorder controller to ece-'

.,%() pressor K.O. drum. adjust setting on by-pass pressure re-
corder controller to maintain minimum of 2 in. H O gage pres-2
sure in vaste gas header. Drain water out of all tanks,
drums, and pipelines using nitrogen from the vaste gas header
to replace this water so that ertrance.cf atmospheric air is-

avoided. Continue feeding nitrogen into vaste gas surge drum
' to maintain 2 psi gage-pressure in drum.

NOTE: The vaste gas system is completely purged, and water
,

-in all tanks connected to this system is at minimum

level.

.B. Initial Startuo and Ope-ation
i

1. Start flow of' component cooling water to compressor suction
cooler, compressor discharge cooler and heads of both
vaste gas compreasors.

2. Line up from vaste gas header through both' waste gas com-
pressors to vaste gas surge drum and open loop seal drain

i

line on compressor K.O. drum.

L NOTE: Carc should be taken to drain all water out of the
L compressor discharge cooler before either of the

vaste gas compressors are started. This cooler
| shculd be' drained periodically during operation.

|

|
,

n - - ,
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3, hwitch one of the vaste gas compressors on manual control which
will automatically open unloader by-pass valve, start compres-

'g sor, close by-pass valve, and open suction valve in proper
sequence.

4. Adjust setting of compressor backpressure recorder controller
to hold 70 psi gage backpressure on compressor discharge.

5. Operation of compressor will reduce waste gas header pressure
and by-pass pressure recorder controller in by-pass line from
vaste gas surge drum to compressor K.O. drum should be ad-
justed to start opening at 4 in. of water gage pressure in
this header and be completely open at 2 in. of water gage
pressure in header.

6. Switch off compressor and observe that suction valve closes
automatically.

I

7. Repeat Steps Nos. 3 and 6 on second waste gas compressor.

8. Fill waste holdup tank about one half full of water while
operating one waste gas compressor intermittently to main-
tain vaste gas header pressure at about 6 in, water gage.
This will increase gas pressure in waste gas surge drum.

9. Switch one of the vaste gas compressors on automatic and
"""""''' "'~"""" '"" """'" ''" "'~"""" "'"""""" "'' ''""

CJ
.and pressure recorder controller so that vaste gas header
pressure increases. Adjust waste gas header pressure switch

. HPS-301.to start compressor at 13 in. water gage pressure
and low' pressure switch LPS-302 to stop compressor at 6 in.
water gage pressure. Switch off this compressor.

-10. Continue by-passing gas from vaste gas surge drum to waste
gas ' header so header pressure will int'rease. Switch one
. waste gas compressor on automatic with selector switch
positioned for opers. tion of other compressor so that normal

. range pressure swit ch HPS-301 is not in circuit being used.

11. Adjust high pr- a e switch HPS-303 to close pressure control
valve in by-pass line from vaste gas surge drum at 14 in,
water gage pressure.

12 Adjust vaste gas header pressure switch HPS-302 to start the
other compressor, not selected, and sound gas header-high
pressure alarm when header pressure reaches 18 in. water
gage. LPS-302 should stop compressor at 6 in, water gage
pressure.

13. Continue to increase gas. header pressure. High level s.: itch
HLS-310'on low pressure side'of loop water seal should
actuate alarm when pressure in vaste gas header reaches
21 in. water gage.

~A- 7 4 [ %aT W T- --5'W-
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14. Close by-pass line from vaste gas surge drum to compressor
K.O. drum and switch one waste gas compressor on manual

O ooatro1- iase t ea aeeaer 1ew pre #re witea trS-301 to
sound alarm at 2 in, water gage pressure.

15. Continue to reduce gas header pressure by operating compressor.
Adjust high level alarm on waste gas header side of loop water
seal so that high level switch HLS-313 actuates alarm when
vacuum in gas header reaches 12 in. water gage.

NOIE: Extreme care must be taken not to reduce the pressure
in the waste gas header below about 27 in. water gage,
vacuum, since primary drain collecting tank is de-
signed for only 1 pai gage vacuum.

16. Switch off compressor and open by-pass line from vaste gas
surge drum to compressor K.O. drum. Waste gas header pressure
should automatically increase to 4 in, water gage.

17. Line up from vaste holdup tank through vaste liquid transfer
pump, monitored tank transfer pump and effluent flow recorder
controller to component cooling water exchanger service water

' discharge line. Start these pumps.

18. Adjust setting on effluent flow recorder controller at 50 gpm
and start pumping water out of waste holdup tank.

O 19. Close outlet line.from vaste holdup tank to waste liquJd trans-
' for pump when minimum level readable on level indicator is

obtained in this tank.- Stop waste liquid transfer and moni-
tored tank transfer pumps.

20. Switch both c gressors on automatic and switch selector switch
to put desired compressor on automatic control.

NOTE: The waste gas system is in operation with all controls
and alarms set to control automatically the waste gas
header pressure within the normal operating range of
2 in. to 13 in. water gage and to prevent exceeding
the range of 24 in water gage vacuum' to 24 in. water
gage pressure.

C. Decay and Discharge of Waste Gas

N:)TEs , The net inflow of gases to the waste disposal system in
both waste gases and liquids.will collect as net gas make
gradually. in the waste gas surge drum. Using the pre-
viously prepared curve showing the total volume.of liquid
above minimum level _in the primary drain collecting tank,
. waste holdup tank.and activity dilution decay tank vs
waste gas surge drum pressure, exclusive of that caused
by net gas' make, it is possible to determine the volume
; of net gas collecteA

ul
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1. When the volume of net gas make in the vaste gas surge drum-

corrected to 70 psi gage pressure is about h5 cu ft, switch
- one vaste gas compressor on manual.

NOTE: During normal operation of the primary plant, it is '
expected this net gas make volume vill collect once
a month.

2. Open line between compressor discharge coolet gas outlet line
and an empty gas decay dmm.

3 When the pressure in the gas decay dmm reaches 70 psi gage,
this dmm is full. Close line opened in Step No. 2 and
switch operating compressor to automatic.

4. When the activity, together with any activity from air ejector
effluent, is below the limits referred to in Section 209,
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM, and Section 507, RADIO-
II)GICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, which nomally requires approxi-
mately 60 days decay, the gas can be safely discharged at
a carefully controlled rate to the primary vent stack after
dilution with air. Line up from the filled and checked gas
decay drum through the decay gas header, the decay gas
filter and the flow recorder controller to the suction side
of the primary auxiliary building exhauct fan or the vapor
container purge fan.

U 5 Check and, if. necessary, adjust temperature controller to pro-
vide a 120 F constant temperature water bath in which both
the flow recorder-controller measuring element and the con-
trol ' valve are immersed. This temperature controller will
automatically maintain the 120 F temperature by admitting
steam to the heating coils in the water bath.

6. _ The primary auxiliary building exhaust fan will normally be
operating. Therefore, the discharge. damper and the decay
gas inlet line vill nomally be open.

NOTE: Interlocks are' provided to stop automatically the
flow of decay gas and close the discharge damper.
if the fan stops.

If'the primary auxiliary building exhaust fan is
inoperative, the vapor container purge fan can be used
by transferring the blanks in the suction and dis-
charge ducts frcm one fan to the other.

7 Set the flow recorder-controller so that, after mixing and-
-

3 dilution of the decay gas and. air ejector effluent with air
in the fan, the activity of the air leaving the primary vent
. stack vill not exceed the limits as referred to in Section 507,

p RADIGIX)GICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY. It will be necessary to -
V

.,

+
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correct the flow =cter reading for the gas density since theg
.Q decay gas vill consist of varying mixtures of nitmgen and T

hydrogen until all of the nitrogen has been removed by
dilution.

NOTE: The primary vent stack gas monitor should be set to
sound an alam when the activity of gases passing
through the stack exceeds its maximum sensitivit7

!

8. When the decay gas drum is empty as indicated by a reading r

of about 0 psi gage pressure on the pressure gage upstream i
. *

of the flow recorder-controller, close the lines opened in
Step No. 4.

D. Drainane of Dmms and Coolers

1. After emptying decayed gas from a gas decay dmm, all water'

should be drained fra this dmm 'by opening .the drain line
i to the fission gas drain header. Water drainage from the

drum can be observed in the sight glass in the drain line.-

i
.,

2. Any water which collects in the -vaste gas surge drum should
i be drained out periodically. Care should be taken when the

drain line on this dmm is opened to prevent a flow rate of
high pressure gas through the fission gas drain header, the
primary drain collecting tank and into the vaste gas header
in excess of that which can be handled by the vaste gas em-'

'

. pressors. When bubbles of gas appear in the sight glass,
this line should be closed immediately.

.

3 The compressor suction and discharge coolers should also be
drained periodically.

VI. Final Conditions
'

1. The pressure in the vaste gas header and tanks discharging into
it is being maintaincd within prescribed limits.

2. Fission product gases are decaying in the gas decay drum.

3. ' Hydrogen and fission pmduct gases have been safely discharged
to the atmosphere.

4. . At.-least one gas decay dmm is empty.
,

.

t

,

T>
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504I3

RADICAqIVE WASTE DISPGAL SYSTEM
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

,i.
i

| I. Objective To h rn contaminated combustible solid vaste and to
'

d', spose of the radioactive incinerator ashes and
'

e /aporator bottoms solidified with cement in
55 gal steel drums. To effectively dispose of con-
taminated noncombustible solid waste material.

II. Conditions-

1. A supply of bottled gas is available.

2. 55 gal open top sheet steel drums and cement must be avail-
,,

; able for incinerator ash disposal.

3. Service water is available for use as make-up to the
Roto-Clone.

,

4

2 -III. Precautions

1. The Roto-Clone inlet gas temperature should not exceed 700 F.
;

O- 2. To prevent the escape of radioactive ash into the room area
near the incinerator, the incinerator charging door should
never be opened unless all ashes have been discharged.

3. Care should be taken to' insure airtight closure of the joint,

between the special drum head below the incinerator and the
open top drum.

4. Combustible waste should be roughly' classified to prevent
charging relatively large metal objects'and'an excessive
quantity of small metal objects or plastic mn% rials per
incinerator batch. Large plastic drop cloths should be
divided among several batches to facilitate complete
combustion.

IV. Check-off List '
F

.
Prior to startup of the system, the check-off list must be com-

plated' by the ope:ator(s) and signed off.'

i

!

i !O-

. . . . _ .. . .- - . - _ _ _ .
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73 V. Instructions
V

A. Burning of Combustible Waste

NorE: Co:iustible solid wastes, such as removal floor
coverings, cloths used for decontamination,
shoe coverings, and centaminated paper are
collected from various locations in the plant
and transported to the vaste disposal build-
ings in combustible fiber drums. These drums
are re-used until they become contaminated and
then they are burned.

1. Fill the Roto-Clone with service water to normal
operating level.

2. Place open top 55 gal sheet steel drum on pallet and
pallet on mechanical lift truck. Position drum under
special drum head and jack truck up until drum lifts
special head making a tight joint. Connect drum
securely to special drum head by means of drum closure
clamp. Install pipe fitting in 2 in, bung hole in side
of dntm. Make up flexible pipe connection to complete
piping back to ash dewatering sump and close this line.

3. Fill open top drum one half full of water by operating
(j ash dewatering sump pump and pumping water from ash

dewatering sump through spray by-pass line.

4. 'Close incinerator bottom blast gate valve, place and pin
grates in horizontal position and charge 80 lb of com-
tustible vaste into incinerator through charging door.

5. Start Roto-Clone and check incinerator draft as shown on
manometer. A vacuum of 5 in, to 6 in, water should be
maintained in the incinerator body before arxl during
combustion.

6 Start incinerator burner and continue operation until com-
bustible waste is well ignited. Shut off burner.

! NOTE: Automatic flame failure instrumentation is pro-
vided on the incinerator to prevent a build-up
of fuel gas in case of prolonged flame failure.

:

7. Adjust damper in outside air inlet duct to control gas
inlet temperature to Roto-Clone so that it never ex-
ceeds 700 F.i

l

(3
y.
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O 8 Allow self-combustion of vaste to continue until burning
slows down, as observed through top view port of in-
cinerator, and then restart burner to complete the com-
bustion. Shut off burner.

9. Open bottom blast gate valve. Shake and tip grates to
vertical position to dump ash into drum.

10. Repeat Steps Nos. 4 through 10 under Section V-A, until
about six incinerator batches have been burned and the
ashes dumped into the drum.

11. After every three incinerator batches, drain water con-
taining fine particles of ash from the Roto-Clone into
the ash dewatering sump and refill Roto-Clone with
service water to normal operating level.

12. Pump water drained from the Roto-Clone in excess of that
remaining with the settled ash in the drum, through the
ash slurry filter into the gravity drain tank.

13. When reduced flow through the ash slurry filter indicates
the filter is plugged with collected particles of in-
einerator ash, operate handle to clean solids from the
. filter leaves. Flush solids out bottom of filter into
open top drum using liquid from ash dewatering sump.

B. Drummina of Incinerator Ash

1. Start ash dewatering sump pump and pump water into dr m
through the sprays inside the special drum head. Con-
tinue spraying water into the drum until any ashes
floating on the water have been thoroughly wet. When
drum is full, excess water will overflow back to the
ash dewatering sump through the sight glass in the
higher line. Stop ash dowatering sump pump.

2. Allow ashes in drum to settle at least 1 hr, preferably
overnight. Open line connected to large_ bung and
decant water from settled ashes into the ash devatering
sump.

3. When all water down to midpoint of the drum has been drained
out as indicated by flow through sight glass, disconnect
this line and replace large bung.

4. Remove drum closure clamp,-jack mechanical lift truck down
until drum will clear special drum head when truck is
. pulled out from below incinerator.

O
' J.

'

o.

N :
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5 Place cover on drum and attach securely to drum with drum
'

closure clamp.

6. Tare dmm and pallet on scales and place end of cement
hose in large bung hole in drum cover.

7 Perform Steps Nos. 3 through 7 in Section V-L of 0.I.
No. 504L1, RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTDI - LIQUID
WASTE DISPOSAL, except in Step No. 5, weigh about
350 lb of cement into drum.

NOTE: It is expected that the actual number of inciner-
ator batches of ash and the weight of cement
added to a drum in order to obtain solidifica-
tion of the material in the drum vill be deter-
mined by experiment after the plant is started.

8. Securely tighten all bungs in preparation for transfer;

; of dmm to outside storage area.

C. Disposal of Drums Containing Solidified Radioactive Material

1. Dmma of solidified evaporator bottoms and solidified in-
cinerator ashes are transferred from the Waste Disposal
Building to the outside storage area by means of a fork

a
. lift tmck or a pick-up truck.

: O.
| NOTE: Drums 'of solidified material must be held in the

outside storage area for a sufficient decay
period before shipment, so that the radioactive

;. dose from each drum as determined by a portable
radiation monitor is in accord with all AEC and
ICC Regulations.

.

2. When a sufficient number of drums <*ontaining. adequately
decayed raaioactive material have collected in the

| storage area,.they are transferred from this area,
~

'

loaded on a common carrier, and shipped away without
additional shielding for ultimate disposal in an
approved manner.

NOTE: Before the conraon. carrier leaves the plant, the
external radioactive dose must be determined by-
means of a portable radiation monitor to insure,

that all AEC and ICC Regulations are complied
with for common carrier shipments of radioactive
materials.

_- % -
f' .

| ,
.

l .-
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D. Noncombustible Solid k'aste Materia _1 Disposal

1. Place all small, noncombustible contaminated solid wastes
such as filter cartridges, glass wool, and various small
items of plant equip:ent in 55 gal drums and mix with
concrete such that the dose rate from the drum will meet
ABC and ICC Regulations for common carrier shipment.

2. Iarge items of contaminated non:.ombustible solid waste
material which can not be decontaminated will be suitably
shielded for temporary storage until arrangements for
permanent storage can be made for burial at an AEC approved
disposal area.

VI. Final Conditions

1. Contaminated combustible solid waste has been burned, the ashes
solidified with cemont in drums, and the drums have been
shipped to ultimate disposal.

2. Drums of solidified evaporator bottoms are either in storage in
the outside storage area or have been shipped to ultimate
disposal.

3. Contaminated noncombustible solid waste material is properly
shielded and is either temporarily located in the outsideh, storage area or has been shipped to ultimate disposal point.

,

4

v
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504M

SIRTfDOWN COOLING SYSTEM

I. Ob.iective To provide a safe and efficient method of removing decay
heat from the reactor and reduce main coolant temperature.

II. Conditions

A. Startup

1. Decay heat and main coolant pumping heat are being removed
frcm the main coolant system by use of the steam dump line
to the condenser. Refer to 0.I. No. 504C3, PLANT SHUTDOWN -
SCEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUTDOWN.

2. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Main Coolant System - Shutdown One pump in operation
of Complete System

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504D7)

Pressure Control and Relief System In operation manual
g! (Refer to 0.I. No. 504E) controly

Component Cooling System In operation
(Refer to 0.I. ,No. 504I)

Electrical System In operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504R)

B. Operation

1. Pertinent systems are in the same status as indicated in
Section II-A, Step No. 2 with the following exception:

System status

Main Coolant System - Shutdown All pumps shut down
of Complete System '

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504D7)

C. Removal from Operation

The shutdown cooling system shall be removed from
operation for one of the following reasons:

Sufficient decay heat has been removed and cooling is no longer
) required.

Decay heat removal is no longer desired during plant startup.
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( ') III. Precautions
~

V
1. Maintain the required main coolant system pressure for the main

coolant pump until it is shut down.

2. Shutdown cooling system must be put into operation slowly to
avoid thermal shock.

3 Main coolant pressure =ust be below 300 psi gage and temperature
belov 330 F before the shutdown cooling system is put in operation.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to inis,lation of this 0.I., the check-off list must
be completed by the open tor (s) and signed off.

,

V. Instructions

A. Startur

1. Provide component cooling water to the shutdown cooler.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504I, COMPONSIE COOLING SYSTEM.

2. Start the shutdown cooling pump gland sealing system so that
the sealing system pressure is greater than the pu=p suction

,cy preasure.
V

3 Close the shutdown cooling pump discharge valve.

4. Unlock and open the four, key locked motor operated isolation
valves in sequence from the inlet to the outlet of the st.utdown
cooling system.

5 Start the shutdown cooling pump and adjust its discharge valve
to obtain approximately 50 gpm on the flov indicator.

6. After approximately five minutes, open the discharge valve of
the shutdown cooling pump to full open and check the flow
indicator for approximately 1,000 gpm full flov.

B. Operation

1. Make periodic checks of inlet and outlet temperatures, pump
discharge pressure and flow to assure proper operation of the
shutdown cooling system.

NOTE: Based on the decay heat of a 10,000 hr reactor core,
the shutdown cooling system vill remove decay heat
and reduce the main coolant temperature to approximately
140 F in less than 60 hours.

(D 2. Adjust main coolant system cooldown rate as desired by controlling
'v the component cooling water flow rate to the shutdown cooler.

Refer to 0.I. No. 504I, COMPONEIE COOLING SYSTEM.
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?
i

C. Removal from Operation i

1. De-energize the shutdown cooling pump.
i

2. Close and lock the four key-locked motor operated isolation
valves in sequence from the outlet to the inlet of the

| shutdown cooling system.
1 |
<

; 3 Shut off the component cooling vater to the shutdown cooler.
I Refer to 0.I. No. 504I, COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM.
3

4. Check to assure that all valves to cross connecting systems
are closed.

;

VI. Final Conditions

1. Rhutdown Cooling System has been put in operation.
.

2. Shutdown Cooling System is being maintained in operation.
>

i.

'

3 Shutdown Cooling System has been removed from operat. ion.
;

i
4

~

.
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!
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I

OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 50hN
O.

REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient stanaardized method of
taking the reactor critical, operating at various power
levels, and shutting down the reactor.

| II. Conditions

A. Start Up and Increasing Reactor Load (with boron present in the
Main Coolant System)

1. Preoperational checks have been completed.
,

2. Main coolant pressure and temperature are essentially at
ambient.

3. Main coolant system is in operation per 0.I. No. 50hDh, MAIN
C00IANP SYSTEM -- STARTUP OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

h. Boron is present in the main coolant system and concentration
has been determined by 0.I. No. 50hK1, PRIMARY PLANP SAMPLING
SYSTEM -- MAIN COOIANT SYSTEM.

O 5 the *=rdi= 8 = r tor 1 dei == Prep rea ror Per tio= -
indicated in 0.I. No. 50 hah, PIANT STARTUP -- TURBINE GENERATOR
STARTUP FROM COID CONDITION.

6. The primary water storage tank is filled.

7. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:
Systems status are the same as for 0.I. No. 50hB1, PIANT
OPERATION -- CHANGING REACTOR IDAD.

B. Increasing Reactor Ioad

1. The reactor is criticel with the main coolant system in
operation. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hD6, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM --
RUNNING OPERATION.*

.,

2. The turbine generator is in operation at some reduced load and
steam discharge to main steam header is being used as required.
Refer to 0.I. No. 50hB2, PIANT OPERATION -- INCRFASING TURBINE
GENERATOR IDAD.

9

-
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3. With the exception of the following, all pertinent auxiliary
systems are as indicated unter Section II-A7:

System Status

Purification System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)

C. Decreasing Reactor Inad

1. The reactor is critical vit,b the main coolant system in opera-
tion. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D6, MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - RUNNING
OPERATION,

2 The turbine generator is in operation. Refer to 0.I. No. $04B3,
PIAM OPERATION - DSCREASING TURBINE GDIERATm LOAD.

3. With the exception of the following, all pertin..nt auxiliary
systems are as indicated under Section II-A7:

System Status

Purification System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504H)

D. Scheduled Rea; tor Shutdown
O

Conditions are the same as for 0.I. No. 504C1, PLANT
SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED REACT m SHUTDOWN.

E. Reactor Cooldown

. Conditions are the same as for 0.I. No. - 50402, PIAR
SHUTDOWN - REACTm C00LDOWN.

III. Precautions

It'should be.noted that the safety rod group mast.be with-
~ drawn for safety protection whent

_. Main Coolant System Temperature is being reduced.i

Main Coolant System Boron Concentration is being reduced.
, Reactor is in Hot Standby Condition.

A. Start Up and Increasing Reactor Load (with boron present in the
main coolant system) -

~1. ' Qualified personnel must be. stationed at the control board
at. all times when the scram breakers are closed, when

-boron removal procedures are in'. progress, or when boron-
concentration does not meet full cold shutdown requirements.

.

.
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2. A MMmm control rol position fo~ criticality has been calculated.
O

-

4 g
D 3. Criticality shouhi be anticipated at av time when control rods

aro bcing withdrawn, whan bo.on is being renoved from the main
coolant system, or when syst >m temperaturo is decreasing.

h. Continuously monitor tho thc loval and startup rate. Bo
prepared to initiato a mnual ceram for any unplanned or
uncontrolled incroaca in fl're levol.

5. Any plant cht.nges which produce a sudden lowering of reactor
water temperaturo (of the order of 100F) mst be avoided while
the reactor is approaching criticality or is critical at low

i
'power levels.

6. If, while incroaaing turbino sonorator load, the pressurizor
level falls below 60 in. or if the prassuro fe.11s below
1,900 psi gage, the loc. ding oporation must be halted until manual
or automatic control can ro-establish level to 120 in. plus or
minus 10 in. and pressure to 2,000 psi gage plus or minus 30.
Refer to 0.I. No. 50hE, FRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM
and 0.I. No. 50hF, CHARODO AND V0UJMS CONTROL SYSTEM.

7. In the process of heating the nain coolant system, pressurizer
level arx1 tonporature mst be maintained in accordance with
0.I. No. 50hE, FRESSURE C0!RROL AND PELTEF SYSTEM.

(n'
j 8. Auto rod control av be used whencier the plant is at a base

load abovo 15 IWo ano ::hould be used as follows: j
,

a. Controlling Rod wonp_Abovo 12"

Select auto rod control.
Select the controlling rod group.

b. Controlling Rod Graup Bal<u 12"

Select auto red c atrol.
Select the rod gic p vnich has the previous
group withdrawn in the program sequence.

c. There ara no restrictions on the use of auto
rod centrol at the upper and of group travel
now that auto rod withdrwal has boon removed. i

!

All scheduled rod motion should be made using manual
rod control. The auto rod incertion contrcl is
intended only to provide innediate rod insertion in
the event that an unernocted plant t.cnsient resulted i

in a suddon increase in Tave +

V

!

l
;
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f'; 11. On completion of Step No.10 and establishment of 10% power
d level, reset power level scram settings from 25% to 120%

power.

12. Check that scram circuits for turbine trip, low pressura, and
loss of flow are energized ard permissive relay light is off.

13. Turbine can proceed to power. T is to be maintained byavg
operation of the controlling rod group. Power level will
be determined by steam load. Refer to 0.I. No. 504B2, PLANT
OPERATION - INCREASING TURBINE GENERATOR LOAD.

14. Continuously monitor main coolant Tavg, pressure, and power
level.

B. Increasinc Reactor Toad (no boron present in main coolant system)

1. During reactor load increase, monitor neutron level continuously.

2. As reactor load is increased, T vh.is to be maintained by opera-a
tion of the controlling rod grou Power level will be de-
termined by turbine steam load Refer to 0.I. No. 504B2, PLANT
OPERATION - INCREASING TURBINE GENERATOR LOAD.

3. Continuously monitor main coolant Tavg, pressure, and power level.
/h

V C. Decreasing Reactor Ioad

1. During reactor load decrease, monitor neutron level continuously.

2. When decreasing load below 15 mw, check that turbine trip, low
pressure and low flow scrams are by-passed and that permissive
relay light is on.

3. As reactor load is decreased, T
tion of the controlling rod grouh.is to be maintained by opera-av

Power level will be deter-
mined by the turbine steam load. Refer to 0.I. No. 504B3,
PLANT OPERATION - DECREASING TURBINE GENEPATOR LOAD.

4. Continuously monitor main coolant Tavg, pressure, and power level.

D. Scheduled Reactor Shutdown

1. Check that the reactor ie on manual control.

2. Check that, at a loading of below 15 mw, the turbine trip,
low pressure and low flow scrams are by-passed and that the
permissive relay light is on.

3. Reset power level scrams from 120% to 25% of nominal full power.

.
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B. Incressing Reactor Ecad

1. Same as Al
2 Same as Ah
3. Same as A5
h. Same as A6
5. Same as AB

i C. Decreasing Reactor load

1. Same as Al
2. Same as Ah
3. Same as A5
h. If, in the process of decreasing turbine generator load, the

pressuriser level rises above 150 in., or if the primary plant
pressure exceeds 2,280 psi gage, the unla=Mna operation sust
be halted until manual or automatic control can re-establish
level at 120 in. plus or minus 10 in. and pressure to 2,000 psi
gage plus or minus 30. Refer to 0.I. No. 50kE, PRESSURE CONTROL
AND RELIEF SYSTEN and 0.I. No. 50kF, CHARGING AND VOIDE CONTROL
SYSTEM.

5. Same as A8

D. Scheduled Reactor Shutdown
i

1. Same as Al
2. Same as Ah

O 3- s 25
h. Same as Ch
5. Same as A8

E. Reactor Cooldown

'
: 1. Same as Al

2. Same as A3
3. Same as Ah
h. Same as A5
5. In the process of cooling the main coolant system, pressuriser

Isvol and temperature must be maintained in accordance with
0.I. No. 50kE, PRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM.

-IV. Check-Off List

Prior to initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list naast be

completed by the operator (s) and signed off. The cheek-off list anst
indicate that the reactor control equipurnt and plant systems are in
proper condition.

V. Instreetions,

NOTE: Refer to 0.I. No. 50hA1, PIANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FRGt
COID CONDITION, 0.I. No. $0bA2, PLANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP
FROM HDr STANDBY, 0.I.- No. 50hA3, PLANT STARTUP - RBCTGt STARTUF

.

FOLIGdING SCRAM CGIDITION, or 0.I. No. 50kB1, PIANT OPEATION -- -
CHANGING REACTOR IO&D, as applicable.

A.' Startup and Increasing Reactor Ioad (with baron present in the main
coolant system)
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1. Commence programmed rod motion as per rod program schedule. -

NorE: In commencing a programmed rod withdrawal, the safety
control group will be withdrawn to the safety posi-
tion. This safety group position is such that rod
worths are at a maximm value, as well as making
possible more accurate nuclear instrumentation
monitoring.

2. During rod withdrawal, monitor startup rate and neutron level
continuously. Do not exceed 1 decade per minute startup
rate. Make frequent checks between secondary rod position
indicators for correlation and to assure that all rods in
the group are moving.

3. Continue intermittent programmed rod withdrawal until a start-
up rate of approximately 0.5 decade per minste can be main-
tained with no rod motion. At this point suspend rod motion
and report reacter critical.

4._ When neutron level indicates 10 000 counts per second on
source range instruments, switch the start up rate selec-
tor switch of the highest reading channel to intermediate
range.

q- 5._ When both source range instruments indicate 10,000 counts per
Q second, switch second startup switch to intermediate range.

6. As intermediate range power level passes 10-9 amp, note that
the BF high voltage is automatically deenergized.

3

7. When intermediate range power level reaches 10-7 amp, insert
controlling rod group until'zero startup rate is achieved
and can be maintained.

8. Advise plant personnel that the reactor is critical at a
power level of 10-7 amp and ready to proceed range.

9. Proceed to power range and maintain a power level consistent
with permissible plant. heat up rate. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D4,

. MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - STARTUP OF COMPLETE SYSTEM. If the re-
actor is at nominal temperature and pressure proceed to Step
No. 10.

10. Maintain T of 514.F at the req ; red power level by operation
-oftheconEollingrodgroupwhileturbine'isbeingvarmedupa

and/or a minimm power. level is established._ Refer to 0.I.
No. ~504A4,- PIANT STARTUP - TURBINE GEIERATOR STARTUP FRCH COLD

E CONDITION ~ or 0 I. No. 504A5, PIANT STARTUP - TURBINE GENERATOR
STARTUP FRCH HOT CONDITION.

h).

. . . . .. _.
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OPERATING INSIFJJCTION NO. 50ho

i
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

I. Objective To provide a method of energizing and operating the nuclear
instrumentation system to detect the reacuor neutron flux
in the neutron shield tank and provide the necessary indi-
cating, alarm and control signals for the operation and
protection of the reactor.

II. Conditions

1. The instrument A-C vital bus is energized.

2. The nuclear instrumentation system has been calibrated and tested
according to manufacturer's instructions.

-III. Precautions

1. 'The BF3 high voltage must be de-energized at flux levels greater
than 2.5 x loh nv at the BF3 detectors corresponding to 105 counts
per second.

2. At all times when the flux level is less than 105 counts per second,
the source-range signal of one BF3 channel must be recording on
the nuclear recorder.

/N 3. The temperature of the neutron shield tank should not exceed a
d temperature to cause the BF3 detector to reach 175 F.

h. The following minimum startup instrument requirements must be mets

a. Two - source range channels )
b. Two intermediate range channels) Startup Rate Protection
c. _ Three power range channels (Automatic high level scram).

5. The following minimum operating instmment requirements must be mets

a. Four detectors which omvide automatic high level scram protection.

NOTE: There must be one detector in each of the three radial
positions and these must provide automatic high level
scram protection.

b. (1) In a condition where one upper or one lower power range
channel is inoperative, the reactor can continue to be
operated at the existing power level provided no major rod
program change is carried out and provided the power range
high level scram protection.is set for single channel oper-
ation for the group containing the failed channel.

(2) In a c'ondition where two power range channels are inoperative,
the reactor can continue to_ be operated at the existing
power level provided no major rod program change is carried

-p out and provided the power range high level scram protection
%f. is set for single channel operation on both the upper and

lower groups.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____-_______________)
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4. Advise turbine operator to proceed to turbine shutdown. Once
turbine is tripped, place reactor control switch to "All Rods
In" position. Refer to 0.I. No. 50403, PLANT SHUTDOWN -
SCHEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUTDOWN and 0.I. No. 50401, PLANT
SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUTDOWN.

5. When power level has decayed to 10~9 amp, note that source
range high voltage is reenergized.

6 Continue rod insertion until au rods are fully inserted,
except safety control group which are in the safety posi-

*
tion.

7. Note source range reading after decay has leveled out and as-
certain that the two point recorder is recording this in-
dication.

t

8 Reactor is in hot standby condition. Continue to monitor

neutron level, Tavg, and system pressure.

E. Reactor Cooldown

1. Withdraw the safety control rod group to safety position.

2. During-a scheduled reactor cooldown and boron addition,
from hot standby condition, continuously monitor neutron

( level and be prepared to manually scram the reactor.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504C2, PLANT SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULE REACTOR
C00LDOWN.

3. Insert the safety control rod gr ip to full in position (0")
when the temperature and pressure of the system reach final
lower values.

4. Actuate manual Scram Button.

5. Take adequate precautions to prevent closing of scram breakers
by racking them out and locking them in test position.

,
'

VI. Final Ccaditions

1. For A, B and C, the reactor is critical at the required power-
level.

2. For D,'the reactor is suberitical and is being maintained in
-a hot standby condition.

3. For E,- the reactor is suberitical with all control rods fully
inserted.

f
-

u__
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IV. Check-off List

1. Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list must be
completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

2. Ensure that the nuclear instrumentat, ion is energized by use of
appropriate switches at the A-C vital bus control cubicle and
in the nuclear instrumentation cabinets.

NOTE: The source-range BF3 channels should normally be energized
at all times when a core is in the reactor vessel and the
intermediate level meters read less than 2 x 10-9 amp.

3. Check that the equipment is in the following condition:

a. All eight channels are operating and functioning
properly.

b. Startup Rate Alarm set at 1.0 decade per minute.

c. Rods Stop Signal set at 1.3 decades per minute.

d. Startup Rate Scram set at 5.2 decades per minute.

e. Power Level Scram set at 25% of full power by means of
3 the Low Level Scram Set Switch.<

f. Both Startup Rate selector switches are in the Source-Range,

position.

g. The Nuclear recorder is monitoring one of the two Source-Range
channels (counts per second) and one of the two Intermediate-
Range channels (log level).

V. Instructions

1. Allow equipment to warm up at least four hours before attempting
calibration.

2. Monitor the source level, intermediate level and startup rate
meters continuously during the startup operation. Refer to
0.I. No. 504N, REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM.

3. When the neutron level indicates between 104 and 105 counts per
second on the source level meters, switch the startup rate
selector switch of the highest reading channel to its correspond-
ing intermediate-range position.

,

[D
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4. When both intermediate level meters show an indication of flux,
O* switch the second startup rate switch to its corresponding

internediate-range position.

5. As the intermediate level meters pass the 2 x 10-9 amp reading,
note that the IF 3 high voltage is disconnected automatically by
observing that the Hi-Voltage red lights are off and the source
level meters go to a mini =nm indication.

6. After the turbine has reached 15 mw, the low level scram set
switch on the nuclear instrumentation panel should be placed
in the off position.

7. After a power run, if turbine is being shut down, the power level
scram should be reset to 25% of full power (low level trip set)
as the turbine power goes below 15 mv load. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504N, REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM.-

8. During a reactor shutdown or scram, note that the EF3 high voltage
is turned on autonaticall
read below 2 x 10-9 amp. y when the intermediate level meters

9. During a reactor shutdown or scram, turn the two startup rate
selector switches to source-yange position when the source
level meters read between 104 and 105 counts per secord.

VI. Final Conditions

The nuclear instrumentation system is energized and operating.
-The appropriate signals are continuously indicated on the nuclear section
of the main control board.

v
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504P

RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM

I. Objective To provide a means of placing the radiation monitoring
system in service and establishing normal operating
limits in order to detect, compute, and indicate the
radiation level at various plant locations.

II. Conditions

1. Suitable power supply is available to the radiation monitoring
*

system.

2. All channels of the' radiation monitoring system have been
calibrated and tested.

III. Precautions

In order to maintain detector sensitivity:
,

The temperature atithe primary vent _ stack detector should not
exceed 200 F. .

' The temperature at the component cooling water detector should '
s - not exceed 300 F.

The temperature at the steam generator leak detectors should
not' exceed 250 F.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to t,he initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list
must be ccrupleted by the operator (s)' and signed off.

V. Instiructions

A.-Vapor Container Air Particle Detector

,' l. Turn on the power switch and the' pump switch.
I

2. Establish and maintain the following _ conditions:
'

An air flow rate of 1 cfm'

A filter. paper speed of 1 inch per hour

, - The alarm set point at 1,500 counts per second' - :I-

' '__
.

_ A computer-indicator reading of 500 counts per second _when
I

p the ' calibration source'is moved in- front of the detector head

.

,
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B. Primary Vent Stack Detector

-A
(j 1. Turn on the power switch.

2. Establish and maintain the following conditions:

The alarm set point at 3 counts per second

A computer-indicator reading of 1,000 counts per second
when the calibrating signal is fed into the calibration
signal input jack

CAUTION: Check vapor container temperature before any
release of gases through the primary vent stack.

C. Component Cooling Water Detector

1. Turn on the power switch.

2. Establish and maintain the following conditions:

The alarm set point at 100 counts per second

A computer-indicator rec. ding of 1,000 counts per second
when the calibrating signal is fed into the calibration
signal input jack

fl D. Steam Oenerator Leak Detectors
V

1. Turn on the power switches.

2. Establish and maintain the following conditions for each

detector channel:

The alarm set point at 100 counts per second

A computer-indicator reading of 1 ~00 counts per second when
the calibrating signal is fed into the calibration input jack

A min 4-m flow of 0 5 gpm through a hold-up tank

E. Air E.iector Effluent Detector

1. Turn on the power switch.
.

;2. Establish and maintain the following conditions for

each detector channel:

The alarm set point at 3 counts per second

A computer-indicator reading of 1,000 counts per
second when the calibrating signal is fed into

p the _ calibration signal input jack
LJ
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F. Recorder,g
O

1. Connect the following computer-indicator output signals
to the 10 point multi-channel reconier:

The air particle detector

The primary plant stack .letector

The component cooling water detector

The steam generator leak detectors

G. Alants

1. During nomal operation, if any of the alams are>

actuated refer to E.I. No. 505B13, PRIMARY PIR4'T -
EXCESSIVE RADI0 ACTIVITY ISVEL.

.

VI. Final Condition'

The radiation ronitoring system is under nonnal operating
conditions.

_

v

|
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504Q

O
VAPOR CDNTAINE AWOSPHaE CO',7ROL SYSTDG

-A. LEAKAGE RATE DETECTION

! I. Objective To provide an efficient method of detemining the vapor
container leakage tightness i=nediately after closure
of all cpenings and subsequent leakage testing during

.'

,

1 operation.

| II. Conditions

! 1 The vapor container has been subjected to field acceptance tests
.; and has passed these tests as called for in Section 231.

; 2. The personnel hatches, equipment hatch, auxiliary manholes,
! piping, electrical and ventilating penetrations have been

closed.

3. The service air system is in operation and 80 psi gage air is
available from the service air header.

I III. Precautions

1. All personnel must. be out of the vapor container.

2. When adding air into the vapor container, care must be taken
not to inject more air than allowed per curve A on page

' 504Q:2 for the average temperature conditions within the
'

vapor container.

IV. Cheek-off List

Prior to initiation of this 0.I. all equirnent within
the vapor container requiring manual adjustment or checking must
be lined up for power operation. See s rstem diagram on page
504Q 3. These ares

,

1. Open block and by-pass valves around the differential pressure
; recorder and the U-tube manometer. The instruments should

read zero.

2. Close both the block valve on the outlet of pressure trip valve
and the by-pass valve around air meter.

| 3. Open the appropriate trip valves and adjust the pressure reduc-'

ing valve, so that pressure'indicater reads 2.5 psi gage,
i

4. Record the register reading on the air-meter.4

(Q
'.

/
i

I
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LEGEND
ITEM D ESCRIPTION

,'
'

F 1-205 DISPLACEMENT TYPE GAS METER
DIRECT READING - CUBIC

/ FEET AND TENTHS
,

DPR-2OI DlFFERENTIAL PRESSURE RECORDERg ' '' ' " ' O-20" RANGE

fM703 I~3 ma u m mum, , , , , .

,' 3
SECTIGBOV PCV-206 A PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE

iARGING OUTLET PRESSURE 10-15 PSIG7LOOR SULB [
.

PT V-206 B PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE\ OUTLET PRESSURE 70"H O GAGE2

' # \ erv-zoi eaessuac Taie va've To c'ose
N ABOVE 100" HzO GAGE

TYPICAL
,

BELOW |

2OPPER CHARGING
QN3 FLOOR

TYPICAL Ar RING PLATFORM
ELEVATION llO l'-O"

|

|
t

! VAPOR CONTAINER LEAKAGE RATE
|

| DETECTION SYSTEM DIAGRAM
:

I
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V. Instructions

f] 1. Determine average air temperature inside the vapor container by
,

the temperature indicator.

2. Determine vapor container pressure at average temperature from
curve 504Q:2.

3. Add air to vapor container until value for step V.2. is reached.
Air added in this step is equivalent to a vapor container internal
pressure of 33 in. Hg abs when tcperature is at 120 F.

4. Record the indicated vapor container pressure. Add 3 in. H O air2
pressure to the closed system.

NOTE: Leakage out of the vapor container will be indicated by
an increase in differential pressure above 3 in. H O2
on the U-tube =anometer.

CAUTION: M6teorological conditions will cause a reading devia-
tion in the differential pressure and =ust be disre-
garded. A continuous rise in the differential pres-
sure at the more stable predawn hours will indicate
more accurately leakage conditions.

5. Check the differential pressure reading every 2 hr for the first
24 hr. Estimate the per cent air loss for the 24 hr period using
the formula for per cent air loss.m

6. If.necessary, add air through the gas meter until the differential
. pressure reading reaches 3 in. H 0. Record the registered reading2
on the air meter before and after the addition of air.

CAUTION: Leak rate must not exceed 860 ft3 in any 24 hr period.
Air must be added only in predawn hours.

7. After initial 24 hr check, record differential readings every 8 hr.

8. More frequent checks of the differential air needed if a sharp rise
in the differential reading on the manometer is not accompanied by

'

a rapid fall in the ambient air te=perature.

9. IMely sources of leakage should be checked if excessive leakage
(more than 0.5 in, per 24 hr) from the vapor container is apparent.
These are: 1) personnel hatch seals, 2) air purge valve open,
3) air particle monitor, 4) vapor container drain lines to drain
tank. These leaks need to.be clininated or plant shutdown condi-
tions initiated.

- VI. Final Conditions

Continuing test and pressure conditions are maintained inside
the. vapor container in relationship to the internal' temperature accord-

' () ing to curve 504Q:2. If necessary, air, corrected for temperature and
'' pressure conditions,.is added through the air meter to retain the same

reading on the differential pressure recorder as indicated at the start .
of the test.

. . .
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.

B. RECIRCULATION AND COOLING i
-

' I.- Objective To provide a safe and efficient method to startup,
operate to remove heat from the vapor container

"

atmosphere, and shut down the system.

II. Conditions

1. Operation is normally required if the outdoor air temperature
j is above.50 F.

. 2 . Vapor container cooler booster pumps are ready for startup.

| 3. ' Valves on supply and discharge side of coolers are closed.
.

~

4. Trip valve in cooling water discharge header is open.

j 5. ' Service water system in normal. operation.

III. Precautions
4

1. Check that no personnel are working on vapor container air
recirculation fans if vaper container is open. for main--
tenance purposes.

2. Do not run vapor container cooler booster pumps unless
supply'and discharge valves on at ~least one of the

) . coolers are open.
*

3. Valves in lines' supplying steam-toiheating coils are closed.
,

IV.- ' Instructions
,

y. 1. Start at least two air. recirculation fans.

2. Open gate valves'in cooling water supply lines to vapor. con-
t' -tainer air coolers.- '

;
i

! 3. Open globe' valve in cooling water discharge line.of'one of
~

~.' .. -vapor container air coolers. .

; 4. Start vapor container ~ cooler booster pump.-
'

-5.- Permit water to flow through open vapor container cooler water
circuit until air is purged from' circuit.-

't

~

6. Op'en globe valve on second air cooler, close globe. valve on
firstJair-cooler and repeat purging operation..

.7. -Repeat purging operation for all coolers.- Close discharge
globe valves on coolers of fans not in service.'

.
.

.

4

A
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8. Open all globe valves in discharge lines of all coolers to be
- placed in service.

9. Observe bulk air temperatures in various areas of container
on remote reading temperature indicator in control room.

10. Throttle cooling water flow uniformly for each air cooler
circuit to maintain bulk air temperature in any area of
the container below 120 F. Uniformity of adjustment of
water.. flow is indicated by thermometers on cooling water
discharge lines,

11. To shut down recirculation and cooling cycle:

a. Stop vapor-container cooler booster pump.

b. Permit water to drain through globe valves
on cooling water discharge.

c. Close gate and globe _ valves on cooler circuits.

d. Close gate valve at pump discharge,

e. Stop recirculation fans.

NOIE: Alternate operation of vapor container cooler
_ booster pumps periodically to equalize wear.

V. Final Conditions -

Bulk air temperatures inside vapor container. are such that
no further heat removal is; required.

C. ' RECIRCULATION AND HEATING'

I. ' Objective To provide a safe a :d effective means of starting up,
heating the interior of the vapor container, and
shutting down the system.

II. - Conditions

1. Normally the outdoor. temperature is 50 F or lower.
2. Gate valve supplying steam to manifold header is closed.
3 1 rip valve in return header is 'open.T
4. Condensate pumps are ready for startup.
5. . Recirculation fans are ready for startup.

~ III.- Precautions -

1. , If personnel are _ inside vapor container, make certain no one
is working on vapor container air recirculation fans.

Q

.

b -.
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2. Maintain steam pressure downstream from pressure reducing valve
at'15 psi gage. '

3. Do not supply cooling water to air coolers.

IV.. Instructions
.

1. Close hand control valves in steam lines to heating coils.

2. Close valves in drain lines on steam supply lines to heating
coils.

3. Slowly open gate valve supplying steam to steam header.

4. Open gate valves in lines supplying steam to heating
coils.

5. Slowly open hand control valve supplying steam to one bank
of heating coils.

6 Crack trap by-pass valve to purge air from piping and to
dispose of heavy condensate load on startup.

, ' 7. Close trap by-pass valve.

8. Repeat steps 5, 6 and 7 for each bank of heating coils. '

() 9. . Start at least two recirculation fans, in sequence.

10. Observe bulk air temperature in space between internal shield-
ing and vapor container.shell on temperature indicator in
control room.

'

11. Uniformly throttle those hand control valves of the fans in
service, in the steam supply lines to heating coils, to
maintain bulk air temperature -in space between internal
shielding and vapor. container shell above 50 F and below
100 F. Unifomity of valve adjustment may be observed on
pressure indicators downstream from hand control valves.

12. .To shut down heating cycle:

i a. Stop recirculation fans.

.b. Close gate valves.in steam supply lines to heating
coils.

,

t

( c. Close gate valves in line supplying steam to manifold.
i

| d. Open valves in drain lines on steam pipes; to heating
! coils.
|

. V. Final Conditions{v ;
~

. Bulk air -temperatures .inside vapor container are such that
no further heat addition is required..

I

:

. -, _.
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D. INTUINAL AIR FILTRATION
A
U I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of starting up,

operating, and shutting down the internal air filtra-
tion system to control primarily the vapor container
air borne particulate activity of iodine-131 and
strontium-90,and also other fission products.

II. Conditions

1. Vapor container access openings and purge system butterfly
valves are closed.

2. At least two vapor cor.tainer air recirculation fans are in
operation.

3. Radiation monitor. for vapor container air borne particulate
matter is in nornal operation.

4. Vapor container atmosphere air borne particulate activity
is above tolerance.

5. Internal air filtration fans are ready for startup.

III. Precautions

1. Do not run internal air filtration fans during dusty con-
struction or maintenance operations.

2. Radiation monitor for vapor container air borne particulate
matter must be capable of accurately indicating radiatien
levels.

3. During scheduled plant shutdowns, observe resistance across
pre- and after-filters of each assembly. Replace filters
on which activity has decayed to safe levels if the resist-
ance exceeds the following values:

c

Prefilter 1.5 in. water gage
Afterfilter 2.5 in. water gage

IV. Instructions

1. Start one or two internal air. filtration fans, depending
upon vapor containeriactivity level.

2. Alternate operation of internal air filtration fans so
that the unit with the most running tine.can be stopped
for a period of decay time before schedule.d filter
change.

[v .
,
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3. Observe particulate activity of vapor container atmosphere on
-

3 radiation monitor. Consult Technical Services representative
/ for verification.

4. Stop internal air filtration fans when particulate activity of
,4 -- vapor container atmosphere is reduced to a suitable value be-

low the selected tolerpole level.

V. Final Conditions

The vapor container air borne particulate activity is
below the wrfmm allowable level and allows initiation of pur2-
ing system operation, if required.

: E.' PURGING

I.: Obiectivo To provido a safe and efficient method of purging tLe
vapor container atmosphere to allowable air borne
activity levels before permitting personnel to enter
the vapor container.

II. Conditions

1. Main coolant system is depressurized.

2. Air borne iodine and strontium activity within the vapor con-
- tainer have been reduced to tolerance. levels by operation

b"- of the internal air filtration system as described in
'

Paragraph D.

3. Radiation monitor at stack discharge is in normal operation.

N. - At least two vapor container air recirculation fans are in
operation.

5. Purge exhaust fan;' butterfly valves and by-pass valve are
ready for operation.

-III. Precautions

1. The equipment: hatch and one. door 'of the vapor container
personnel hatch must:be closed until purging operation
has= reduced the internal air borne. activity to allowable
levels. Refer to Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND
SAFEIT.

1

Personnel entering the vapor container.during the purging
operation must wear protective clothing and face masks.

2. Cross connection.between purgo exhaust fan and exhaust fan-
for contaminated area of the Primary Auxiliary Building
shall be closed'.

; I) -
.v

, - . , . , .
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3. Radiation monitor at stack discharge must be capable of accurately
(] indicating radiation levels.
v

4. When the outdoor te=perature is below 50 F, the purge supply air
shall be heated to 50 F by adjusting the valve in the steam
supply piping to the purge air heating coils.

5. When the cutdoor air temperature is below 32 F, the neating
cables on the butterfly valves at the vapor container are in
operation to prevent ice formation at the valve seats.

IV. Instructions

1. Open butterfly damper in dilution air duct.

2. Start purge air exhaust fan.

3. Open 8 in, by-pass valve at vapor container slightly.

4. Open butterfly valve in supply duct to vaper container slightly.

5. Observe activity of stack effluent which must be below the maxi-
mum permissible concentration. Refer to Sections 209, RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM and 507, RADIOLOGICAL IEALTH AND
SAFEIY. ,

6 Continue opening butterfly valve in supply duct to vapor con-,,s() tainer until vide open.

7. Continue onening by-pass valve, maintaining activity of stack
effluent below maximum pemissible concentration.

8. Close by-pass valve completely after vide open position has
been attained and then open butterfly valve in purge air ex-
haust ' duct slightly, keeping activity level of stack effluent
below tolerance.

9. After butterfly valve in purge air exhaust duct has attained
wide open position, open by-pass valve, keeping activity of
stack effluent below tolerance.

10. When both valves in the purge air exhaust ducts are vide open,
close butterfly valve in dilution air duct, keeping activity
of stack effluent below tolerance.

V. Final Conditions

Air borne activity of vapor container atmosphere hea
reached allowable levels for hu=an occupancy without the use of
gas or fresh air masks.

,,

G
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OPERATING INSTRUCTICU NO. 504R1

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
120 VOLT A-C VITAL BUS SYSTEM

I. Objective To provide a firm single phase alternating current
supply for radiation monitors, FN nuclear instru-
ments, pressurizer instruments, main coolant in-
struments and various process instruments.

NOTE: The 120 y a-c vital bus is energized from
the battery source through an inverter.

II. Conditions

A. . Normal Operation

1. The vital bus is normally fed from the inverter which
is operated off of the battery.

B. Maintenance

1. During maintenance of inverter equipment, the vital
bus will be fed from the plant alternating current
bus.j. n-

U
III. Precautions

-Manual transfer from inverter to reserve supply causes
amplifiers to drop out unless the reserve supply is paralleled
with the inverter before the inverter is taken out of service.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off
'

list must be completed by the op'erator(s) and signed of f.

| V. -Instructions
i

| A. Normal Operation

|
l. With load removed, close direct current motor contactor.'

| 2. Adjust generator voltage at 120 y and frequency at ,

| 60 cycles.
i

H 3. Close inverter air circuit breaker to vital bus and air
j circuit. breakers to various instrumentation feeders.

'

4. Adjust voltage and frequency, if required.
OV

|
|'
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B. Maintenance

1. Check voltage and frequency of inverter.
3

e

2. Check voltage of reserve supply.
.

3. Adjust inverter frequency, if required.
i

4. Synchronize inverter with reserve supply.

5. C1cse reserve air circuit breaker.
,

,,

6. Open inverter air circuit treaker.
!1

7. Trip direct current acter contacter of inverter.
1 ,

1

VI. Final Conditions
t<

Operation of instrunentation is secure from either1
'

supply.
; .

e
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504R2

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
125 VOLT D-C SYSTEM

I. Objective To furnish reliable direct current power to control
boards, switchgear for breaker operation, emergency
lighting, rod drives, nuclear instrumentation,
generator emergency seal oil pump, and emergency
turning gear oil pump.

!

II. Conditions

1. Each battery operates independently with its own charger.

2. A bus tie manually operated switch is provided in order to
continue operation of the battery system during mainte-
nance of a battery charger.

III. Precautions

1. The battery chargers should not be paralleled.

2. Batteries should be kept in a fully charged condition
at all times due to the emergency services that may

O ae i=Pe ea e= them vitac=t r=i=s-
,

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off list
=ust be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

1. Check battery voltage and specific gravity,

2. Check charging rate.

VI. Final Conditions

Batteries vill be kept fully charged with the battery
chargers carrying station load plus charging load and the battery
discharge on peak loads will be kept to a min 4==.i

O
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CPERATING INSTRUCTION NO. 504R3
O
V

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
STATION POWER SYSTEM

I. Objective To provide a safe and proper method of operation of
station power system to insure a reliable alternating
current supply for station auxiliaries during start-
up, normal operation, and shutdown.

NOTE: Where equipment is indicated by number in the
following, refer to drawing No. 9699-FE-1B,
Schematic Diagram - Meters, Relays &
Synchronizing, included in Section 226.

II. Condition

A. Startup
.

1. 115 kv line energized and 115 kv oil circuit breakers
open.

2. 2,400 v bus sections Nos. 2 and 3 energized via respective
. station service transformer Nos. 2 and 3.

3. 480 v bus sections Nos. 5-2 and 6-3 energized via
(,,) respective station service transformer Nos. 5 and 6.
v

,

4. 2,400 v bus section No. 1 energized from either section
,

No. 2 or No. 3.'

5. 480 v bus section No. 4-1 energized from either section
No. 5-2 or No. 6-3.

B. Normal Ooeration

;{ l Same as Step No. 1 under Section II-A except 115 kv
'

oil circuit breakers closed.

2. Same as Step No. 2 under Section II-A.
,

!

3. Same as Step No. 3 under Section II-A.

4. 2,400 v bus section No. 1 energized via station service
transformer No. 1.

5 480 v bus section No. 4-3 energized via station service
transformer No. 4.

C. Shutdown

^

gg All items the same as Section II-A except 115 kv oil
circuit breakers may be closed under dispatcher's orders after'

,_,

unit is cleared frem 115 kv bus in order to make tie between
i lines.
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III. Precautions

' 1. Under conditions of Section II-A and C, select station
auxiliaries so that load will be distributed between
transformers Nos. 2 and 3 as permitted by the particular
operating condition.

2. Under no conditions shall the 115 kv system be connected
through the 2,400 v or 480 v bus by means of their bus
tie breakers, when either or both of the 115 kv oil
circuit breakers are open.

3. Plant operator should utilize all visual indication provided
such as am.eter, voltmeter, operating lights, and control
switch target so as to be aware at all times of the physical
condition of the electrical system.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this 0.I., the check-off
list must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

! _

Accepted switching procedure vill be employed vbile
;

_

. erforming any manual switching operation associated with thep
; n 115 kv lines or bus, transformers, 2,4C0 v and 480 v buses, and
; \, ,/ phasing of the generator to the system. . The plant operator
L will vrrk in conjunction with Dispatching Department of the Kev
f England Electric System for proper switching procedure en its
: -equipment and for coordinating its operation into the inter-

connected electrical system. The daily load schedule, however,'

vill be determined by Yankee, and all auxiliary equipment using
electrical power from either the 2,400 v or 480.v bus will be
placed in operation by plant personnel in accordance with its
particular plant operating instructions without notifying the
dispatcher.

._ The dispatcher vill be involved on any operation
affecting the condition of the 115 kv system and the procedure
that will be followed is outlined as followst

1.- The plant operator notifies dispatcher of required
operation.

2. The dispatcher will issue a verbal switching.

instruction to be recorded in the log book by
the_ plant operator.

i 3. The plant operator vill carry out instructions and
_'

report back to dispatcher that the operation has
been completed._g

,

-Q),

, _ -
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It is not necessary to cover all the nricus switching

O or cea ree ** * re rea=1rea ror v1 =' overeti = ""t e"1r ta ee
specific instructionsvhich apply for the conditions listed in
Section II.

A. Startun ,

The electrical system has been energized fulfilling
the preceding Step Nos.1, 2,and 3 in accordance with basic
switching procedures.

1. Operator's instructions to energize 2,400 v bus section
No. 1 from bus section No. 2 would be as follows:

a. Check open airbreak IS18 and air circuit breakers
124, 1224 and 1324 and bus dead.

i
b. Check all load disconnected.

c. Close air circuit breaker 1224 synchronizing switch
and check scope voltmeters for bus 2 alive and
bus 1 dead,

d. .Close air circuit breaker 1224 energizing bus 1
and check alive,

e. _Open synchronizing switch.

'
NOTE: Air circuit breaker 1324 may be substituted

for air circuit breaker 1224 in c. and d.
if bus 1 is to be energized from bus 3.

Auxiliary equipment fed from bus 1 can now be placed
in operation in accordance with plant instructions.

,

2. A similar set of operator's instructions as por
Section V-A, Step No.1 would' cover energizing the
'480 v bus 4-1 from bus 6-3 or 5-2.-

: B., Normal-Operation

! The turbine generator has been' brought up to speed in
accordance with 0.I. No. -504A4, PLANT STARTUP - TURBINE
GENERATOR STARTUP . FRQ4 COLD CONDITION or 0.I. No. 504A5,

' PLANT STARTUP '- TURBINE GENERATOR START-UP FRCM HOT CONDITION,
and the generator is ready to.assu=o field.

i

i

i.

r

,

%

v
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1. Plant operator will notify dispatcher that generator
j. ~O ie dei 8 re aiea rer Paa 1=c te exetem a 111

initiate the following in conjunction with the
dispatcher's instructions listed in Step No. 2
under Section V-B

,

a. With automatic regulator in manual position and
~ minimum field on main exciter, close field air
,

circuit breaker.

b. Manually adjust field to develop rated terminal
voltage on generator.

c. Place automatic regulator in operation by first
setting in test position to establish balance

j against generator voltage before switching to
auto position.

2. Dispatcher's instructions would be as follows for1

phasing generator to system:

* a. Check oil circuit breakers Z-126 and Y-177 open
and 115 kv bus dead..

.

* b. Close airbreak T1.;
,

| .

c. Close oil circuit breaker Z-126 synchronizing
V cvitch and observe scope voltmeter and balance

, generator voltage'to lins voltage.

-d. Observe scope and close oil circuit breaker.

Z-126 coincident with zero phase displacement
on scope. 'Open-synchronizing switch.

e. Close oil circuit breaker Y-177 synchronizing.,

switch and| observe scope voltmeter and scope.
Voltage variation should not be greater than
5 v-on scale,

i * NOTE: a and-b will be performed prior to applying
'~

field ~on generator.

'

f. .With scope ' steady and displacement not greater'

"

than'10 min close oil circuit breaker Y-177.
j, _

A n synchronizing switch.-
r
' ~ NOTE: Oil circuit breaker Y-177 may be substituted

for Z-126 in a. and b., and' oil. circuit
breaker Z-126 for Y-177.in e. and f. if

' generator is to be phased to Y-177 line.-

'p.
LU

!

I

.
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3. Generator can new assu=e mini =ua load in accordance
with 0.I. No. 5C414 or No. SCLA 5, ar.d at this
point the 2,4CO v bus 1 and 480 v bus 4-1 vill be
transferred to its nornal source.

4. Operator's instructions for transfer of bus 1 to
nornal source would be as follows:

a. Close airbreak IS18 and check station service
transfor=er No. 1 alive.

b. Cloco air circuit br,aker 124 synchronizing
switch and observe scope voltmeter and scope,

c. With scope steady and no displacement, close
air circuit breaker 124-and check for load on
all three phases.

d. Open synchronizing svitch.

e. Open air ci-cuit breaker 1224.

5. Operator's instruction for transfer of bus 4-1 to
nor=al source would be similar to and include only
Step No3 4b. through 4d. since Step No. 4a.
energizes stition service transformer No. 4.

O 6. With this ce=g1eted, the t==bine ce=erater een new be
' loaded in accordance with 0.I. No. 504B2, PIANT

OPERATION - INCF. EASING IURBINE GENERATOR LOAD. As
the unit is loaded, the plant operator shall adjust
r.ain exciter field rheostat to hold proper field

voltage by balancing regulator indicator at zero.
When full lead is reached, main rheostat shall be
adjusted to,give reactive component. required within
established limits and regulator indicator. set to
alight boost by voltage adjustment switch.--

C. Shutdown-

Load vill be decreased to minim m in accordance with
0.I.'No. 04B3, PIANT OPERATION - DECREASING TURBINE CENERATGt
LOAD, and transfer.of 2,400 v bus 1 and 480 v bus 4-1 vill be
~ made. This instruction is applicable to E.I. No. 505C1,
SECONDARY FIANT - EMERGENCY SIPJTDCWN for conditions stated
therein except when entire lcad on unit is dumped.

. ~i-u .

-)
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1. Operator's instructions vould A as follows for
transferring 480 v bus 4-1 to bus 6-3.

a. Check open air circuit breakers 4548 and 4648 and
load on station service transformer No. 6.

b. Close air' circuit breaker 4648 synchronizing switch.

c. With scope steady and no displacement, close air
circuit breaker 4648 and check for increase in
load on all three phases of station service
transformer No. 6.

d. Open synchronizing switch.

e. Open air circuit breaker 448 and check for increase
of load on all three phases of station service
transforner No. 6.

2. A similar set of operator's instructions as per Step No. 1
would cover transfer of 2,400 v bus 1 to bus 2 and would
include deenergizing station service transformer No. 1
by opening airbreak IS18 when all load is removed.

3. Unit nay now be brought to zero load per 0.1. No. 504C3,
PLANT SHUTE 0WN - SCHEDULED TURBINE GE!3RATCR SHUTDOWN

ph -
and 115 kv oil circuit breakers may be tripped by hand.
The generator field breaker shall be hand tripped one

'

minute after the throttle valves are tripped.

4. In the event that system conditions require that the
115 kv oil: circuit breakers be closed during a plant
shutdown, the procedure indicated belov vill be followedt

a. Check Z-126 and Y-177 oil circuit breakers open
and 115 kv bus dead.

-b. Open airbreak T1.
i
'

Turn key in interlock on airbreak T1 to lock openc.
releasing key.

.

d. Insert key in interlock at main control' board and
turn to by-pass position.

e.- Synchronize and close oil circuit breakers 2-126
and Y-177.

~

VI. Final Conditions
~

Plant'is in a condition of either startup, normal-'

operation or. shutdown as indicated-in Section II.i

.
.

.

T = +- - -- - - --n -- - - + - -e- ,- 'ee-
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505 DERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS
7

sosi oturait !O
This section consists of emergency instructions which delineate

operator action to be taken to minimize damage and limit exposure of plant
,

personnel and the public under accident conditions. Fundamentally, the de-
sign of the plant is conservative and equipment is not likely to fail, nor
is it possible for any single equipment failure or operator error to result
in an accident of consequence. However, this section describes the action
to be taken in accidents which involve both equipment failures and operator
errors. These instructions are detailed primarily for control room oper-
ators, since they are stationed at the centralized control room where tele-
metered knowledge about plant conditions is received and where appropriate

'

,

action to control and limit accidents can be taken. Credible accidents,
covered in Section 4, ACCIDEWS AND HAZARDS, of this report, are analyzed
for symptoms and control room action to be taken is then described for each
Case.

Even though the hypothetical accident, also described in Section 4, '

is not considered credible, emergency instructions are included for this
accident. The measures to be taken for protection of property, plant per-
sonnel and the public are set forth in detail.

Emergency instiuctions included herein deal primarily with action !

for accidents that might occur in the nuclear portion of the plant. However,
if a secondary plant accident affects the nuclear plant in such a way as to

O raise questions of safety, the steps to be taken are described. Detailed
v instructions for operator action in accidents resulting from fire, earthquake,

flood, or hurricane are -not included but are discussed briefly here.

Fire at the plant will be handled according to well tried methods*

already established for large steam generating facilities. Actually the high
pressure nuclear reactor plant, fabricated of netals, operated at compara-
ttvely low terperatures, and housed in massive concrete and steel, seems al-4

i
.

n ot incapable of burning. _ However, a fire protection system is installed,
| Section 229, and personnel will be trained to use it in an effective manner.- ;

Emphasis in fire protection training will center on the turbo-generator unit..

Here again, however, steam-tecperatures at tne turbine throttle are low and
,

the . likelihood of fire is reduced. Fires within the plant chain link fence*

will be handled by plant personnel. The Fire Department of the Town of Rowe
vill be notified if a fire is in progress so that areas outside the chain

- link fence can be put on standby observation.
.

I - Earth
$ee Section 3.) quakes in the region of the plant are considered most unlikely.Since plant effects in the event of an earthquake would be

_

unpredictable, no detailed procedure has been written. Operator action would
follow emergency.' shutdown instructions, using whatever additional measures*

seem advisable in the judgment of the trained operator personnel.

Possible floods in the area have been studied for many years in
: conjunction with the highly developed hydroelectric capability of the Deerfu
, .

River. At the Sherman hydroelectric plant, adjacent to the plant site,.the--

-

!

.
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'

! crest of the spillway is at El. 998', the top of removable flashboards at
El.1,002', and the top of the earth dam at El.1,014'. Maximum recorded

O pond elevation over a period of 32 yr occurred during the 1938 flood when
the water reached El. 1,009.58 The plant grade is El.1,0228, 8 ft above

i the top of the dam and 12 5 ft above the highest reconied flood elevation.
All nuclear portions of the plant, the spent fuel storage pit and the new
fuel storage vault are at or above El.1,0228 In addition, both new and
spent fuel storage facilities are arranged for subcriticality even in the
empletely flooded condition. Accordingly, no detailed procedure has been
written for a situation involving flooding of the plant.

Hurricanes and violent vindstorns do occur in the area with a fre-
quency of about one in every 10 yr. A hurricane might cause the collapse of,

1
,

high line towers and result in the Yankee plant being separated from the
transmission system and without auxiliary power supply. This was considered;

in the plant design and emergency instructions are included in this section
which set up the operator action. (See Section 505B2, PRIMARY PLANT - LOSS,

OF IDAD ACCIDENT and Section 505D2, ELECTRICAL SYSTDi - LOSS OF A-C SUPPLT.)
In one very unlikely case a hurricane might cause an interruption of long
duration to the electrical supply to all four coolant pumps. Even in this
case there would be no thermal damage to the core during the initial transient.
Natural circulation will prevent damage to the core and an emergency power

j supply is provided to charge water to the primary and secondary systems if
] the loss of auxiliary power continues for more than an bour.

,

O
'

,

1
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EMEMENCY INSTRUCTION No. 505B1
)
J

| PRIMARY PLANT
EME EENCY SHUIDOWN

Any unscheduled shutdown is considered an emergency shutdown. The
reactor may be shut down under emergency conditions by manually running in,

control mds, as necessazy, to coonlinate with rapid load reduction on the
turbine by manual scram or by automatic scam.

't

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the i

emergency conditions ;
,

Low pressure in the pressurizer and/or alam.
High neutmn flux level in the reactor and/or alam.

: Short reactor period and/or alam,
i Lov main coolant flow and/or alam.

A secondary plant main turbine thmttle valve trip.
*

See E.I. Nos. 505B3 through 505B19 for specific symptoms
relating to particular primary plant emergency conditions that may lead
to automatic reactor scram or manual reactor scram,

O
i

II. T=- diate Action

j A. Automatic Action

1. Whenever the reactor is scrammed, the turbine thmttle valves
trip automatically within 2 sec.

2. When the . turbine throttle is tripped at loads above 15 mw,
th2 reactor is automatically scrammed.;

! 3. When _the turbine throttle valves are tripped, the pressum in
the main steam line will increase.- The turbine steam by-pass
line controls, sensitive to such an increase, will automatically
put this system in operation.

4. Refer to E.I. .Nos. 505B3 through 505B19 for specific automatic,

action expected under particular emergency conditions.

B. Instnanent Check -

Check all instnanents mlative to symptoms observed. -

: O

-
.

l
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C. Manual Action

1 Dnergency reactor shutdown without zwactor scram.

For secondary plant failures where mactor scram and turbine
trip am not used or desired the following actions are taken:

'
Insert reactor control rods, as necessary, to coordinate
reactor shutdown with rapid load reduction on the
turbine generator.

Maintain the main coolant system in a hot standby condi-
tion by turbine steam by-pass to the main condenser,

j 2. Reactor scram and turbine trip.

i Refer to E.I. Nos. 505B3 through 505B19 for specific manual
'

action in the case of reactor scram and turbine trip due
to particular primary plant failures.

III. Subsecuent Action

A.- Procedure

1 Determine the cause of the emergoney. If the cause can be
corrected without requiring primary plant cooldown, maintain

.O ta eri 7 9 * i= a t * aa aitie 811 rer irer
are accomplished..-

2. If the cause of the emergency cannot be corrected without, ,

; primary plant cooldown, commence primary plant cooldown.

B. ' Action S ~ ary

i Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note action (s)
taken and status of the systan after completion of this procedure.

,

o . .

4
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O sasaas"cr 1"stauct2o" ao 5o582

PRIMARY PLANT
IDSS OF LOAD ACClDEhT

A primary plant emergency condition exists only when loss of load
occurs above 15 mv. This results in the following:

Case A - loss of load causing an automatic reactor scram.
Case B - loss of load not causing an automatic reactor scram.

Case 1 - Loss of Ioad Causine an Automatic Reactor Scram

Loss of load and automatic reactor scram will occur infre-
quently. Automatic control of equipment during such operation insures
complete safety and contml of the shutdown.

Failure of tho electrical transmission lines connecting the
plant to the interconnected system or secondary plant equipment may
cause an almost instantaneous loss of load to zem or to plant aux-
iliary load level. An interlock arrangement functions when certain
turbine generator faults occur (with load above 15 mv), causing an
automatic reactor scram. This action prevents pmasurizer safety
valve operation.

Case B - Loss of Load Not Causing an Automatic Reactor Scram

Although extremely improbable, two loss of load conditions
e:cist which can cause loss of plant load but which will not cause an
automatic reactor scrum. These two a n as follows:

(1) If, through some opersting ermr, both main circuit breakers
an opened, load will dzep to auxiliary load lev 01.

(2) If, by some fault on the interconnected system, certain cirs
cuit breakers are caused to open, separating the plant fmm
the interconnected system, load will drop to auxiliary load
level.

The turbine generator manufacturer states that these load
drops will not cause turbine overepeed tripping and, therefore, auto-
matic. nactor scram on turbine tripout would not occur. In some
cases, automatic Imactor scram may be initiated by a loss of main

,

coolant flow condition resulting from condition (2) above.

Operator judgment of plant and system conditions will
dictate whether or not a manual mactor scram should be initiated.

;

i

N
,

-
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N
I. Symotems

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
emergency condition:

Reactor somm alam ir.dication.
Contml rod indicators show all contml mds inserted.
Turbine generator tripout alams indication.
High primary coolant temperature alam indication.
High pressurizer water level alam indication.
Charging pump flow has decreased.
High primary coolant pressure alam indication.
Pressurizer spray is operating.
Pressurizer solenoid operated relief valve is operating.
Reactor power output is substantially greater than the
secondary plant out, t.

II. T= mediate Action

The following actions chould be initiated immediately after
the indication of an emergency condition:

A. Automatic Action

Case A - Loss of Ioad Causing an Automatic Reactor Scram;

1. Reactor is shut down by automatic somm caused by turbine
generator tripout if load is 15 mw or above.

2. Control valve in the steam dump line to the secondary plant
condenser opens when the steam pressure reaches 760 psi gage
if the control valve is set for automatic operation.

.

3. Pressurizer spray is initiated at a pressurizer pressure
of 2,300 psi gage.

4. Steam relief is initiated through the solenoid relief valve
at a pressurizer pressure of 2,400 psi gage.

5. Pressurizer self-actuated relief valves open at pressurizer
pressures of 2,485 psi gage and 2,560 psi gage.

NOTER Pressurizer solenoid relief and safety valves gh dd2
ng1 nomally operate with an automatic scram follow-
ing a large loss of load and turbine tripout.

Case B - Loss of Load Not Causing an Automatic Reactor Scram
.

1. Control valve in the steam by-pass to the secondary plant
condonser opens when the steam pressure reaches 760 psi gage
if the control valve is set for automatic operation.

OV 2 Pressurizer spray is initiated at a pressurizer pressure
of 2,300 psi gage.
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i

b 3. Steam relief is initiated through the solenoid milef valve
at a pressurizer pmssure of 2,400 psi gage.

*

i
; 4. Pressurizer self-actuated relief valves open at pzwssurizer i

i pressures of 2,485 psi gage and 2,560 poi gage, i

NOTE: Pressuriser solenoid relief and safety valves MAZ operato
if a loss of Icad does not trip the turbine and the -

{ reactor does not scram automatically. ;

'
3

B. Instzunent Check
!

*

Case A - Loss of Load Causing an Automa+ic Reactor Scram

i

1. Check the secondary plant steam flow ipstzMents for 5
1 verification of stoppage or large decrease ic steam flow.

2. Check the secondary plant steam temperature and pressure-

: instrunonts for indication of rapidly increasing or

| abnormally high conditions.

3. Check the reactor power level instrunents for indication ;

of a scram condition.
4

'

I Case B - Loss of Load Not Causing an Automatic Naotor Scram

: O Perferm the inst >unent ehee*s as deta11ed in Case i.

| C. Manual Action
i .

;

j Case A - Loss of Losd Causing an Automatic Reactor Scrum
T

'

: 1. Check manual reactor scram cont:o1 to assure that scram
action has taken place.

2. . Open control' valvti in steam by-pass to the secondary plant
condenser, if not opened automatically, in time to prevent
secondary plant safety valves from opening.

'

i

.

Case B - Loss of Load Not Causing an Automatic Pggetor Scram
:

| 'l.. Depending on plant and system conditions, manual scrum of
;

the reactor may.be initiated. ~
>

2 Open contzul valve in steam try-pass to the secondary plant,

condenser, if not opened automaticallyi in time to pre-
. vent secondary plant safety valves f2mm opening.

'
.

:
,

'

,O..
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O 111 Subeeeuent ietie,

A. P meedult

Case A - Loss of Load Causing an Auto atic Raaetor Scram

1 1 Check the reactor alam and shutdown panel to verify the
cause of reactor scram. t

'
2 Detemine the cause of the loss of load condition. If the

cause can be corrected without requiring a plant cooldown,
maintain the primary plant in a hot standby condition.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504D6, MAIN COOLANT SYSIDI-RUNNDIG
OPERATION.

3. If the cause of the loss of load condition cannot be
corrected without requiring a plant cooldown, initiate
pri: nary plant shutdown pmcedures. Refer to 0.I. .

'

No. 504C2, PLAlfr SHWDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN, E.I.
No. 5050, SECONDARY PLANT - EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN AND
TURBINE THHDTTLE TRIP, and 0.I. No. 504D7, MAIN4

COOLANT SYSTDI - SHWDOWN OF COMPLETE SYSTDI.

Case B - Loss of Load Not Causing an Automtic Reactor Scram

1. Detemine the cause of the loss of load condition. If the

cause can be corrected without requiring a plant cooldown,
maintain the primary plant in a hot standby condition.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504D6, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - RUNNING
CPERATION.

2 If the cause of the loss of load condition cannot be
corrected without mquiring e plant cooldown, initiate
primary plant shutdown procedures. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504C2, PLANT SHWDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN, E.I.
No. 5050, SECONDARY PLANT - DIERGENCY SHUIDOWN AND'

TURBINE THROTTLE TRIP, and 0.I. No. 504D7, MAINi

| COOLANT SYSTEM-SHUTDOWN OF CCMPISTE SYSIDI.
i

B. Action Summary

* Case A - Loss of Load Causing an Automatic Reactor Scum

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of
this pacedum.

Case B - Loss of Load Not Causing an Automatic Reactor Somm
,

Complete the survey of the plant squipment and note
; ' action (c) taken and status of the system after completion of

.
this pmcedum.'

L

.
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E!ERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B3 l

*

O
PRIMARY PLAhT
FUEL CLADDING FAILURE

This emergency condition is defined as a major fuel cladding failure i

resulting from a local cladding burnout. The plant design is such that, dur-
ing normal operation, a fuel cladding failure in approximately 1% of the fueli

:,ods can be handled by the purification system in order to maintain safe radic.-'

activity levels in the main coolant system.

I. Symotoms'

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
; emergency condition:

1. Main coolant water impurity. radica:tivity, measured by sampling,
'is above 40 p c* per ec.

2. Operational radiation monitoring alarm may be actuated.

II. Immediate Action

Action must be taken immediately after the emergency condition
. is noticed in order to reduce plant contamination.

A. Automatic Action

Not required.

B. Instrument Check

None.

C. Manual Action

| 1. Attempt to reduce main coolant water radioactivity by operat-
! ing the purification systen at such a flow so as to maintain

water radioactivity below 40 ja.c* per cc. Refer to 0.I.-

No. 504H, PURIFICATION SYSTEM.

2. If the main coolant water radioactivity remains above 40 jac"
per cc for more than 2 hr, initiate plant shutdown; refer to
0.I. No. 504C1, FLANT SHUTD0'iN - SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUTDOWN.

'

, -3. Initiate reactor cooldown; refer to 0.I. No. 504C2, PLANT
! SHUTDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN.

I

" Subject to confirmation.

f

-- .- .
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III. Subseauent Action

Action cust be taken as socn as the main coolant water radio-
activity is reduced below 0.156 jAc per ec.

A. Procedure

1. Sample main coolant water for radioactivity level.

2. If radioactivity level is above 0.156 pc per ec, secure main
coolant system and calculate decay time necessary to reach
tolerable radioactivity level to allow discharge to the
vaste disposal system.

3. Replace the core. Refer to M.I, No. 506E, REACTOR REFUELING.

B. Action Sum ary

Complete the survey of the plant equipnent and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of this
procedure.

ex
i, /

rs
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DERGENCY INSIRUCTION NO. 50534

O
PRIMARY PIA?E
COLD WATER ACCIDEIE

Since the Yankee reactor has a relatively large negative moderator
te=perature coefficient of reactivity, a lowering of te=perature represents
an addition of reactivity. Such a downward te=perature change =ight come
about through opening valves which previously had isolated a coolant loop
containing vater et a te=perature below that of the water in the reactor
core. A credible co=bination of interlock failure with failure to borate
or failure to catch tecperatures leads to the maxinun accident when ec=bined
in the following =anner:

(a) Mechanical failure - 30 F interlock
(b) Operator error - Failure to =atch loop te=peratures

before cutting in an isolated loop

This results in the cutting in of a cold (70 F) borated (950 pp=) loop into
a hot (514 F) critical systen.

I. Sv! r;tc~.s

Any cne of the following =ay be an indicatien of the e=er-
gency condition:

0 1. Cold leg lov temperature alart.

2. Nuclear instrur ent startup rate meter indicates a high
startup rate.

NOTE: Nuclear startup rate reter is in operation only
at power levels less than 10%.

3 Alar =: Nuclear startup rate higher than one decade per
minute.

| h. Neutron flux level indicator indicates an increasing
'

neutron flux level.

5 Sudden increase in the te=peratures of the main coolant,

| in the cut-in loop.

6. Temperature fluctuations of the main coolant in the
operating loop 3.

7 Fluctuations in the pressurizer water level and in the.

cain coolant pressure.

.n,
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II. Imediate Action

Fi A. Autoratic AethnV
Depending upon the magnitude of the accident, the follow-

ing may occu :

1. Reactor may scram due to a high sutron flux level or a
high startup rate.

2. Pressurizer solenoid relief and self-actuated relief
valves may discharge. Pressurizer spray valve may
operate.

3 The feed flow is reduced to the minimum rate.

B. Instrument Check

Check all instruments relative to the symptoms observed.

C. Manual Action

Manually scram the reactor.

III. Subsecuent Action

'A. Procedure

1. Determine if the core has had cladding failure and if
fission products have been released into the main
coolant. Refer to E.I. No. 50533, PRIFARY PIANT -
FUEL CIADDING FAILURE. ;

2. By remote indications at the control board determine
if any apparent damage occurred to the controi rods.
Refer to E.I. No. 505B5, PRIPARY PIANT - MALFUNCTIONING
CONTROL R0D DRIVE (S).

:

; 3 If the cladding or control rods have been damaged,
! initiate reactor cooldown. Refer to.0.I. No. 504C2,
[ PIANT SHITIDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN. If not, return
) to normal operation. Refer to 0.I. No. 504B1, PIANT
j OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD.
i

| B. Actirn Sn=marv
|

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status:of'the system after completion of
this procedure.

n~.

.
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EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION No. 505B5

O
^

'

__
MALFUNCTIONING CONTROL ROD DRIVE (S)

! This emergency is defined as a stuck control rod or rods.
1 The degree of the emergency is dependent on which rod or rods are stuck

since their relative reactivity worths an.i their consequent effects upon
the redistribution of flux and control are the criteria. A stuck rod or
rods in some group other than that which is used for automatic control
will not be evidenced until operational requirements necessitate move-
ment of that group.

j I. Symptoms

1 Any of the following symptoms may be an indicttion of the
emergency condition:

NOTE: During stesdy state operation and for the condition where the
number of stuck rods is less than the number of rod; in the
automatic control group, the only symptom of this condition

'

will be the rod position indicators. If there is a substantial
'

redistribution in flux, it may be evidenced by a disagreement
in power level between the thm e flux power level channels.

For Increasing Load

O e,

\ 1. Primary rod position indications for all rods in a group do
not agree.

2. Decreasing T of main coolant system beyond nomal control range.avg

For Decreasing Load *

1. Primary rod position indications for all rods in a group do
not agree.

|
| 2. . Increasing Tavg of main coolant system beyond nomal control range.

| II. Inunediate Action

NOTE: Since the reactor is under administrative control, only the follow-
,

ing automatic action should occur. As generator load is changed
i and performance of overall plant is surveyed at this time, the

appearance of the preceding symptoms vill alert the operator to
the condition of malfunctioning control rods. If this condition -
is not recognized and proper manual action is not te. ken,
additional automatic action vill occur in that the reactor will
scram, the pressurizer spray will be initiated, and the turbine
vill trip.

- p)u
L

L
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A. Automatic Action

- 0 1- r r i=cre 1=8 1e a, i=cre er ch r81 8 >==> r1 - t

2. For decreasing load, decrease of charging pump flow.

; B. Instrument Check

| Check that all rods in a group are at the same level
'

or that the relation between rods within a group is as programmed.

1 C. Manual Action i-

1. Inunediately cease all turbine load changes and revert to
previous fixed load.,

, . 2 .- If necessary, transfer reactor to manual control.,

3 Further action will be determined by the amount of loss ;

of rod effectiveness. +

; III. Subsecuent Action ;
.;.

A. Procedure'

1. Ccutinue to , operate under nonnal conditions at . previous
fixed power level until further action is deemed advisable.

I

' B. Action Surunma.

i
'

1. Complete the survey of plant equipnent and note action (s)
taken and status of the system after completion of this

; proeddure.
p

!

i

!
!

t-

'

:
I

{

|
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EMERGENCY 15STRUCTICN NO. 505B6 !
3

I PRIMARY PIANT
FAILURE IN REACTOR CONTROL CIRCUIT i

.

NOTE: In taking corrective action, the control rod motion should always be
in program sequence, if possible. Any other control rod motion
should be used only as a last resort.

CASE A - Control Rods Fail to McVe

Since the reactor is under add nistrative control when turbine load *

is being changed, the condition should be observed before there is a low*

pressure scram.

i I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptons may be an indication of this
' energency condition:

For increasing turbine generator load:
,

1. Reactor power level is less than turbine power level.;

2. Iov cold leg te=perature indication. i
L o-
1 3. Lov pressurizer level indication.

4. Low pressure indication on Alarm and Shutdown Panel.

5. Lov pressurizer pressure indicatien. i
"

6. Primary and secondary rod position indicators indicate different
'

rod positions.

! 7. -No rod motion when on autcmatic control above 10% power level
with T outside of dead band.avg

:8 Indication of scram on nuclear section of control board.
i

9. Permissive relay light is on.

For decreasing turbine generator lead

1. Reactor power level is higher than turbine power level. '

2. High hot leg' temperature indication.
e

3. High pressurizer level ~1ndicatibn.

4. High pressurizer pressure indication.

i.
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5. Indication that spray valve on pressurizer is open.

6. Indication that solenoid operated relief valve on pressurizer
is open.

7. No rod motion when on automatic control above 10% power level
with Tavg outside of dead band.

8. Permissive relay light is ON.

II. Inunediate Action

If the load on the turbine is being increased, action must
be taken in approximately 2 to 3 min. Additional automatic action
is not a necessity since the reactor is under administrative control
during a change of lead.

A. Automatic Action

Any of the following automatic actions may occur as a
consequence of this emergency condition:

For increasing turbine generator load:

1. The reactor scrams.

2. Turbine trip.

3. Throttle pressure regulator reduces turbine power.

4. Charging pump goes to mav4=m flow.

5. Pressurizer heaters turned ON.

For decreasing turbine generator load '

l. Sp ay is initiated in pressurizer.

2. Solenoid operated relief valve opens on pressurizer.

3. Safety valves open on pressurizer.

4. Charging pump goes to minimum flow.

B. Instrument Check

1 Permissive relay light.

2. Rod selector switch position.

3. Rods operations selector position.
,Q
'J

t
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4. " Rods Out" and " Rods In" indicating lights.

5 " Rods Out" and " Rods In" signal lights.
;

C. Manual Action
,

'

l. Transfer reactor control to manual, if not already on manual
control.

2. Stop load change until the trouble is corrected.

3. If necessary, transfer to another controlling rod group.

III. Subseauent Action

A. Procedure

The plant may be operated indefinitely with manual
control.

I B. Action Sumnary

Complete the survey of plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of,

this procedure.i

CASE B - Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal Initiated by Circuit Failure

It' remedial action is not tak'en there may be center of fuel melting .
and the pressurizer may be filled and commence water relief from safety valves.
If the reactivity withdrawal rate is fast enough to cause center of fuel melt-

'

ing, reactor high power level scram will be initiated.

-I . Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of this.

emergency conditions

1. Reactor power level is higher than turbine power level.

2. High' hot leg temperature indication.

3. High pressurizer level indication.

4. Indication that spray valve on pressurizer is open.

5._ High pressurizer pressure indication.

-6. Indication that solenoid operated relief valve on pressurizer
is open.

-

.pa

L
'
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r~ 7. Fail safe light and alarm from reactor servo control.

8. High power level scram.

II. Immediate Action

Approximately 10 min is available before the pressurizer
begins water relief. Sufficient automatic signals are available to
permit the operator to take manual control.

A. Autonatic Action

Any of the following automatic actions may occur as a
consequence cf this emergency condition:

1. Spray is initiated in pressurizer.

2. Solenoid operated relief valve opens on pressurizer.

3. Safety valves open on pressurizer.

4. Control rods continue to move out with high Targ.

5. Charging pump goes to minimum flow.

6. High power level scram.
(~'\V B. Instrument Check

Check Tref indicator on temperature sum =ing unit.

C. Manual Action

1 Transfer reactor control to manual.

2. If necessary, transfer to another controlling rod group.

3. If necessary, actuate the "All Rods In" control.

III. Subsoauent Action

A. Procedure

The plant may be operated indefinitely with manual -

control.

B. Action Summary

Complete the sunM c * plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of

*
this procedure.

(~s
L)
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- CASE C - Continuous Control Rod Insertion Initiated by Circuit Failure-

a -

2 If remedial action is not taken, this esndition will lead to a low
[pressure scram.
,

I I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of this '

emergency conditions
i

j 1. Reactor power level is less than turbine power level.

2. Lcw cold leg temperature indication.

3. Low Pressurizer level indication.

4. Low pressure indication en Alarm and Shutdown Panel.

! 5. Low pressurizer pressure indication.

j 6. Fail safe light and alarm from reactor servo control.

7. Primary and secondary rod position indicators indicate different
: rod positions.

8. Primary rod position lights indicate that one or more rods are
out of programing sequence.

L 9. Indication of scram on nuclear section of control board.

II. Immediate Action-

1

: Approximately 3 to 4 min are available prior to a low -

pressure scram. Prompt operator response is required to avoid this.i

:

! A. ' Automatic Action
b

''

Any of the following automatic actions may occur as a
j- consequence of this emergency conditions

.

i

i 1. The reactor scrams.

2. Turbine trip.
|

[ 3. Throttle pressure ragulator reduces turbine power.

' 4. Control rods continue .to move in with low T vg*a

5. - Charging pump goes ' to mari=m flow.
-

;

'6. Pressurizer heaters turned on. '

i O
|
.

b

g ,,y , - - , ,,-.4.-- ~,-,4- , - - - . - - - , -y ,. --- , . - ~ , - - - ,- ,- -- .,,-m-
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(V
'; B. Instru.ent Check

1. Check Tavg indicator on control board.

2. Cheek Trer indicator on temperature summing unit.

C. Manual Action

1. Transfer reactor control to manual.

2. If necessary, transfer to another controlling rod group.

III. Subsequent Action

A. Procedure

The plant may be operated indefinitely wit,h manual
Control.

B. Action Su= mary

Complete the survey of plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of this
procedure.

{,; CASE D - Partial Scram (drop one group of rods)

This will probably cause a low pressure scram, depending on the
worth of the dropped group.

I. Symptoms

Any of the following sy=ptoms may be an indication of this
emergency condition:

1. Reactor power level is less than turbine power level.

2. Lov cold leg temperature indication.

3. Low pressurizer level indication.

4. Low pressure indication on Alarm and Shutdown Panel.

5. Low pressurizer pressure indication.

6. Primary and secondary rod position indicators indicate different
rod positions.

7. Primary rod position lights indicate that one or more rods are
fully inserted.

8. Indication of scram on nuclear section of control board.

- - - - -
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; II. Immediate Action

This case vill probably lead to a low pressure scram. ;

L A. Automatic Action
t

Any of the following automatic actions may occur as a i

consequence of this emergency condition:

1. The reactor scrams.

2. Turbine trip. |

3. Throttle pressure regulator reduces turbine power.
!

| 4. Charging pump goes to ravNm flow.

5. Partial scram (1 group drops).

6. . Pressurizer heaters turned on.

B. Instrument Check

Primary position indicating system lights.

C. Manual Action
'O

Press the scram button.

III. Subseauent Action

A. Procedure

Determine cause of partial scram and make necessary
. repairs.

B. Action Summary

*

Complete the survey of plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of '

this procedure.-

CASE E - Turbine Is Tripped and Reactor Does not' Scram Due to Faulty Control
Circuitry

Pressurizer. vill be almost filled with water and pressuriser and
' steam generator safety valves vill relieve steam.. If feed water is lost, i
there vill be water-relief and eventually boiling in the reactor. ;

;. ;

O
1

, , . ., . . . . _ . .-. - . - . . . . - . ... _ ., . , .-
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$ I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of this
emergency condition:

1. Reactor power lovel is higher than turbine power level.

2. High hot leg temperature indicatien.

3. High pressurizer level indication.

4. High pressurizer pressure indication.

5. Indication that spray valve on prescurizer is open.
'

6. Indication that solenoid operated relier valve on pressurizer ,

is open.

7. Turbine trip scram indication on Alarm and Shutdown Panel.

8 Indication of scram on nuclear section of control board.

II. Immediate Action

Action should be taken within 1 or 2 min if filling of
pressurizer with water is to be avoided. This is based on an initial

O Pe er 1 eve 1 er 1o05 (482 cere)-

A. Automatic Action

Any of the_following automatic actions may occur as a
consequence of this emergency condition:

4

1. Spray is initiated in pressurizer.

2. Solenoid operated relief valve opens on pressurizer.

3. ' Safety valves open on pressurizer.

4. Charging pump goes to mini = " flow.

B. Instrument Check

Turbine steam flow and generator load.

C. Manual Action

Press the. scram button, and if necessary, manually
trip both scram breakers.

O

.

- =. - * r
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III. Subsequent Action

A. Procedure

The reactor should be placed on hot standby or cooled
down depending on expected time of outage.

B. Action Summary

Complete the survey of plant equipment and note action (s)
taken and status of the system after completion of this procedure.

CASE F - Partial Scram (dropping of one rod)

Dropping of one rod may cause a re-<listribution in power density.
This may lead to a burn-out condition.

I. Symptoms

Any of the following may be an indication of the emergency
condition:

1. Reactor power level is less than turbine power level.

2. Instantaneous and short term neutron flux reduction indicated on
flux recorders and meters.

3. Iow Pressurizer level indication with level control on " Manual".

h. Primary rod position lights indicate that one or more rods are
out of programming sequence.

5. Indication of power unbalance between nuclear instrumentation
channels.

II. Immediate Action

If the worth of the dropped rod is of the order of 1/2%,
an undesirable re-<iistribution in power density will occur in 5 to
10 seconds. (Values in the preceding statement were predicted prior
to operation. Experimental data indicates that,- if the worth of the
dropped rod is of the order of 1/h%, an undesirable re-distribution
in power density will occur within approximately 30 seconds.)

A. Automatic Action

Any of the following automatic actions _ may occur as a
consvtuence of this emergency conditions:

1. Ioad is reduced automatically to 90 We.

2. Charging pump' goes to maximum flow if on ' Auto" control.

3. A sudden re-positioning of controlling' rod group to re-
store Tavg to normal, with the control in " Auto" position.

h. A low pressure scram may occur. .



,-

|.
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O 8. 1nstrument checx

Primary position indicating system lights.

C. Manual Action

Determine that load has automatically cut back to
90 MW .e

III. Subsequent Action

A. Procedure

1 Determine the cause of rod drop and if possible make
necessary repairs.-

2. If repair is not possible within 8 hours, shutdown the
plant according to normal procedures.

B. Action Summary;

Complete the survey of plant equipment and note
action (a)Ltaken and status of the systen after completion
of this procedure.

O

v

4
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' PRIMARY PLANT
TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN COOLANT FLOW

The basic design of the plant provides that an emergency condition
of total loss of main coolant flow will occur only with a total loss of
alternating current supply. The detailed description of the total loss of
main coolant flow emergency and the necessary mechanical and electrical pro-
cedures to maintain the plant in a safe condition are presented in E.I.
No. 505D2, ELECTRICAL SYSTIM - LOSS OF A-C SUFFLY, Section II.

.

t
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EMEMENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B8

/^)
PRIMARY PLANT
PARTIAL LOSS OF MAIN COOLANT FLOV

The primary plant has experienced a partial loss of main cool-
ant flow. A signal is provided that will automatically scram the re-
actor and tripout the turbine genert ;or when the flow per loop decreases
by approximately 80% in any two of the four loops in operation, provided
the turbine generator is at a power level above 15 mv.

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the emer-
gency condition:

Complete Loss of Flov in One of Four Loops in Operation

1. Main coolant steam 6enerator low flow alam is actuated.

2. A main coolan'. pump automatic trip and trip alam.

3 A main coolant pump overload alam.;

4. A main coolant cold leg or hot Pg valve is in the closed or
intern:ediate position.

Complete Less of One of Three Leops in Operation

1. Beactor scram alarm is actuated.

2. Main coolant steam generator low flow alarm is actuated.

3 A main coolant pump automatic trip and trip alam.

4. A main coolant pump overload alam.

5 A main coolant cold leg or hot leg valve is in the closed or
intennediate position.

!

II. Inunediate Action (Approximately 3 minutes)
[

A. Automatic Action'

Complete Ioss of Flov in One of Four Loops in Operation
,

1. Decrease of turbine generator load to a level that can be

properly sustained by remaining three lo' ops in operation.

Complete Loss of Flow in One of Three Loops in Operation

1. Reactor scram, turbine tripout, and opening of turbine
( steam by-pass.
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B. Instrumnt Check
<

p Suivey the nuclear section of the mein control board to
V detemine cause of partial loss of main coolant flow.

C. Manual Action

Complete loss of Flov in One of Four Loops in Operation

1. Insure that turbine generator load has automatically de-
creased to a level that can be properly sustained by the
remaining three loops in operation; if it has not decreased,
take manual action to reduce load to appropriate level.

Complete Loss of Flov in One of Three Loops in Operation

1. Verify that reactor scram has occurred; if it has not oc-
curred, perfom manual scram.

2. Verify that turbine steam by-pass has opened; if it has not
opened, perform manual opening. Adjust turbine steam by-
pass controller as required.

III. Subsequent Action

A. Procedure

Complete Loss of Flow in One of Four Loops in Overation,

fl 1. Continue survey of the nuclear section of the main control
'd board to locate cause of partial loss of flow.

2. If cause of partial loss of flow can not be located, shut
down main coolant pump in affected loop. Do not isolate
this loop.

3 Observe closely and record at re6ular short intervals the
main coolant hot and cold leg temperatures in affected loop.

4. Continue to operate plant at a reduced power level commen-
surate with number of loops remaining in operation.

Complete Loss of Flow in One of Three Loops in Operation

1. Continue survey of nuclear section of the main control boani
to locate cause of partial loss of flow.

2. If cause can not be detemined, isolate the affected loop
and initiate plant cooldown. Refer to 0. I. No. 504D8,
MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM-SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL LOOPS and
O. I. No. 504C2, PLANT SHUTDOWN-1EACTOR C00LDOWN.

B. Action Summary

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
action (s) taken ud status of the system after completion of this

(~] procedure.
U

i
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EMERGEllCY IIISTRUCTIOIT 110 505P9
t')
V

PRIhMRY FIANT
CIEMICAL I!EUTROIT ABSORBER ACCIDEITfS

In this type of accident, uncontrolled criticality is of concern but
is not a major problem. This instruction has been divided into two cases as
follows:

Case A - Reactor Cooldown Is Initiated Before Boric Acid Is Added To
The Main Coolant

Case B - Boric Acid Concentration In The Main Coolant Is Continuously
Diluted While The Reactor Is In Cold Shutdown Condition With
The Head On

In both of these cases the addition of reactivity is at a slow rate
and even if allowed to proceed to completion, would not be likely to result
in any plant damage.

Case A - Reactor Cooldown Is Initiated Before Boric Acid Is Added Ta The
Main Coolant

The physical mechanism of the credible accident is a combination of
(a), (b) and (c) below:

( ) (a) Operator error - Failure to borate before cooldown from 514 F
of the suberitical system.

(b) Operator error - Failure to position safety group before cooldown.

(c) Operator error - Failure to observe low pressure and temperature
alarm 3.

The accident would result from a combination of (a) + (c) or
(a) + (b).

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the emergency
condition:

1. Startup rate meter showing a positive increase.

2. Source and intermediate range flux indicators in service show
that reactiv1ty is being added to the core.

3 Low pressurizer pressure and loop wmperature alarms.

h. Startup rate annunciator light and horn actuated (greater
than 1 decade per min).

,.

u> 5 Startup rate or level scram.
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II. Imediate Action

If the accident resultr. from (a) + (c), a startup rate alarm
and scram or high pressure alam and level scram will follow. If the
accident results from (a) + (b), low pressure and temperature alarms
are actuated and boration is required. Therefore, strictly observe
the boration procedure requiring boration at 485 F.

A. Auto Action

If (a) + (c), safety scram.

B. Instrument Check

1. Cold leg temperature - Main coolant temperature must not go
below 485 F without boration (see Section III-A, Step No.1).

2. Main coolant pressure.- Pressure should be normal if scram has
occurred.

3 Neutron level recorder - Fluxes in source or intermediate
range are being recorded.

4. Startup rate . meter --Decreasing from a peak of 5 2 decades
per minute, or less.

C. .' Manual Action
O
V

'l. - Close the turbine steam by-pass valve.

2. . Check that the steam generator automatic level control has
closed the flers contr61 vc.lve.

III. Subsequent Action - (Steps Nos.1 and 2,. under Section III-A should
-1mmediately follow Section II-C)

^

. A. Procedure

l. Start all main coolant pumps as fast as they can be put on line.

2. : .' Add boric acid to the main coolant. Refer to 0.I. No. 504G2,
CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTD4 . BORIC ACID ADDITION.

3. .Either level temperature 'off when boric acid ' addition is
complete, . (Refer. to 0.I. No. 504K1, PRIMARY PIANT SAMPLING
.SYSTD4 - MAIN COOIANT SYSTEM),, or start turbine.' steam by-
: pass operation' again when main coolant'. temperature reaches
515 F.

4.^ Proceed with cooldown. -Refer 'to 0.I. No. 504C2, PIANT SHUTDOWN -
. REACTOR.C00LDOWN.

- 5. Sample the main coolant system to ecunply with the action
_ (nf 'sbmmary. Refer to 0.I. No. 504K1, ' PRIMARY FIAlff SAMPLING -

SYSTEM - MAIN C001 ANT SYSTEM.-

p
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B. Action Summary
,

~

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note4

action (s) taken and status of the system after ccrupletion of
,

this procedure.

- Case B - Boric Acid Concentration In The Main Coolant Is Continuously
Diluted While The Reactor Is In Cold Shutdown Condition With
The Head On '

(a) Operator error - Positive reactivity is added to the cold,
-5% A K shutdown core with all rods in, by'

concurrent bleed of borated main coolant
and feed of unborated make-up water at a

'

rate of 100 gpm.

(b) Operator error - Operator fails to observe the increasing
,

count rate.,

1

I. Symptoms

&
~

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
emergency condition:

1. Decrease in main coolant boron concentration, as determined by
; analysis.

j i 2. -Scaler or source range flux recorder increase.

3. ' Purification flow greater than zero.

5: 4. Temperature and pressure-increase.
'

II. Immediate Action
2

A. Auto Action -
i

Safety scram..

:B. Instru:aent Cheek'

1. -- Purification flow - should be zero. .
;

2. Charging flow - if other than zero,' suction should be from
'. borated solutions in the. boric acid mixing and storage
tank or the safety injection and shield tank cavity water-"

. tank only. If it is not zero and not from above, line up-
!.to boric acid mixing and storage tank. .

; 3. -Neutron level recorder - fluxes in-source or intermediate !

rance _are being recorded.
~

~ 4. Startup rate meter - decreasing-following injection.-

k
~ '

5 Audible scaler - count. decreasing following injeetion.

- <

. . , . . . .- , - , , - _ _ k,,... 6. - -. 2-.. , !,-- --..m -,e-~.
''
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. C. Manual Action

C> 1. If the purification flow is not zero, close the purification
flow control valve.

2. If the charging pumps are taking suction from the low pressure
at .*ge tank make-up pumps, stop the charging pumps and close
the Eate valve in the demineralized water supply to the
char 6 ng pump suction.1

Line up the char 6 ng and volume control systen to take suction3 1

from the boric acid mixing and storage tank and to allow for
discharge throu6h the bleed line to the low pressure sarge
tank.

III. Subsequent Action (no time limit)

A. Procedure

1. Sample the main coolant. Refer to 0.I. No. 504K2, PRIMARY
PIRE SAMPLING SYSTEM .. AUXILIARY SYSTDE (Shutdown
Coolin6 System). Prepare additional boric acid solution,
if.; required. Refer to 0.I. No. 504G1, CIEMICAL SIUHXTdN

~

SYSTEM -.' BORIC ACID PREPARATION.

B. Action Summary

- ' Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status 'of. the system after empletion of
this procedure.

.

4 *

F

!

-

;
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EIERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B10

0
PRIMARY PLANT
T MAL LOSS OF MAIN COOLANT

General

In Section 4 are discussed the accidents and hazards which could
arise from equipment and human failure, using credible compounding of
failures. It is noted in Section 4 that credible accidents, including the
maximum credible accident, will not cause radiation hazards for the public.
However, a hypothetical accident has been postulated and analyzed in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of containment and other safety features which are
incorporated in the plant design. Calculations for this accident show that,
under certain unfavorable meteorological conditions, measures might have to
be taken for the protection of the public in nearby communities. Both the
maximum credible accident and the hypothetical accident involve rupture of
the primary system and total loss of main coolant. Accordingly, a two-step
cecrgency plan has been formulated to be carried out if total loss of main
coolant occurs.,

The Massachusetts Commissioner of Public Safety has agreed that the
State Police are the proper organization to handle a physical emergency in-
volving the public in the general area of the plant. By agreement with the
New York Operations Office of The Atomic Energy Commission an emergency
technical group will be dispatched to the site in the event of an accident

p at the plant which might involve potential hazards to the public. This group
(- will provide complete facilities for evaluating any radiological hazard to

the public in the general area. The Manager of the New York Operations Office
and the Massachusetts Commissioner of Public Safety each have authorized their
respective organizations to work out jointly with Yankee, a detailed plan of
action to be followed in dealing with any emergency situation arising from a
plant accident.

The action to be taken by the control room and the shift operating
personnel is outlined in detail below. The action to be taken by other plant
personnel is outlined in more general terms. Two courses of action are
available to these personnel, depending on whether.or not plant direct radiation
levels at the chain link fence exceed 1.0 r per hr. This level has been set on
the basis that with direct radiation of 1.0 r per hr or less at the gatehouse,
360 ft distant from the vapor container, no significant hazard exists to the
public even at the nearest public highway, 1,300 ft from the plant.

Action by Control Room

The Centrol Room Operators will be alerted to a total loss of main
coolant accident by the following symptoms and will take the following actions:

I. Symptors

1. Low pressure indication and alarm in main coolant system.

2. Low water level indication and alarm from pressuri.:er vessel.

(q
/
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3. Highpressureindicationand/oralarmfromvaporcontainer.

4. Charging pumps at m'imm flow.;

'
5. Low flow alarm - main coolant system. (Main coolant pumps

| are operating and main gate valves are open.)

6. Increase in vapor container temperature.

7. Operation of . safety injection system (valves and pumps) as
. shown by indicating lights.

II. Immediate Action
i

A. Automatic Action
'

l .- Reactor scrams due to main coolant low pressure and low flow.

' 2. Turbine trips following reactor scram.y
t

3. Trip valves in lines going from vapor container close due
to high pressure in the vapor container.

_4. Safety injection system (valves and pumps) actuates due to.

| high vapor container pressure and low main coolant system
pressure.

. . ,

~
'~

5. Low level control valve in bleed-line closes due t,o lowa

level in the pressurizer.
,

6. Pressurizer heaters shut off due to low level in the
, pressurizer.

7. Standby charging pump actuates due to low level _in .the
pressurizer.

'

B. . Instrument Check

Check all instrument indications relative to the
symptoms observed.

C., Manual Action
,

'l. Actuate manual roactor scram.;.

2. Actuate the safety injection manual master control switch
J as a- bacle:p to " auto." Check indicating-lights for
correct system _ alignment.*

3., Sound plant evacuation sirens.
] _ .-.

) "

. ..

'
.
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III. Subseauent Action
J

A. Procedure

1. Stop all main coolant and charging pumps.

2. Shut down all unnecessary systems and auxiliaries.

3. Start system isolation by the following steps:

a. Close motor operated valves in bleed line and charging
line between the main coolant piping and feed and
bleed heat exchanger.

b. Close motor operated gate valve in line to pressurizer
solenoid operated relief valve.

c. Check that motor operated gate valves in main coolant
system by-pass lines and shutdown cooling line are
closed, as well as valves in pressurizer drain and
spray lines.

4. .After injecting approximately 12,000 gal of safety injection
solution, reduce from full flow rate to by-pass-rate by
performing the following operations:

.O - ster e e e re*7 1 sectie 9 g t **e e retr i sectie-
panel,

b. Check that valve in by-pass line in pump discharge header
is open.

c. Close motor operated valve in pump discharge header.

d. Open valve in safety injection tank recirculation line.

e. By regulation of the valve in the recirculation line and
in the by-pass line, throttle the flow in the.by-pass
line to approximately 50 gpm.

NOTE: = Rigid conservation of water in the safety
injection-shield tank cavity water tank
is mandatory.

5. If the main coolant stop valves are operable, attempt to
isolate rupture. Isolate two loops at a . time. - Flow from
the safety injection system should be continued. When
choosing two loops to' isolate, first consider plant _ main-
tenance record and any unusual instrumentate.on record-
which may have preceded accident. .After closing off two-
loops, watch pressure indicators closely. Wait 4 hr and

t[3 if no pressure. rise or water level' rise into the pressurizer-

L/ has been observed, open two loops; isolate and close off
other.tvo loops.

.
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6. If isolation is successful, initiate the shutdown cooling*

i

system when pressure and temperature allow.
,

'T . Follow water level in safety injection-shield tank cavity
water tank. Take measures, as necessary, to replenish thia
tank with borated water or, if necessary, with unborated
water.

B. Action Summary

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
actions taken and status of plant systems after completion of
this procedure.

Action by Other Shift Operating personnel

Upon hearing the plant evacuation siren, shift operating personnel
are to assemble immediately in the control room. The Shift Supervisor vill
direct the overall securement of the primary plant equipment, in addition to
the control room action detailed above. This would include pumps and systems
operable from the control room. Nonessential equipment vill be shut down.

.

The secondary plant vill be shut down in a manner similar to the procedure
detailed in E.I. No. ' 5050, SECONDARY PLANT - EMERGENCY SM7T)0WN AND 'IURBINE
THROTTLE TRIP, except that operating personnel vill remait sehind the control
room shield vall until radiation levels in the general plant area are deter-
mined to-be within safe limits.

: If the accident occurs on a.backshift, holiday- or weekend, the
Shift Supervisor vill telephone one or more members of the Plant Operations
Review Committee. Upon receipt of information by telephone from the gate-
house relative to'the_ direct radiation _ level-emanating from the vapor con- ,

- tainer and corroboration of this level by comparison with other plant
monitoring' instruments, the Shift Supervisor vill determine further action
as'follows:

~

1. ' Dire'et Radiation Level Greater Than 1.0 r per hr *

If the. Shift ud reports a reading of-greater than
1.0 r per 1 'ie Shift Supervisor vill proceed to
initiate me, ' for the protection,of the public,

by notifying fadiological Health and-Safety
Officer, AEC N ..srk Operations -Office, and the
Massachusetts S,.4te Police at the Shelburne Falls
barracks.

12. Direct Radiation Level .of 1.0 r per hr or Less

:If the Shift Guard reports'a reading of'1.0 r per hr-

- or less,' the Shift Supervisor vill avait |the arrival'

of one or more members of_ the Plant Operations Review
Committee. Neither the AEC New York Operations Office

. -nor the State PoliceLwill be. notified'at this time.
-

.

. .

._ . . _ __
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Action by the Shift Guard and/or
Health and Safety Supervisor

The following action is vritten for the Shift Guard. However, if
the accident occurs while the Health and Safety Supervisor is on duty, the
Shift Guard and the Health and Safety Supervisor vill work as a team.

Upon hearing the plant evacuation siren, the Shift Guard will re-
move the plastic vrapping from one of the hand counters located in the

gatehouse, put on a gas mask, and proceed outside the gatehouse. The hand
counter will be placed in service and the direct radiation emanating from
the vapor container vill be measured for a period of 5 min. If, during this
period, a value of 1.0 r per hr or less is noted, the Shift Guard vill so
notify the Shift Supervisor in the control room. Thereafter, the Shift Guard
vill not leave the gatehouse except at 15 min intervals to recheck the direct

radiation level for a 5 min period.

At the first indication during a 5 min measuring period of a
reading greater than 1.0 r per hr, the Shift Guard will terminate measure-
ments and inform the Shift Supervisor. The Shift Guard vill then proceed
(taking certain prescribed, protective devices) to the assembly point - the
Laboratory Building on the Rove Hill Road, 2,500 ft distant from the plant.
The Shift Guard vill avait the arrival of the State Police and the Off-Duty
Shift Supervisors. He vill inform Non-Shift Personnel, except technical
services personnel, at the assembly point to go to their homes.

p Action by Non-Shift Personnel
v

Administration, Maintenance and Technical Services personnel, if
at the plant at the time of the accident, vill proceed through the gatehouse
to the parking lot. Each person vill retain his individual exposure meter.
Each person vill then drive his automobile to the assembly point and avait
further orders. If sent home, no report of the accident vill be made, but
employees should infom questioners that official announcements will be made
in due course.

Action by the Plant Operations Review Committee

If the accident occurs while the members of the Plant Operations
Reveiv Committee are at the plant, they vill assemble in the control room
upon hearing the plant evacuation siren. If the accident occurs while the

members of the Committee are off-site, they vill be summoned to the plant by
the Shift Supervisor and they, in turn, will summon the Off-Duty Shift Super-
visors and the Health and Safety Supervisor. The Plant Operations Review
Committee vill evaluate the plant situation by a review of control room ac-
tion and by reference to plant radiation monitoring and meteorological equip-
ment.

If the " greater than 1.0 r per br" plan has been initiated by the
Shift Supervisor, the Plant Operations Review Committee vill direct any non-
essential shift operating personnel at the plant to go to their homes. They
will see that the personnel remaining are supplied with gas masks. They vill,

('
lief by other shifts. They vill periodically check the direct radiation level
evaluate the exposure of operating personnel and determine a schedule of re-
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emanating from the vapor container and review the meteorological situation
[] based on plant instrumentation. After it has been ascertained that core
'' cooling is under control, that the facility is secured as far as possible, ,

and that direct radiation levels are decreasing, the Comittee vill leave
the plant for the assembly point. They vill, at the assembly point, confer
with the State Pblice and New York Operations Office Personnel on the plant
status, area contamination, and need for any further measures to protect the
public.

If the "1.0 r per hr or less" plan is in operation, the Committee
vill re-evaluate core condition and radiation levels. If no serious direct
radiation problem exists, they vill dispatch one member of the operating
shift to the Non-Shift Personnel assembly point to request the return of the
Chemistry Personnel. Other Non-Shift Personnel vill be told to go to their
homes. The Committee vill direct the returned Chenistry Personnel to proceed
with contamination testing to determine vapor container leakage and radio-
isotopic hazards in the plant area. The Committee vill then notify the New
York Operations Office that an accident has occurred, that the situation is
under control, and that no significant radiation hazard exists for the public.

Action by Off-Duty Shift Supervisors

Upon being notified of a total loss or main coolant accident, the
Off-Duty Shif* Supervisors vill report to the assembly point. They will
obtain hand coanters and protective devices from the Shift Guard or the
Health and Safety Supervisor. If the greater than 1.0 r per hr plan has

f] been put into operation, they vill accompany and assist State Police in
v carrying out any measures necessary for the protection of the public. They

will also confer with and assist New York Operations Office Personnel in any
way possible.

Action by State Police and AEC New York
Operations Office Personnel

If called to the plant for a " greater than 1.0 r per hr" accident,
the State Police vill report to the assembly point and pick up protective
devices from the Shift Guard. After consultation with the Plant Operations
Review Committee and New York Operations Office Personnel, they vill insti-
tute such measures as are required for the protection of the public, includ-
ing the placing of road blocks on public highways at a safe distance from
the plant and, if necessary, proceed with evacuation of the public from near-
by areas. They vill be assisted by two Off-Duty Shift Supervisors..,

New York Operations Office Personnel vill report to the assembly
point where they vill confer with Shift Supervisors and members of the Plant
Operations Review Co=mittee. A review of site background monitoring in-
strumentation records, plant monitoring records, and meteorological condi-
tions vill be made. Ibrther radiation monitoring vill be accomplished and
the extent of health hazards evaluated.

(
4
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- EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION 10. 505B11

_PWARY PLAE
LARGE OR PARTIAL LOSS OF MAIN C00LAlfr

This _ emergency, depending upon the size of the leak, is divided into
the following categories:

Jase I - Large Loss of Main Coolant

A large loss of main coolant will be the result of coolant
water escaping from a ruptured main coolant system vessel or pipe at
a leakage rate greater than 100 gpm, resulting in a rate of depres-
surization, such that some time will pass before a pressure of
300 psi gage will be reached in the main coolant system.

Case II - Partial Loss of Main Coolant

A partial loss of main coolant will be the result of coolant
water escaping from a small break or hole in the main coolant system at , -

a leakage rate of less than 100 gpa. The main coolant system pressure
,

is maintained during this emergency condition by operation of the
charging pumps.

1

I. Symotoms'
: o Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the

emergency condition:.y
.

Case I - Large Loss of Main Coolant

1. Low pressure indication and alarm in main' ~ coolant system.-

2. Iow. water. level indication and alarm from pressurizer vessel.

| 3. High pressure-indication and/or alarm from vapor container.
i- .

.

! 4. Charging pump at mh h m flow.
I
e

5. Low flow alarm - main coolant systen. (Main coolant Famps arei

operating and main gate' valves are open).
'

6. - Increase _in vapor container temperature.-

'
7._ Rapid increase of water level in the' componcnt cooling surge tank

followed by prolonged discharge from the tank relief valve.
(Indicates a ruptured cooling coil in a main coolant pump).

I 8 High radiation level in'the steam generator blowdown line.
.(Inlicates a ruptured steam generator tube).

P)1;

%/

,[

i.

,, _ . . - - ._ . . _ .
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i
' 9. Operation of safety injection system (valves and pumps) may occur>

.

- as shown by indicating lights.
,

1

Case II - Partial Loss of Main Coolant

'l. Alarms
2

a. Maximm flow - charging pump
b. Low water level - pressurizer

2. - Flow totalizer in the low pressure surge tank make-up line shows
; that make-up water to tank is exceeding the normal amount.

3. The bleed line flow indicator shows a lower reading than the
charging line flow indicator.

>

,

4. A change in the indicated temperature of the return bleed to the
low pressure surge tank.t

5. An abnomal quantity of drains from the vapor container to the,

= gravity drain tank.
,

|. II. Immediate Action
:
.

'

A. Automatic Action

Case I - Large Loss of Main Coolant.

'

l. Reactor scram due to main coolant low pressure and' flow.
i

12. Turbine. trip following reactor scram.
,

3. Trip valves, in lines going from vapor container, close1

due to high~ pressure in the vapor container.4

4. Low level control valve in bleed line' closes due to low ,

level in the pressurizer.

5. Pressurizer heaters automatically shut off due to low level
in,the pressurizer.

.

: 6. Stand-by charging pump actuated due to' low level in the pres-
surizer.'

7. Safety injection system (valves' and pumps) may be actuated
.due to.high vapor container pressure and low main ~ooolant
-system pressure.

;

-

,
_

1
i

.

.

[

, , . . .u.,.. . . .-_
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A Case II - Partial Loss of Main Coolant (Time available is function
U of leakage rate)

1. Assuming a normal feed and bleed flow of 25 gpm, if main coolant
loss is above 8 gpm, the charging pump flow will increase to
maximum valae.

2. Stand-by charging pump will be actuated, if leakage rate exceeds
the make-up rate of one charging pump.

3. By automatic operation of the low pressure surge tank make-up
pump and low level control valve, make-up water will be pro-
vided to the low pressure surge tank.

4. Pressurizer water level will be automatically controlled by
action of the variable speed control of the charging pumps.

B. Instrument Check

Case I - Larce Loss of Main Coolant

1. Check all instrument indications relative to the symptoms
observed and determine from indications the approximate
magnitude and rate of the main coolant loss such that
this accident can be clast,!Ced as a Case I or Case II

condition.~

" Case II - Partial Loss of Main Coolant

1. Check all instruments relative to the symptoms observed.

C. Manual Action

Case I - -Larce Loss of Main Coolant

1. Actuate manual reactor scram.

2 Place the charging pump system into operation at full capacity,

a. Initially charging pump suction shall be concentrated
boric acid from the boric acid storage tank,

,

b. When the concentrated boric acid supply is depleted,
transfer the charging pump suction to the safety
injection and shield tank cavity water tank.

NOTE: After depleted, the concentrated boric acid
supply Lm3_st be restored as soon as possible
inthe boric acid storage tank.

q
'y

'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - _ _ _ -
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3. Actuate the pressurizer low level trip valve in the bleed line.

NOTE: As the system pressure decreases slowly, with 100 gpm
charging rate and with a decreasing water level in
the pressurizer, it may be desirable to open the
solenoid operated relief valve in the pressure con-
trol system. By relieving steam from the pressurizer,
the main coolant system pressure will be reduced which
means a reduction in the leakage rate. With a reduced
leakage rate, the pressurizer water level may possibly
be restored to its normal level by operation of the
charging system.

If any main coolant pumps arc operating and if the system
temperature is at the normal operating level, the system
pressure must not be reduced below 1,200 psi gage.

4. Except when isolating one loop at a time, if possible, keep all
main coolant gate valves open and maintain operation of one
main coolant pump if conditions permit.

5. Shutdown all unnecessary systems and auxiliaries.

6 Actuate the safety injection master control switch and check in-
dicating lights for correct system alignment. Take manual
corrective action if necessary.

\v| Case II - Partial Loss of Main Coolant

1. Based on the seriousness of coolant loss, close the bleed valve (s).

III. Subseouent Action

A. Procedure

Case I - Large Loss of Main Coolant

1. Proceed to locate and isolate the leak as follows:

a. Review the following instrumentatien for possible
indication of location of failure.

(1) Radiation morator in the steam generator blowlown lines.
(2) Radiation monitor in the component cooling system.
(3) Check water level in component cooling surge tank.

NUfE: If it is determined that the main coolant is
leaking into the component cooling system,
check the component cooling effluent temper-
ature from each main coolant pump in order
to find the location of the failure. Iso-

a late the involved loop if possible.
%)
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p b. Open valves in the loop fill and chemical injection line
V between the charging pump discharges and the main cool-

ant system. Close motor operated valves in the charg-
ing line between the main coolant pipe and the reg 3nera-
tive heat exchanger and at the charging pump discharge.
If leakage reduction is not accomplished, restore the
pump flow through the charging line.

c. Attempt to isolate one 1 cop at a time by closing the main
coolant stop valves. Restore the valves to the open
position unless the leakage from the system is stopped.

.

2 If leak can not be isolated, maintain pressurizer water level
near normal by proportionately decreasing the charging flow

i as leakage rate decreases with decreasing pressure in the
main coolant system.

3. Establish reactor cooldown. Refer to 0.I. No. 50402, PLANT
SHUTDOW - REACTOR C00LDOW.

4. When conditions are pemissible enter the vapor container.
Refer to M.I. No. 506D, VAPOR CONTAINER ACCESS. Locate
and repair the leak as soon as possible.

Case II - Partial Loss of Main Coolant (Make every effort to de-
termine ' cause of leakage before system is depressurized)

O 1. Check the following itens and attempt to determine cause of
partial loss of main coolant:

a. Radiation monitors on the component cooling system and
.

the blowdown from the secondary side of the steam
generators.'

i b. Temperature irdicator in pressurizer safety valve discharge
line (located outside vapor container, will give indication
of leakage through the main coolant water relief valves and
the pressurizer safety valves),

Check leakage rate by loop isolat' ion.t. c.

d. Valve _ stem leak-off lines for leakage,

e. All drain lines, . including vapor e:ontainer drain lines.

f. Level of water in component cooling surge tank.

2 If break can not be isolated and the leakage rate is undesir-,

' able, but less' than 100 gpn, shutdown the reactor and start
cooldown of main coolant system. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D7,
NAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

,a
(.) - B. Action Summary

For Cases I and II, complete the survey of the plant equip-
ment and note action (s) taken'and status of the system after comple-
: tion of this procedure..
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n E"SRGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B12
Q

PRIMARY PIANT
NEUTRON SHIELD TANK IZAK

Loss of water from the neutron shield tank can occur by leakage
through an unwanted opening or crack in the neutron shield tank during
otherwise normal reactor operation. A very low leakage rate that can be
handled by the outer concrete shield drain and allows the water level in
the neutron shield tank to be maintained by the addition of water through
the fill line may permit continuing operation of the primary plant. Leak-
age of water into the inner shield annuli or any other leakage rate to the
outer shield annuli, too large to maintain neutron shield tank water level,
vill require immediate shutdown of the primary plant.

I. Symptoms

Checking of telltale drains (by uncapping) vill be performed
on a regular schedule in order to detect any small neutron shield tank
leakage.

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
emergency condition:

1. Lov vater level alarm indication for the neutron shield surge
O "-

2. Lov temperature indication for the neutron shield tank.

3. Lov temperature indication for ecmponent coolant water from
neutron shield tank cooling coils.

4. Low reading indication from neutron detectors.

II. Immediate Action

A. Automatic Action

No automatic action is required since the neutron shield
tank system is static, separated from other plant systems, and re-
quires no automatic control during normal operation.

B. Instrument Check
!

.1. Check the low level indicator light for the neutron shield
surge tank for verification of the decreasing water level.

2. Check the exit temperature indication of the neutron shield
tank component cooling water for a decreasing temperature
reading which indicates a decreasing water level in the
neutron shield tank.
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C. Manual Action

1. Immediately upon receiving the low water level alarm indica-
tion from the neutron shield surge tank, uncap the inner
shield telltale drain and the concrete telltale drain and
open the two diaphragm valves located under the vapor con-
tainer in order to verify the actual leakage water flow.

2. If the exit temperature indication of the neutron shield tank

component cooling water remains unchanged, indicating a
stable water level in the neutron shield tank, cbserve the
action of the two telltale drains.

a. Absence of water flow from the two telltale drains indi-
cates that the neutron shield tank proper is not leaking
and that the leak is in the neutron shield surge tank or
connecting lines. The two telltale drains may be re-
capped, the two diaphragm valves closed, and plant oper-
ation continued without the use of the neutron shield
surge tank until the next scheduled reactor shutdown.

Close the valve in the fill line, drain the water lost
by leakage into the vapor container drain tank, and close
the drain tank valve. Caution must be exercised that the
water level in the neutron shield tank does not decrease.

during the period of operation without the use of the
neutron shield surge tank.

A very small amount of water flow from the outer concrete
shield telltale drain, after the initial accumulation of
ater has passed, indicates that the neutron shield tank

nas a small leak. This drain may be recapped, the dia-
phragm valves closed, and the plant operation continued
at the discretion of the operator (s) until the next
scheduled reactor shutdown. Periodically open the tell-
tale drain to remove the water lost by leakage and re-
plenish through the fill line from the component cooling
water header.

c. If there is a water flow of any magnitude from the inner
annuli telltale drain, prepare to decrease rea. tor power
and shut down the primary plant. Refer to 0.I. No. 504B1,
PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD, 0.I. No. 504C1,
PLANT SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUTDOWN and 0.I.
No.504D7,MAINCOOLANTSYSTEM-SHUTDOWNOfCOMPLETE'

SYSTEM.

O

- -- - - - - - - -
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3. If the exit temperature indication of the neutron shield tankO e mPenent oeo11 8 ter aeereases, l=aicati=8
water level in the neutron shield tank, prepar.a aeereaeinee to decrease
reactor power and shut down the primary plant. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD, 0.I.
No. 50401, PLANT SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED REACTQt SHUTIWN, and
0.I. No. 504D7, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF COMPIETE
SYSTEM. -

NOTE: This high leakage rate from the neutron shield
tank will result in a large amount of water
flow from one or both of the telltale drains.
The two diaphragm valves should then be closed.

4. Close the valve in the fill line, if it is not already closed.

5. Decrease the flow of component coolant water to the neutron
shield tank cooling coils.

NOTE: In case of a gross leak in the neutron shield
tank, the lower portion of the reactor vessel
will become sulanerged in leakage water. The
severity of the thermal shock to the reactor
vessel will be lessened, if the temperature
of the reactor vessel wall and the temperature
of the neutron shield tank water can be madeA to approach each ot!.er before contact. StepsV Nos. 4 and 5 vill tend to achieve this.

CAUTION: The temperature of the neutron detectors
should not exceed 176 F.

III. Subseauent Action
<

~

A. Procedure

Prepare to repair the neutron shield tank when primary
plant shutdown is complete. Refer to M.I. No. 506B8, PRIMARI
PIANT - NEUTRON SHIELD TANK MAINTENANCE.

B. Action Summarv
!

! Complete the survey of the plant and equipment and note
|. action (s) taken and status of the system.
!

|

|
.

O -
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EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B13

PRIFARY FIANT
EXCESSIVE RADIOACTIVITY LEVEL

This emergency instruction is an instruction primarily for oper-
ational radiation monitoring which may be observed in the control room.
Any other excess radioactivity at the plant site vill be detected by port-
able _ detection equipment through routine plant survey, which is explained
in Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY. The emergency condition,
if ignored, may lead to serious health hazard or ' plant contamination.

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
emergency condition:

j 1. The vapor container air particle detector alam is actuated.
| 2. The component cooling water detector alam is actuated.

3 Any of the steam generator leak detector alarms is actuated.
4. The primary vent stack discharge detector alam is actuated.
5 The air ejector effluent detector alam is actuated.

i

II. Immediate Action

Q To prevent any health hazard or plant contamination, action -
\/ must be taken immediately after the emergency condition has occurred.

A. Automatic Action-

Not required.

B. Instrument Check

Request laboratory to verify reading of instruments in
question.

. C. Manaal Action
J
t . .

1. If the vapor container air particle detector alam is actuated:

|' a. Feduce air-borne activity in the vapor container;=.
refer to 0.I. No. 504Q, VAPOR CONTAINER ATMOSPHEREq

j CONTROL SYSTEMS.

!
j b. If the nomal radioactivity level cannot be restored,

1 initiate reactor shutdown; refer to 0.I. No. 504C1,
I PLANT SHITfDOWN - SCHEDULED IEACTOR SHUTDOWN.

d
j c. Continue ventilation operation; if normal radioactivity

"]
- level cannot be restored, initiate reactor cooldown;

d refer to 0.I. No. 504C2, PLANT SHUTDOWN - REACTOR
C00LDOWN.

1

_ L..
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i 2. If the component cooling water detector alam is actuated:
_O-.

t. By the use of a portable radiation detector, checka.
I

the radioactivity level of each of the four com-
ponent cooling pipes downstream of the main cool-

i ant pumps (outside vapor container).

b. If the increase in radioactivity oi the component
cooling water is mainly caused by leakage through
one main coolant pump, initiate shutdown of the
corresponding loop; refer to 0.I. No. 504D8, MAIN

, COOLANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL LOOPS.

If the increase in radioactivity of the componentc.

cooling water is caused by leakage through more
than.one main coolant pump or~ by an undetermined
reason, initiate reactor shutdown and reactor
cooldown; refer to 0.I. No. 50401, PLANT SHUTDOWN -

| SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUTDOWN and 0.I. No. 504C2,
j PLANT SHUTDOWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN.

3 'If any of the steam generator leak detector alarms are,

actuated:

, . Immediately discontinue blowdown.'a.-

.b. Arrange blowdown system valves manually to direct;

:- ' blowdown .to the primary building sump tank.,

c. Initiate.blevdown as operating conditions require.

~~d. ' Check radiation detector locally to verify monitor.

indication.1

4

i e. If monitor indication is substantiated ~ determine,

; whether the loop is to be:

. '1r Isolated according.to O.I. No. 304D8, MAIN
I

, . COOLANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL LOOPS,4

1

2. . Operated with' blowdown ' discharged to vaste' s
disposal, or

;
i 3. Operated with blovdcvn discharged to the .

environment using characterized MPC.

-
This decision.will be based.on vaste disposal. system
capacity, magnitude of leak between primary and

( secondary systems, and the isotopic' analysis of the' -

_ blowdown.

['

.

m
-

t
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4. If the primary vent stack discharge detector alam is0 actuated:

a. Stop waste disposal plant gas discharge to the
primary auxiliary building exhaust fan suction.
Beset alarm.

: b. Check radioactivity level in the filled gas decay
drum. Refer to 0.I. No. 504L2, RADIOACTIVE WASTE
-DISPOSAL SYSTEM - GASEOUS WASTE DISPOSAL.

c. Check air ejector effluent monitor. If alarm con-
tinues, sample air ejector effluent. If discharged
activity is higher than. allowable, . shut down plant
if corrective action cannot be taken.

5 If the air ejector effluent detector alam is actuated:

a. Check radiation detector 1ccally to verify monitor
indication.

,

-b. 'If monitor indication is substantiated, check steam4

generator leak detectors to locate leaking steam
,

generator and detemine whether the loop is to be:+

~

1. Isolated according to 0.I. No. 504D8, MAIN COOLANT
- SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL LOOPS,

2. - Operated with blowdown discharged to the vaste
'

disposal, or

3 Operated with blowdown discharged to the environ-
ment using characterized MPC.

This decision vill be based on the need to diccharge

;_ vaste disposal system gaseous wastes, the ma6nitude
of the leak between the primary and secondary systems,
and the isotopic analysis of the air ejector effluent.

|

| III. Subseauent ' Action
i

j- Action must be taken 'as soon as the radioactivity level is

. below tolerance.

| ~ A. Procedure
!
8

[ 1. Investigate' the cause of excessive radioactivity level.

2. Make 'necessary repairs and decontaminate, as required.
(

| 3 Refer to Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

{ .

' for any operation involving radiation hazard. -

.;
-

.

.

!
l-

f
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B. Action Sumary

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of

; this procedure.

I

! O

O

:
4
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O'7 EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION No. 505B14

PRIMARY PLANT
MALFUNCTION OF PRESSURE RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVES

One or more of the primary plant relief or safety valves, consisting
of the pressurizer safety valves, solenoid relief valve and loop safety valves,
is leaking due to a worn seat or disc or due to a failure to reseat properly
after opening to relieve pressure or vent gases (solenoid valve operation).
A high leakage rate may cause a reactor scram or may require immediate shut-
down of the primary plant. Small leakage rates may not depressurize the
primary plant, but would damage the valves if permitted to continue.

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the emergency
condition:

High relief valve discharge piping temperature.

Increased charging pump flow.

Standby charging pump operation and alarm indication.

Decreasing pressurizer water level,

bsj Low pressurizer water level alarm indication.

Iow primary plant pressure alarm indication.

High temperature and/or pressure alarm indication for the low pressure
surge tank.

Reactor low pressure scram alarm indication.

II. Immediate Action

The degree of leakage, or the rate of pressure decrease due to the
leakage, will dictate whether the following actions must be initiated
immediately or at the discretion of the operator (s).

A. Automatic Action

1. Pressurizer heaters energized due to low primary plant pressure.

2. Charging pump flow increased by pressurizer water level control.

3. Reactor is shut down by automatic scram due to very high leakage
rates causing a low primary plant pressure.

(~)v
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B. Instrument Check

Check all relief valve discharge piping temperatures. A
temperature above normal, or ambient, temperature indicates that
the associated valve is leaking.

C. Manual Action

1. Start one or more charging pumps as required to stop or reduce
the primary plant pressure decrease. Refer to 0.I. No. 504F,
CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

2. If the apparent leakage rate or rate of pressure decrease is
high but has not resulted in a reactor scram, prepare to de-
crease reactor power and shut down the primary plant. Refer
to 0.I. No. 504B1, PLANT OPERATION - CHANGING REACTOR LOAD,
0.I. No. 50401, PIANT SHOTDOWN -SCHEDULED REACTOR SHUTDOWN,
and 0.I. No. 504D7, MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF
CCMPLETE SYSTDf.

3. If a check of the relief pipe temperature detectors indicates
that the solenoid operated relief valve is leaking, close the
motor operated pressure relief isolation valve and turn the

solenoid relief valve control board switch from " Automatic"
to "CPF" position. If leakage has stopped, establish normal

A operating conditions that existed before the emergency. and
(j continue power generation.

4. If any of the pressure relief or safety valves are leaking and
the leakage rate is excessive, continue with plant shutdown
operations.

III. Subsecuent Action

A. Procedure

; 1. If the solenoid valve was the cause of leakage, open motor
operated. relief isolation valve, and open and close sole-

( noid valve in an attempt to improve the valve reseating
and stop leakage. Care should be exercised to prevent
excessive depressurization of the main coolant system,
since the reactor is still producing power.,

2.- If solenoid valve leakge stops, return to normal operating
condtions with motor operated relief isolation valve open.

3. If solenoid valve leakage continues, return to normal oper-
-ating conditions with motor operated relief isolation valve
closed.

O

E
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-O 4. If any of the pressure relief or safety valves are leaking,V prepare to repair the valve (s) when primary plant shutdown
is complete.

NOTE: An attempt may be made to reseat the pressurizer
safety. valve (s) using the manual lifting lever
on the valve while the plant is pressurized and
the reactor is subcritical so that plant cool-
down is avoided. If this attempt fails, con-
tinue with plant shutdown and cooldown.

B. Action Summary

Complete the survey of the plant and equipnent and note
- action (s) taken and status of the system.

O
A

i

!

J

.

v .
1

a
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.. EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B15

?O
PRIMARY PLANT
MALFUNCTION OF PRESSURIZER PRFESURE AND LEVEL CONTROL

1

3 EAA2 A - Malfunction of Pressurizer Narrow Rance Pressure Detector
O

Since the pressure signal is used to control the heaters,
; .; surge spray, relief, and scram functions, the malfunctioning condition

should be corrected before a low or high pressure occurs.
'

Case B - Malfunction of Pressurizer Narrow Range Level Detector

Since' the level signal is used to control the feed flow, the
*

malfunctioning condition should be corrected before either a high or a
low pressurizer level occurs (low pressurizer level will cause pres-
surizer heaters burnout).

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of
j. the emergency condition:

ik- Case A - Malfunction of Pressurizer Narrow Range Pressure Detector
'

l. - Pressurizer pressure detector fail safe alarm is actuated.

' 2. Lov or high pressure alarm is actuated.

3. Pressurizer. pressure indication is different. from main
coolant pressure indication.

4. Pressurizer pressure indication is not consistent with
,

pressurizer water temperature indication.

5. Heaters are automatically energized and main coolant. pres-
sure indication is above 2,030 psi gage.

6. Surge spray valve is energized and main coolant pressure
' indication is below 2,250 psi gage..

7. - Solenoid relief valve.is energized and main coolant pres-
sure .is below 2,350 psi gage.

L ' Case B - Malfunction of Pressurizer Narrow Rance Level Detector

1. Pressurizer narrow range' level detector fail safe alarm
is-actuated.

.<

2. Lov or high level alarm is actuated.

3. Pressurizer narrow range level indication is different from;(q - pressurizer vide range level indication. .j

.. - - . . . . .
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4. The following conditions are simultaneously present:

O a. Preesurizer nerrow rense 1 eve 1 indice sen is
lower than normal.

b. Pressurizer wide range level indication is
higher than normal.

I c. Pressure indication is higher than normal.

|1 d. Charging pump auto-start alarm is actuated.
|

5. The following conditions are simultaneously present:*

a. Pressurizer narrow range level indication is
higher than normal.

<

b. Pressurizer wide range level indication is'

lower than normal.,

c. Pressure indication is lower than normal.;

d. Charging pump auto-trip alarm is actuated.
,f .

II. Immediate Action
.

For Case A, to avoid scram or steam relief from the pres-,

surizer, action must be taken immediately after the emergency con--

' 'dition is noted.

For Case B, to avoid scran. or steam and water relief from
ij. the prescurizer, action must be. taken less than 2 min after either
'{ the low or the high level alarm is actuated.-

A. Automatic Action

i! Case A
i

{ 1. Reactor scram if pressure drops below 1,800 psi gage.,

:.

f. 2. Safety valves open if pressure is higher than 2,485 psi
gage.

,; Case B
|
i Not required.

b B. Instrument Check

Case A.

,
1. . Check pressurizer water and steam . temperature indication.

; .

2. Check main coolant pressure indication.
;V
l'

- 3. Check . fill line pressure indiation.
r.

,

% ~ , < . ,
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! Case B

-0 1. Checx greseurizer vide rence 1 eve 11ndicetien.

2. Check pressurizer pressure and tenperature indications.

j C. Manual Action
!

Case A

i. 1. If scram has not occurred:

) n. Switch the heaters, surge spray valve, and solenoid
relief valve from automatic control to manual control.

j b. Adjust and maintain the pressure in the normal
.j operating range by manual control of heaters and

surge spray,

c. Transfer the pressure control system for the pres-
surizer narrow range pressure detector to the
main coolant wide range pressure detector.

1' '
d. Readjust heaters, surge spray valve, and solenoid

relief valve set points to operate fron the vide
s range pressure signal.
1
l' Q e. Switch the heaters, surge spray valve, and solenoid

v relief valve from manual control to automatic
Control.

7. If scram has occurred, refer to 0.I. No. ' 504A3, PLANT
STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FOLLOWING SCRAM CONDITION.

Case B

-1. Switch the operating variable speed charging pump from
automatic control to manual control.

2. ' Adjust feed flow to restore the normal operating level
of the pressurizer..

[ '3. Transfer the level control system from the pressurizer
narrow range level detector to the pressurizer wide
range level detector.

~

4. Readjust the variable speed charging pump range to
operate from'the wide range level signal.

5 Switch the operating variable speed cheiging pump from
manual control to automatic control'.

/'
j 1) .
1.
3

' :--y
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f III. Subseouent Action

. A. Procedure
t

| Case A
-

1. Investigate the cause of narrow range pressure detector
malfunction and make directed repairs.

) 2. Switch the heaters, surge spray valve, and solenoid re-
4 lief valve from automatic control to manual control.
a

l 3. Transfsr the pressure control system from the main cool-
1 ant wide range pressure detector to the pressurizer

narrow range pressure detector.

4. Readjust heaters, surge spray valve, and solenoid relief
valve set points to operate from the narrow range pres-
sure signal.

5. Switch the heate.s, surge spray valve, and solenoid re-
. lief valve from manual control to automatic control.

Case B
)

1. . Investigate the cause of narrow range level detector
malfunction and make directed repairs.

/

2. Switch the operating variable speed charging ptaip from
automatic control to manual control.

3. Transfer the level control system from the pressurizer
wide range level detector to the pressurizer narrow
range level detector.

,

4. Readjust the variable speed charging pump range to
operate frot the narrow range level signal.

5. Switch the operating varhble speed charging pump from
manual control to automatic control.

B. Action Summary

Case A

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of
this procedure.

Case B

Complete'the survey of the plant equipment and note

-( action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of
v- this procedure.

j .

k
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E!ERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B16

O
PRIMARY PIRiT
FAILURE OF REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGER

Case A - Bleed (Tube) Side Failure and
Case B - Feed (Shell) Side Failuge_

Although very improbable, failure of a 2 in, nozzle in the
regenerative heat exchanger would be a serious emergency. The heat
exchanger is desigxcd to vitbstand maximum possible induced stress but
is operated on a limited load change schedule, therefore reducing to
an absolute minimum the possibility of inducing repeated high thermal
and pressure stresses that could endanger the unit.

Case C - Failure Between Bleed (Tube) and Feed (Shell) Side

A tube to shell side failure in the regenerative heat
exchanger would be a minor emergency.

I. . Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
emergency condition:

Case A - Bleed (Tube) Side Failureq
V

1. Gharp drop in main coolant and pressurizer pressure, low
pressure alarm actuated, reactor scram, and turbine trip.

2. ' Sharp drop in pressurizer water level and charging pump
automatic start alvm.

3 Increase in regenerative heat exchanger compartment temperature.

4. Sharp increase or decrease on feed temperature indicator.

5 Sharp drop in bleed flow.

Case B - Feed (Shell) Side Failure

1. Sharp drop in main coolant and pressurizer pressure, low
pressure alarm actuated, reactor scram, and turbine trip.

2. Sharp drop in pressurizer water level and charging pump
automatic start alarm.

3 Increase in regenerative heat exchanger compartment temperature.

4. Sharp increase in feed temperature approaching 530 F.

O 5- 8'"r> 1" re*ee 1" " ee" *e=>er"*"re-

6. Increase in low pressure surge tank temperature.
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Case C - Failure Between Bleed (Tubel and Feed (Shell) Sidess.

1. Decrease in. feed temperature.

2. Decrease in bleed temperature.

3 Increase in water purity of bleed line samples.

4. Concentration of impurities in the main coolant system and
lack of response to vater ccaditioning, as noted by drain
line samples.

II. Immediate Action

For Case A and Case B, any combination of symptoms including
loss of main coolant pressure requires innediate action by the cperator.

For Case C, no immediate de.nger is indicated although eventual
scheduled shutdown of the plant for repairs of the regenerative heat
exchanger is in order.

A. Automatic Action

Case A and Case B

1. All pressurizer heaters energized when main coolar.t pressure

(,,) drops below 1,950 psi gage.

2. Reactor scrams and turbine trips when main coolant pressure
drops to 1,650 psi gage.

3 When pressurizer water level drops below its nornal control
level, the second variable speed charging pump is auto-
matically placed in service from the standby condition.

4. Bleed shutoff valve to the low pressere surge tank will close
when pressurizer lov vater level is reached.

Case C

No automatic action required.

B. Instrument Check

Case A and Case B

Proceed immediately to " Manual" action.

Case C

Check the feed and bleed temperature instrumentation to
be sure that the indication is not caused by instrument failure.g3

b)

,
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C. Manual Action
O(~%

Case A and Case B

Approximately 30 see are available in the worst possible
case (complete severance of a 2 in nozzle) before main coolant
pressure reaches naturation or the pressurizer reaches low water
level.

Approximately 5 min are available in the case of a
completeseveranceofa3/4in.drainorventlineinthere-
generative heat exchanger, before main coolant pressure reaches
saturation or the pressurizer reaches low water level.

1. Actuate manual scram.

2. Simultaneously close both the motor operated bleed and feed
root valves and the charging valve to the regenerative heat
exchanger. -

3 Switch charging pump discharge to enter the main coolant
system through the fill header by simulte.neous operation of
the following motor operated valves:

Open charging valve to fill header.
Open full header root valve to one main coolant loop.s

( i
4. Put all remaining charging pumps in service to restore water

level in the pressurizer.

5 If main coolant pressure drops belov 950 psi gage, shut off
all main coolant pumps. Steam dump to the main condenser
vill automatically occur, dissipating reactor decay heat by
natural thermal circulation and steam flow.

Case C

No immediate manual action is necessary.

III. Subseouent Action

A. Procedure

Case A and Case B

It is estimated that up to 4 min would be required to
restore pressurizer safe water level and approximately 6 min to
restore system pressure to 2,000 psi gage for the worst case
conditions.

/O
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.

- 1. Close all motor operated bleed flow control valves.

O
2. When a safe water level is established in the pressurizer,

| stop the charging pumps and actuate all heaters to raise
' main. coolant pressure to a point where main coolant pumps

may be operated.,

3 When a minimum of 950 psi gage pressure is restored to the
!- main coolant system, start one main coolant pump.
i
J 4.-' Maintain the system in hot standby condition at a pressure
| in excess of 950 psi gage and temperature of 514 F by

-turbine steam by-pass operation.
t'

5 Determine extent of damage and prepare to commence reactor
j. cooldown and main coolant shutdown for repairs, if required.
* NCTI'E: A return to power operation can only be considered
; 'if the extent of damage .is definitely established

i as minor in nature.
i

}- Case C
i 6

! As long as reasonable feed and bleed level control can be
maintained, several hours are available for performance of
subsequent action.,

O
-

4

When it is decided to commence shutdown for repairs, proceed-

'

as.follows:

1.' Establish ' alternate charging pump feed to the main coolant
system through the fill header by simultaneous operation of
the following motor operated valves:

Open charging valve to fill heade'r.-
~

Open fill header root valve to one main coolant loop.
Close charging valve to regenerative heat exchanger.
Close feed root valve to the main coolant loop.
Close.all bleed valves to the low pressure surge tank.

B. Action Summary

Complete the survey of tiu plant equipment and note.

action (s) taken and status of-the system after completion of this-

procedure. Schedule a shutdown for bepairs.
f-

i
- I

:
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;

i EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B17

i
*

PRIMARY PLANT
I4SS OF SHITfDOWN COOLING

A loss of shutdown cooling presents only a limited degree of emergency
,

for the following reasons: i

I f
Probability of equipment malfunction is lov since the system is avail- .

able for maintenance during plant power operation. [
1

The low pressure surge tank cooling system is ready and available as
;

a complete back-up, if necessary.4

] The associated component cooling and circulating water systems have i

duplicate pumps and heat exchangers available, if required. ;

;

[ I. SymDtoms

; Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the

| emergency condition: .

Drastically reduced or zero flow indication on the shutdown

i cooling flovmeter.

Abnormally. low pressure indication on shutdown cooling pump4

,

discharge prescure gage.

' Excessive vibration or overheating 'of the shutdown cooling pump.

Indication on main control board that the shutdown cooling pump
circuit breaker has tripped.

'
i

Increasing main coolant temperature.>

!
'

Excessive visible leekage.

I Lack of temperature change across the shutdown cooler.
i

II. Tmmediate Action

! ' Depending upon the temperature and rate of production of decay
heat, a period of time .(up to 2 hours) is available before an alternate
method of cooling becomes. mandatory.'

2

. A. ~Autnmatic Action
i

| Since.an alternate method of cooling can be initiat'ed in
a'short time, automatic action as such is not required.

*
,

.

6
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B. Instrument Check

I Check all instruments relative to the symptoms observed.

C. Manual Action
;

1. Attempt to correct any minor cause of failure and restore
shutdown cooling.

NOTE: Tnere are many reasons for which shutdown cooling
'

might fail that vould allow it to be restored almost
at once.

2. If the shutdown cooling system is leaking or it is determined
,
'

it can not be put back in service, isolate the pu=p and cooler
and restore cooling by operation of the low pressure surge tank
cooling pump and heat exchanger in the shutdown cooling circuit.

3 If.the fault is in the component cooling system, shift to the
standby component cooling pump and heat exchanger or make
temporary emergency repairs,as necessary,to restore component

,

cooling to the chutdown cooler. Resume normal shutdown cooling
;

system operation.
'

NOTE: If component cooling water pumps or heat exchangers are
,

not available, it is possible to cross-connect the
service water supply to the component cooling vateri

|-
header using the 4 in'. blind flanged connections.

'
III. . Subsequent Action-.To.be used as backup action only if necessary in

the event that shutdown cooling is not readily
restored to operation.

' A. Procedure *

1. 'If the emergency condition occurs while the main coolant system
is in its cooldown cycle from 330 F to 140 F, re-pres'surize to
300 psi gage with pressurizer heaters and restore circulation

,

with one main coolant pump to facilitate heat removal through
a ' steam generator utilizing blovdown. Refer to 0.I. No. 504C3,4

PLANT SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUTDOWN.

2. If the emergency condition occurs during the latter phases of;.
reactor head removal operations, commenee flooding the shield
tank . cavity to the refueling vater level by usine one safety
injection and chield tank cavity fill pump and discharging
through one safety injection'line to one main coolant loop to'

the inlet ~ of the reactor vessel. . Suction for the safety in-

jection pump vill be the normally lined up safety injection
and shield tank cavity water tank borated water. The normal

'O shield tank cavity fill line valve would remain closed..
V

; -

-
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B. Action Sur.ary

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note

i action taken and status of the system after completion of this
i procedure.

!
,
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EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B18

PRIMARY PLANT
FAILURE OF CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM

Sgse A - Complete or Partial Loss of Bleed Flow

! If feed flow is not reduced, pressurizer will be filled with
water and commence water relief from safety valves.

Case B - High Bleed Flow or High Leakare Rate

If feed is not increased, a lou pressure scram will occur.

Case C - Loss of the Normally Operatine Variable Speed Charrina Pumo

! If feed flow is not restored, a low pressure scram will occur.

Case D - Failure of Charrina and Volume Control System Response to
AUTOMATIC LEVEL CONTROL

Failure in response to automatic pressurizer level control
will lead either to low pressure scram or to water relief from the
safety valves.

I. Symotoms
O

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the
emergency conditions:

Case A - Complete or Partial Ioss of Bleed Flow

1. Charging pump auto-trip alarm is actuated.

2. Pressurizer narrow and wide range high level indication and alarm.

Case B - High Bleed Flow or High Leakage Rate

1. Charging pump auto-start alarm in actuated.

2. Pressurizer narrow and vide range low level indication and alarm.

Case C - Loss of the Normally Operating Variable Soeed Charging Pumo

1. Charging pump auto-start alarm is actuated.

2. Pressurizer narrow and wide range low level indication and alarm.

3. The normally operating variable speed charging pump has tripped.

'

.
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Case D - Failure of Charcina and Volume Control System Response to
Automatic Level Control

1. Pressurizer narrow and wide range high level indication and alarm
when feed flow is higher or equal to bleed flow.

! 2. Pressurizer narrow and wide range low level indication and alarm
j when feed flow is lower or equal to biced flow.

II. Immediate Action

For Case A, approximately 5 min are available.

For Case B, approximately 3 min are available.

For Case C, approximately 10 min are available.

For Case D, a minimum of 5 min is available before the system
will reach a low pressure scram point or a water relief point.

A. Automatic Action

Cue A,

Operating variable speed charging pump tripout.

Case B

Standby variable speed charging pump is started.

Case C

Standby variable speed charging pump is started.

. Cane D

Not required.

B. Instrument Check

Cue A'

1. Check bleed flow meter.

2. Check position of the valves in the bleed line.

Case B

1. Check bleed flow meter.and feed flow meter.

Case C

1. Check feed flow meter.

. .
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Case D
'

O 1. une ;
1

C. Manual Action

Case A

1. Restore normal bleed flow. Refer to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING
j AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.

2. If normal bleed flow cannot, be restored, switch the normally
operating variable speed charging pump to the OFF position. ,

i i
i

I 1. Adjust the standby variable speed charging p mp flow to re-
store normal pressurizer level.

2. If bleed flow has increased, restore normal bleed flow. Refer,

to 0.I. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.,

3. If the pressurizer level decreases below 90 in., start the
constant speed charging pump.

Case C

'
'

1. .3 witch the normally operating variable speed charging pump
i to 0FF.

:
I' 2. Switch the standby variable speed charging pump on automatic

. control.

3. Roset the charging punp auto-start alarm.
,

'

4. If the pressuriser level continues to drop, start the con-
stant speed charging pump.

5. When the pressurizer level reaches the normal oper'ating point,
; stop the constant speed charging ptamp and reset the charging
j pump auto-start alarm.

.

Case D

j. 1. Switch the normally operating variable speed charging pump
i from automatic to manual control.
L
1 2. Adjust the feed flow to rectore the normal operating level

of the pressurizer.

| 3. 'If needed, start the constant speed charging pump until normal
' operating level of the pressurizer is restored.

L - O.
p.

~

|
;
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III. Subsecuent Action (No time limit)

hv A. Proced'ure

Case A

1. Investigate the cause of decrease in bleed flow.

2. Rectore normal bleed flow rate.

3. When pressurizer level reaches the normal operating point,
switch the normally operating variable speed charging pump
to automatic control. .

Case B

1. Observe the feed and bleed flow indicators for unequal flow
rates. If feed flow is greater than bleed flow, investigate
cause of leakage. If bleed flow is greater than feed flow,
investigate cause of increase in bleed flow.

2. When pressulizer level reaches the normal operating point,
; stop the constant speed charging pump.

Case C

1. Investigate the cause of charging pump failure and make nee-
], essary repairs.t

2. Switch the normally operating variable speed charging pump
on automatic control.

3. Transfer the standty variable speed charging pump to the
standby position.

Case D

1. Investigate the cause of automatic level control failure and
make necessary repairs. ,

2. When normal operating pressurizer level is restored, return
the normally operating variable speed charging pump to
automatic control.

B. Action Summary

For Cases A, B, C and D, complete the survey of the plant
equipmentandnoteaction(shtakenandstatusofthesystemafter
completion of this procedure.

.
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EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505B19

O
PRIMARY PLANT
LOSS OF COMPONENT COOLING

Case A - Rupture of a Component Cooling Main Header Pide
Case E - Rupture of a Component Cooling Lead Pipe to or

from a Main Coolant Pump

These two types of failure could result in a serious emergency;
therefore, the system is provided with numerous alama such as low pres-
sure, high temperature, and lov flow. A component cooling surge tank is
also provided with reserve cooling water volume to extend the time allowed
for corrective action.

Case C - Rupture of Main Coolant Pump Cooling Coil

This type of failure could, depending on size of leak, also
result in a serjous emergency, since component cooling system pressure
and temperature would rise rapidly. If not corrected immediately, this
could result in loss of cooling for other assential primary plant equip-
ment.

1

Case D - Loss of Com W ent Cooling Flog

This mode of failure is of small consequence as a standby pump

C) '' ""' "'''** " ' ""' '"' "*'''' "- " ' " "' " ""' " """" "'"-
charge pressure alams are provided to alen the operator.

Case E - Rupture of Component Cooling Piping at the Low Pressure
Eurge Tank Cooler. Shutdown Cooler or Fuel Pit Cooler

This type of failure is an emergency of a minor nature as the
substitute. beat exchanger can be put in operation in a short time.

Case F - Rupture of Component Cooling Pipe to or in the Neutron,

' Shield Tank Cooler (s) or the Sample Cooler

This would be an emergency of least consequence as the plant
can continue power operation for a reasonable time without these units.

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indication of the,

[ emergency condition:

Case A - Rupture of a Component Cooling Main Header Pipec

I

i 1. Low water level indication and/or alam from the component
! -cooling surge tank.
L
.

2. Component cooling surge tank level control valve indicating
. Q lights will show valve open for prolcn{ed periods.

|
|

.

!

,
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3 High temperature indicatior and/or alarms from all main
coolant pump bearings.

O 4. Rapid decrease of component cooling pump discharge pressume.

5 Rapid increase of component cooling water flow.

6. Observation of high level in vapor container drain tank.

Case B - Rupture of a Component Cooling Lead Pipe to or from
a Main Coolant Pump

1. Low water level indication and/or alam from the component !

cooling surge tank.

2. Component coolin6 surge tank level control valve indicating
lights will show valve open for prolonged periods.

3 High temperature indication and/or alarm from one main
coolant pump bearing.

4. Rapid decrease of component cooling pump discharge pressure.

5 Rapid increase of component ecclin6 water flow.

6. Observation of high level in vapor ' container drain tank or
visible leakage from component coolin6 P ping outside vapori

container.

Case C - Rupture of Main Coolant Pump Cooling Coil

1. High temperature indication and/or alam from main coolant
pump component cooling water discharge.

2.: High .temperatum indication' and/or alam from main coolant
pump bearings.

3 High temperature indication and/or alarm from discharge of
component cooling system exchangers.

4'. - Rapid increase in component cooling pump discharge pressure.
>

5 Sudden increase above nomal of the component cooling water
pump'suctica radiation monitor reading.

6. High level indication and/or alam on the component cooling
water surge tank.

7 Observation'of high level in the vapor ' container drain tank
resulting from component cooling water surge . tank safety
valve operation.

.-

-
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Case D - Loss of Component Cooling Flow

1. Low component cooling pump discharge pressure indication
i and/oralarm.

2. Low component cooling flow indication and/or alam.

L 3 High temperature indication and/or alam from all main
coolant pump bearings.

:

Case E - Rupture of Compcnent Cooling Piping at the Low Pressure
Surge Tank Cooler, Shutdown Cooler or Fuel Pit Cooler

1. Sudden rise in low pressure surge tank cooler outlet temperature
and low pressure surge tank wa.er temperature.

2. Sudden rise in shutdown ~ cooler outlet temperature.

3 Rise in main coolant temperature during shutdown cooling
operatione.

4. Abnormal rise in fuel pit water temperature and/or high
temperature clam.

5 Low water level indication and/or alam from the component
cooling surge tank.

(7 6. Component cooling surge tank level control valve indicating,

bl lights will show valve.open for prolonged periods.''

7. Rapid decrease of component cooling pump discharge pressure.

8. Rapid increase of component cooling water flow.

Case F - Rupture of Comtonent Ccoling Pipe to or in the Neutron
; Shield Tank Cooler (s) or the Sample Cooler

1. Drop in component cooling water temperature returning from
the neutron shield tank coolers.

,

.

2. High water level indication and/or alam fmm the neutmn
shield surge' tank.

!! 3 Rise in neutron shield tank vater temperature and/or alam.

4. Low water level indication and/or alam from the component
cooling surge tank.

5 Component -cooling surge tank level control valve indicating
lights will show valve open- for prolonged periods.i

6., . Rapid decrease of component cooling pump discharge pressure.
p-
J

, . _ . - -_ _
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j 7 Rapid increase of component cooling water flow.

8. Observation of high level in vapor container drain tank. f
9 Abnomal rise in main coolant sample water temperature.

II. Immediate Action
i

For Case A, Case B, and Case C, approximately four minutes
are available to take manual action before main coolant pumps must be !
shut down due to complete loss of component cooling water from the pump
Jacket.

) For Case D and Case E, approximately eight minutes are avail-

| able to take manual action befom the main coolant pumps must be shut
down due to loss of component cooling flow.

) For Case F, approximately eleven minutes are available to take

: manual action before main coolant pumps must be shut down due to loss of !

j- component cooling in the case of a pipe failun to the neutron shield
tank. Better than a half hour is available for manual action in the case
of a pipe failure to the sample cooler. !

A. Automatic Action
i

Case A. Case B. Case E. and Case F,

,

; . When the component cooling surge tank water level drops
p d to low level, a switch automatically opens the level control valve

admitting make-up water to the tank from the secondary plant con-
densate supply.

M
.

As leakage progresses from the main coolant system into
the component cooling system and activity level of the component

. cooling system increases, the component cooling system tank vent
opens automatically as set radiation level point is reached.

Passure increase in a particular main coolant, pump
. cooling circuit.will cause component cooling safety valve operation,
relief going to the component cooling water surge tank. As pres-

h sure increases in the surge tank, this will in turn cause surge
; tank' safety valve operation, relief going to the vapor container
; drain tank.

Case D
n

Standby component cooling pump is put into operation
-automatically.

P. . Jnstrursnt Check

Check all instruments pertinent _ to the symptoms observed
and attempt to classify the' condition under one' of these cases.

i'

,
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C. Manual Action

' ~

Case A

1. Initiate reactor scram and trip the turbine generator.

2. Shut down all main coolant pumps.
,

j 3 Use turbine steam by-pass line to the main condenser as
'

necessary to maintain the system in hot standby condition
; until repairs can be made.

ESA.Ll *

7
'

,

1. Shut down the one affected main coolant pump.

2. Reduce the turbine generator load to a value compatible
with three-loop operation.

3. . Isolate the ruptured pipe by closing the inlet header and
outlet header root valves to the affected pump.

T

Case C

i 1. Stop the affected main coolant pump.

2.

. (~%.

. Isolate the affected main coolant loop. Refer to 0. I.
No. 504D8, Main Coolant System - Shutdown of Individual

\) Loops.' ,

3. Check to see that the component cooling system is operable.;

'

A. Continue operation of component cooling system.

-5 . Verify that' the turbine initial pressure regulator has'
reduced turbine generator load to a value compatible wi'h,

three-loop operation.'

,

Case D
1

1. -Isolate the faulty component cooling pump.
?

I

1. Isolate the failure by closing the inlet and outlet com-
ponent cooling water valves to the affected heat exchanger.

2. Put the below indicated standby heat exchanger,in service
by opening the cross connecting valves as required and
providing component Leooling water.to the standby exchanger.

.a. The shutdown cooler is standby ' for the low pressure
. surge tank cooler.

I '

,

w

$
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b. The lov pressure surge tank cooler is standby
for the ehutdown cooler.

''
c. Either the shutdown cooler or the low precaure

surge tank cooler is standby for the fuel pit
cooler.

Case F

1. Isolate the failure in the Tipe by closing the inlet
and outlet component cc. ling root valves to and from
the neutron shield tank or sample cooler, whichever
is involved.

III. Subsequent Action

A. Procedure

Case A

1. Determine the location of the failure, estimate time re-
quired for repairs. and commence repairs.

Case B

1. Isolato the affected main coolant loop.

(N 2. Continue three-loop reduced power operation until it is
desired to shut down the reactor and enter the vapor con-
tainer to It: pair the affected component cooling line to
the pump in the isolated loop.

Case C

1. Continue. three-loop reduced power operation until it is
desired to shut down the reactor, enter the vapor con-
tainer and make repairs.

Case D

1. Make repairs, as necessary, to restore the faulty com-
ponent cooling pump to reliable operating condition.

Case E

1. Isolate the tube (cooled medium) side of the affected heat
exchanger and co:r.ence repairs.

m

%Y.
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' Cue F

O 1- >1 chea=1e re eter '"ta to 11e 1oc ti=8 **e .,

failure of neutron shield tank cooling and a scheduled |
:

| plant shutdown for repairs; or '

>

$
I

i 2. Isolate the main coolant. side of the sample cooler and i

| continue power operation as desired. i,

B. Action Smmanry

! Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note
; action (s)takenandstatusofthesystemaftercompletionofthis

procedure.'

,

,

o
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'
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DERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505C

SECONDARY PLAhT
DERGENCY SHUTDOWN AND TURBINE THROTTLE TRIP

The operator may cause an emergency shutdown of the turbine gener-
ator either by rapidly reducing as much of the load as possible and dumping
the remainder or by dumping the entire load.

The emergency conditions listed below will automatically trip the
turbine throttle valves. Refe* to Section II-C for generator field trip.

I. Symptoms

A. Primary Plant Conditions

Whenever the nuclear reactor is scrammed for one of the
following conditions in the prirary plant, the turbine throttle
valves trip automatically within 2 see:

*l. Low pressure in the pressurizer.
*2. High neutron flux level in the reactor.
*3. Short reactor period.
*4. Low main coolant flow.
5. Manual scram.

,,

(j B. Secondary Plant Conditions (Mechanical)

Any of the following conditions in the secondary plant
will automatically trip the turbine throttle valves without delay:

51. Ioss of condenser vacuum.
*2. Low turbine bearing oil header pressure.
'3. Abnormal action of the turbine thrust bearing.
*4. High water level in turbine moisture separators.
5. Hand trip.

*6. overspeed of unit.
'7. High pressure in vapor container.

C. Secondary Plant Conditions (Electrical)

Any of the following electrical conditions in the second-
ary plant will automatically trip the turbine throttle valves with-
out delay

*l. Unit differential.-

*2. Generator differential and ground.

'3 Generator loss of field and overcurrent.

m '4. No.1 station service transformer differential and
(V overcurrent.

' Indicated by annunciator on main control board.
,

!
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"5. No. 4 station service transformer overcurrent.,

O 6. i stuck 115 kv ei1 circuit breeker.

II. Immediate Action

A. Automatic Action

When the turbine throttle valves are tripped, the pressure
in the main steam line will increase. The turbine steam by-pass

' line controls, sensitive to such an increase, will automatically
put this system in operation provided condenser vacuum is maintained.

A turbine throttle valve trip will automatically open the
115 kv oil circuit breakers and will scram the reactor when turbine*

i load is above 15 mv but will not automatically scram the reactor
when turbine load is iglow 15 nw as in startup or when load is re-
duced to below 15 mw and continues below 15 mw for a preset time'

(adjustable 0-10 sec) as in a scheduled or emergency load reduction.

NOTE: The preset time of 0-10 see is required to allow
a time delay relay to isolate the reactor scram
from the throttle trip circuit.

When the turbine throttle valves are tripped by any one
of the electricel faults listed in Section I-C, the generator field

. is automatically tripped.

Loss of power on the No.1, 2,400 v bus shuts down two of1

the four reactor main coolant pumps. When turbine load is above
15 mw (indicative of above 10% reactor power level), a minimum of

,

three main coolant pumps are required and automatic scram will occur
if this is not satisfied. -When turbine load is between 7.25 and
15 mw (indicative of below 10% reactor power level), a minimum of

,

one main coolant pump is required for heat reoval but no automatic
scrar.is provided.

E. -Instrument Check

Check all instrunats relative to the symptoms observed.
If the fault is in the primary plant, the nuclear auxiliary oper-
ator should check the pertinent system.

C. Manual Action

| When turbine throttle valves are tripped by reactor or
turbine (mechanical) conditions or by hand, the generator field'

breaker shall be hand tripped 1 min after throttle valve trip.
j Refer to 0.I. No. 504R3, ELECTRICAL SYSTDi - STATION POWER SYSTEM.

| * Indicated by annunciator on main control board.
| O

Ui
e

:

i
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1. Faergency reduction in load to less than 15 mw to be
followed by throttla valve hand trip without reactor

.

scram.

a. Transfer 2,400 v, No.1 bus and 480 v, No. 4-1 bus from
No. 1 station service transformer to the appropriate
station service transformer, depending on station load-
ing. Refer to 0.I. No. 504R3, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM -
STATION POWER SYSTEM.

b. Maintain load below 15 mw for a minimum preset time*

(adjustable 0-10 sec).

NOTE: If load is not maintains! below 15 mw for
minimum preset time (adjustable 0-10 sec),
the reactor is scrammed. Refer to Section II-C,
Step No. 3 for instructions.

c. Trip throttle valves.

d. Verify automatic start of turbine main auxiliary oil
pump.

,

2. Load is less than 15 rnw and throttle valves triveed auto-
matically or by hand.

.
a. Verify automatic start of turbino main auxiliary oil-

pump.

b. Locate cause of throttle trip.

3. Emercency reduction in load to more than 15 mw followed by
hand trin.

Icad is more than 15 inw and throttle valves trieved auto-
matically.

a. Verify automatic. start of turbine main auxiliary oil
Pump.

'b. Transfer 2,400 v, No.-.1 bus and 480 v, No. 4-1 bus from
No. 1 station service transformer to the appropriate
station service transformer depending on station load-
ing. Refer to 0.I. No. 504R3, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM -
STATION POWER SYSTEM.

c. Locate cause of throttle trip.

.

O

- - .
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III. Subseouent Action

A. Procedure
ti

! 1. Emnrcency reduction in load to less tt an 15 mv to be follovad
by throttle valve hand trio without :eactor scram.

a. If the condition causing the throttle valves to be
,

tripped qn be corrected within about 20-30 min or
|

: before the turbine has slowed to turning gear speed
; and if the unit is desired back on the line as soon
i as possible, the following instructions apply

(1) Proceed with Steps Nos. 6 through 12 under
' Section V of 0.I. No. 504A5, PLANT STARTUP -

TURBINE GENERATOR STARTUP FROM IOT CONDITION.

b. If the condition causing the throttle valves to be
'

hand tripped gn not be corrected within 20-30 min,
the following instructions applyi

(1) Proceed with Steps Nos. 8 through 11 under
Section V-A of 0.I. No. 504C3, PLANT SHUTDOWN -
SCHEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR SHUTDOWN.,

; 2. Load is less than 15 mv and throttle valves trinned automati-
. cally or by hand trio.

a. If the condition causing the throttle valves to be
;- tripped either by hand or automatically .gg be cor-

rected within about 20-30 min or before the turbine'
,

has slowed to turning gear speed, and if the unit
is desired back on the line as soon as possible,
refer to instructions under Section III-A, Step No. la. "

,

b. If the condition causing the throttle valves to be
tripped either ty hand or automatically can not be
corrected within 20-30 min, refer to instructions-

; under Section III-A, Step No. lb.

3. Emergency reduction in load to more than 15 mv followed by
hand trio.

i

Load' is more than 15 mv and throttle valves triroad automati-:

c ally.

NOTER Under these conditions the reactor has been
scrammed. It is assumed that the condition
causing the throttle valve trip can not be -

, corrected and the reactor will not again be
'' made critical before the turbine slows down

to turning gear speed.

O'

.

1
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a. Proceed with Stepa Nos. 8 through 11 under Section V-A

p. of 0.I. No. 504C3, PLANT SHUTDOWN - 3CIEDULED TURBINE )V GENERATOR SHUTDOWN.
'

B. Action Summary

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note4

action (s) taken and status of the system after completion of this
procedure.

1

i

O
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DERGEICY INSTRUCTION 505D1

! O
j EIECTRICAL SYSTEM |:

; IOSS CF 120 VOLT A-C VITAL BUS t

I. Symotonai

J

Ar.y of the following symptoms may be an indication of the e=er-
gency conditions

,

; 1. Ioss of all nuclear instrumentation and chart drives, which j

would causet

Dropout of amplifiers causing reacter scram.
Turbine generator trip.

'

2. Loss of vital bus voltage,

i

NOTE: This is not indicated at main control board but< ,

| 1s indicated at the inverter control cabinet.
e

II. Immediate Action

j A. Automatic Action
i
1 1. All nuclear instrumentation and chart drives stop.

O"
j - 2. Reactor acram.
'

3. Turbine generator trip. t

i
2 B. Jnstrument Check

1. Check vital bus voltage .
4

C. Vanual Action
:

1. Transfer vital bus to reserve supply in accordance with 0.I.
I No. 504R1, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - 120 VOLT A-C VITAL BUS SYSTEM.
:

'

.2. Reset nuclear instrumentation.

' 3. Proceed with reactor startup, if direetcd, in accordance with
0.I. No. 504A3, PLANT STARTUP - REACTOR STARTUP FOLLOWING.

SCRAM CONDITION

i .III. Subsecuent Action

A. . Procedure,

1. Check inverter equipment to| determine cause of trouble.
'

NOTE: When trouble is ' corrected, refer to 0.I. No. 504R1,
ELECTRICAL SYSTDI - 120 VOLT A-C VITAL BUS SYSTEM
before returning vital bus power supply to normal. *

, - - _ _ _ . - . . - . _ - _ . _ - - __ _ _ _ _ _
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B. Action Sturrary,

a

1. Nuclear instrumentation is now in service from the reserve
supply and, if directed, the plant may be placed back in,

operation.

I 2. Vital bus power supply to be transferred to its normal source,
the inverter, when available.

.

t

i
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| EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION NO. 505D2

i ELECTRICAL SYSTEN
LOSS OF A-C SUPPLY

This emergency instruction covers conditions of Partial and Total
Loss of A-C Supply to the plant.

I. Epytial Ioss of A-C Surely

i Partial loss of A-C supply is that condition caused by an electricel
fault on a portion of tha plant auxiliary electric system or con-
necting transmission lines. The basic design incorporates relaying ;

j ''id electrical equipment standard to conventional steam power plant '

' dc81gn which provides automatic Control action to isolate ilmeediately
.the faulted area from the rest of the system. In this manner, re-4

'

ganiless of location or severity of the fault, power is maintained
to operate vital station auxiliaries and to maintain the reactor in
a safe condition. A sunmary of operations, which will occur for
various electrical faults, and their effect upon plant operation is
given below. Refer to the Main Electrical One Line Operating Diagram
on page 505D2:10.

| A. Fault on Line Z-126 S.S. Trans. No. 2. or 11'3 Kv and
! 2.400 V Connections to S.S. Trans. No. 2*

.

I. Svantoms

. In all cases, A through L, plant operators will be
i alerted of the loss of A-C supply by an alans and appropriate

annunciator drops.
2

II. Action

A. Automatic Action

1. No. Z-126, 224, and 548 bnakers open automatically.-

2. Power output is reduced to 78%.
i

B. .Subseauent Action
~

1. Operator will restore plant to scheduled power out-
put by energizing the 2,400 v bus No. 2 from nonaal,

source if available, or from 2,400 v bus No.1.

III. Action Summary
,

Complete the survey of the plant equipment and note -
action (s) taken and status of.the system after comple. tion of
.this procedum.

,

4 ,, , - , , , -, -,,w, _ ,e-~- - _ . . - - - _ _ - - -
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B. Failure of Breaker No. Z-lE6 to Onerate (In Case A, above)

I. Synotons

Same as Case A.

The following sequence will occur in onier to
mr'atain adequate main coolant flow.

2

II. Action

A. Agtgpatic Action

1. Breakers Nos. Y-177,124, and 448 open automatically
with throttle-stop valve trip and reactor scram.

2. Breaker No.132i+ closes automatically.

B. Subsecuent Action

1. Plant is placed on hot standby. Refer to E.I.
No. 505B2, PRIMARY PLANT - LOSS OF IDAD ACCIDENT.

III. Action Summary

Same as Case A.
Os2

C. Fault on Line Y-177 or 115 Ky Connections to S.S. Trans. No. 3
.

I. Symptoms

Same as Case A.

II. Action

A. Automatic Action

Breakers Nos. Y-177, 321, and 648 open automatically.1. i

2. Poweroutputisreducedto78%.

B. Subseauent Action

1. Plant will be restored to scheduled power output
by ener81 sing the 2,400 v bus No. 3 from the normal
source, if available, or from 2,400 Y bus No.1.

.

III. Action Summary

Same as Case A.

-
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D. ' Fault en S.S. Trans. No. 3 or Its 2.400 V Connections

I. Symptoms

Same as Case A.

II. Action

A. Automatic Action

1. Breakers Nos. Y-177, 324, 648, and airbreak
switch 3S115 open automatically.

2. Power is reduced to 78%.

B. Subsecuent Action

1. Same as Case C - II B.

-III. Action Smmnary
.

Same as Case A.

E. Failure of Breaker No. Y-lT/ to Operate (In Cases C and D above)

I. Symptomsg]
'%d

Same as Case A.

The following sequence will occur in oztier to
maintain adequate main coolant flow.

II.- Action

A. Automatic Action

1. Breakers Nos. Z-126, 124, and 448 open automatically4

with thmttle-stop valve trip and reactor scram.

2. Bzwaker No. 1224 closes automatically.
* B.- Subsecuent Action

1. Plant is placed on hot standby. . Refer to E.I.
No. 505B2, PRIMARY PLANT - LOSS OF LOAD ACCIDEllT.

III. Action Summa n

Same as Case A.

O
V .

.
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.

F. An Overload or Loss of Field on the Generator: a Fault
*

on the 115 Kv Station Bus.-Trans. No. 1. 18 Kv Bus.
Generator. S.S. Trans. No.1, or the 2.400 V Connections

to S.S. Trans. No. 1

I. Sys:ptoms

Sahae as Case A.,

II. Action

' A. Automatic Action

1. Breakers Nos. Y-177, Z-126, 124, 448, and exciter
breaker opens automatically with throttle-stop
valve trip and reactor scram.

B. -Subseauent Action

1. Plant is placed on hot standby. Refer to E.I.
No.' 505B2, PRIMARY PLANT - LOSS OF LOAD ACCIDENT.

III. Action Su m

Same as Case A.

~

G. Failure of Breakers Nos. Y-177 or Z-126 to Operate (In Case F, above)

I. Symptome

'Same as Case A.

' The followin6 sequence vill occur in onier to
maintain adequate main coolant flow.

II. Action

! A. Automatic Action

1. Breaker No.1224 closes aut,omatically for breaker
No. Y-177 failure, or breaker No.1324 closes auto-
matically for breaker No. Z-126 failure.

B. Subsecuent- Aetion

None.

-III. Action Su q

Same as Case-A.
'

.- p/(

,
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H. Generator Ground Fault

I. Sventoms

Same as Case A.

II. Action

A. ' Automatic-Action

1. No in: mediate action.

B. Subseauent Action

1. Shutdown turbine generator in accordance. With 0.I. No. 504C3 -
- PIANT SHI7fDOWN, SCEEDULED TURBINE GENERATOR DHITIDOWN.

- 2. If Item 1 is not completed within 2 hr from initiation of
fault, the. following automt. tic action vill occuc:

Breakers Nos. Y-17(, Z-126,124, 448 and exciter
breaker opens automatically with Throttle-Stop
Valve Trip and Reactor. Scram.

,

3.' Plant 'is placed on hot standby following the occurrence
of Item 2. Refer to E.I. No. 505B2 - PRD%RY PIANT - IDSS
OF IDAD ACCIDENT.

'

III.- Action Summary

Same as. Case A.>

~ I. Fault 'on 2.h00 -V Bus No.3

I. Syrmtoms

Same as Case A.

II. ' Action

'A. Automatic Action

1. Breaker No.124 opens automatically.

2. Reactor scram vith throttle-stop valve trip
' and - breakers . Nos. . Y-lT( and Z-126 _ trip.

- B. - Subseauent A'etion

1. Plant is' based on hot standby. Refer to E.I.
No. 505B2, PRD%RY PIANf ---IOSS OF IDAD ACCIDEITf.

III. Ac'..on Summary

-

~Same as Case A.'-
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J. Fault on 2 A00 V Bus No. 2g
V

I. Symptoms

Same as Case A.

II. Action

A. Automatic Action

1. Breaker No. 224 opens automatically.

2. Power is reduced to 7&%.

B. Subsequent Action

1. Plant is placed on hot standby. Refer to E.I.
No. 505B2, PRDERY PLANT - LOSS OF IDAD ACCIDEUT.

III. Action Summary

Same as Case A.

4

( ;,

*j
, . _
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O K. Fault on 2,400 V Bus No. 3b
I. Symptoms

Same as Case A.

II. Action

A. Automatic Action

1. Breaker No. 324 opens automatically.

2. Power output is reduced to 78%.

B. Subseauent Action

1. Plant is placed on hot standby. Refer to E.I.
No. 505B2, PRDUJtY PLANT - LOSS OF LOAD ACCIDEllT.

III. Action Sumnary

Same as Case A.

L. Fault on 480 V Sus Nos. 4-1, 5-2 or 6-3

o I. Symptoms()
Same as Case A.

II. Action

A. Automatic Action

1. Breakers Nos. 448, 548, and 648 open automatically
respectively.

B. Subsequent Action

1. - Operator will check that all vital duplicate
. equipment is in service.

| III. Action Sumary

Same as Case A.

II. Tntal Loss of A-C' Supply

A total loss of A-C supply results from a complete separa-
tion of the plant from the interconnected system. Although it is-
highly improbable that such a condition vill be experienced, an auto-
matic turbine throttle-stop valve trip and reactor scram accompany

/S the total loss of power. The~ return of A-C supply is subject to
- \._)

,
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1 A 'ransmission line conditions and system operation. The total loss
!. U of A-C supply emergency procedure vill be initiated if transmission
4 lines are dead for a period of 15 min with n-3 communication, or if

the system dispatcher can not advise an exact time at which A-C
'

supply will be restored. In any event, emergency power will be
available within three hours after loss of all A-C supply to main-
tain the plant in a safe condition.-

The only credible way in which a total loss of main coolant
flow can occur is by a total loss of A-C supply. If total A-C supply
is lost, with four loops-in operation, the resulting lov main coolant
flow causes a reactor scram at approximately 60% flow. During the
short tarm transient, the pump coastdown flow will prevent core
damage. Heat transferred by natural circulation from the core to
the. steam generators vill provide for removal of decay heat and vill.

maintain the plant in a safe condition..

I Referring to one line diagrams, drawings Nos. 9699-FE-ID
and 9699-RE-lF included in Section 226, the combined emergency elec-4

i trical and mechanical instruction for total loss of A-C supply and
i total loss of main coolant flow follows:

I. Symptoms

Any of the following symptoms may be an indica-
. tion of the emergency condition:,

p
d- L1.. Total loss of A-C supply.

2. Lov flow seram and alarm.
,

' '

II. Immediate Action-
|

~

A.. Automatic Action

Reactor scram and turbine' trip out.

-B. Instrumentation Check
:
t

Survey nuclear, turbine and electrical sec-
tions;of the main control board to determine the cause,

| of otal~ loss of flow.t
'

t

[ C. ' Manual Action

Check that automatic scram has occurred.
Initiate same, if necessary.'

,

g III. . Subsequent' Action

-Initiation ~of the.following action is dependent
upon' the anticipated length of time the~ plant vill be,

.. . separated from the ~ interconnected system. . It-_is to be -

{v recognized that a number of the steps may be performed
_

concurrently and in variance to the sequence listed.
.

.

-y

.. _ .-. , ,3 , -. - . . , . , , , , , _ , - .,
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A. Pn>cedure

1. Check turbine generator lubricating oil conditions,
making certain that the D-C emergency bearing oil
pump and D-C emergency seal oil pump are operating
and maintain the required pressure.

][o,te,: The D-C emergency bearing oil-pump may
be removed from service after the
turbine, generator stops rotating.
This is accomplished by operation of
the control switch located on the
turbine startup panel.

2. Contact the system dispatcher for infozustion relative
to the expected time that rest' ration of A-C supply
will occur.

3 Considerable noise may occur by steam generator safety
valve operation relieving heat and pressure from the
primary system.

4. Start engine driven A-C generator.

, O.
5 Check open, breaker No.17 to 480 v bus No. 4-1.,

6. it rated s , ed, a,,1x fie1d and adous, fer rated
terminal' voltage.

7 Check open all breakers on the 480 v bus No. 4-1 No. 5-2.
,

8. Close' breaker No.17, energizing the 480 v bus No. 4-1.

9 Close breaker No.11, energizing the 480.v bus No. 5-2.

10. Check open all breakers on MCCl bus No.1

11. -Close breaker No. 10, energizing MCCl bus No. 1.

12. Close 480.v breaker and contactor to motor generator
set No. 1.

13 Adjust field for 129 y and close the D-C contactor to
the battery bus No.1.

14.= Close the 480 y breaker to the 71/2 kva transformer for
r process instrumentation.

i 15. 'Close the h80 v breaker and contactor to the pressurizer
heaters.' . Manually cycle heaters to maintain nominal
main coolant system pressur .

0i.

V 16. Check open all breakers 'on NCC4 bus.No. 2.
~

ki
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O 17 Close breaker No.15 energizing MCC4 bus No. 2. (No. 2
charging pump supply)v

18. Manually initiate feed water flow to the secondary side
of the steam generators by;

a. Line up the emergency feed water supply line con-
necting the charging pump discharge header to the
secondary feed water system.

b. Line up No. 2 charging pump with its discharge
isolated from the remaining charging pumps.

Lineupthedenineralizedwaterstoragetankand/orc.

the primary storage water tank to supply water to
the charging pump suction header only.

d. Close 480 v breaker and operate contactor to No. 2
- charging pump as required, to maintain proper water

level in the steam generators.

Note: When starting No. 2 charging pump with
the engine-driven A-C generator as

'

power source, it is required to relieve
the discharge pressure.

Q
( ,/ 19 Continue surveys of the nuclear, turbine and electrical

sections of the main control board.

20. After the turbine generator unit has stopped turning,
partially rotate the unit by barring, as detailed in:the ,
Manufacturer's Instruction Book.

21. When restoration of the nonnal A-C power supply is accom-
plished, start the circulating water pump (s), one or more
main coolant punps, component cooling water pump and
initiate steam by-pass to the main condenser.

22. , Trip the engine-driven A-C generator from service and
,- energize 480 v buses from the nonnal supply.

23 Beturn the secondary system. feed water supply to nonaal by,

perfonning Step 18 in reverse order.e

24. Establish hot standby conditions 'in the main coolant system.

B. Action Suneney
&

Complete the survey of the plant and note action (s)
taken'and status of the system (s) after completion of this

.
procedure.

II .
v

4

_ _ , . --
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506 PIANT MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

506A GENERAL

The primary plant maintenance program is designed to safely and
efficiently provide for the repair and adjustment of equipment in order to
maintain the plant in good operating order.

During normal operation, the plant vapor container is closed, and
the temperature and radioactivity buildup within the container are monitored.
The reinforced concrete shielding design does not allow access to the vapor
container with the reactor at high power levels and, in like manner, with
the vapor container closed, the vapor container atmosphere control systems
' limit access. Due to these restrictions, the maintenance operations on the
primary plant are grouped into two general situations.

Minor adjustments or maintenance required on portions of the nuclear
plant equipment outside of the vapor container vill be performed with the plant
in operation, if the work can be carried out in a safe manner. - Minor main-
tenaace on equipment in the vapor container for which depressurization is
not required and for which entrance is possible without hazard from the high
pressure plant will also be performed without complete plant shutdown.

Major maintenance on the nuclear plant equipment within the vapor
container vill be performed on a deferred basis at a time of complete plant
shutdown and depressurization. All of the maintenance operations on con-
taminated equipment or in contaminated areas vill be supervised by technical

Os services to see that proper decontamination procedures and radioactivity
safeguards are observed.

In the performance of the primary plant maintenance, special main-
tenance methods will be required. Specific instructions have been prepared
for a number of these maintenance operations: these appearing in Sections
so6B, So6D, and so6E. Maintenance of equipment beyond that covered in these
special written procedures vill be carried out in about the same manner as
in a.' conventional power plant.

,

Maintenance of primry plant equipment also presents special
' problems in equipment isolation, working methods, and personnel safety.

(Personnel protection is discussed in Section 507, RADI0IDGICAL HEALTH AND
; SAFETY). The plant -layout and the items of equipment have all been designed

to meet these special problems. Careful study was given to plant layout
'

' with respect to equipment inspection, chielding, and extra cleaning connec-
tions.- Special tools will also be provided where required.

Safety procedures and rules have also been prepared,' based on the
usual conventional' pover plant practices. Incorporated in these procedures
is a nuclear clearance _ procedure._ Plant maintenance requests vill be
initiated by authorized personnel as a result of equipment malfunction, pre-
ventive maintenance, and the equipment testing pro 6 rams. The authorized
personnel are allowed to' request, grant, and release such clearances by
first demonstrating knowledge of the plant as well as company safety rules

.(v)
,

by passing an examination.

s

0

--. , - ,
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The work vill be performed by trained personnel under technical
supervision. The personnel training program will be carried out as des-
cribed in Section 502. Only men who are thoroughly grounded in basic skills
vill be engaged in this mintenance work. Manufacturers' representatives
will be employed for special items of equipment. A preventive mintenance
schedule based on manufacturers' recommendations vill be followed for routine
inspections and adjustments. A suitable maintenance record and appropriate
apare parts inventory vill also be maintained at the plant.

C
A.

|
!

|
t

|
*

|
,

|
'

i

|

|
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O MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B1
V

PRIMARY PLANT
OPENING AND CLOSING ISOLATED MAIN COOLANT LOOP

I. Objective To provide a procedure for opening and closing an isolated
main coolant loop prior to and subsequent to planned main-
tenanceand/orinspection.

II. Conditions

1. The main coolant system has been shut down, is below 140 F, and is
essentially at atmospheric pressure. Refer to 0.I. No. 504C2,
PLANI SHUTDOWN - REACTOR COOLDOWN and 0.I. No. 504D7, MAIN COOLANT
SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF COMPLEIE SYSTEM.

2. The main coolant loop isolation valvet are closed and the bypass
isolation valve is opened.

3 The vapor container has been ventilated and prepared for personnel
and equipment access. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q, VAPOR CONTAINER
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEMS and M.I. No. 506D, VAPOR CONTAINER.

4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control System Isolated

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504F)

Component Cooling System Partial operation - as.

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504I). required

Shutdown Cooling System Normal operation
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504M)

Vapor Container Atmosphere Control Normal operation
Systems

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)

III. Precautions

1. When enter'.ng the vapor container, comply with all pertinent require-
ments cf Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFEIY.

2. The secondary side of the steam generator should be completely
drained only when it is desired to inspect the secondary face of
the tube plate and when a tube leak test is required.

O
t ) '3 - All' instrument isolation valves must be closed.
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IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this M.I. , the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Opening An Isolated Main Coolant Loon

1. Check that the main coolant isolation valycs are closed and4

the bypass isolation valve is open.,

f

2. Check that the charging and volume control system is isolated.

3 Check cold leg temperature to assure that the system tempera-
ture is below 1h0 F.

4. Drain the isclated loop. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D2, MAIN COOLANT
SYSTEM - FILLING, VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED LOOP.

,

5 After complete draining of the isolated loop, determine by
radiation survey if decontamination of the loop is required.
If decontamination is required, refer to M.I. No. 506B2,
PRIMARY ILANT - DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM OPERATION.

C' 6. Upon completion of decontamination of the isolated loop, check
that the loop has been properly rinsed and drained.

7 Depending upon the maintenance operation required, open the
appropriate section.of the isolated loop. Refer to
Manufacturer's Instructions.

B. Closing An Isolated Main Coolant Loop

1. Depending upon the maintenance operation that was required,
close the appropriate section of-the isolated loop. Refer'

to Manufacturer's Instructions. ,

: 2. Fill the isolated loop. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D2, MAIN COOLANT
| SYSTEM - FILLING, VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED LOOP."

r

3 Check cold leg temperature.

'

VI. . Final Condition

A. Ooenine-An Isolated Main Coolant Loon

The isolated main' coolant loop has been drained, decontaminated
if necessary and has been opened for planned maintenance and/or
-inspection.

t.

.)
'

,.

4 q *
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) B. Closing An Isolated Main Coolant Loop

The isolated main coolant loop has been closed and filled with
borated primary grade water and is ready for cold leak test.
Refer to M.I. No. 506B3, PRIMARY PLANT - COLD LEAK TEST.

.

O

O
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MADTfENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B2
(3v

PRIMARY PLAITE
DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM OPERATION

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of decontaminating
primary plant equipment for the purpose of removing radio-
active fission and corrosion products.

II. Conditions

A. Decontamination of a Loop

1. Decontamination of a loop is required and a water flush or
other mild decontamination procedure is insufficient. (See
Section 507, Radiological Health and Safety.)

2. The reactor is shut down and cold.

!3 The 3,000 gal boric acid mixing and storage tank is empty.
The loop'that must be decontaminated is isolated by the main ,

stop valves. The valve in the by-pass line is closed.

4. Auxiliary steam is available for heating the decontamination
solutions.

(#n) 5 At least 15,000 gal of demineralized water is available in
'

the demineralized water storage tank.

6. The shell side of the steam generator is f.111ed with water to
the normal operating level. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Ah, PLANT
STARTUP - TURBINE GENERATOR STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION.,

7 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control System Ready standby
(Refer to 0. I. No. 504F)

Component Cooling System Cooling supply to the

(Refer to 0. I. No. 504I) canned motor pump is on

Primary Plant Sampling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Kl)

Radioactive Waste Disposal System The primary drain collect-

(Refer to 0. I. No. 504L1) ing tank and one holdup
tank have been purged and
have capacity for receiving
decontamination solutions.

p/ Piping is lined up to allow
gas stripper discharge to
the primary vent stack.
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,

B. Decontamination of the Pressurizer
(OV 1. Decontamination of the pressurizer is required and a borA l

water flush is insufficient. (See Section 507, Radiological
Health and Safety.)

2. The reactor is shut down and cold.

3 The 3,000 gal borie acia mixing and storage tank is empty.

4. Anvilinq steam is available for heating the decontamination
solutions.

5 At least 5,500 gal of demineralized water is available in the
demineralized water storage tank.

6. Approximately 2,000 gal of 0 55% boric acid solution is
available from the safety injection and shield tank cavity

.

water storage tank.

7 Pertinent systems are in the following status:

System Status

Charging and Volume Control System Ready standby
(Refer to 0. I. No. 504F)

m(,) Chemical Shutdown System Ready standby
(Refer to 0. I. No. 504Gl)

Primary Plant Sampling System Ready standby
(Refer to 0.I. No. 504KL)

Radioactive Waste Disposal System The primary drain collecting
(Refer to 0. I. No.' 504L1) tank and one holdup tank

have been purged and have
capacity for receiving de-r

I cont, amination solutions.
! Piping is lined up to allow

gas stripper discharge to
the primary vent stack.

III. Precautions
!

A. Decontamination of a Loop

| 1. Dec'ontamination will be ineffective unless it is possible
~

to pressurize and circulate the main coolant in the loop.

;; 2. - The water pr- ge into the main coolant pump must be maintained'

at a rate of 4 5 gpm.

D 3. Adequate precaution should'be taken to prevent an inadvertent
\>- opening of the main:stop valves.

|-

-. ._ _ ._-____ _ - _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - - _ -
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4. Personnel entering the loop cubicle and preparing decon-

O tamination sclutions must wear adequate special work
V procedure (SWP) clothing. (See Section 507, Radiological

Health and Safety.)

B. Decontamination of the Pressurizer

Personnel entering the pressurizer cubicle and preparing
decontamination solutions must wear adequate special work
procedure (SWP) clothing. (See Section 507, Radiological
Health and Safety.)

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this Maintenance Instruction, the
check-off list must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Decontamination of'a Loop

1. Drain the main coolant loop that is to be decontaminated.
Refer to 0.I. No. 504D2, MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - FILLING,,

VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED LOOP.

2.- Prepare approximately 2,300 gal of the first decontamination
/% solution using the boric acid mixing and storage tank.
.V

a. Measure out 2,150 lb of- sodium hydrexide and 650 lb-
of potassium permanganate.

b. Close the valves in the boric acid feed line to the
charging pump suction header.

'
c. Check that the stop valves in the following lines are

closed:

Charging pump suction demineralized water feed line.

Demineralized water flush to the boric acid solution-
feed line and the-transfer pump suction line.

'

Demineralized water supply to the safety injection
and shield tank cavity water tank and shield tank
cavity fill pump suction.

Gate valve in the boric acid solution transfer pump
,

suction.>

d. - Line up the boric acid recirculating line.

e. Open the demineralized water supply line from the primaryg'

('') | water storage tank to the boric acid miving and storage
tank, via the low pressure surge tank makeup pumps.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _
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f. Start the low pressure surge tank make-up pump that;
^

Q has been put on manual position.D
g. When the steam coils are sube rged, check that the steam -

supply is on by:
i

Checking that the steam supply line to the boric acid
i midng and storage tank is open and under automatic

temperature control.

1 Checking that the condensate line is open to steam
-trap.

h. ~Stop the pump when 2,200 gal of water have been added to.

the tank. Start the mechanical :aixer.

1. Close the valve in the water supply line to the boric acid
mixing and storage tank.

'

J. Slowly add, into the tank, the weighed amounts of sodium,

hydroxide and then potassium permangannte. '

. CAUTION: Caution must be exercised when handling
and mixing both the sodium hydroxide .-

'and permanganate solutions.

, . k. Sample the solution.
1

t

:' [1. ! WhenIthe. temperature of the solution reaches 150 F, stop
the mechanical mixer.

3 Connect the main coolant pump temporary purge line with the
'

main coolant puisp integral vent.

4. Open the valve from the demineralized water storage tank to
the purge pump and close the valve to the low pressure surge
tank make-up pumps.

'

5 Start the purge pump.

. 6. Open the influent line from the boric acid miHng and storage .
. ~ tank to the charging pump suction.
1

| 7. ; Fill the isolated loop via the chemical injection line. ~ Refers,

to 0. I. No. 504D2, MAIN C00IAlff SYSTEM - FILLING, VENTING
'

AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED' LOOP.

- 8. . Start up the ! isolated main coolant loop. Refer to 0. I.
No. 504DS, MAIN C00LAlff SYSTEM - STARTUP OF ISOIATED LOOP.o

.

'

9 Vent the. steam produced in the steam generator through the
E

.. ~ double valved vent line, by removing the. trap and venting-
D . through the ' drain line; by removing and venting through the
V .

, safety valve |in the main steam line;; or by blowing down :,
' water from the steam generator.-

1

s

1

#
w - - - % v v
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10. After approximately 90 min circulation, stop the
n main coolant pump and close the by-pass valve.
U Refer to 0. I. No. 504D8, MAIN COOIMT SYSTEM -

SHUTDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL LOOPS.

11. Drain the solution into the waste disposal system.
Fill the loop with demineralized water. Refer to

0. I. No. 504D2, MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - FILLING,
VENTING AND DRAINING AN IS01ATED LOOP.

NOTE: Refer to 0. I. No. 504L1, RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL.

SYSTEM, page 504Ll:15, paragraph C, and process
the primary drain collecting tank liquids in
accordance with this procedure. The prinary
drain collecting tank and one holdup tank
will be purged of hydrogen and fission
product gases and a nitrogen blanket established
over them.

12. Circulate,for 15 min, demineralized water into the isolated
loop. Refer to 0. I. No. 504D5i MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - .

STARTUP OF ISOIATED LOOP.

13 Drain the loop. Refer to 0. I. No. 504D2, MAIN C00IANT
SYSTEM - FTTITNG, VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOIATED LOOP.

14. Drain the boric acid mixing and storage tank of the residual
first sclution by opening the appropriate drain valve.

15 Prepare, in the boric acid mixing and storage tank, approxi-
mately 2,300 gal of the second decontamination solution.

a. Measure out 2,000 lb of ammonium citrate.

b. Repeat Steps b through g, paragraph A-2.

c. Stop tra pump when 2,160 gal of water have been added
to th( tank. -

d. Close the valve in the water supply line to the boric
acid mixing and storage tank.

e.- Slowly add the specified amount of ammonium citrate into
the tank.

.

f. Sample the solution.

g. - When the temperature of the solution reaches 150 F, . stop
the mechanical mixer.

~ 16. Repeat Steps 6, 7 and 8.

(
. Y.Y
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7 -17 After circulating the solution for approximately 150 min,
p stop the main coolant pump and close the bypass valve.'v Refer to 0. I. No. 504D8, MAIN COOIANT SYSTEM - SEffDOWN

OF INDIVIDUAL LOOPS.

18. Close the valve downstream of the purge line pump, shut
off the pump and close the valve from the demineralized
water storage tank to the purge line.

19 Disconnect the purge line'from the integral vent of the,

4: main coolant pump.

20. Drain the boric acid mixing and storage tank of the residual
; second decontamination solution by opening the appropriate
t- drain valve and then flush the tank with water.

21. Drain the solution into the waste disposal system and fill
the loop with demineralized water. Refer to 0. I. No. 504D2,,

~

MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - FTT.T.TNG, VEITING AND DRAINING AN '

ISOIATED IX)OP.
.

( -22. Circulate, for 15 min, demineralized water into the isolated
1 loop. Refer to 0. I. No.L504D5, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM -

STARTUP OF ISOIATED LOOP.
6

23 Drain the demineralized water and fill the loop with borated,

; . water. Refer to 0. I. No. 504D2, MAIN C00IAFf SYSTEM - '

- FTTJ.TNG, VENfING AND DRAINING AN ISOIATED LOOP.
,

24. . Repeat Steps- 1 through 23.for any isolated loop, if. required.

NOTSi: Process the decontamination solutions in the vaste>

;. disposal system as.soon as possible.

B. ~ Decontamination of the-Pressurizer-

i 1. Drain the pressurizer.: Refer to 0. I. No. 504E, PRESSURE,

CONTROL AMD RELIEF SYSTEM.

i. 2. Prepare approximately 3,000 gal of the first decontamination
| " solution:in the boric acid miving and storage' tank.
:

'

,
..

l a. ' Measure out 2,800 lb of sodium hydroxide and 840 lb of
potassium permangannte.

,

.b. Repeat Steps b through g, paragraph A-2.'-

[ .c. ,Stop the pump when 2,900_galnof water have be'en added,

L 'to the tank.
t.

[ d. Repeat Steps h through 1, paragraph 'A-2.--

|- p.
r v

l

:

.- . - ...
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3 Close the isolation valve -in the charging pump suction
header, between charging pumps Nos. 2 and 3

4. Check that the motor operated valves in the fill and
chemical injection line located in the ' vapor container
are closed.

5 open the manual operated valve located in the vapor
container in the temporary line connecting the fill and
chemical injection line to the pressurizer spray line.

CAUTION: See Section 507, Radiological Health and Safety,
for entering the vapor container.

6. Open associated valves in the line cannecting the safety
injection water tank and the low pressure surge tank.

'

7 Check that the motor operated valve between the low pressure
surge tank and the charging pump suction header is open,;

and the valves in the charging line are open.
.

o. To keep solution from entering into the reactor via the
surge line, start the variable speed charging pump at its
=4n4=n= flow in order to have a purge flow from the reactor
to the pressurizer.

q -9. open the feed line frem the boric acid mixing and storage
b tank to the charging pump suction header.

10. Start the isolated charging pump at its maximum capacity,
adding the first decontamination solution into the pres-2

surizer via the spray nozzle.

11. When the pressurizer level is between 90 and 100 in., turn
on the available pressurizer heater. group.-

12. : Open the drain valves in the pressurizer drain line,
setting the drain valve to maintain pressurizer level

-between 90 and 100 in.
,

NOTE: Refer to 0.I. No. 504L1, RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
'-

SYSTEM,.page 504Ll:15, paragraph C, and process the
primary drain collecting tank liquids in accordance.

j vith this procedure. The primary drain collecting
| tank and one holdup tank will be purged of hydrogen

and fission product gases and a nitrogen blanket
established over them.

13 Maintain the solution in the, pressurizer at a temperature of
approximately 230 F.

i
.

. _
||

~
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14. After approximately 90 min, shut off the isolated charging
pump and close the valves in the feed line frce the boric

acid miving and storage tank to the charging pump suction
header opened in Step 9

15 Turn off the pressurizer heaters.

16. Allow the pressurizer to be filled with borated water by
readjusting the pressurizer drain valve.

17 Drain the boric acid tank of the residual first solution
by opening the appropriate drain valve.

18. Prepare approximately 3,000 gal of the second decontamination
solution in the boric acid mixing and storage tank.

a. Measure out 2,600 lb of ammonium citrate.
'

b. Repeat Steps b through g, paragraph A-2.

c. Stop the pump when 2,800 gal of water have been.

added to the tank.-

d. Close the valve in the water supply line to the
boric acid mixing and storage tank.

'

Slowly add'into the tank the specified amount ofe.
,

ammonium citrate.

f. Sample the solution.

g. - When the temperature of the solution reaches 150 F,
stop the mechanical mixer.

19 Open the valve in the charging line for operation of an
isolated charging pump.

20. Repeat Steps 9 through 12, paragraph B.
.

-21. Maintain the solution in the pressurizer at a temperature
of approximately 200 F.

22. Repeat Steps 14 and 15,- paragraph B. -

;- -23 Allow the pressurizer to be filled with borated water by
; readjusting the pressurizer drain valve.

24. Shut off the charging pump feeding borated water and close
the valves in the line connecting the' safety injection
and shield tank cavity water tank and the_ low pressure
surge tank.

O

9
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, . 25 Open the isolation valve in the charging pump suction
header. i

.

26. Close the. manually operated valve located in the vapor |
container in the line connecting the chemical injection .

' line to the pressurizer spray line. ;

.

27 Close the valves in the pressurizer drain line.
.

NOTE: Process the drained decontamination so_lutions as
soon as possible.>

:

VI. -Final Conditions

1. Aloophasbeendecontaminatedandisreadyfor.inspectionand/or
1 maintenance operation.
i

-

2. The pressurizer has- been decontaminated and is ready for maintenance
'

operation.

,
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B3

PRIMARY PIANT
COLD LEAK TEST

I. Objective The cold leak test is to prove leak tightness of the reactor
vessel closure, vessel connections and connecting pressurizer
system after having been opened and subsequently closed for
purposes of maintenance and/or periodic refueling.

II. Conditions

1. All maintenance work and/or rebeling has been completed and the high
pressure portions of the nuclev steam generator are " buttoned up."

2. The main coolant system is filled solid with borated water and is
adequately vented. Refer to 0.I. 50hDl, MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM FILLING.,
VDITING AND DRAINING OF COMPLETE SYSTEM.

NOTE: If only maintenance work is required in an isolated loop and
is completed, the isolated loop is filled with borated water
and is adequately vented by referring to 0.I. No. 50hD2,
MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM-FILLING, VENTING AND DRAINING AN ISOLATED
IDOP.

O' 3.; The main coolant system is at a pressure of 250 psi gage and at
approxin:ately 70 F. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hD1 and 0.I. No. 50hD2.0

,'

.h. Isolation of the reactor vessel and connecting pressurizer system
from the heat removal system may be established for the cold leak
test period provided the coolant temperature in the vessel does
not increase at a rate exceeding 50 F per hour and that the * = m0

temperature increase during the test period does not exceed 1000F,
Temperature monitoring shall be accomplished by means of'the in-core

|

|
thermoocuples.

5 Partinent auxiliary, systems are in the following status:

Status
|

System

Component Cooling-System Partial operation - as

(Refer to.0.I. No'. 50hI) required

|' Primary Plant Corrosion Control System Isolated
(Refer to 0.I. No. 5ChJ)

Purification System Isolated
(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hH)

Shutdown Cooling-System Operating, if required,

'

'(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hM)' .O _

( t
x_t

i
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.O System Status

v
Muclear Instrumentation System Operating
(Refer to 0.1. No. 50h0)

Safety Injection Systen Ready Standby

(Refer to E.I. No. 505B10)

III. Precautions

1. When the nuclear core is in place, the mnrimn=- allowable leak test
0pressure is 2 h85 psi gage at a temperature 60 F in excess of the3

estimated vessel nil ductility terperature.

2. The reactor plant pressure detection equipment must be in good
working order.

3. Full pressurization shall not be effected until the coolant and
metal temperatures have reached the test tenperature.

h. The main coolant system pressure must not exceed 300 psi gage until
the temperature of the coolant is at the test temperature.

5. Only authorized personnel are allowed in the vapor container during
the leak' test at selected times.

C. 6. A proper water balance should be established in the water storage
and waste collection tanks to ensure that adequate make-up is
available and to b<;ceive water rejected from the primary plant.

1

IV. Check-Off List
Prior to initiation of this M.I., the check-off list must

be completed by the operater(s).and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. . Cold Isak Test of Coicolate Main Coolant System

Evacuate.allnon-essentiakpersonnelfromthevaporcontainer.'1.

2. 'Preparo for. plant cold leak test by gagging the pressurizer
safety valve and other relief valves which are'likely to leak

,

during the test.

'CAITTION: Icave at' least one safety valve in operation if decay
heat is being added to the main coolant system. Estab-

' lish which valves, .other than the safety valve, can
be used to bleed off liquid to prevent any rapid

. pressure rise resulting from expansion of the coolant.

l' _ g.
, i

TN .
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( ') 3 Shut off and isolate the shutdown coolant system when the
" complete system is to be cold leak tested. Refer to 0.I.

No. 504M, SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

k. Start all the main coolant pumps and gradually heat up the
main coolant system to a minimum temperature of 90 F.

NOTE: The main coolant system must be maintained at a
minimum pressure of 250 psi gage in order to meet
the minimum operating suction requirement of
100 psi gage for the main coolant pumps.

5 Relieve the main coolant system expansion during heating up
operation by using the manually controlled flow valve in the
drain header bypass line to low pressure surge tank.

6. When the main coolant system reaches a minimum temperature of
90 F, shut off the main coolant pumps.

7 Maintain a minimum main coolant system te=perature of 90 F
for approximately 30 min to establish a main. coolant system
metal-vater temperature equilibrium. Operate one main cool-
ant pump, if necessary.

8. When the main coolant system metal-water temperature equilibrium

pg is obtained, operate the designated variable speed charging pump

() to gradually raise the system pressure from 250 psi gage to
500 psi gage.

NOTE: The charging pump suction should be maintair.ed with
primary grade borated water.

9 Observe the system pressure for 5 min after the charging pump
has been shut off. Assure that the drop in the main coolant
system pressure is less than 100 psi for this 5 min period.
If the loss in the system pressure is less than 100 psi for
this 5 min period proceed to Step No. 14. If the system
pressure loss is greater, determine the source of leakage by
visual inspection; removal of thermal insulation may be re-
quired. ' Proceed to Step No. 10.

NOTE: If the core is producing decay heat during the leak test,
the heat added vill tend to raise the main coolant
system pressure. If system pressure remains constant
or decreases, leakage exists. If evstem pressure in-
creases, leakage may or may not exist.

10. After establishing source of leakage, depressurize the main
coolant system by using the manually controlled flow valve
in the drain header bypass line to the low pressure surge
tank.

(a
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D 11. .' Adjust the level in the low pressure surge tank, if necessary
Refer to 0.2.. No. 504F, CHARGING AND VOLUME COFfROL SYSTEM.

12. Cool down the main coolant system by employing the shutdown
cooling system and make the necessary repairs. Refer to

- 0.I. No. 50kM, SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

13 Start the available char 6 ng pump and gradually raise the1

main coolant system pressure to a minimum of 250 pai gage
and repeat cold leak test from Step No. 3 under Section V-A.

14. Start the charging pump and gradually increase the system
pressure from approximately 500.to 2,485 psi gage.

15 Observe the main coolant systen. pressure for 5 min after
the charging pump has been shut off. Assure that the drop
in the system pressure is less than 100 psi for the 5 min
period.. If the loss in the system pressure is less than
100 psi for the 5 min period proceed to Step No. 20. If the
system pressure loss is greater, determine the source of leak-
age by visual inspection; removal of thermal insulation may be
required. Proceed to Step No. 16.

- 16. After establishing source of leakage, depressurize the main
- coolant system by using the marually controlled flow valve in

,- the drain header bypass line to the low pressure surge tank.
.

'17 Pepeat Step No.11, if necessary.
'

18. ' Cool'down the main coolant system by employing the shutdown
coolingEsystem and make necessary repairs. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504M, SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

.

-19. Repeat Step No. 13

20. Depressurize the system to 250 psi gage' by using the manually
controlled flow valve,in the drain heeder bypass line to the
low pressure surge tank.

6
"

'21. Repeat Step No..ll, if necessary.

- 22. W. hen the-system is depressurized start the . shutdown cooling
system. . Refer to 0.I. No. 50kM, fHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

,

123. >-Remove gag from appropriate pressurizer safety valve and'
'ther valies'ga6ged in Step No.' 2 under Section V-A.o

NOTE: Upon completion.of the cold leak test,the main 1
-coolant system is maintained at a minimum tem--

Lperature and pressure of 90~ F and 250 psi gage,
respectively.

%d
_

2
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B. Cold._ Leak Test.of an Isolated Loop

'

1. After the isolated loop has been filled and vented, maintain
system for approximately 30 min at a tem,,erature of approxi-
mately 70 F to permit a water-metal temperature equilibrium
to be established in tite isolated loop.

2. Maintain shutdown cooling system in. operation when a cold leak
test is performed in an isolated loop. Afer to 0.I. No. 504M,
SHUIDOWN COOLING SYSTEM.

3 Start the available charging pump and gradually increase the
isolated loop pressure fron 250 to 500 psi gage through the
designated isolated loop fill line.

4. Observe the isolated loop pressure for 5 min after the charging
pump has been shut off. Assure that the drop in the isolated
loop pressure is less than 100 psi for this 5 min period. If
the loss in the isolated loop pressure is less than 100 psi
for this 5 min period, proceed to Step No. 6. If the system
pressure loss is greater, determine the source of leakage by
visual inspection; removal of themal insulation may be re-
quired.- Proceed to Step No. 5

-5 After establishing a source of leakage, depressurize the isolated
' loop by using the manually controlled flow valve in the. drain

I, ss ) header bypass line to the low pressure surge tank and make nec-
'"

,essary repairs. Ad'ust. level in the low pressure surge tank,
if necessary. When the system has been repaired, repeat this
cold leak test from Section V-B, Step No. 2.

- 6. - Start; the charging pump and gradually in$rease the system pre.s-
sure from approximately 500 to 2,485 psi gage.

-7 Observe the isolated loop pressure for 5 min after the charging
pump has been shut off. Assure that the drop in the pressure
.is less than 100 psi for this 5 min period. If loss in the
isolated loop pressure is less than 100 psi for the 5 min

}- period, proceed to Step No. 9 1 If the system pressure loss is
- greater, detemine the source of leakage by visual iner etion;'

removal of thermal insulation may be required. Proceed to
Step No. 8.

8. Repeat Step-No. 5 under section V-B.
.

9., Depressurize the system by using the manually controlled flow
valve in the drain header bypass line to the low pressure surge
tank. Adjust level in the low pressure surge tank, if necessary.

' NOTE: Upon completion of the ' cold ' leal test, the isolated loop
is maintained at a temperature of approximately 70 Fs

[a, and a minimum pressure of 250 psi gage.

.,. ... .
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.

VI. Final Conditions

A satisfactory cold leak test has been perfor ed en the ec=-

plete main coolant syste= or an isolated icop, either of which is ready
for normal sta-tup frc= the cold cendition. Refer to 0. I. No. 50kDL ,
MAIN C00I.A2C SYSTD! - Si'ARnIP OF CC.VPIE'E SYSTEM

s.

t

t
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B4

PRIMARY PLANT
FUEL TRANSFER PIT PURIFICATION SYSTEM OPERATION

I. Objective To provide a means for removal of impurities from the
fuel transfer pit vnter when the fuel transfer pit
cooler is in operation and when the fuel transfer pit
cooler is not in operation.

II. Conditions

1. The activity in the fuel transfer pit water is above the maximum
pemissible value given in the Radiation Protection Manual and/or
the quantity of undissolved impurities in the fuel transfer pit
water is above normal.

2. The fuel transfer pit ion exchanger is available for service.

3 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following stat' s:u

System Status

Phel Transfer Pit Cooling System Cooling fuel pit water,

( Operation if required

(Refer to M.I. No. 506B5)'
.

III. Precautions

The fuel transfer pit ion exchanger must not be exposed to
temperatures exceeding 140 F.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this M.I., the check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off. ,

V. Tnatnictions

A. Puel Transfer Pit (PfPI Cooler in Oneration

1. Open the bypass globe valve from the cooler outlet header to
the PfP ion exchanger inlet line.

2. Open the upstream and downstream valves to and from the ion
exchanger.

3 'Open the globe valve from the FfP ion exchanger return line
to the discharge header returning to the fuel transfer pit.

/~'N
U
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O 4. Close the gate valve in the FTP cooler discharge header that
V' normally allows flow to return directly to the FTP.

5 Close the valves in the bypass line of the MP ion exchanger.

6. Sample the FTP vater. Refer to 0.I. No. 50hK2, PRIMARY PLAtiT
SAMPLING SYSTDi - AUXILIARY SYSTINS.

7 When the .,etivity has been reduced to the value given in the
Radiation Protection Manual, open the valves closed in pre-
ceding Step Nos. 4 and 5'and close valves opened in preceding
Step Nos. 1, 2 and 3

i- B. Fuel Transfer Pit (MP) Cooler Not in Operation

1. Open the globe valve to the FTF ion exchanger inlet line.
.

2. Open the upstream and downstream valvec to and from the ion
exchanger.

3 Open the globe valve from the FTP ion exchanger return line to
the discharge header returning to the FTP.

4. Close the gate valve in the FTP cooler inlet header.

; fm 5 Close the valves in the bypass line of the FTP ion exchanger. 1

\_ I
6. Close the gate valve in the FTP cooler discharge header.

7 Prime the FTP pump suction by flooding it with primary grade
water.

8. Start the FTP pump. :>-

9 Sample the FTP' water. Refer to 0.I. No. 50kK2, PRIMARY PLANT
SAMPLING SYSTDI - AUXILIidlY SYSTDIS.

10. When the activity has- been reduced to the value given in the
Radiation Protection' Manual, shut off the FTP pump and open
the_ valves closed in Step Nos._4,-5 and 6 and close the valves-

.

opened in Step Nos.-1, 2 and 3
,

VI.- ~ Final Condition

The ibel tr%,sfer pit purification system has ' been put into
. operation or has been shut down when operation is no longer required.

,

: k
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O,
V MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B5

PRIMARY PLANT
FUEL 7 stANSFER FIT COOLING SYSTEM OPERATION

I. Obiective To pmvide a safe and efficient method of removing decay
heat fmm spent fuel assemblies that are transferred to
the fuel pit during refiteling operations and the sub-
sequent storage period, until they are loaded into coffins
and removed from the fuel pit.

II. Conditions

1 Reactor refueling operations have progressod to the stage where the
spent fuel is to be removed from the reactor. 2efer to M.I.
No. 506E4, REACTOR REFUFLING - FUEL AND CONTROL BOD REPLACD{ENT.

2 The fuel pit is filled with primarf grade water to the proper water
level (apparimately 36 feet) and is at ambiet temperature.

3. The component cooling s/ stem is in operation. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504I, COMPONENT COOLING SYSTD4

III. Precautionsp.
(
'' Fuel pit water te nperature should be maintained below 130 F

at all times.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this M.I., the check-off list must be
completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. 2.ist ructions

1. Provide component cooling water flow to the fuel pit cooler by
cpening the inlet gate valve and the outlet by-pass hand contml
valve of the co:nponent cooling system.

2. Open the primarf grade water to the priming line for the fuel pit
cooling pump and start the pump.

3. As the decay heat load varies during refueling operations ard the
subsequent storaga period, maintain the fuel pit water temperature
below 130 F by adjusting the component cooling water flow rate
through the fuel pit cooler.

4. After all the spent fuel assemblios have been loaded into coffins

and removed from the fuel pit, stop the fuel pit cooling pump
and shut off the component cooling water flow to the fuel pit
cooler.,

( !
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|O
IV. Final-Conditions

L 1. L The fuel pit cooling system has been put into o'wration to
j. maintain fuel pit water tec:peratum below 130 i iuring m-

; fueling and the subsequent storage period. |
1

i 2. The fuel pit cooling system has been shutdown following
x1xnoval of all spent fuel assemblies from the pit.4
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( MAIUTENANCE INSTRUCTION UO. 506D6
T

PRIMARY PL Wf
REPLACEMENT OF ION EXCHANGE CONTAINERS

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method of flushing and moving
spent ion exchangers and replacing them with containers of
fresh resin and of loading spent exchangers into the shipping
coffin.

II. Conditions

1. The work area crane is available for moving ion exchanger
and removing concrete shield slabs.

NOTE: The pad area south of the pipe tunnel and stairs can be
used for temporary storage of vessels filled wit!. fresh,

resin, slabs, tools, etc.

2. Before work begins on moving an ion exchanger containing spent resin,
tools for unbolting the pipe flanges, plugging the vessel nipples,
unscrewing the standpipes, and inserting the cored sealing plugs
should be available. If a vessel is to be loaded into the shipping
container, tools for assembly of that unit should be available.

(O 3. Ion exchanger shells have been filled with fresh resin prior to
starting Step A under Section V.

4. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:
I

System 2131E8

Radioactive Waste Disposal System - Prepared to receive
Liquid Waste Dis;osal radioactive rinse
(Refer to 0. I. Ih. 504L1) water

:

III. Precautions
,

1. Any time that work is carried.on with any shieJding out of place,
the applicable portions of the Section 507, RALIOLOGICAL HEALTH

j
AND SAFETY must be followed.

i

=2. Flush the spent resin with fresh water if the contamination and
,

' - gaseous reledse in the ion exchanger is sufficient to require it.
Then shut off all valves to and from ion exchanger and proceed to

..

i disconnect flenble connection pipe flanges for removal of spent
ion exchangar.

3 Extra catition should be exercised in removing a spent fuel transfer
j pit ion exchanger; since it cannot be flushed with uncentaminated
,

water, as per the following Step Nos. 2 and 9 under Section V-A.>q~
i b
!

.!
!-
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4. Before a vessel containing spent resin is loaded into the shipping
j- Dg container, it should be monitored to assure that radiation will

; not exceed specified limits.
!

! IV. Check-cff List

Prior to the initiation of this M. I., the check-off list must be

L completed by the' operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions
t

h A. ' Flushine and Moving a Spent Ion Exchancer and Installine a
| Fresh Ion Exchancer
;

f 1. If it is necessary to continue purification or boric acid
removal, transfer flow to the alternate ion exchanger by

b opening its inlet and outlet header isolation valves.
i. Close' the inlet and outlet valves from the headers to the

.
vessel to be replaced.

! NOTE: Replacement of the fuel pit ion exchanger should
be made at a time when purification of the fuel

{ pit water is not required.
3

g 2. Check that the primary water supply isolation valves to the
} following are closed:

. The boric acid mixing and storage tank
- The pump sealing system

, The safety injection and shield. tank cavity water tank
The fuel. pit:.

The charging pump suction line

3. Open the primary water, supply isolation valve to the ion
exchanger flush line.-

4. Open the shutoff valve in the inlet line to the spent ion
exchanger from the_ primary water supply header.

,- 5. - Open the shutoff valve in the outlet line from the ion excharger
1- to the discharge line to ,either -of the 75,000 gal holdup tanks

in the waste disposal system.

_ 6 .- Tak'e -one low pressure surge tank make-up pump off standby and
'

put it in manual position.

7. Start the low pressure surge tank' make-up pump which has been
; put on " Manual". Stop the~ pump when about- 200 gal have been

flushed through the ion exchanger.,

8. . Close the valves 'which were opened in Step Nos. 5, 4 and 3-

L __
under Section V-A..

'

I-h-
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9. Open the valves which were closed in Step No. 2 of Section V-A.
rhO 10. If a purification ion exchanger is being replaced, check that

the shutoff valve in the inlet to the ion exchanger from the
primary drain collecting tank is closed.

11. Remove the hand rail at the south end of t,he ion exchanger
storage pit.

12. Move the work area crane over the south end of the ion exchanger
storage pit, and remove the horizontal concrete slab from the
top of the ion exchanger pit to a convenient temporary storage
spot.

'
Disconnect the pipe. flanges at the tops of the inlet and outlet13.
risers.

14. Insert an ion exchanger sealing plug through either the inlet or
the outlet riser until the plur; seats in the nipple.

15. Back the manipulating vrench out of the scaling plug .ind remove
the vrench from the riser.

16. Repeat Step Nos.14 and 15 for the other riser.

17. Unscrew both risers and remove them from the pit.

- h NOTE: Survey the risers for external contamination. Cleaning
may be-required before they are assembled on another
vessel.

18. . Insert cor x1 pipe plugs in the inlet and outlet nipples, above
_

the sealing plugs.

19. ~Using the work aret. crane, remove the vertical concrete shield
and put the shield in a convenient temporary storage location.

20. Move the crane over.the pit and remove the section of the pit
cover which is necessary to uncover the alleyway for moving the
spent resin vessel.

21. Move the crane over the ion exchanger which is to be moved, and
. lift the' vessel enough to clear the rails.

,

22. Move the ion exchanger ves sel, as far as possible, toward 'the
north end of the alleyway. ' Set the vessel down and move the
crane to pick up the vertical concrete shield. Put the shield
back in place.

23. - Replace the section of ion exchanger storage -pit cover which was
removed in Step No. 20.

j .
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2I. Assemble both risers on the fresh ion exchanger nozzles.
/N

tU NOTE: If the risers have been removed from an ion exchanger
which was in service, inspect the threads on the riser
for damage. Inadequate sealing where the riser makes
up with the nozzle may result if the threads are damaged.

25. Pick up the assembled unit with the crane and move the crane into
position to lower the ion exchanger into the south end of the pit.

26. Lower the fresh ion exchanger onto the supperting rails and posi-
tion it so that the riser flange faces can be made up to the
flexible connector flenge faces.

27. Bolt the ion exchanger inlet fhnge.

28. Perform Step Nos. 2 and 3 under Section V-A.

29. Open the shutoff valve to the ion exchanger from the primary water
supply header about half of the valve travel.

30. Start the low pressure surge tank make-up pump which is on " Manual".
Stop the pump when water flows out of the ion exchanger outlet
riser.-

31. Open the valve which was throttled in Step No. 29.
,_s

(I 32. Make up the flange at the top of the outlet riser.,

33. Start the manual low pressure surge tank make-up pump and observe
the flanges for leaks. Return the pump to standby position.

34. Open the valves which were closed in Step No. 28 and. close the
valves which were opened in Step No. 28.

35. Using the work area crane, replace the horizontal concrete sheild
slab.

B. Loadine a Decayed Ion Exchanger Into the Shiocing Coffin

1. If detailed instructions for loading a spent exchanger into the
shipping coffin are deemed necessary, they will be added to this
instruction at a later date since several years of storage
capacity appear to be available.

VI. Final Conditions

1. A spent ion exchanger has been flushed and moved to storage, and a
fresh ion. exchanger has been installed.

2. A sufficiently decayed ion exchtalger has been loaded for disposal.

7
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION No. 506B7 i
- O !

PRIMARY PIANT
REPIACEMENT OF PRESSURIZER HEATERS

I. Objective To provide a procedure for ranlacing a pressurizer heater
bundle.

,

II.. Conditions

1 The pressurv m ntrol and relief system is shut down and the pres-
surizer vent is open to the atensphere. Refer to 0.I. No. 504E,
PRESSURE CONTROL AND RELIEF SYSTEM.

2. The main coolant system is shut down. Refer to 0.I. No. 504D7,
MAIN C00IANT SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN OF CmPLETE SYSTEM.

- 3. The low pressure surge tank is prepared to receive one pressurizer
vator volume (less than 300 cu ft).

4. The reactor vessel head is in place and will not be removed for
refueling operations auring the period when pressurizer heaters
are being replaced.

5. The vapor container has been ventilated and prepared for personnel
q 'and eqdpment access. Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q, VAPOR CONTAINER
1b ATMOSPHERE CONTROL'SYSTDG and M.I. No. 506D, VAPm CONTAINER

,

ACCESS.

e 6. A-heater: removal ~ coffin and a replacement heater bundle are avail-
able and have been transported to the refueling floor in the

. vapor container.

7. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System' Status

= Component Cooling Systim Normal operation-
(Refer to' O.I. No. SOLI) -

,

Shutdown Cooling System Norma'. operatione

(Refer to 0 I. No. 504M).

III. Precautions

-1. Do'not open a control rod vent while the pressurizer heater main-
-tenance:is being performed. Breaking the vacuum in the reactor
: head could flood the pressurizer.

.rv
.
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T' 2. Do not permit the pressurizer surge pipe water level to decrease
C) during heater bundle replacement operations, in order to prevent

air from entering the main coolant system.

3. Refer to Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY for the re-
quired personnel protection procedures.

4. Take necessary precautions to prevent energizing any pressurizer
heaters during maintenance operations.

5. Take necessary precautions to prevent closing the pressurizer
drain valve while the pressurizar heaters are being replaced.

6 Check hydrogen concentration in the working area inside the pres-
surizer cubicle for indications of an explosive mixture.

IV. Check-off List

Both -the premaintenance and the maintenance check-off lists have
been prepared. The premaintenance check-off list must be completed and
signed off by the operator (s) prior to initiation of this instruction.

V. Instructions

1 Using the polar crane, remove the lower pressurizer cubicle access
slab located in the refueling floor (El.1112'-0").fm _

('') 2. Check the radiation level in the pressurizer cubicle and at the
pressurizer heater cover plates. If radiation level is high, use
of a decontamination solution in the pressurizer may be necessary
or advisable. Refer to M.I. No. 506B2, PRD!ARY PIANT - DEONTAMIN-
ATION SYSTEM OPERATION.

3. Open the valves in the charging and volume cortrol system b'eed line
so that the water in the pressurizer will dr: tin into the low prea-
sure surge tank.

4. When the pressurizer water level has decreased to the lower limit of
the vide range level detector, close the bleed valves and open the
pressurizer drain valve anl valves in the drain header to the
primary drain collecting' tank.

5. Prevent main coolant volum contraction during the maintenance opera-
tion by either ~intaining main coolan+, temperature or Ading vater
to the pressurizer surge pipe from an external source.

6 Iower the heater removal w ffin, the new heater bundle, and all
other necessary equipment to the heater maintenance platform
.(El.1083'-3'1/2"), using t'.ie vapor container polar crane.

7. Prepare the heater removal coffin for placement over the heater

q_ nozzle.
|

.
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8. Rig a two-ton chain hoist to the trolley rail above the heater
q) bundle to be reoved. i

9. Attach the chain hoist to the lug on the heater cover plate.

10. Disconnect the 12 heater cable plugs from the heater terminal
seals.

11. Eucove the two nuts on the long studs and remove the heater
support plate.

12. Remove the 12 nuts holding the cover plate in place.

13. . Full the cover plate clee.r of the long studs and lower the cover
plate to the heater maintenance platform.

14. Check radiation level at the heater diaphragm.

15. Remove the studs, if necessary, for heater coffin clearance.

16.- Clamp a cable to the heater bundle and run the cable through the
heater coffin and through the eyebolt installed in the wall
opposite the heater nozzle.

17. Attach the chain hoist to the heater coffin, raise the coffin to
.- a-positicn in line with the heater nozzle, and move the coffin

to within about 6 in. of the no:.zle face.

18. Remove the three bolts holding the heater diaphragm against the
gasket. _ Check for any indication that the gasket is sticking,

-and pry loose if stuck.'

NOTE: If the diaphragm has been seal welded to the vussel,
grind through the veld until the diaphragm is loose.

19. Place the coffin against the vessel, pull the heater bundle into
the coffin, and unclamp and remove the cable.

:20. ~ Pull the coffin away from the vessel, bolt end caps in place, and
' lower the coffin to the heater :naintenance platforat.

CAUTIC'N: . During all' steps performed while the heater nozzle is
uncovered, 'necessary precautions for ' radiation
monitoring and' shielding should be observed. The
nozzle opening should be' plugged so. that foreign
. alatter can' not enter the pressurizer.

212 Install- the rep]- ement heater -in accordance with +he Manufacturer's
Instruction % h.-

22. Raise heater coffin and other _ equipment to the refueling floor
;p using the vapor' co'ttainer polar. crane. Transport the heater-

Q coffin to.the waste' disposal-area.-
'

- -
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23. Close the pressurizer drain valve.

O- 24. - Perform a cold lerJc test. Refer to M.I. No. 506B3, PRIMARY PIA!7f -
COLD LEAK TEST AND 0.I. No. 604Dl, MAIN C00IJNT SYSTE - FILLING,

' VEhTI?U AND DRAINING OF C;MPIEtB SYSTM.

25. Replace the access slab in the refueling floor.

VI.- Final Condition

1. .A pressurizer heater bundle has-been rep:r4:ed.,

. 2. The pressurizer has been tested for leakage and is prepared for plant
startup operations.

'
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bnINTEIWICE INSTRUCTION NO. 506B8

FRIMARY PLANT
NEUTRCJ SHELD TANK FRINTENANCE

I. Objective To provide safe and efficient methods for accomplishing
the following actions relative to the neutron shield tank:

A. Filling
B. Draining
C. Sampling
D. Operating
E. Minor Repairing
F. Majcr Repairing

II. Condit[org

A. Fillit g

1.
.

The reactor plant is not operating.

2. Personnel are available within the vapor container.

3 Sufficient treated water, including zust inhibitor, is
available from the component cooling water header.

r8
k.I B. Draining

1. The reactor plant is not operating.

2. Personnel are available withir: the vapor container.

3 The vapor container drain tank and/or the e;ravity drain
tank is available to receive the neutron shield tank water.

C. Sampling

,
1. The reactor plant may or may not be operating.

|

2. Suitable containers are available for collecting the samples.

D. Operating

1. The reactor plant is operating.

2. The water level in the surge tank is at the proper level.

3 The temperature of the water in the neutron shield tank is
at the proper value.

,.

\ ]
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.

E. Minor Repairing

/"%y- 1. The reactor has been made suberitical and is in hot standby
cordition as per 0.I. No. 504C1, PIANT SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED
REACTOR SHUTDOWN, tnat is, plant temperature and pressure are.

being maintained.

2. Internal air filtration system is in operation. Refer to 0.I.
ho. 504Q, VAPOR CON ~'AINER ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEMS.

,

3 Lishts in the vapor container have been switch on.
.

4. The vapor container has been approved for personnel access by
a Health and Safety representative.

5 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

'

System Status

Vapor Container Atmosphere
' Control Systems (Refer to

0.I. No. 5044)
'

Internal Filtration Normal operation
Heating or Cooling Normal operation
Purging Shutdown

_ (Q F. Major Repairing
V

1. The reactor plant has been cooled down and depressurized as
per 0.I. No. 504C2, PIANT SHUTDOWN - REACTOR C00LDCWN.

2. - Airborne activity has been reduced to tolerance by internal
filtration and external purging as per 0.I. No. 504Q, VAPOR
CONTAINER ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEMS.

~

3 Lights in the. vapor container have been switched on.'

4. The vapor container has been approved for personnel access by
a Health and Safety representative.'

5 Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System. Status

Vapor Container Atmosphere
Control Systems (Refer to
0.I.:No. 5044)-

Internal '/iltration -Shutdown
Heating or Cooling Nonnal operation
Purging Normal operation

mi

-(a)
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III. Precautions
! lh A. Fillingw

The neutron shield tank hand hole flanges and other flanges must
be secured before the water level reaches the top of the neutron
shield tank.

i
B. Draining

'
l. The valve in the fill line must be closed.

2. The neutron shield tank water must be monitored for radicactivity

~

after being drained into the vapor container drain tank. If
the radioactivity level is below the allowable level, the water
may be discharged to the river through the circulating water

i system. If radioactivity is above allowable level the water
' must be transferred to the primary drain collecting tank for

,

processing via the waste disposal system.
'

C. Sampling

The valves in the sampling lines must be completely closed after,

the sampling operation.
,

. .

D. Operating i

- 1. The water level in the surge tank must not be permitted :to fall
. .beelow the low level alarm position..

.

/ 2. The temperature of the neutron shield tank water.must 'not rise
i' above 130 F. --

,

E. Minor Repairing'

-1. Personne1~ entry into the vapor container is directed by a Health
ard Safet r representative.

2. Maintenance operations on. contaminated equipment or in con--+

taminated areas must be performed in accordance with in-
,.

; structions given ig Section 507, Radiological E.21th and -
'-

Safety. -

: : 3. : Plant startup should not proceed until all hatches and vapor
'

container openings have been secured.: Refer to M.I.
No.L506D, Vapor Container Access.

F. . , Major Repairing -

1. The same precauticas apply as for minor repairing.
-

- ~2. The shipping hatch must not be opened unless the main c wl ut-
'

- h. -) . ~ system is depressurized.
~

~

'
.
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IV. Check-off List
p
tU P-ior to the initiation of the M.I. the check-off list must be ec -

pleted by the operator (s) and signed off.

V. Instructions

A. Filling

1. Open the valve in the fill line

2. Close the valve in the fill line when the water level in
the surge tank reaches the second indicator position from
the botto.2 of the surge tank.

B. Draininc

1. Attach a temporary level detection instre. cat to the level
detection line.

2. Attach a hose to the ejection line hose connec+. ion and allow
the hose to drain into the vapor conteiner-cat in tank.

3 Attach a vater line to the ejection line eductor.

h. Turn on the water and e=pty the neutron shield tank through
.n the ejection line.

t )';
. . .

C. Sa=pling

Open the appropriate sa=pling J'ne, depending en whether a sample
is desired from the bottom or the top of the neutron shield tank,
and collect the sample in a proper container.

D. Operating

1. Maintain the water level in the surge tank at the third indi-
cating position frcm the bottcm of the surge tank by observing
the action of the level indicator lights. Operate the valve
in the fill line as necessary to r.aintain the water 1cvel.

2. It is reco== ended that vater te.perature in the neutron shield
tank be raintained between 120 F and 130 F (=ax) by controlling
the amount of cooling water flowing through the coolers.

3 Uneap the two telltale drains and inspect for leakage at
least once a nonth.

E. Minor Repairing

1. Enter the vapor container. Refer to M.I. No. 506D, VAPOR
COIiTAIrER ACCESS.,_s

/

(_) 2. Accomplish the minor repairs. Minor repairs are repairs to in-
strumentation or to other equipment outside of the neutron shield
tank which do not jeopardize the integrity of the main coolant

'

system.-

_
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F. Major Repairings
s

4

x./ 1. Enter the vapor container. Refer to M.I. No. 506D, VAPCR
CO:i"AIER ACCESS.

2. Make s radiation s m ey in the vicinity of the rautron shield
tank repair area. Flush and deconta=1nate the ni if
required.

NOTo: Rencve old core if the radiation levels are too
high. Major repairs are repa2.rs to the inside of
tne neutren shield tank.

3 Oren the =anhole in the top of the neutron shield tank.

h. Provide lead shielding, if required, in the neutron shield
tank repair area.

5 Make the majcr repairs and test the neutron shield tank by
le, cal techniques and by observation of the two telltsle drains.

VI. Final Condition

A. -The neutron shield tank is filled.

3. The neutron shield tank is drained.

/m\

't J C. Water sa$es hre been taken frcm the neutrcn shield tank.

D. The neutron shield tank is operating.

E. Minor repairs of the neutron shield tank have been
acconplished.

F. Major repairs of the neutron shield tarJt have been
acconplished.

/~,'
n i
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506C SECCUDARY PUJTf

0)v The secondary plant maintenance program is designed to keep the
secondary plant in good operating order through the use of conventional
pcVer plant methods. The spread of radicactivity into the secondary plant
is prevented by layout and design of equiptent, administrative centrol cf

-personnel and of operations, and is further guarded against by a continucus
monitoring and testing progra=.

Maintenance of secondary plant equip =ent vill be carried out sub-
ject to traditional ec=pany safety rales and procedures with which many of
the plant personnel are already familiar. Tnese safety rales provide for
varicus types of electrical and =echanical clearances necessary before in-
dividual items of equipment may be taken cut of service and =aintenance per-
forced. Tne safety rules also provide for proper vorking methods, tool in-
rpections, and the safety instruction of plant personnel. A list vill be
ec= piled showing the individuals authorized to isolate, tag, or work on
equip =ent. Each of these individuals will have de=cnstrated and been tested
in his knowledge of tr.e plant and the safety precedures.

The personnel engaged in the maintenance of the secondary plant
vill be trained as described in Secticn 502, PERSONNEL TRAINING, and vill
have acquired basic mechanical skills prior to their e=ployment.

,

A preventive maintenance progran nnd lubrication schedule vill be
adopted based en equipment manufacturers' instractions and reco==endations.

A record vill be kept at the plant of all maintenance operations. Spareb) parts and materials vill ce in stock in the usual power plant quantities and''
in accordance with =anufacturers ' reco==endations.

The service of manufacturers' representatives vill be e= ployed on
; certain itens of equipnent and Yankee vill also have available the special

services and experience of its sponscring ec=panies acquired over nany years
of steam-electric staticn operation.

i
f
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506D

O
''

VAPOR CONTAINER ACCESS

I. Objective To provide a safe means of personnel and equipment access
to the interior of the vapor container.

II. Conditions

A. For }Enor Rerairs or Maintenance (requiring only a short interval
of time)

1. The reactor has been made suberitical and is in the hot standby
condition as per 0.I. No. 504C1, PLANT SHUTDOWN - SCHEDULED
REACTOR SHUTDOWN, that is plant temperature and pressure are
maintained.

2. Internal air filtration system is in operation. Refer to 0.I.
No. 504Q, VAPOR CONTAINER ATMOSPHERE CONTP.0L SYSTEMS.

3. Lights in the vapor container have _ been switched on.

4. The vapor container has been approved for personnel access by.
the health and safety supervisor.

6. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

Q
Ad ~ System Statug

Vapor Container Atmosphere
Control Systems

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)

Internal Filtration Normal operation
Heating or Cooling Normal operation,

Purging Shutdown

B.- For a Scheduled Reactor Shutdown

1. The reactor plant has been cooled.down and depressurized as per
_0.I. No. 504C2, PLANT SHU'wCWN - REACTOR C00LDOWN.-

2. Airborne ~ activity has been reduced to tolerance by internal
filtration and external purging as per 0.I. No. 504Q, VAPOR
CONTAINER ATHOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEMS.

3 Lights in the vapor container have been switched on.

n-
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p 4. The vapor container has been approved for personnel access by
T the health and safety supervisor.

5. Pertinent auxiliary systems are in the following status:

System Status

Vapor Container Atmosphere
Control Systems

(Refer to 0.I. No. 504Q)
,

Internal Filtration Shutdown
Heating or Cooling Normal operation
Purging Normal opration

III. Precautions

General

1. Personnel entry is directed by a health and safety representative.

2. Maintenance operation on contaminated equipment or in contaminated
. areas must be performed in accordance with instructions given in
- Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY.

.
3. Plant startup should not proceed until all hatches and vapor con-

(]: tainer openinge have been secured.
v

4. Before opening .the inner personnel hatch door, the personnel enter-
ing the vapor container will check that.the pressures are equalized
between the vaper container and inside of the personnel hatch.

|A. For Minor Reoairs or Maintenance

1. Personnel entering the vapor container must wear proper apparel
-as prescribed in Section 507, RADIOIDGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY.

- 2. ' Exposure records' of personnel entering the vapor container are
available.

_3. The shipping hatch must not be opened during hot standby'

condition.

B. For a Scheduled Reactor Shutdown
,
.

The airborne activity in the vapor containar must be-at
or' below tolerance' as prescribed in Section 507, RAD 101DGICAL

. HEALTH AND SAFETY.

IV . ' . Check-off List ~

Prior to the-initiation of this'M.I., the check-off list must
be' completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

.(~, _\.
o
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V. Instructions

A. For Minor Repairs or Maintenance

1. Operate. outer hatch until it is in the open position.

2. The hea'.th and safety representative will enter the hatch with
at least one other :::an as prescribed in Section 507,
RADIOLOGICAL FIALTH AND SAFETY.

3. Close the outer hatch before opening the inner hatch. Open the
inner hatch to admit personnel into the vapor container.

-B. For a Scheduled Reactor Shutdown

Same as V-A except that both hatches may remain open
upon approval or technical services.

NOTE: Hatch operating switches are located on both sides of the
outer hatch and the outu side of the inner hatch. If
personnel access hatch operating mechanism fails, entrance
to the vapor container may be gained by use of the auxil-
iary canhole located adjacent to the access hatch. Use of
the manhole is permitted only when main coclant system is
depressurized.

VI. Final Conditions.
,

The vapor container has been entered. For 'A, the outer hatchw
- ,is closed. . For B,!both hatches are~open.'

.
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IMIITI'EUANCE IUSTRUCTION NO. 506Elf3
4 :

G
REACTOR REFUELING
SITE EALDLING AND STORAGE OF hw FUEL AUD COLTROL RODS

I. Objective po provide a safe and efficient mt.thod for site handling
and storage of new fuel assemblies m.1 control rods.
Shim rods will be handled in the same manner as control
rods.

II. Conditions

1. The vehicle transporting the new fuel assemblies and control rods
is at the plant site loading platform of the new fuel storage
vault.

2. The yard work area crane above the spent fuel storage pit is
available for service.

3 The short handled new fuel assembly lifting fixture has been
checked and is available for service.

4. The required number of storage racks are available for rece'ving
new fuel assemblies, control rods and shim rods in the new fuel
storage vault.

(O%J III. Precautions

1. The fuel assembly shipping container must be depressurized prior
to opening.

2. Adequate precautions must be taken to prevent a fuel assembly
from being ruptured when being removed from the shipping con-
tainers to the storage racks aside the new fuel storaga vault.
If a new fuel assembly is ruptured radiation levels, as well
as airborne contacination, =ust be checked continuously as
specified in Section 507, Radiological Health and Safety.

All instructions labeled on shipping container cust be adhered to.

3 Positive identification should be maintained en all components
stored in the new fuel storage vault.

IV. Check-off List

Prior to initiation of this M.I. the maintenance check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.

fy
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V. Instructionsq
Q)

A. New Fuel Assemblies

1. Using the yard work area crane, cove the new fuel assembly
shipping container frc= the transporting vehicle, to the
unloading platfor= and place vertically in the new fuel
storage tault.

2. Attach sling to top cover of shipping container and =cnorail
Crane.

3 Depressurice the shipping container and re=cve all bolts.

4. Re=ove the shipping container tc. over by use of the

monorail crane.

5 Remove the bolts which cla=p the new fuel asserbly in the
shipping container.

CAUTION: Polyethylene cover =ust not be damaged when
uncla= ping new fuel assembly fro = within
shipping container.

6. Take a smear sa=ple from the outer surface of the polyethylene
cover and have it counted by the chemical laboratory.

ha 7 When uncla= ping of the fuel assembly is co=pleted, slide devn
a portion of the polyethy?.ene cover exposing upper grapplirg
connection of the fuel asae=bly sufficient to allow the short
handle new fuel assembly lifting fixture to be attached.

8. Using the short handled now fuel asse=bly lifting fixture and
the monorail crane, lift the fuel assembly vertically and
place in designated storage rack.

CAUTION: Do not re=ove the polyethylene cover.

9 iihen the assembly is placed in the rack, re=ove the short
handle new fuel assembly lifting fixture with the monorail
craneto the disarsembly platform. Reclose the polyethylene
cover on top of fuel asse=bly.

10. Replace all bolts, nuts 'and clay on shipping container.

11. bsing the yard work area crane, raise the shipping container
frem the new fuel assembly platform and place it on the
transporting vehicle.

12. Repeat steps 1 through 11 until all new fuel assemblies are
stored.

,m
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B. Control Rods and Shim Rods
(_ \
' 1. Remove the control rod or shim rod shipping container from

the transporting vehicle and place in the fuel storage
vault.

2. Open control rod or shim rod shipping container and slide
down a portion of the polyethylene cover exposing upper
grappling connection of the rod, sufficient to allow the
short handled new fuel assembly lifting fixture to be
attached (see Caution, Step 5, V-A).

3 By using the monorail crane and short handled new fuel
assembly lifting fixture raise the control rod or shim
rod vertically and place in designated storage rack.

CAUTION: Do not remove the polyethylene cover.

4. Remove short handled new fuel asse=bly lifting fixture and
return to entrance of new fuel storage vault. Reclose the
polyethylene cover on top of rod.

5 Repeat steps 1 through 4 un 11 all control rods and shim rods
are stored.

VI. Final Conditions

O' '
(/ l. The new fuel assemblies, control rods and shim rods have been

stored in racks in the new fuel storage vault and are ready
when refueling of the reactor vessel is initiated.

~
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506E2
m
(V REACTOR REFUELING

HLEPARATION OF REACTC>R SYSIDE FOR REFUBLING
.

1.~ Objective: To provide a safe and efficient method of preparing the reactor
systems for refueling and subsequently assembling the reactor
vessel after refueling.

II. Conditions Prior to Head Removal

1. : The reactor is shut down and depressurized; all main coolant stop
valves are closed.

2. The reactor has been borated to shutdown concentration and cooled
down in accordance with 0.I. No. 50hC2, PIANT SHUTDO(N - REACTOR
AUD FRIIRRY PIANT C00LDOWN.

3. The pressurizer is filled with borated water and is prepared for
draining.

Oh. ~ The main coolant syste:n temperature is below SO F.

5 Storage is available in the fuel transfer pit for spent fuel assemblies
and for fresh fuel as required. The neutron court rate in the pit will
be monitored whenever fresh fuel is being loaded into a storage rack.
The count rate will also be monitored whenever spent fuel is being

~ (~') . loaded into a rack miless fresh fuel of the same initial enrichment
V has been previously stored in the rack and an adequate suberitical

margin has been verified.

6. .A mixed bed rosin is in place for fuel transfer pit demineralization.

7. Pertinent antiliary system are in the following status

. System _ Status

Ccmponent Cooling System. In operation

(Refer _ to' O.I. No. 50hI) as req 1tred

Shutdm:n Cooling System In operation

.(Refer o 0.I. No. $ chm)

Nuclear Instrumentation System In operation

(Refor ti o.I. No. 50h0)

Vapor Container Atmosphere Control Systems In operation

(Refer _to 0.I. No. 50kQ)
"

hadiation -Monitoring Systen In operation

(Refer to 0.I. No. 50hP)
.

u
y m III. . Precautions -
t ;,

' ' '

~1. The _ rsdiction level above the surface of;the refueling water will be
continuously non tored by a garna gut.rd mounted on the fuel handlina
crans.

--. .- ___ _
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2. Mintmtu depths of water over the various reactor internals should be
n maintained to limit radiation level above the refueling water.

U
3 The tools and egn1pment used should be kept free of dirt, grease, an'd

foreign matter.

h. Personnel must wear special work clothing in all radiation and
contamination areas _. Refer to Section 507, RADIOIOGICAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY.

5. A positive pressure amist be maintained in the isolated loops, or loops
satst be open to atmosphoric pressure, so as to provent main coolant
pump stator can damage.

6. For aci. ion to be taken in the event of refueling accident, refer to

Emergency Instruction 505B21, REFUELING ACCIDFRTS.

7. Foreign material must be prevented from falling into the reactor vessel
while the reactor head is off, and no unauthorised or unnecessary
personnel are to be allowed on the manipulator cranes or in refueling
areas.

8. Equipment such as NG valvos which might cause inadvertent changes
in reactivity shall be tagged out of service.

DateIV. , Instructions -
Complete Initials

~

r~ 1. Enter the vapor container. Comply with
. V; M. I. No. 506D, VAPOR CONTAINER ACCESS. ,

2. Remve missile shield. Store between
cubicles L ara 1. -_

J.. Remove items from r.avityt lead, dog-

h6use, etc.

h. Renove equipment hatch. ' Store on 83
steam generator cubicle.

5 Remove rod ' drive air ducts. Store
outside VC.

6. Remove flux wire tubes between reactor
head and cavity edge, thern>:ouple -
connections, and intercom.

7 Remove red drive cables. Store on broadway.

8. ~ Remove cable trays. Store outside V.C.

-9 Remove coil. stacks. Store in racks..

10. : Remove chield blocks from cavity. Store-
_,
~!

- on pecasurizer cerparte nt.
, m.)

- - - _ -- . - - - . _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ - _ -_ ____ _____ -___ ___ _ __ _ _ -
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O DateG Completed Initials

3. Ready manipulator crane,

s. Install control cabinets
b. Install trolley resistors
c. Check guide rods
d. Install pointer and steps and provide

targets for drive rod and guide tube
storage racks

e. Change lubrication in gear boxes
I

f. Replace SS tcom guide bearings with
C.S. bearings

g. Install w.rning bell

h. Add lights
1. Install bracket for in-core instrumen-

tation locking rod
j. Install universal handling tool ,

k. Install T.V. i
'

1. Get elevations for guide tube plugs in I

rack j

h. Remove grating and beams over equipment hatch j
and store on #h steam generator cuticle. )

|(3
:V 5. Remove equipment hatch cover and store on #3

steam generator cubicle.

6. Remove rod drive air supply ducts and store {
on flat car. -j

l

7. Remove flux wire tubes between reactor head
~

and cavity edge, thernocouple connections,
and intercom.

8. Remove rod drive cables. '
1

9.' Remove rod drive cable trays and store on j

flat' car. !
f

L . 10. Remove rod drive coil stacks and store in
racks.

i

1

11. Remove shield tank shielding blocks and store
on #1 steam generator cubicle.

- 12. R'emove reactor head thermal insulation and
. store on flat car.

.

k

V
>

.

i

|
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;

Date
Cempleted Initials

13. Remove tcp hat air duct ard baffles,

a. Baff1' bolted to top hat should be marked
for reassembly

b. Southeast segment of upper top hat must be
removed first ;

c. Imer section of top hat must be modified
to facilitate removal

d. Baffles bundled and stored on chrging
floor

e. Top hat sections stored on f3at car

lb. Install control rod and follower disengaging -

mechanian,

15.. Install track for bolt stretcher.

16. Install parts of guide tube rack.
,

17. Install jacking mechanism. Rig level in order
or set into dowel pins.

18. Complete jacking pump changes.

O a. 1= ta11 pretatrior.ted saae a=d aco===1 ser
board

b. Install suction and discharge piping to
cavity

19, Remove fuel chute blank. (Cable. car now rests
against blank)

20 Complete winch changes and check out

a. Wire DC motor
b. Check rotation of motor
c. ' Check proper operation of following: _

1. Stop and wait positions

2. Slow down point' _.

3. . Carriage speeds (loaded and light)

h. Lower lock valve
~

5. . Proper cperation of dewatering system
so far as possible in dry condition of
shield tank cavity and fuel pit about

.C) storage rack
V-

._. . _ _ _ . _ _ -- _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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Date
Completed Initials

6. Check upper lock valve for water
tightness

d. Install stand pipe float and remove jumpers
;

21. Add fuel assembly support block to carriage.

'22. Operate fuel handling system with new fuel
element through 5 complete cycles with shield
tank cavf.ty dry and only bottom of fuel transfer
pit wet.

23. Complete filling of fuel transfer pit and place
demineralization in service as required by water
quality.

2h. Tighten neutron shield tank expansion joint rings,

a. Check' condition of gasket

b. Replace missing washers removed placing
shielding block racks'

c. Install hooks on shield tank ria
F'i

~ V 25. Check that h BF counters are operable and are -
indicatingcoundsinthecontrolroom.

26. Install kidney covers with new gaskets.

27. Place caps with 0 rings on valves on reactor head.
~

28. Install extension on-reactor head tell tale valve ,

to bring to. operating. position above insulation.
$

29. Paint the following carbon steel parts:.

a. ' Welds and clips added to head lifting rig-
since original painting ~!-

..b. Nuts and washers'of expansion joint ring
c. Moat between expansion joints

. -d.'. Bracket.of temperature indicator

30. . Set-up internals stacking plate to scribe marks
on cavity floor and add guide. tubes,

.

1

g ,

kj.

!

'
. . _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __
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q/ Dates

Completed Initials

31. Start to lower reactor vessel water level to
desired height.

a. Check that hydrogen pressure has been
reduced to approxinately 2 psig of H n LPST

2b. Open pressurizer vent valve -

c. Check solenoid relief valve and notor ~

operated isolation valve closed
d. Open pressurizer drain valve and associated ~-

valves in line to LPST
e. When Me water level in the pressurizer falls

below 150', open the vent connections on all
the control rod drive nechanisms

f. Close the pressurizer drain velve 30 minutes <

after the water level in the pressurizer has
reached 20" on the wide range water level
indicator

32. Remove reactor head studs (see B&W Instruction
Dook, Pages h-9).

a. Place numbered sets of stud, washer, ard nut

(~') in stud carrier
v b. Store carrier on charging floor

c. Remove unground studs to shop for completion
of nachining

d. Install h0 stud hole seal plugs and "0" rings
e. Install h guide studs at hole numbers y, 21,

.33,h5

33 Install head lifting fixture,

a. Oeserve point markings on legs
b. Weld balls on lifting rig and on polar crane

hook
c. Clean and paint tarnbuckle threads (after

Step jy)

3h. Install platform on side of cavity nanipulator
crane.

35. Cut instrumentation port welds, remove thimbles
and Conoseals.

. a. Smaller veld cut first by Yankee cutter

p.
w/

- .. 4 , - , , .
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Date
~

Completed Tnitials
_

b. Larger weld cut by A!F cutter
c. See Instruction Book, IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATION

Section IV. P.2

36. Place bullet noso covers on in-core instrumentation
thimbles.

37. Olean cavity, head, moat, etc.

38. Open '3/h" vent valve on the reactor head.

39. Lift reactor head 1/2 to 1 inch to chech level-
ness of head. ~ Fasten line to bail of lifting rig,

h0. Fill shield tank cavity to level of two feet of
borated refueling water. Refer to M.I. No. 506E3,
REACTOR REFUELING, SHIELD TANK CAVITY-FILL DRAIN.

_

hl.- Check shield tank cavity for leaks via the toll
tales, compartments, and fuel chute.

h2. Continue to fill the shield tank cavity to a level

..

'of ten feet while running a capacity test on both
SI pumps.

h3 Open the equalizer valve in the fuel transfer
chute equalizer line in order to fill completely
the upper portion of the fuel transfer chate with
borated water'from the shield tank cavity,

hh. Make several trial runs with a new fuel element
' for final check of operability of fuel handling
system in wet conditon.

_

h5. Check TV for-underwater operation.

,

. Lightsh6.. Position and turn on underwater lighta.-

must not be turned on until submerged in water.
__

h7. Remove head and store in allotted positien.
_

a. Manipulator crane must be in extreme south
position

b. Reacter centerline position for polar crane
'is marked with balck paint on primary shielding,
bridge and trolley

,-

' Aj

x

f -
^

e-
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- {} Date
Completed Initials

h8. Remove guidetube hold down plate and hold down
ring using plate and barrel lifting fixture,

,

a. Install 2 levels on plato and barrel lifting
fixture

b. . Install air hose and control valve on lifting

fixture

c. Use lifting fixture in proper orientation as
marked on guide holes

d. Store plate and ring on internals stackirg
plate

h9. Remove h guide tube support plate plugs and store
in rack.

a. Three section boom is required to be on
manipulator crane. For details of installing
third boom section, see Instruction Book, FUEL
HANDLING SYSTEM USMC, Page 61

b. See rack elevations taken previously

p 50 Remove one guide tube.
wi.

a. Two section boom is required on manipulator
crane. For details of removing third section,'

see Instruction Book, FUEL HANDLIlO SYSTEM,
USMC Page 61

b. For operation of Universal Tool, see
Instruction Books, Fuel Handling System, USMC,
Page 62, UNIVERSAL HANDLING TOOL, West. Page 3h

c. See elevation data taken on installation of
first core

d._ Maintain positive identification of guide
-tubes i.e., record core positions and rack
positions

51. Remove one unsupported drive shaft. ,

a. Two'section boom is required on manipulator
Crane

b. . See Instruction Book's , FUEL HANDLIL.) ' SYSTEM,
USIC, Page 63, UNIVERSAL HANDLING TOOL, West.
Page 26, 27, 36

c. See elevation data taken on installation-
of first core

,

_ g
5j

.

_ 1. - _ m_.__
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O- ce=91eted 1mitia1s

d. Maintain positive identification of drive
rods, i.e. record core positions and rack
positions

52. Repeat above two steps until all 2h guide
tubes and drive shafts have been removed.

53. Remove guide tube support plate and store en top
of guide tube hold down plate, with plate and
. barrel lifting fixture observing levelness and

,

proper orientations (during removal).

5h. Retract in-core instrumentation thimbles from fuel
elements. See Instruction Book, IN-CORE

~ INSTRUMENTATION, west. Page 29. Weldirg called
for on locking tool See Instruction Book, IN-CORE
INSTRUMENTATION, West. Page 19,

55.. Ready the upper core support barrel with attached
core support plate and contained in-core instru-
mentation structure for removal.

' (~') NOTE: Use plate and barrel lifting fixture
V observing levelness and proper orientation,

longer slings may be requind for this
. operation.

56. F111'the shield tank cavity to the upper level
limit.

r 57. Remove charging pumps from main coolant loop
''

'

pressure maintenance service and establish water
level equilibrium between shield tank cavity,
pressurizer and steam generator through
pressurizer and 1 cop drain lines.

58. .' Momentarily shut down flow in the shutdown
cooling system while doing Step 59 below to avoid
' cocking of upper core support barrel by hydraulic
pressure.

59 Hemove upper core support barrel with attached
jore support plate and contained in-con
instrumentation structure.

9-
( j-
t/. -

L. - __.
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\ Date

Completed Initials

60. Disengage polar crane hook leaving lifting fixture
attached to core barrel.

,

61. Remove control rods, fuel assemblies, and shim
rods as deecribed in MI 506Eh. , ,

62. Inspect lower core support plate using portable
viewing equipnent.

63. Install vessel radiation specimens.

6h. Replace control rods, fuel assemblies, and shim
rods as described in 506Eh.

65. Replace upper core support barrel containing
upper core support plate and in-core instrumentation.
(Make momentary shutdown of shutdown cooling
system while lowering into place).

~

66. Insert in-core instrumentation i,himbles into fuel

assemblies. See Instruction Book. IN-CORE
INSTRUMENTATION West. Page 32.

o
67. Replace guide tube support plate using plate and

barrel lifting fixture.

68. Replace 1 drive shaft. (If the drive shafts are
to be reused, they must be replaced in the core
location from which they were taken.

_

69. Replace 1 gride tube on the unsupported drive
shaft. Tr , guide tube must be replaced in the

core location from which it was.taken.
'

70. Repeat above two steps until all 2h drive rods
and guide tuoes are placed in the vessel.

71. Replace h guide tube support plate plugs. 3
.section boom of manipulator crane is required.

72. Replace guide tube hold down plate using plate
and barrel lifting device.

73. Remove vessel head ga ,kets using gasket removal
tool.

G
V
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. Date *

Completed Initials

a. The tool requires inst'uation of air hose
and control valve

b. Care should be taken not to damage gasket
grooves in any way

7h. Clean gaskets grooves with a plastic nosed
underwater pipe water jec.

75. Place new head gaskets into grooves using gasket
tool.

76. Replace reactor vessel head in its original
orientation.

77. Turn off and remove underwater viewing lights
and viewing equipnent.

78. Drain pressurizer and refueling water from shield
tank cavity complying with M.I. No. 506E3, REACT 3
REFUELING-SHIELD TANK CAVITY - FIII AND DRAIN,
Section V-B.g

V.
CAUTION: Check radiation and contamination level

of shield tank cavity prior to
personnel entry.

79. Dewater the upper portion of the fuel transfer
chute, remove ring and replace with solid plate.

80 Drain the dewatering system.

81. Decontaminate tools, equipment and shield tardc
cavity, when necessary, by scrubbing and flushing.

82 Lower necessary vsssel head replacemont equipment
and tools from the charging floor to the reactor

level.

'

83e- Reimove head lifting fixt2re mark legs 3 for
future identification.

I 8h. Remove guide studs and sttd hole plugs. Clean
and dry stud holes as requiced.

,~

j (_|
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Completed Initials

85. Install reactor head studs. See B&k Instruction
Book, Page h-5

86. Install Conoseals, using gasket seals only -
Do not. weld. See Instruction Boch IN-CORE
INSTRUMENTATION.

87. Fill and vent main corbnt system in accordance
with 0.I. No. 50hD1, Me C00 LATE SYSTEM -
FILLING AND VENTIKI 0F CodPIETE SYSTEM.

88 Leak test primary system complying with M.I. No.
506B3, PRIMARY PLANT - COLD LEAK TEST.

'

89. Lower pressurizer water level to below Conoseals.
(This step may not be necessary if Conoseal
gaskets are tight).

90 Weld Conoseal seal caps,

s. Larger diameter seal weld may be done by the
- ~'- AMF machine or by hand.

b. Smaller diameter seal weld will be made by

hand.

91. Install thermocouple junction assemblies and
flux wire tubes. .See Instruction Book, IN-
cme INSTRUMENTATION, Page 22.

92. Refill'and Vent Main Coolant System (OI 50hD1).
~

93. Install top hat air duct and baffles. _

9h. Install reacte head thermal insulation.

: 95. Rep 3 ace shielding.-

96. Install cable tray on north side of cavity and' a

position manipulator crane on north side of
'

cavity with bocm to' west of cable tray.

97.. Install south cable tray.

98. Install rod | drive air supply ducts.-

0.u
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Date'

Completed Initials

99. Install coil stacks.

'100 Install coil stack cables. _

101. Install equipment hatch c'ner.

V. L Final Conditions

1. The reactor has been refueled and reassembled for operation.

2. The complete main coolant system has been leak tested ard is
ready for normal startup from cold condition. Refer to 0.1.
No. 50hDh, MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM - STARTUP OF CmPIETE SYSTD!.

-

x
/

_

M
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DRIVE RODS REMOVAL SEQUENCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY TABLE 5/h/62

'

CORE RACK) POSITION POSITION CONDITION REMARKS

JK-6,7 1

&J-5,6 2
.

HJ-3,h 3

GH-h,5 h

GH-6,7 e

GH-8,9 6

.
FU-7,8 7

FG-5,6 8

'

FG-3,h 9

FG-1,2 10

EF-2,3 11
i

EF-h,5 12
('sw) -

,

EF-6,7 13

EF-8,9 1h

DE-9,10 15

DE-7,8 16'

4

DE-5,6 17

DE-3,h 18

_

CD-2,3 19

CD-h,5 20

CD-6,7 21

'
BC-7,8- 22

BC-5,6 23
=

-AB-h,5 2h.

T3
; \v
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GUIDE TJEE PS'07AL SEQUEiCE A'D ACCCU!.'TABILI Y TABLE 5/h/62

:.

CC?.E ?)LC7 ;

PCSITIC!! POSITICN CC!DITICli F.D'i". S
i

AB ':,5 33

BC-5,6 32

30-7,8 31

CD-6,7 30
.

CD-h,5 29

'

CD-?,3 28

E2-3,h 27

EI-5,6 26

.DE-7,8 25

DE-9,10 2h
. _.

EF-8,9 23

- F-6,7 22

EF-h,5 21
._- . _ .

EF-2,3 20

FG-1,2 19

n-3,h. 18

n-5,C 17

n-7,8 -16
=

3H-3,9 15
-

GH-6,7 1h

-GH-h,5 13
:

HJ-3,h 12

HJ-5,6 11
.

JK-6,7 10
1

. ('"a
qj:
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. 506E3

BEACTOR REFUELING
h SHIEIb TANK CAVITY - FILL AND PFAIN

l I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method for
>

d A. Filling the shield tank cavity.
B. Draining the shield tank cavity.
C. Decontaminating the shield tank cavity.

. D. Adding boric acid to the safety injection
i and shield tank cavity water tank.

II. Condit, ions

A. 1. Any time that filling of the cavity is anticipated, Steps
Nos. 1 through 22 of M.I. No. 506E2, REACTOR REFUELING -
PREPARATION OF REACTOR SYSTEMS FOR REFUELING, must proceed
the filling operation.

2. Sampling of the safety injection and shield tank cavity
i water tank per 0.I. No. 504K2, PRIMARY PLANT SAMPLING

SYSTEM - AUXILIARY SYSTEMS, is required before filling
the cavity. .If the boric acid concentration is less than

that in the main coolant, adjust the concentration por-

a

O s etie v-n er th1 1=t i= tr==*1e -

B. Any time that draining of the cavity is anticipated, the appli-
cable portions of Section 507, RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
must be followed. The reactor vessel head must be in place
before Section V-B of this instruction le initiated.

C. Sufficient capacity for decontamination water is available in

the gravity drain tank before decontamination of the cavity
liner is started.

'III. Precautions

'1. The cavity upper level limit must not be exceeded during the
fill operation.

2. Sampling of the cavity fill water in the safety injection and
shield tank cavity water tank must eetablish that its boric

j . acid content is equal to that in the main coolant before
Section V-A of this instruction is initiated.

- 3. Do not allow cavity liner decontamination liquid effluent to
i: drain into the safety injection and shield tank cavity water
| tank.
o

.

.
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IV. Check-off List

Prior to the initiation of this M.I., the check-off list must
be completed by the operator (s) and sig:9d off.

V. Instructions

! ~ A. Shield Tank Cavity Fill

1. Remove the 'ill line cover in the cavity floor. Close
the cavity drain line valve.

'i
'

2. Unlock and open the fill line gate valves inside and
outside the vapor container.

|
3. Check that motor operated gate valve Nc. CS-MOV-535,

is closed.
,t

'

4. Close the motor operatad gate valve No. CS-eS -533 in
the safety injection pu=p disenarge line.

5. Check that the motor operated globe valve No. CS-MOV-534
in the by-pass around the valve closed in Step No. 4 is
closed.

6. Unlock and open the gate valve in the safety injectionn
) pump by-pass line.

7. Start one safety injection pump and graaually open the
globe valve No. CS-MOV-534 until an observer at the
cavity indicates excessive lif t of the cavity water,

i or until the valve is full open.
'l
| NOTE: As the cavity fills, it may be permissible to

open motor operated gate valve No. CS-MOV-533.i

8 Stop the safety injecticn pump when the upper level limit
is reached in the shiel: tank cavity.

9. Close the valves opened in Steps Nos. 2, 6, and 7 under
SectioJ. V-A. Open motor operated gate valve
No. ';3-MOV-533.

B. Shield Tank Cavity Drain

1. Unlock and open the fill line gate valves inside and
outside the vapor container.

2. Unlock and open the gate valve in the safety injection
pump by-pass for draining the shield tank cavity back
into the 125,000 gal tank.

3

v,
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3. Check that motor operated gate valve No. CS-MOV-533 in
- the safety injection pump discharge line is open.

4. When the cavity is drained, close and lock the valves
opened in Steps Nos. I c:xi 2 of Section V-B.

C. Shield Tank Cavity Decontamination

1. Check that the vapor con ainer drain tank is pumped down
sufficiently to receive the decontamination water, or is
open to waste disposal.

L

2. Open the valva in the shield tank cavity drain line to the
lower compartment drain.

3. Decontaminate and wash down the shield tank cavity liner.
.

4. When decontamination of the liner is complete, briefly
operate one safety injection pump by perfominc
Section V-A, to discharge any gross debris from the!

cavity fill line into the cavity drain line.

5. Close the valve in the cavity drain line.
,

D. Borie Acid Addition to the Safety in.iection and Shield Tank
- Cavity Water Tank

'~

1. Open the valves in the transfer line from the boric acid

trar afer. pump to the 125,000 gal safety injection and
shield tank cavity eter tank.

;

2. Close the' borje acid recirculation loop isolation valve.

3.. Check that the boric acid transfer: pump suction valve is
open.-

'

4. Check that the valves in the boric acid feed line'to the-:.

! charging pump suction header are closed.

~5. Start the. boric acid transfer pump.

[ 6. Stop the pump whens
:
: a. The boric acid mixing and. storage tank low level

alarm is actuated, or

Jb. .When the required amount.of boric acid solution has q
been added to_the safety injection and shield tank
cavity water _ tank.- >-

h
- .

m

_,g g__ q g - ap9 y e - - pw
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; j. .

7. If additional boric acid solution is required, close
the valve in the transfer line to the 125,000 gal tank
and open the isolation valve in the recirculation loop.
Prepara additional boric acid. Refer to 0.I. No. 504G1,.

j- CHEMICAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - B(RIC ACID PREPARATION.
)j- Repeat Steps Nos. 1 through 7 under Section V-D of this
!j operating instruction until sufficient boric acid has

]j. been addcd.

| 8. Close the boric acid transfer pump suction valve.

;f: 9. Open the valve in the domineralized vater flushing
!; connection to the transfer pump suction line.
:i

I~ 10. Fut one low pressure surge tank make-up pump on manual
control and flush about 100 gal of demineralised water
from the pump into the safety injection and shield tank
cavity water tank via the trarsfer line.

11. Close the valves in the transfer line and in ^.he<

demineralizec water flush line. Return the low pressurs
surge tank make-up pump to automatic control.

VI. Final Conditions
;

.

.{
: 1. The alield tank cavity haJ been filled.

2. The shield tank cavity ras been drained.
'

3. . The shield tank cavity liner has been decontaminated.
;c

4. Boric acid has been added to the safety injection and. shield'

tank cavity water tank.

i t'

-

t
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O MADRENANCE INSTRUCTION h0. 506EV
REACTOR REFUELDIG
FIEG5''6dNTROL ROD REPIACEME!E

I. O dective: To pr0 vide a safe and efficient method for replacing fuel
assembl.M, contral rods, and shim rods during core refueling.-

II. Conditions

1. MI 506E2, Pmparation of Reactor Systems for Ecruel'ng, is completed
through removal of upper core support barrel.

2. In addition to the public address system, 3-way sound powered phone
conmmications have been established between the control center, the
shield tank cavity. manipulator crane, and the cpent fuel pit.

3. During any change in core geometry, except during replacement of the
Ag-In-Cd control rods at the end of Core II life, two of the charging
pumps are in ready standby condition for addition of concentrated
boric acid to the pressve vessel. During the replacement of the
Ag-In-Cd rods at the end of Com II life, at Inast one charging punp
shall be in a ready standby condition for addition of concentrated
boric acid to' the pressure vessel.

14 A channel for continuous gamn monitoring is installed near each

'() manipulator crane whenever spent control reds or spent fuel assem-"

blies are being hardled.

III. Precautions

1. Whenever a change is being made in c;re geonetry, the equipment access
opening mat be closed. Either the regular hatch cover or a temporary
closure of plywood construction covered with a plastic or othsr air-
tight' membrane shall be in pince.

2. At least two of the three channels of nuclear instruentation mst be
in operation'and in a position to monitor the neutron pcpulation and
its time variation in the reactor whenever the cor3 Eeometry is being
changed. One channel will be equipped with a hikh count rate alarm
which will sound both in the control center and in the Vapor
Container.

3. The shield tank cavity water mst be sampled at least once a day and
analyzed for baron concentration to assure that the rd.ninum shutdown
boron contentration is mintalmd.

b. A record of the neutron count rate befora and after any change in
' core geometry mst be n.aintained at the control center and the manip-
ulator crane operator notified of ary significant changes in count rate.

/] 5 At least one AEC licensed person shall be present at the control center.
at all tims, and at least one AEC licensed person shall be in theV Atvicinity cf the fuel handling system whenever fuel is being moved.
all tims there shall be one AE licensed person designated as being
in overall charge of operations. Normally, this perscm will be the
Shift Supervisor.-
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C' 6. U a u ctil! Ic ar,t *rd rease in t he count rtete ocem onu- .

ar l' ar xpected increase in the count rate byany one chanrmi .

a factor of tw> on two ot the three crannels occurs af ter addition
of a new fuel wemMy er romoval of a control rod, the fuel loading
operation will be m ;perided untti the M tuit. ion can be reviewed by
plant technical s y rvtsory per sonnel, If necessary to establish

the shutdown mar gin of the core, a single control rod will be
withdrawn using the runipulator crane and rmpilated by a plot of
control rod position versas inverso ccunt r ;te multiplication.
Using the inverse count rate data cotained .n this manner, the
shutdown rurgin will be calc ulated. If these calculstions indicate
that' there will be less than 5% 6 K/K snut,down witn all control
rods inserted in the fully loaded core, the boren coruntration
will be increased to provide the required 5% 6 K/K chucdown r:argin.

7. Foreign material must be prevented fren falling into the reactor
vessel while refueling cnd no unauthorized or unnacessary personnel
(or objects) are to be allowed on the c.anip:11ator crane.

8. The Core Component Iag Board in the centrol center must at all
times irx11cate the existing core geometry and the location of all
core co,xponents in the reactor vessel, in the shield tank cavity,
and in the spent fuel pit.

IV. OPERATING INSTRUCTICNS CORE II - CORE III REFUELil!G
g
b A. BASIC REPUELING AND INSPECTION SKUENCF

The basic sequence for the Core II-III refueling will be as follows:

1. Replace the Core II Ac-In-Ci contcol rods with new control rods
as soon as possible to ninimizo radioactive Ag contamination
in the shield tarik cavity. Ihe last three control rods to be
replaced and three shim rods will be given a detailed inspection
in the shield tank cavity.

2. I'nload the central LO , pent fuel assemblies from Core II. The
last two fuel assemblien to be unloaded and two of the cpent
assemblics remainiri', vill be given a detailed inapection in
the shield tan't cavity.

3 Concurrently, relocate the 36 spent fuel assemblies from Core II
and lead 30 nu h.1% and t'o h new 3.h% fuel assemblies. The
36 spent fuel asse.abliac will be inspected visually by operations
during the reload $ng sequence. Core shutdown reactivity will be
checked periodically by count rato malti;:lication data obtained
during wit hdrawal of an inlividual cont,rol rod.

After Core III hs3 Men loaded with the exception of the h new
asacablies adjacent to the East and West source positions,
these two n% tron soarecs may be renoved and inspected.

'_ Inlividual control rode will be withdrawn while the source is
rce.oved to ascertain the response of external' neutron detectorsv

-
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surface condition. Drive shafts and absorber sections will be
reused or replaced depending on the results of these inspections. .

3. Unload the spent fuel from one quadrant of the core following 7

the operating instructions for removal of a fuel element from
reactor to storage pit as outlhed in USlic Instruction Book,
Pages h7-57. (Two to eight old fuel assemblies may be left
in the core to achieve higher burnup of these elements. If
left in the core, these elements will be visually inspected for
crud buildup and structural integrity, using the boroscope and
underwater T7 viewing.) Selected control rods may also be
unloaded from this quadrant if required for improved visibility
of the structural materials.

h. Inspect sources for structural integrity using boroscope and
underwater T7 viewing equipment.

5. Inspect the lower core support plate in the quadrant which was
unloaded using the boroscope and TV.

6. For moving new fuel elements from the storage pit to the reactor,
follow instructions in USMC Instruction Book, Pages 57-58.

7. Should a fuel element be damaged to the extent it will not fit
O th <= 1 ca te or h==1a tae =orma1 ree1 aa a118 7 te -

become in-operative such that repair requires unwatering of the
shield tank cavity, place the fuel element into the damaged
fuel elsment container. Remove the fuel element to the spent
fuel storage pit via the shipping hatch using the polar and
yard cranes.

8 Should a spent fuel element become stuck in the fuel chute, the
design of the chute and its dewatering system is such that no
immediate action is required by the operator. Accessible areas
adjacent to the chute should be checked for high radiation levels,
and posted and barricaded as appropriate.

NOTE: The most critical condition would be with the element in
the wait position and the lower lock valve stuck closed.

.The operator would be unable to recognize this condition
until the following actions had been completed:

a. Equalizing valve closed
b. Upper portions of the fuel chute pumped out
c. Attempt made to open the valve

Since the fuel element under tpe above condition will be
covered with only a small isolgted volume of water, the
equalising valve should be opeped immediately after as-
certainino that the lower lock valve is in the stuck

h closed position.

i

_
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9. The remaining core elements will be unloaded and replaced ic-
dividually in a sequence that will effectively rotate the open
quadrant so that other portions of the lower core support plant
can be inspected as desired. (New assemblies will be added to
one sidc of the quadrant and spent assemblies m moved from the
other side.)

10. Load the remnining assemblies into the open quadrant until the
core is ecs:pletely refueled.

11. Recheck all index file cards with the Reactor Engir.eer for
accountability and completeness.

12 Reinstall internals in accordance with MI 506E2.

V. Final Conditions

The reactor is ready for assembly of remaining internals and
preparation for cold startup according to steps 59-92 of MI 506E2.

O

1

, .

O

.
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MAILTE:IAliCE IISTRUCTIO:t I?O. 506E5

O
REACTOR REFUELIIiG
SITE STORAGE AND SHIPPING OF USED FUEL AIID CO:; TROL RCDS

I. Objective To provide a safe and efficient method for site storage
and shipping of used fuel assemblies and control rods.

Shi= rods vill be handled in the same manner as control
rods.

II. Conditions

1. A fuel assembly or control red is positioned in the transfer
carriage in the spent fuel storage pit.

2. The spent fuel stora s pit is filled with approximately 36 ft
of de=ineralized water.

3 The manipulator crane no. 2 and the pneuratically operated tool
is ready for service.

4. The required number of storage racks are available for receiving
spent fuel assemblies, control rod or shi= rod sections in the
spent fuel storage pit.

5 Two spent fuel shipping containers, capable of shipping four fuelO assemblies each, are available in the spent fuel storage pit.

6. The yard work area crane is available for service,

III. Precautions

1. The radiation level at the surface of the spent fuel pit water,
as well as airborne contamination, must be checked continuously.
Refer to Section 507, Radiological Health and Safety.

2. Care must be exercised in the handling of the radioactive mate-
rials that are stored and withdrawn from the spent fuel storage
pit. This also applies to any piece of equipment that has been
immersed in the pit water.

3 Mini =un depths of water over the fuel assemblies and control rods
should be =aintained to limit radiation level at c';rface of vater

to tolerance as specified in Section 507, Radiological Health
and Safety.

4. The tools e= ployed should be kept free of dirt, grease and
foreign matter.

5. - Foreign material must be prevented from falling into the spent
fuel storage pit during storage and removal of the spent fuel
assemblies and control rods.

-&J
'

6. All spent fuel assemblies must be properly seated in the spent
fuel shipping containers.
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IV. Check-off Lie
- A. Premaintenance Check-off List

i

j A pre =aintenance check-off list should be completed and sigrad off. '

!' 1. The various tools and equipment to be e= ployed should be
checked for availability and proper functioning.;

~

'2. A premaintenance briefing of personnel is desirable before
starting this M.I.; subsequent briefing of personnel during

Ithe procedure is also beneficial.

|
-

B .- . Maintenance Check-off List.

Prior to initiation of this M.I. the maintenance check-off list
must be completed by the operator (s) and signed off.;

V. Instruction

1. Obtain authorization to enter spent fuel storage pit, working area
after radiation survey has been co=pleted. Refer to Section 507,
Radiological Eealth and Safety. '

L 2. Health and Safety representative should properly monitor pertinent
activities for radiation level and airborne contamination before
the maintenance people enter the working area of the spent fuel

. =storcge pit.

-3 Enter working area of spent fuel stor^,ge pit.

: M By using the manipulator crane No. 2, and the pneu=atically
. operated grappling tool, remove the spent fuel assembly or
control rod vertically from the carriage and place it in the
spent fuel storage rack.

CAUTION: (a) The operator (s) must observe the crane index
to position the boom accurately-over the lay-,

down mechanism and over.the storage racks.
' (b) A mini m vater depth of 13 ft must be

~

maintained above spent fuel assemblies and
8 ft above-. control rods Land shim rods.

] 5 Repeat Step 4 until all the fuel assemblies, control rods and
shim rods are stored in their designated storage racks.

'

6. store fuel assembues, control rods and shim rod , until shipment
'is allowed, based on Federal and State regulations. Refer to
Sec. tion 507,~ Radiological Health and Safety..

!

;(%*

v

-
;

'

- , s ~, , - . . - . - . , ~. , . - .
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,
. 7 When ready to ship, remove the shippin8 container head, '

& using the yard work area crane and store under water in
'

the spent fuel storage pit..

.8. After the container head is removed cnd stored, use the
! Manipulator Crane No. 2 and the pneumatically operated
; grappling tool and place a fuel assembly into the spent

fuel shipping container.
,

"

9 Repeat Step 8 until the desired number of fuel assemblies
] has been placed in the spent fuel shipping container.
:

10. When the fuel assemblies have been placed in the container,
use the yard work area crane, replace the fuel container ,

'

head and secure temporarily according to the Manufacturer's
Instructicns.

; i

11. Use the yard work area crane and lift the container sli6htly
n out of the pit water and conduct radiation survey, Refer
' to Section 507, Radiological Health and Safety.

; 12. .When radiation survey is ccupleted, fully re=ove the
~i shipping container through the hatchway in the roof of

the spent fuel storage pit and place the container on
the decontamination pad. *

_

13. Decontaminate outer surface of the container, if necessary.
.

12+. ' When decontamination is completed, conduct radiation survey.
j Refer to Section 507, Radiological Health and Safety.

i 15. - After coc:pletion.of the radiation survey, permanently secure
: the shipping container head. Refer to Manufacturer's
j. 1 Instruction booklet.,

" ^

16. .Obtain necessary shipping clearances and load container onto'

. ' transporting vehicle.
!

I 17 Repeat Steps .7 throu6h 16 for the second spent fuel shipping
;

container and subsequent shipping containers.
,

'18. ' Loading and shipping of irradiated control ard shim rods vill
be.in a;aimilar ennner to fuel assemblies, except that they

' vill be shipped with only radiation shielding proviaed.,

VI. ' Final Condition '
.

s

The-spent fuel assemblies, control rods and sh2.m rods have.been
removed;frca the'spsnt. fuel storage pit and-placed on transporting vehicles

ifor shipment to a l ocessing site for fuel assemblies and to a disposal
site for control rods and shim rods.

~

|

:
,

.

f'

s --, 3 y .,. - . , , . . , ,4 - , w
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507 RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

"
OBJECTIVE

These Radiation Protection Instructions indicate the measures which
vill be taken to control the exposure of personnel to radiation and contam-
ination incident to the operation of the plant, and the measures that vill
be taken to maintain and disseminate records of personnel exposures.

M
The control of exposure of personnel to radiation and contamination

includes measures; to determine the level and type of radioactivity that ray
be present, to maintain levels consistent with safe practices, and to control
access of personnel to radiation areas and potentially contaminated areas.

These Radiation Protection Instructions conform to regulatory codes
and stipulations where provided by Federal, State and/or Municipal agencies.
Where possible they are based on the current regulations of these agencies.
References used in these Instructions are tabulated in References on page
507: 21. Personnel control procedures and plant limits for contamination and
radiation have been established to rAintain personnel exposures within the
maxi =u= pen::issible limits and at a mini =um possible level consistent with i

operating feasibility. This vill continue to be the basic philosophy when
further details of plant procedures or plant area limits are developed at a
later date in the Radiation Protection Manual.

n
The plant organization and general duties of the personnel are

presented in Section 501, PIANT ORGANIZATION. The Technical Manager is re-
sponsible for the radiological health and safety of personnel working at
or visiting within the plant site. The Health and Safety Supervisor vill
implement and enforce these instructions and other plant radiological
health and safety procedures. The Chemical Engineer, the Shift Supervisors,
and other qualified personnel vill be assigned duties involving the deter-
mination of radiological conditions, the control of plant radiological
~

'itions, or the exposures of personnel to ionizing radiation..

Personnel with duties which include the determination of the radio -
logical conditions within the plant site or with duties which include the
handling of radioactive raterials in any fo m qualify for their duties by
satisfactorily completing a thorough training course. Detailed instruction
courses are provided also for Shift Supervisors, Primary Operators, Control
Technicians, and Maintenance Men. These e=ployees vill be instructed in the
precepts of radiation protection and in the observance of such rules and codes
of the regulstory agencies as apply to the operations of the plant and as they
affect or conce en th< health and safety of plant employees and visitors.
They will be familiar with the procedures and practices detailed in the Radia-
tion Protection Manual as these procedures and practices are related to the
individual's job responsibilities and to the general safety problems incident
ta the operation of the plant.

p
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General training in radiological health and safety is given to all ,

plant personnel. All plant personnel vill be taught the basic radiolobical
'

concepts. They will be familiar with, and vill follow, these and other
detailed safety instructions. Personnel visiting the site vill either become
familiar with these instructions or vill be under the supervision of trained
plant personnel. .

;

RADIATION STANDARDS

'

The exposure li=its as given below are extracted from Title 10,
C.F.R., Part 20. Future amendments to Title 10, C.F.R., Part 20 pertaining
to maximum permissible exposure, vill automatically become part of these
instructions.

Personnel Radiation Exposure Limits

A. Occupational radiation mossges for individuals 18 yr of age and
older will be limited to the following:

APPENDIX A

PERMISSIBLE WEEKLY DOSE

Dose in Critical Organs (Mrem)
_

Skin %t
Basal Blood

Conditions of Exoosure Layer of Forming Lens of
hs Parts of Body Radiation Evidermis Orcans Gonads Eve

Whole body Any radiation with 6001 3001 3001 3001
half value-layer
greater than 1 mm
of soft tissue.4

Whole body Any radiation with 1,500 300 30_0 300
half-c<lue-layer
less tirn 1 mm
of soft tissue

'

Hands and fore-
arms or feet

and ankles ok. Any radiation 1,500head and nec 2

1For exposures of the whole body to X or gn=ma rays up to 3 mev, tnis
condition may be assumed to be met if the " air dose" does not exceed
300 mr, provided the dose to the gonads does not exceed 300 mrem.
" Air dose" means that the dose is measured by an appropriate instru-
ment in air in the region of highest dosage rate to be occupied by an
individual, without the presence of the human body or other absorbing
and scattering material.

2Exposure of these limited portions of the body under these conditions
does not alter the total weekly dose of 300 mrem permitted to the
blood-forming organs in the main portion of the body, to the gonads,;

or_to the lens of the eye.
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B. Individuals may be per=itted to receive an occupational dose in
p excess of the above limits provided that:
d

a'. The dose during sny period of seven consecutive days does
not exceed three times the limits specified in paragraph A.

b. The dose during any period of 13 consecutive weeks does not
exceed 10 times the limits specified in paragraph A.

C. Individuals on the site vill not be exposed to airborne radioactive

; materiale in an average concentration in excess of the limits specified in
Appendix B, Table I of Title 10, C.F.R. , Part 20.

D. Individuals under 18 yr of age within the site vill be limited to
exposures; of less than' 10 per cent of the limits specified in paragraphs A
and C above.

E. . Materials vill not be stored, used or transferred in such a manner
as to create in a restricted area radiation levels which, if an individual
were continuously present in the area, could r3sult in his receiving a dose
in excess of 2 mrem in any 1 hr or a dose in excess of 100 :Jem in any seven
consecutive da(s.

F. Concentrations of radioactive materials to be released to air or
water outside the site .111 be limited to concentrations specified in
Appendix B, Table II of Title 10, C.F.R. , Part 20.

O Persemme1 Cen -4m-tien t4m41s

Survey meter measurements for' beta-gamma activity shall be made
with a thin vindow (i 3 mg/cm2) Geiger-Mueller survey meter, with the tube

' window held at a distance of less than an inch from the possible source.
Measurements for alpha activity shall be made with an alpha survey meter,
with its vindow at less than 1/2 in.

A. . Contamination on the person of any individual vill be -immediately
removed when detectable. Methods described on page 507: 12, Personnel
Decontamination, vill be employed in an attempt to reduce the level to back-
ground.

3.. . Contamination on personal clothing vill be reduced to a level.
below0.05 mrad /hratanypointoncontact. If.this is not possible the
contaminatard clothing villbe disposed of.a's contaminated vaste, or if
practicali stored for radioactive decay and reclamation.'-

C. Protective equipment and clothing vill be given general release-
if, contamination as ~ determined by smear-tests is less than .100 dpm/ft2
beta-camma and -10 dpm/ft2

~

alpha and if its radiation level is less than

'O.1 mrad /hrat1-in.-

D. Protective' equipment and clothing may be given release for con-
. trolled use if its contamination level in -less than .1,000 dem/ft2 beta-

['p gamma and'100 dyn/ft2 alpha as ' determined by smear tests, and if its-
~

V radiation level is less than.1.0 crem/hr at.1. in.

. .

k.a 2.
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Protective clothing and shoes in use vill be changed if found to

have a radiation level in excess of 10 mrad /hr at 1 in. Shoes containing
O transferable contamination above the permissible limits for general release.

U shall not be vorn outside of the Potentially Contaminated Areas.

Clean Area Radiation and Contamination Timits

In the plant clean areas surface contamination vill be maintained
below 100 dpm/ft2 beta-& and 10 dpm/ft2 alpha, as detemined by smear
tests. Airborne activity vill be kept below radionuclides concentratich .

limits for unrestricted areas as tabulated in Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 20
of the Code of Federal Regulations. If it is found that these limits are or
might be exceeded, steps will be taken to reduce the contsmination to values
permissible for a clean area. In a clean area, intensity of external radia-
tion vill be maintained below 2 mrad /hr.

Pctentially Contaminated Area Radiation and Contamination TMH ts

The plant areas where external radiation levels and radioactive
contamination are likely to be above the limits for a Clean Area are shown
in the sketch on page 507:8. Access to these areas vill be controlled.

For the Potentially Contadnnted Areas that normally require
access, surface contamination vill be maintained below 1,000 dpm/ft2 beta-
gam and ~100 dpm/ft2 alpha, as measured by smear tests, and airborne
activity will be kept below radionuclide concentration limits for re-
stricted areas as tabulated in Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 20 of the Code of
'***'* "*8" "'* "'- '" ''*** ""*"" "****** " i"'*""*' ** "* "* "* "C' 100 mrad /hr. If it is found that these limits are exceeded, respirators
: are required and the area having activity in excess of these limits will be
barricaded and steps vill be taken to reduce the activity to vithin permis-
aible values where feasible, for these areas. In Potentially Contaminated
Areas which may require only occasional access of short duration, surface
contamination vill te held belov 10,000 dpm/ft2 beta-Em and 1,000 dp=/ft2
alpha as determined by smear tests and radiation intensities vill be held
belov1 rad /hr. Respirators will be worn in these areas unless the level of
airborne activit,, is determined to be below the limits for restricted areas
. as specified in the Code of Federal Regulations.

Measures which vill be taken to control access to Poter.tially
Contaminated Areas and to minimize exposures while in these areas are
described on page 507:6, General Radiation Safety Rules. The use of pro-
tective clothing and equipment is described on page 507:11, Protective
Clothing and page 507:12, Respiratory Equipmer.t.

Restulated Eauirment Radiation and Contamination Limits

Regulated equipment is defined as slightly contaminated equipment
of a portable nature, such as hand tools, small pumps and motors, which is
of design which =akes complete decontamination impractical. Regulated
equipmentvillhavecontaminationlessthan1,000dpm/ft2 beta-gamma and

-100.dpm/ft2 alpha, as determined by smear tests, and will have radiation

levels less than 1.0 mrad /hr at 1 in. It can be used only in Potentially
- Contaminated Areas and only by workers wearing protective clothing.

-

4
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All portable contaminated vaste disposal contiiners in the plant
' are considered to be regulated equipment. However, the contents of thesep

Q containers need not be disposed of until their radiation level exceeds
5 nrad/hr at 1 in, from the container.

The Technical Manager may permit the use of equipment having a
higher radiation level than 1.0 mrad /hr after consideration of all the
factors involved, i.e. , the nature of equipment, the frequency of its use
and the length of time it may be in use,

a

'

Equipment ha*;ing general release vill have contamination limits
of100dpm/ft2 beta-gamma, and 10 dp:/ft2 alpha as determined by smear tests
and vill have radiation levels less than 0.1 nrad/hr at 1 in.

Shiment and Waste Disposal Limits

All shipments of radioactiive materials vill co::: ply with ICC
Shipping Regulations, AEC Regulations, and other federal, state and local
re6ulations which are applicable.

The principal radiation limits for shirtents of radioactive mate'-
rials by rail freight, rail express, or highway are sn arized as follows:

A. Ga==a emitters, only, or both ga:=ca and alpha or beta emitters
vill be packed in suitable inside containers (specifications are given in
Article 78.$ of ICC Regulations) and shielded so that the garna radiation
during transportation does not exceed 10 mr/hr at one meter from any pointn ontheradioactivesourceor200=r/hratanyaccessiblepointonthesur-

V face of the shipping container.

3. Radioactive materials which include neutron emitters vill be packed
so as -to limit beta and En radiation to 10 = rad /hr at one meter, and
neutron radiation to 2 mrad /hr at one meter from the source.

C. Alpha or beta emitters only vill be ;acked in suitable inside con-
- tainers which vill prevent-the escape of primry rediation and which vill

not permit the level of secondary radiation to exceed 10 cr/24 hr at any
. surface of the container.

D. Outside shipping containers vill be of such design that 6ar=a
radiation vill not exceed 200 nr/hr or equivalent at any point of readily -
accessible surface.

E. The design and preparation of the package vill be such that there
vill be no significant radioactive surface contamination of any part of the
con}ainer. Container designs vill be'in accordance with specifications
given in Part 78 of ICC Regulations. The degree of fogging of undeveloped
film at a distance of 15 ft vill not exceed the fogging of 115 mr of ga x:a
rays that have been filte.'ed by 1/2 in, of lead.

Additional limitations, definitions and specifications for ship-
ments from the plant may be found in ICC Regulations for Transpc.tation of
Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles. The Technical knager vill deterrdne(q) vhat' restrictions vill be applied to special' shipments on 'in individual basis.
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!

Gases and liquids released to the environment fran the plant will
'

have concentrations of radionu:lides wnich are less than the concentrations
-

allowed in the Code of Federal Regulations for unrestricted areas.
!

Personnel Radiation Exposure Control Procedures

General Radiation Safety Rules - The basic effort for radiation
safety is to keep all radiation exposures to a mini =um. Maintaining ain-
imum exposures is dependent on having contir.ual radiation information. It ;

is neces'sary to know: (1) the amounts and types'of radioactive sources
(2) the shielding necessary to attenuate radiation (3) the actual radia-
tion level tc which personnel are exposed and (4) the dosages received.
The amount and-types of radioactive sources are detemined by trained per-
sonnel using survey and counting meters described in Section 215, as well
as by analytical chemistry methods. The radiation levels used as a basis
for plant shieldf.ng design are discussed in Section 232. Radiation and con- !

tamination levels will be maintained below the planti -im l hits and at
a minimum level as. detemined by operating feasibility for normal operating
or maintenance vork. Individuals permitted access to radiation areas or-

contaminated areas will be accompanied by spe.cially trained personnel when
this is- felt' to be desirable or necessary to insure against unnecessary ex-
posures. The radiological conditions of work areas vill be known at all
times and access vill be controlled by barriers, signs, and radiation work
pemits ., Protection against internal radiation is based on the principle !

that;1t is easier to prevent than to control. This will be achieved by
limiting the concentrations' of radioisotopes in air and water to which

. persons are chronically exposed. Proper use of protective clothing and
,

personal cleanliness are the first rules in preventing contamination of the i

'

body. ' It vill be the individual responsibility of each e=ployee to observe
and comply with the safety rules and plant restrictions.

,

The plant areas and compartments are divided into two categories:
Clean Areas and Potentially Contaminated Areas, as shown in the figure on

~

,

- page '507:8. ' Personnel restrictions and regulations in each category are
' given below.

,

A. Clean Area

a. Radioactive material or radiation may be present only below
the limits given cn page 507:4, cl:9n Area Radiation and

~

Contamination Limits. -If. radiation abwe these li=its is
detected, personnel access will be' controlled and the condi-
' tion vill be corrected as soon as possible.

~ in. Regulated-tools and equipment-may not be used in these areas.

2 c. - Protective clothing may not be vorn in these areas except .
When approved by individuals trained to monitor personnel.

d. ' Passage into a Clean Area from a Potentially Contaminated
(Area is permitted only after individuals 'have- determined

_

. that they are not contaminated and that materials they may
. . be transporting have radiation and contamination levels

_

.below the limits for a Clean Area. - 'c

' J
_

,

*
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e. Eating is permitted only in these areas.t

.O f. When entering Potentially Contaminated Area via the clean
locker room, maintenance personnel vill remove outer

'

clothing except shoes and socks and don protective cover-
alls and head covers. Supervisors or observers may sub-
stitute lab coats for coveralls. All personnel vill carry

1shoe covers, gloves or respirator.4. , if required, in the
area they expect to enter.

B. Potentially Contaminated Area

^

a. Radiation and contamination levels vill be r.aintained below
the limits given on page 507:4, Potentially Contaminated
Area Radiation and Contamination Limits.

b. Access vill be restricted to individuals who are authorized
to enter.

-c. Access vill be permitted without supervision only for
individuals who are familiar with the plant radiation-

| safety procedures.

d. . Work permits will be required for entry into areaa so posted.

e. Individuals will notify the Health and Safety Supervisor of
g their entry into any areas having barriers, the duration

%/. of their stay in these areas,' dosimeter reading change
while in these areas, and of any incidents that' occurred

_

involving radiation exposures.
.

f. Individuals vill comply with all' varning signs and barriers.

g. . Equipment and material to be removed from the area vill be
-

surveyed and its removal.v111.be approved by qualified
, personnel prior to removal.

-h. Smoking may be permitted in certain Potentially Contaminated
Areas, at the discretion of, and subject to,' the control of
the Health and Safety Supervisor.

,

4-

.i. Hands must be washed and' contamination must be removed from
individuals or from their clothing before smoking in ap-

'
proved areas.

J. Dosimeters and protective .clotaing and equipment vill be worn-

as prescribed. : Dosimeters will be read frequently by the -
.vearer while in these areas.

. k. Personne1' occupancy time may be. limited for.some work in
.

particuler locations.

f5
Q', 1.s Shielding vill'not b'e removed without approval of the Health

and' Safety Supervisor or his representative.-

n

s -
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m. All contaminated or possibly contaminated vaste material

[] vill be pla. 1 in radioactive vaste containers.
v

n. All incidents and injuries occurring in these areas vill
be reported tc the Health and Safety Supervisor at once.

o. Drinking from o mtainers er eating is prohibited.

p. Entry into Clean Areas while wearing protective clothing
must be approved by the Health and Safety Supervisor or
his representative.

Close coordination vill be exercised between personnel doing =ain-
tenance work in Potentially Conmated Areas and men assigned to determine
plant radiological status and to control personnel radiation exposures. It
vill he the duty of the latter to indicate to maintenance personnel the
measures ne.:cessary to minimize radiological hazards and to minimize ex-
posures to radiation, both internal and external. Radiation Work Permits
vill be required for caintenance work in areas so posted. Rules to be ob-
served during the perforance of =aintenance work will include the folleving:

a. Maintain the greatest feasible dissance from sources of
radiation.

b. Minimize the duration of personnel exposures to radiation.

p c. Utili a shielding where feasible to minimize personnel,

(y exposures.

d. Read ' dosimeters frequently while in radiation fields and
report readings greater than 150 mr.

Do not disturb surface contamination unnecessarily bye.
blowing, rubbing, splashing, etc.

f. Do not open pipes, tanks, or other containers which might
release radioactive materials without adequate anti-
contamination equi pent or unless a trained man assigned
to safeguard against unnecessary exposure is in attendance.

g. Do not grind, sand, cut, brush, etc. in Potentially Con-
taminated Areas without approval of Health and Safety
Supervisor,

h. Observe warnings on signs and radiation barriers.

i. Wear protective clothing or equipment as prescribed for the
work to be performed.

j. Wrap conteinnted raterials or equipment in polyethylene
before being transported.

'' k. If gross contamination is detected on clothing while in a
work area the clothing should be re=oved here when feasible.
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1 Upon completion of maintenance work, during which contamination
may have spread, the work area vill be immediately surveyed. When con-
tamination is located in excess of plant area limits,. barriers ull be

: erected immediately and men vill be assigned to reduce levels to belov
I plant limits as soon as this is feasible.

Personnel Dosimeters and Film Badges

A. Dosimeters
,

Self-reading pocket beta-gamma dosimeters will be vorn by4

personnel that enter Potentially Contaminated Area. They vill be identi-
fied and assigned to individuals by a number corresponding to his or her
assigned security film badge number. The dosimeters vill be stored in a
rack in the gate house with the film badges and vill be picked up when film
badges are picked up on entering the plant. Dosimeters for use by visitors
will be issued by tua Health and Safety Supervisor when he feels this is
t aisable and their issue vill be registered. Escorted visitors who vill
visit only the Clean Areas of the plant vill not be provided with dosimeters
or-film badges.

All regularly assigned dosimeters vill be read, recorded
and rezeroed once each week. Visitors' dosimeters will be read, recorded
and rezeroed daily. All readings greater than 150 mrem vill be inves-

,

tigated immediately and the corresponding film badge vill be processed.

Personnel assigned dosimeters will be expected to: vearO them at all t.ines and as near to the film badge as possible, check the dosi-
meter reading frequently, report to the Health and Safety Supervisor
readings that exceed 150 mr, have dosimeters in the designated storage rack
at the_ end.of- each work period, and report all dosimeter losses or irreg-
ularities .to the Health and Safety Supervisor.

B. Beta-Gamma Fib Badges

Beta-gam =a fik badges vill be issued to all persons, with
; the exception of escorted visitorc who remain in Clean Areas, as they enter

the plant area and vill be worn at all times while within the plant area,'

| either on the upper left quadrant of the body or suspended on a chain attached
around the individual's neck.

Beta-cnN film badges v411 be processed normally on a
monthly schedult. They vill be processed also when an individual's dosimeter -
reading is above 200 mr or is felt by the Health and Safevy Supervisor to
be questionable, and if a person is involved in an emergency incident.

If the exposure' approaches the maximum permissible value
the person vill be' notified and steps vill be taken to prevent exceeding
these values. Badge film readings will be considered to indicate whole body

,

! exposures. Personnel records are covered on page 507:13, Personnel Radiation
Exposure, Records.

.~ /~'%
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The Health and Safety Supervisor vill prescribe the use
/'] of badges to measure extremity radiation exposures if it is expected that(J the individual's extremities will receive a dose greater than 300 mrem per

week. These badges vill be serviced immediately on completion of the job
for which they were assigned.

C. Neutron Film Badges

Metal neutron film badges trill be assigned by the Health
and Safety Supervisor to persons vho vill be entering a neutron radiation
field. Neutron film badges vill be grocessed upon completion of the job
for which they are a.= signed or, in the event that unusual exposure is en-
countered or suspected, it vill be developed at intervals during the
progress of the job. In the latter case, the bearer vill be restricted
from further exposure until his film badge is developed and read.

Protective Clothing a Protective clothing for use in contaminated
or Potentially Contaminated Areas includes the following:

a. Coveralls and lab coats

b. Cloth head covers

c. Face shield and safety goggles

d. Plastic shoe covers and rubber boots

{q/ e. Cloth and rubber gloves

f. Undershirts and shorts

g. Socks

Protective clothing vill be laundered off site on a contract basis
and vill have contamination limits as specified on page 507:3

Special instructions or signs posted in contaminated areas and on
contaminated 1.tems vill reveal what equipment is necessary. The signs may
state: " Shoe Cavers Required", " Respirators Required", etc.

Coveralls are not to be wor' over street clothes. Protective
clothing is not to be worn $n clear. uncontaminated areas unless authorized.
It should be inspected before r.cing. There should be no tears in tle
clothing and fcr some jobs it is advisable to tape ankles, vrists and neck
to prevent contcmination from entering these openings. Protective clothing
vill he donned prior to entry in Potentially Contaminated Areas if the
clothing is newly issued. Some items of clothing may be carried into the
Potentially Contaminated Area and donned as uosted at particular locations.
When leaving these locations equipment or clothing vill be taken off on
pads as directed on posters or orally. If a person is to re-enter these
work areas with clothing possibly already contaminated, the person vill don
the clothing on pads provided at the entrances to the area. When protective

[] clothing is removed it vill be handled as contaminated material and placed
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in the proper containers when it is ,o be cleaned or disposed of. It should
be removed from the body in such a manner as to prevent contamination of the

d skin or articles of clothing underneath. The normal sequence recom= ended
for the removal of protective clothing is as follows: shoe covers, cap,
gloves, coveralls, and respirators.

Respiratory Equipment - Respiratory equipment for protection
against internal exposure vill be issued for use when airborne radionuclide
concentrations are found to be or when it -is suspected they might be greater
than the limits tabulated in Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 20, Code of Federal
Regulations. Respirator types available for use vill include:

a. Respirators with portable fresh air tanks

b. Supplied air respirators

c. Mask type respirators with filters

Only chargd and sterilized respirators vill be supplied. Res-
pirators v111 be checked before they are issued and should be checked again
by the ve.irer before they are placed in service.

Personnel Monitoring - Individuals leaving from Potentially Con-
ta=1nated Areas vill survey themselves for cont, amination. The survey will
be made using the Hand and Foot Monitor and a Count Rate Meter with a
portable probe. All employees vill be trained in the use of these instru-

% ments. Detciled instructions covering the operation of these instruments
j vill be posted perunnently at the place the instruments are kept and will

be contained in the Radiation Protection Manual. Yaen conta-anation is
greater than limits given on page 507:3, Personnel Contamination Limits, the

~

individual vill be decontaminated as described below in Personnel Decon-
tamination, and immediate steps vill be taken to locate the source of the
contamination and the area to which it might have spread.

The count rate meters located in the Potent:. ally Contaminated
Areas vill be used by men working in these areas to survey thc=selves when
leaving their work area and after any incident which might have resulted
in possible contamination.

Personnel Decontamination - All casea of personnel contamination
are to be i= mediately reported to the Health and Safety Supervisor. If the
conta=ination is slight the individual involved should go to the contaminated
shower room. If the contamination is gross, and there is no injury, an
attempt vill be made to decontaminate the individual involved as soon as
possible under the direction of the Health and Safety Supervisor.

Nor-nlly decontamination vill be performed by washing the area
involved for about 3 min with a special soap provided, and plenty of water.
Rinsing vill be thorough. If three washings do not remove the contamina-
tion sufficiently, further efforts will be mede under the direction of the
Health and Safety Superviaor. He may direct that the contaminated area be
scrubbed with a soft brush, with liberel mounts of soap and water or that

( ') a liberal amount of a specific solvent be Applied, followed by washing and
'' application of lotions.
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If the efforts directed by the Health and Safety Supervisor do
3 not result in sufficient decontamination or if contamination is coincident

v?.th injury the Health and Safety Supervisor vill contact the New England>
s

Electric System Medical Director.

Medical and ulo-assay Examination - All personnel employed at the
plant shalI have a routine medical physical examination befe e employrent,

. at least once a year while employed, and upon termination, The emmination,

vill include the usual complete physical with a slit lens eye examination,
electrocardiogram, chest X-ray, and urine, stool, and co=plete blood analyses.
The results of these enminations vill be co= piled in each individual's med-
ical record. Routine and therapeutic X-ray exposure vill be listed in this
record from time to time.

Employees who are working with significant quantities of radio-
active. materials vill submit samples to the Health and Safety Supervisor,

; for Bio-Assay analysis. The time and type of sample vill te determined by
the New England Electric System Medical Director.

Personnel Radiation Exoosure Records - The following personnel
records vill be kept:

a. Dosimeter exposure readings taken weekly
4

b. Beta-g e a film badge exposure reading taken
monthly and readings taken on badges issued
for special work.

O
c. Special neutron film badge e aosure readings

d. ' Radiation exposure readings t . ken at other
installations before or. dm ug e=ploymenti.

with Yankee Atomic Elactric Company.

Quarterly . total exposurese.,

f. Accu =ulative total of all radiation to date
!

g. Information related to incidents of radiation
j. exposure and of personnel contamination. '

Personnel records vill be stored permanently and vill be made
,

| available to properly authorized persons and agencies. Periodic reports of ;

! accumulated exposures to radiation, and reports of exposure to radiation,
.

and concentrations of radioactive material in excess of the limits speci-
i fled on page-507:2,. Radiation Standards, vill be furnished to employees 'in
' ; person.and the significance of the exposures reported vill be explained to

them.-
!

,
. Access-Control - Personnel entering the plant vill enter directly

into the Clean Area.. Only those people who have reason to be in the Poten-
tially Contaminated Areas vill be allowed to enter them. They vill enter

. by way of the clean locker room, unless authorized by the Health and Safety

L !

;

J
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Supery;sor or his representative to enter via other routes. 7aen departing
from Pr.tentially Contaminated Areas, individuals vill pass into the Clean,

Areas via the clean locker roc = unless authorized to take another route.v

Street clothing and protective clothing normally used in conven-
tioo l pov r plants vill be worn in Clean Areas. Supervisory pcrsonnel
and Iersonnel Ontering the Potentially Contaminated Areas for short periods,
or fJr work at locations not posted as requiring particular itens of pro-
tev ive clothing, cay wear lab costr> into these areas. All others vill wearc

coveralls. Fresh protective clothing and equipment vill be picked up in the
clean locker room where street clothing vill be recoved. Prote:ctive clothing
and equip =ent previously worn but which has contamination below allovable
limits :ny be picked up in the contsminated locker room. Tools vill also be
picked up in the con +hted locker rooms. Lab coats, coveralls, and head
covers vill M %nned in the locker rooms, and other protective clothing =ay
be carried to sreas where it is to be used.

Individuals not wearing protective clothing vill be permitted re-
entry into the Clean Areas only after they have =onitored the=selves with
the count rate seter p2 aced in the corridor between the Clean and Poten--
tially Contaminated Areas and have found no contamination above the limits
for Clean Areas. Re-entry while wearing protective clothing or carrying
tools or equip =ent =ay be pe=itted only after the individuals, tools, or '

equipment are checked by authorized personnel and fcund to be " clean".

On leaving the Potentially Contaminated Areas if protective cloth-
ing is found to be " clean", or to be contaminated below the limits for

[] protective clothing to be donned, it may be placed in the contaminatedlocker
U room for re-use. Otherwise it vill be placed in hampers located at the

count rate meter. Street clothing checked by the vearer and found to be
" clean" can be vorn directly into the Clean Areas.

Individuals may not pass into the Clean Areas when centamination
is . detected on their person. All cases of personnel contc.mination are to be
immediately reported to the liealth and Safety Supervisor. If the contamina-
tion is located on an individual's hands it may be removed by vashing in
the contaminated lavatory. Contamination elsewhere on an individual vill be
removed in the contaminated shover room when detected by the count rate reter
in the corridor. Men are allowed to enter the clean locker room frc= the
contaminated shover room only after they have checked themselves with the
count rate reter located at the shover room exit and have found no evidence
of contamination.

|

The Health and Safety Supervisor vill be informed of all ship =ents
into or out of the plant and vill take appropriate action dependent on the
individual shipment. The Health and Safety Supervisor may monitor vehicles

- at the gate and permit the =cve=ent of vehicles, drivers, and passengers
directly into the Poteatially Contaminated Area or to any of the Clean Areas.

! He vill permit shipment to points outside the plant after the material being
trsnsported is adequately surveyed, rarked and logged, and the people in-
volved are properly monitored and adequately instructed.

Cr
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Area Monitorinrr - A radiological survey is defined as the deter-

g'j mination of the type and quantity of radioactivity present.in the air or on
the surface of a particular object or area. In making radiological surveys,
portable instruments described in Section No. 215 (Radiation Monitoring)
are used. They v111 be rade as required to minimize personnel exposure to
radiation. All Potentially Contaminated Areas vill be surveyed periodically
at_ frequencies dependent an the type of area, its use and its potential
hazard and when access is required to areas where radiological conditions
are uncertain. The lunch room vill be surveyed on a weekly schedule and
imediately when it is felt that contamination located elsewhere might havo
been carried into this area. Other Clean Areas vill be surveyed on a
monthly schedule. Continuing surveys vill be rade in occupied areas if
it is possible that the level of hazardous radioactivity may increase
while the area is occupied. The radiation levels at selected locatione in
the plant are detected by fixed plant instruments described in Section

No. 215

The smear technique vill be used to determine levels of radio-
active surface contamination. This involves the rubbing of a small filter
paper on a surface being investigated and the counting of the radioactivity
level of caterial picked up by the paper. Smear locations vill include
locations which mi ht indicate the source of contamination, and locationsB
which might indicate the spreading of contamination, such as stairs, ladders,
landings, doorways, etc.

When making a radiological survey in a plant area, a sketch of the

p area vill be so marked as to identify the particular piece of filter paper
v used at each smear and to indicar,e the location of the area smeared. 'Ihe

sketch vill be also marked to indicate the exact locations at which radia-
tion level readings are taken and the locations at which airborne partic-
ulate ratter is filtered. The alpha and the beta-gamma activa.ty on both
the papers used for smears and the papers used to filter airborne partic-
ulate matter vill be determined by the use of counting room instruments.

Barriers, S1rns, Tags - Barriers to control personnel access vill
consist of ropes placed approximately 3 ft above the floor surface and a
yellow and magenta striped adhesive tape attached to the floor under the
rope. Signs vill be conspicuously posted at the barriers bearing varnings
of radiological conditions and may be posted anywhere in the plant where
warnings or instructions might help prevent unnecessary exposure. They
vill contain a prominent ragenta-colored standard, three-vaned radiation
symbol on a yellow background and vill indicate the amount, type and loca-
tion of contamination or source of radiation as well as precautions neces-
sary for entrance into areas enclosed by barriers. Barriers and signs vill
be erected or removed only by authorized specially trained personnel.

In Clean Areas, barriers vill be erected at sufficient distance
from sources of radiation to prevent exposure at a rate greater than
2 mrem /hr and they vill isolate areas having contamination levels greater
than the limits given for Clean Areas on page 507:h, Clean Area Radiation
and Contamination Limits.

n
"

.
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In Potentially Contaninated Areas barriers will be placed at a -

sufficient distance from the source of zmilatf on to prevent exposures at
a rate greater th'm 5 mrem /hr. Access 2113 be permitted past these
barriers for individuals trained to comply with the plant radiatun safety
rules and restrictions or for individuals escorted by trained personnel.
With these barriers there vill be signs posted prominently with wording
such as " DANGER, RADIATION AREA". Additional barriers vill be placed
around areas where radiation intensities are greater than 100 nr/hr. Signs
will be conspicuously placed at these barriers. They will have such wordirg
as " DANGER, HIGH RADIATION AREA, NO ENTRY PERMITfED". Individuals will be
permitted entry into these areas only when issued a .. alation Work Pemit
or when accompanied by trained men assigned by the Health and Safety Super-
visor.

When radioactive surface contamination, as determined by smea-
techniques, is greater than plant limits as given on page 507:4 for
Potentially Contaminated Areas that nomally require access, the con . .m ed
item or area vill be roped off and posted. The signs to be used vi] _ oear a
radiation symbol and words such as " DANGER, RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL, NO ENTRY
PERMITTED". Individuals will be pemitted entry into these areas only when
issued a Radiation Work Pemit or when accompanied by trained men assigned
by the Health and Safety Supervisor.

Barriers will be erected around Potentially Contaminated Areas
found to have airborne radioactive contamination levels greater than the
plant m h m permissible concentrations. Signs will be conspicuously

p; posted bearing a radiation symbol and verding such as_, " DANGER, AIRBORNE
V RADIOACTIVITY, NO ENTRY PERMITTED". Individuals will be pemitted entry

into these areas only when issued a Radiation Work Permit or when escorted
by trained men assigned by the Health and Safety Supervisor.

Step-off pads of blotter paper vill be placed immediately outside
of barriers surrounding areas known to be contaminated or at locations,
either inside or outside of barriers where it is felt that pads may prevent
the spread of significant amounts of contamination. They vill be vacuumed
or changed periodically to prevent the spread of contamination. Personnel
entering or leaving areas having step-off pads will don and remove shoe
covers and other anticontamination clothing or equipment as directed by
signs , posted on or near the step-off pads.

All containers 1. which is stored, transported or used a quantity
of radioactive material in excess of those quantities listed in the doc-
uments of Appendix A as requiring posting vill have a tag applied which has
the words " Radioactive Materials, Caution" in magenta lettering on a yellow
background, and will be marked with identification of the radioisotope,
amount of radioactivity and the date.

Radiation Work Pemit - Plant areas barred by a rope barrier and
posted with signs "N0 ENTRY P?RMITIED" or " RADIATION WORK PERMIT REQUIRED"
may be entered by individuals who have obtained clearance in the form of a
Radiation Work Permit. This procedure is established to provide radiation
safety in areas where overexposure of personnel is possible within a normal

(g) vork day. If the work to be done is a type which may influence plant status
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during operation and which requires standard tagging procedures both the
(] vork pemit and the standard tagging procedure vill be followed.
U

Radiation Work Permit form vill be prepared in triplicate which
vill include the following:

*a. *.rea in which work is to be done and scope of work.

b. Starting time and expected duration of the work.

Name of =an, or men if : ore than one shift, in charge ofc.
working party.

d. Na=es of men in vorking pany and recorded individual
accu =ulated exposures.

Date and time of radiological survey just prior to entry.e.

f. Findings and signature of can making the raclological
surcey.

g. Safety precautions required of working party.

h. Monitoring required during the work (at start only,
intemittent or continuous)

,m 1. Dosimeter readings on entry and on leaving vork area.
I \
\j

j. Signatures of men in charge of working party, of Shift
Supervisors to be on duty during the perfor=ance of
the work, and of the Health and Sa 'ty Sapervisor when
rpproving the permit and again wht the work crea is
cleared and accepted as ready for service.

The original of the for=s prepared vill'be kept by the Shift Superviser
until' the work is terminated. One copy vill be kept by the Health'and
Safety Supervisor and one vill be posted at the work area barrier. No
changes vill be cade to a yamit after it is issued. Upon completion of
the work, and after desireter readings are recorded, all copies vill be
returned to the Shift Supervisor who vill return the area to nor=al sta*ns.

The Health and Safety Supervisor vill provide monitoring and
assistance as required to minimize exposures. He may substitute for the
pemit by providing a continuous escort of specially trained men when so
requested by the Shift Supervisor for vork of short duration.

Area and Ecuitr.ent Decontaminatis,, - Decontamination of equip: antn
or areas may be undertaken to reduce levels of radioactivity to belov =ax-
imm permissible level, or it may be undertaken to minimize risk of ex-
posure during =aintenance or other work. A comprehensive _rvey =ap of
contami"Ated areas or components vill be furnished personnel assigned the
duties of removing radioactive contamination. Men trained in radiation

f') safety vill be assigned the duty of detemining the extent of radiation
'

j
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hazard during decontamination and of advising personnel undertaking the
decontamination of the potential hazards and of precautions necessary or

-

advisable to safeguard against unnecessary exposures. Men undertaking
decontamination vill be familiar with and vill observe the following rules
and practices:

Sweeping vith brooms is prohibited.a.

b. Liquid vill be absorbed from vet contaminated areas and
1 then the area vill be vacuumed.

Dry conta=inated areas will be vacuumed first, and thenc.
damp mopped.

d. If further deconta=ination is necessary, the area vill be
washed with vater and a soapless detergent. Care vill
be exercised to prevent the splashing of conta=inated
vater.,

1

e: Assure used cleaning equipment is contaminated unless
proven to be " clean".

.

f. Decontaminate areas of highest radicactivity first.

g. Deconta=inate area no larger than 200 sq ft at one time.
.

. (y h. . Perform componeEt decontamination, vb" e feasible, in
- (j the decontamination room or. on the ce.:ontamination pad

where the spreading of contamin" ; may be minimized.

i. . Gross cleanup by steam jetting or water flushing vill be
performed only if the . spread of contamination is pre-7

'

vented by polyethylene tents, etc.

J. Final cleanup by hand brushing is allowed only if the
spread of conta=ination is safely controlled by brushing
under water, etc.

t

k. ~ Mechanical abrasives-may be used only where marring of
surface finish and-dimensional changes may be tolerated,
and airborne contamination is controlled.

,

1. Every effort should be made to decontaminnte solid scrap,

so that it may be disposed of as " clean" scrap.

Radioactive Shiu.ents and Waste Disposal - All radioactive ship-
ments will comply. with the regulations of the Interstate Co=merce Ccr: mission
and of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. ~ The Health and Safety Supervisor
or an authorized representative vill be notified of all ship;ents to be
made from the plant. The ship:ent of material that is radioactive, sus-
pected of being radioactive or accompanying a radioactive shipment will be
approved by the Health and Safety Supervisor or..by his representative

-

D _ before being allowed by the-guard to leave the Station. These shipmentsV -will be . surveyed and released after p?cper shipping forms are completed and
preper accountability records of the onlicents are Isade.

.
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The Health and Ssfety Supervisor, or his approved representative,
vill be notified of the arrival of radioactive shipments at the Station.i

He vill survey the shigent and vill approve the transportation, storage:

I or use of the radioactive shipment within the Station.

Radioactive vaste dicposal vill be made upon issuance of a
"Pemit for Discharge of Radioactive Waste" issued jointly by the Chemical
Engineer and the Health and Safety Supervisor or their approved represent-

; atives. A complete description of the vaste and its radioactivity will be
j recorded when vaste is disposed of.

Solid combustible radioactive waste containers made of metal
bearing the ragenta radiation symbol and the word " COMBUSTIBLE" will be

! placed in areas where this type of material vill be generated. They vill
12 lined whh a leakproof plastic bag to prevent the spread of contamina-
tion during the transfer from the container to the plant incinerator. The

1

,

|

! containers vill be emptied when full or when the level at 1 in, from the I

container is 5 mrad /hr or greater.

Plastic lined metal containerg, bearing the magenta radiation
symbol and marked "NON-COMBUSTIBLE" vill be placed in areas where vaste

il

of this type is generated. When full or when in excess of 5 mrad /hr the I

container vill be transferred to the Waste Disposal Building. Waste !requiring storage vill be wrapped in protective covering to confine con-
|

t

! tamination. The recainder vill be placed in a concrete mix and contained |

in t.,ceel drums.

All liquid radioactive vaste vill be dumped into drains floving |
,

| to the radioactive vaste disposal system.

Radiation Incidents - A radiation incident is dafined as: a
condition or situation which results in personnel exposures beyond the
maximum permissible limits or which, while not necessarily involving
actual personnel exposures is an undesirable event of sufficient impor-
tance in the mind of the Health and Safety Supervisor to warrant inves- '

tigative action and the recording of his findings.

Personnel exposures arising from incidents shall be evaluated
promptly. This ray require special bio-assays, surveys, reviews of work
assignments, film studies, analyses, etc. Conditions or situations which
require prompt notification of the Health and Safety Supervisor and sub-
sequent action include the following:

Positive evidence of radioactive deposition on personnela.

such as: contaminated injury, positive nasal or sputum
smears, exposu es of unprotected personnel to atmosphere
in excess of maximum permissible limits,

b. Medical treatment which includes an individual's exposure
to radiation or contamination.

Radiation dose in excess of maximum permissible limits.c.

t

____
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d. A short tern dose on the order of 300 cren.

e. Unusual events such as: fires or exolosions in Potentially
; ' Contaminated Areas, accidents involving the transportation
; of radioactive raterials, a gross discharge cf radioactive

{ caterial to the erreiron=ent, exceeding critical :nss control

| limits.
1

) Personnel involved in a radiation inciden; and whose exposure is
-| not known shall not be assigned work involving radiation ha::ards until
i their exposures have been evaluated. Details of radiation incidents vill

be made known and explained to individuals irreolved and vill be added to
their record. A report describing the incident vill be reviewed by the,

Plant Safety Co==1ttee.

Where it is deter =ined that an individual has suffered injury in
,

j the Potentially Conta=inated Area and has become co..taminated the following
{ actions may be taken:
1

i a. The Health and Safety Supervisor vill be notified of all
cases of personnel contamimtion and decontnmination by<

vashing should begin as soon as possible.

b. In ec.ses of severe injuries, cedical attention shall take pre-

| cedence over contamination controls.
i

c. In inhalation cases, energency medical attention to this =ay
O texe vre=ecemce over decc tem 1tetiem c= vom=d *=eet= ems. |

l

d. In the event of an open vound sustained in a Potentially ;
Conta=inated Area: I

*
|

1. Control severe bleeding and flush as required. ;

2. Flush vound and =assage toward the injury if i

t required.

3 Install contamination control tourniquet if
appropriate.

}

h. Survey the injury and the area where injury |
occurred.

|

e. The Health and Safety Supervisor vill notify the Medical Depart- f
rent if in his opinion this is desirable or necessary.

t

Federal and State agencies will be notified of radiation incidents i
as required by their regulations.

;

;

)

f

|

i

,
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REFERENCES

Where applicable the following references were used in vriting
these instructions:

1. Standards for Protection Against Radiation; Part 20, Chapter 1,
Atomic Energy Commission, Title 10 Atomic Energy, Federal
Register Volume 22, Number 19

2. Rules and Regulations for the Protection of the Health and

Safety of Employees from Occupational Diseases Caused by
Ionization Radiation; Industrial Bulletin Number 5,
Department of Iabor and Industry, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts; Effective December 1, 1957

3 Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human Body
and Nnimm Permissible Concentrations in Air and Water;
National Bureau of Standards Handbook 52, March 20,1953

3. Maximum Permissible Radiation Exposures To Man; Statement of
National Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurement,
April 15, 1958.

5 Interstate Commerce Commission Regulations fo: Fransportation
of Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles; ' ariff Number 9,
Bureau of Explosives of the Association of kerican Railroads.
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508 PLANT SECURITY AND SPECIAL NUCIZAR 1%TERIALS CONTROLp),

%.
Plant Security and Access

. Plant security is under the direction of the Administrative Assistant
j vho also has charge of security education s.nd handling of classified material.
' All security procedures at the plant vill be consistent with applicable AEC

regulations.

Since there is only one normal point of access for traffic through
the chain link fence, only one guardhouse is provided at the facility. The
guardhouse is manned at all times by at least one properly authorized guard.
Normal turnstile access for individuals and gate access for motor vehicles
with valid passes and identification are provided. Exclusion area details'

are . shown on drawing No. %99-FY-5A.

The exclusion area plan provides for an interior chain link fence
and a three strand, barbed wire, perimeter fence. This perimeter fence
partially surrounds the plant at a radius of approximately 1,000 ft from the

i plant and is considered to be a barrier to prevent trespassing on plant
l property. The perimeter fence does not cross the Deerfield River but

terminates at the ' east bank of the river. The area not enclosed by this
perimeter fence .is directly in front of the plant, and an unobstructed view
of this unfenced portion of the plant site is available from the plant.
Automobile parking for employees and visitors to the plant is provided out-
side the chain link fence.

O Access for a slow speed freight railroad,. the Hoosac Ttumel and
. Wilmin;; ton Railroad, is. provided through the perimeter fence with the access

~

under the control ofuthe guards. During freight deliveries to the plant
' I.oper, the Administrative Assistant will supervise railroad operations
through.the normally locked gates in the chain link fence.'

~ Since licensed power reactors are not classified installations,
Yankee Atomic Electric Company does not propose to treat _ any of its plant as
classified. The portion of the plant inside the vapor container, however,
. vill-not be available for visitation. Access to this part of the plant will
be~' granted only to company employees and visiting scientists at the discre-

- tion 'and with the permission of the Plant Superintendent and as plant opera-
:. tion permits.

Classified Ibcument Handling

Classified documents for use of properly cleared personnel at the
. plant vill-be stored in an AEC ' approved file safe. -Such classified documents
vill- be :in the custody.'of a properly cleared Document Custodian. .The

- Administrative Assistant will be in general charge of handling classified
- documents. A. Security Manual vill be prepared ~and issued to all personnel so
that security requirements'and procedures vill be well understood by all
employees.

-

V
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The senior operating personnel of the plant already held valid "Q".O _ clearances from the AEC,and Yankee will obtain similar clearances for any -

additional e=ployees whose ucrk will require that they have access to classi-
fied information.

_

The classified doceent repository will be located in the Mninistra-
tive Assistant's office and in such a manner as to met all AEC require =ents. |
Classified documents will be =ade availabb by the Dacurent Custodian only to '

plant personnel holding a valid AEC security clearance and having a "need to
know" the contents of any classified document.

,

A check list of classified documents will be maintained by the
Document Custodian for any documents issued to cleared personnel. He will '

also maintain a log sheet showing receipts and shipments of classified docu-
ments to and from the plant.,

All classified document haniling procedures will be in accordance
with AEC require =ents ani as outlined in the Yankee Atocic Electric Company
Security Manual.

Control of and Accounting for Special Nuclear Materials

The Yankee Plant as a licensee of the AEC will provide and maintain
adequate storage facilities an! will maintain accurate records of nuclear fuel
balances. .t

. The plant will not receive, ship loose, or unclad special nuclear
- material for use in its reactor. All such material coming into the plant - r

will be contained in manufactured fuel assemblies ready for insertion into
- the Yankee reactar. These fuel assemblies will be fabricated by a contractor
~for Yank'ee and will be' transported to the plant site.in shipping containers.-

Section 101, CORE MECHANICAL DESIGN should_be referred to.
t'

'A concrete storage vault will be provided for the storage of new
fuel elements.- The fuel elements will be placed in this vault through~a roof
access hatch using the yard crane for hardling between transportation vehicle

~ and the storage vault. Only authorized personnel are allowed access to the
new fuel storage vault.

A water filled, concrete pit will be provided for- the storage of ,

. _ '-spent fuel as removed.from the reactor vessel. Section 218, FUEL HANDLING -
SYSTEM and 0.I. No. 506E, REACTOR REFUELING should be referred to. [

The Administrative Assistant will be in charge of these vaults and
the movement of material into and out of them. He will inspect the incoming

' fuel assemblies for shipping damage,' vill make the necessary checks on_ in-
~

coming fuel with material transfer sheets as provided by core fabricators,
and will make out material transfer sheets for all =aterial~ shipped from the .
Yankee - Plant. 'Since the size and weight of. the : fuel elements precludes any '

possibility of ordinary pilferage, it will not be necessary to provide an ex--

' tensive system of locks-to protect against such losses. The Administrative
. Assistant will at 'all. times maintain a conplete record of the material . ,

s

; balance area. Semiannually he vill prepare a Material-On-Hani Report for '

-the AEC.

,

-- ,. , , - . , , . - -
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(V~) Any laboratory calibration naterial will be retained and stored in
the laboratory urder the supervision of the Chenical Engineer ard will not be
placed in either the new or spent fuel areas.

Aecual handling of the fuel assemblies containing special nuclear
material v1'd be done under the supervision of the Plant Superintendent or
his designated assistant, but the Administrative Assistant has the responsi-
bility for recording the movenent of special nuclear naterial even within
the plant.

.4G
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509 ROUTINE AND CONTINUID PLANT TESTS

General

All checks, tests. and calibrations of the ge.. ral type necessary
to the efficient and safe operation of any large electric generation station
will be performed on a rout.ine basis. It is anticipated that the electrical
transmission equipment, the secondary plant, and certain portions of the nu-
clear plant will be handled with this relatively conventional approach. The
test programs discussed in this section are those which have a direct connec-
tion with the safe operation of the reactor.

Routine Nuclear Tests

Power Coefficient - Measurements of power coefficients will be made
during the initial startup of each fuel loading. In adcition, data obtained
drring scheduled generator load changes throughout core life will be period-
ically chec ked for power coefficient determinations.

Temperature Coefficient at Operating Temperature - Measurements
of noderator ter.parature coefficients will be made during the initial attrt-
op of each fuel loacing. In addition, data obtaine'd during scheduled plant
shutdowns throughout core life will be periodically checked for temperature
coefficient determ aations.

~

Flux Distribution in the Ccre - LTormation concerning the flux
{

distribution, and hence power distribution, permits an experimental verifi-
cation of the calculated values of maximum-to-average power density in the
core and provides information concerning operation at power levels greater
than the initial level. External nuclear flux nonitors located around and '

tat different elevations with respect to the core can be analyzed in conjunc-
tion with control rod program for flux distribution in the core. In addition,
the in-core instrumentation system provides a more accurate means of analyzing
flux distributions.

! Radiation Shielding and Plant Area Monitoring - Checking of plant
radiation shielding and plant area monitoring, under the direction of technical

b services personnel, will maintain a regular and continuirg record of radiation
levels by survey methods a:: detailed in Section 607 - RADI0IGICAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY. Certain of these data will be regularly recorded on the appropriate
station logs which are in use for that particular plant area. Other plant
occupancy areas which are not regularly covered by log entries will be surveyed
by use of semi-portable instrunents which are located in these areas.

'

s

-
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Routine Mechanical Tests
~

h
'

_/ Control Rod Scram - Circuit Check - During plant oneration it is
not advisable to make any tests in the scram circuitry. A1: indications that
are available will be noted at least once per shift, and adjustments will be
made only if necessary. At no time will the scram circuitry be disconnected
during operation. All roJ scram tests will be made during scheduled reactor
shutdown or during various emergency shutdowns.

Safety Injection System - Weekly, during power operation, all of
the pu=ps and valves of the safety injection system will be operated individ-
ually from the safety injection control panel in the control room to determine
their serviceabilit; and correct light position indication. The pumps will be
operated only on by-pass to the safety injv etion-shie' d tank cavity water stor-
age tank. Loop fill valves will only be opened with the injection valve closed
tight. All locked-open and locked-closed valves outside the vapor container
will be checked at the conclusion of the tests to verify their correct position.
Wheneter the reactor plant is shutdown and depressurized, the entire system
operation will be checked by manual operation of the safety injection control
switch provided on the nuclear section of the main control board.

Pressurizer Scray Systen - In order to assure reliable performance,
the pressurizer surge and circulation spray systems will be tested periodically,
prefericly during the normal startup operation. While maintaining normal oper-
ating voaditions in the main coolant system and the pressure control and relief
system, trat 3 with surge spray deenergized, it is determined that correct
circulntion spray exists (hand control valve initially positioned so as to main-m

I tain pressurizer equilibrium conditions) by noting frequency of heater cycling'

while maintaining pressurizer at normal values. Verification of surge spray
operation will be accomplished by obtaining maximum spray flow and observing
the re. & tant pressurizer pressure decrease, temperature increase of water
flowing thrcugh the surge line, and changes in pressurizer heater cycling.

Pren,urizer Solenoid Relief V dve - The pressurizer solenoid relief
valve, which is provided to limit the duty of the pressurizer safety valves,
wil) be tested after refueling or after completion of maintenance on this valve.

The set pressure and the blowdown pressure shall be observed during
tne test cperation and shall be compared with the design conditions. After

I the valve has discharged, note tra downstream pipe temperatures to assure that
the valve disc has properly resented.

The steam pressure required to test the solenoid relief valve is ob-
tained by operation of the pressurizer heaters.

Scram Alarms Check Points and Instrumentation Calibration Checks -
In order to assure safe operation of the plant, certain instrumentation checks
will be performed periodically. Only those checks that can be made without
disconnecting the scram cire".t during plant operation will be performed. No
tests or checks will be made on any equipment if there is a possibility of
initiating a false scram. All calibration will be made before starting or dur-

'

ing scheduled shutdown periods, except where calibration is required at a power
lev el .
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Site Monitoring - The testing, calibrating and standardizing of the
radiation monitoring equipment will be further supplemented by another rou-
tine and continuing test, ensuring the accuracy and adequacy of the radiation
monitoring and radioactivity survey programs. (See Section 305 - EUVIRO: PEN-
TAL RADI0 ACTIVITY SURVEY.)

Environ = ental samples vill be collected and checked twice each year.
Results of these checks will be compared with radioactivity levels ectablished
by the pre-operational site survey. If a major difference exists, a detailed
analysis vill be contracted to an independent laboratory.

Main Coolant Water Determinations and Contamination Tests - Radio-
chemical analysis vill be performed on the main coolant water for the deter-
mination of induced corrosion products and released fission product radio-
activities . Other routine analysis vill be performed to maintain water spec-
ifications as presented in Section 106 - REACTOR COOLANT CEEMISTRY.

Vapor Container Leak Test - Leakage from the vapor container will
be determined using a lenktight closed volume system within the vapor con-
tainer and a manc=eter. The closed volume system vill be pressurized to
3 in. H O above the vapor container internal pressure corresponding to2
1 1/2 psi gage at a=bient te=perature of 120 F, and the =anometer will be
used to measure the differential pressure between the closed volume system
and the vapor centainer. A slcv rise cf the differential pressure between
successive midnight' to dawn periods vill be indicatise of a loss of air frc.n s

the vapor container. The leak rate may be determined by the =ethods given '

in O.I. 504Q. The reading of the instrument used for monitoring vapor con-O tainer leakage vill be recorded routinely during plant operation.

Emergency Generator - The emergency generator set will be tested
once a month to assure that the unit will be ready for use when required.
The set will be run for about 20 min during each test, at which time the
operating gages vill be observed to check proper functioning of the set.
After each test the fuel tank vill be checked to ensure that an adequete
fuel supply is on hand at all times.

Power Supply Reliabiltty Check - The electrical system includes
the necessary equipment to generate electric power and deliver it to the
115 kv transmission syster as well as to provide power necessary to drive
auxiliary equipment within the plant itself. Reliable power is assured so
that sufficient coolant flov is maintained to keep the ther=al rise in the
core within safe limits when electrical disturbances cause a partial power
loss. to the electrical system. An engine driven power source is provided to
maintain service to vital equipment in the unlikely event of total loss of
electrical power. Nor=al station operation is with two separate 115 kv trans-
mission lines in service so that a fir = power supply with =aximum reliability
is established.

All checks, tests, cnd calibrations of the general type necessary
to the efficient and safe operation of a large electrical plant vill be per-

L^ formed on a routine protective maintenance basis.
The engine driven power

source vill be started on a monthly basis to make certain of starting during
an e=ergency.

(
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